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Preface

This is the first World Bank report on the Kingdom of Bhutan, which
joined the institution in 1981. The report, therefore, is primarily intro-
ductory in nature, providing an overview of the economy, its current stage of
development, and the development strategy. While little has generally been
known about Bhutan, basic economic conditions are relatively favorable,
contradicting the very low per capita income. The ratio of population to
land is relatively low and there is little landlessness. Literacy and public
health remain poor, however. Development efforts began around 1960, and
since then Bhutan has made much progress towards establishing basic economic
and social infrastructure, despite difficult physical conditions and per-
vasive shortages of trained manpower. Nevertheless, the gains are difficult
to evaluate as the economic and social data base is very thin. Chapter I of
this report focuses on the geographical and historical background to help
explain the evolution of Bhutan's cautious development strategy. Chapter II
provides an overview of the structure of the economy, the level of
development, and the role of the country's economic institutions.
Chapter III comprises more in-depth discussion of key economic sectors and
can be read selectively without loss of overall continuity. Chapter IV
focuses on Bhutan's human resources and on Goverament programs to improve
education and health standards. Chapter V reviews the Fifth Plan, which
represents an unprecedented development push that involves not only a sub--
stantial increase in investment but also changes in the development strategy.
However, the manpower, physical, and financial constraints to development in
Bhutan are significant. These constraints and the role external assistance
can play in helping overcome them and in enabling an acceleration in develop-
ment are discussed in Chapter VI.
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Pr6logo

Este es el primer informe del Banco Mundial sobre el Reino de Bhut&n,
que ingres6 a la instituci6n en 1981. Por lo tanto, constituye basicamente una
introducci6n al pais, proporcionando una vision general de la economia y de su
actual etapa y estrategia de desarrollo. Si bien se conoce poco acerca de
Bhutan, las condiciones econ6micas basicas son relativamente favorables y con-
tradicen el ingreso per capita muy bajo. La proporci6n entre la poblaci6n y la
tierra es relativamente baja y existen pocas personas sin tierras. Sin embargo,
el analfabetismo y la salud publica siguen siendo deficientes. Los esfuerzos de
desarrollo comenzaron alrededor de 1960 y desde entonces Bhutan ha hecho muchos
progresos para establecer una infraestructura econ6mica y social basica, no obs-
tante condiciones fisicas dificiles y escasez generalizada de recursos humanos
capacitados. Sin embargo, el progreso es dificil de evaluar dado que la base de
datos econ6micos y sociales es muy limitada. El Capitulo I de este informe se
centra en los antecedentes geogrAficos e hist6ricos que ayudan a explicar la
evoluci6n de la cautelosa estrategia de desarrollo del pais. En el Capitulo II
se ofrece una visi6n general de la estructura de la economia, el nivel de desa-
rrollo y la funci6n de las instituciones econ6micas de BhutAn. El Capitulo III
comprende un analisis mas profundo de los sectores econ6micos clave y puede
leerse selectivamente sin perder la continuidad general. El Capitulo IV se cen-
tra en los recursos humanos del pais y en los programas del Gobierno para mejo-
rar los niveles de salud y educaci6n. En el Capitulo V se examina el Quinto
Plan que representa un esfuerzo de desarrollo sin precedentes y que preve no
s6lo un aumento considerable de las inversiones sino tambien cambios en la
estrategia de desarrollo. Con todo, son considerables las restricciones finan-
cieras, fisicas y de recursos humanos que afectan al desarrollo del pais. Estas
restricciones y la funci6n que puede desempefiar la asistencia externa en ayudar
a superarlas y permitir la aceleraci6n del proceso de desarrollo se analizan en
el Capitulo VI.

Ce rapport est le premier de la Banque mondiale sur le Royaume du
Bhoutan qui est devenu membre de cette institution depuis 1981. Il stagit donc
essentiellement d'un document d'introduction, qui donne un aperqu de la situa-
tion economique du pays, de son stade actuel de developpement et de sa strategie
de developpement. Bien que l'on ait en general tres peu de connaissances sur le
Bhoutan, on sait que les conditions economiques y sont dans 11ensemble assez
favorables, malgre un tres faible revenu par habitant. La densite de la popu-
lation y est relativement faible et il y a peu de paysans sans terre. Toutefois,
l'alphabetisation et la sante publique laissent encore beaucoup a desirer.
Grfce A l'effort de d6veloppement amorce aux environs de 1960, le Bhoutan a fait
des progr6s considerables dans l1'tablissement d'une infrastructure economique
et sociale, malgre des difficultes materielles considerables et une absence
quasi generale de personnel qualifie. Toutefois, faute de donn6es suffisantes,
il est difficile d'evaluer les progres accomplis. Le Chapitre Premier decrit le
cadre geographique et historique du pays pour aider a mieux cerner l'evolution
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de sa prudente strat6gie de developpement. Le Chapitre II donne un apercu de sa

structure 6conomique, de son niveau de developpement et du r6le de ses insti-

tutions 6conomiques. Le Chapitre III, que l'on peut lire separement sans perdre

le fil de l'analyse, pr6sente un examen plus approfcndi des principaux secteurs

de l1'conomie. Le Chapitre IV traite essentiellement des ressources humaines

du Bhoutan et des programmes entrepris par les pouvoirs publics en vue d'ame-

liorer l'6ducatiun et la sante. Le Chapitre V est consacr6 A l'analyse du
Cinquieme plan, qui repr6serite un effort de developpement sans precedent,

impliquant non seulement une augmentation substantielle des investissements,

mais aussi la modification de la strategie du developpement. Toutefois, le

manque de ressources humaines et financieres et les contraintes mat6rielles

entravent considerablement la progression du pays. Ces obstacles sont analyses

au Chapitre VI, qui montre 6galement la facon dont l'aide ext6rieure peut con-

tribuer A les surmonter A favoriser l'acc6leration du processus de developpement
au Bhoutan.
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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS a/

End-March Currency Unit

1977 US$1.00 Nu 8.80

Nu 1.00 = US$ 0.11
Nu 1 million = US$ 113,636

1978 US$1.00 Nu 8.43
Nu 1.00 = US$ 0.12

Nu 1 million US$ 118,624

1979 US$1.00 = Nu 8.15

Nu 1.00 = US$ 0.12
Nu 1 million = US$ 122,699

1980 US$1.00 = Nu 8.19
Nu 1.00 = US$ 0.12

Nu 1 million = US$ 122,100

1981 US$1.00 = Nu 8.19

Nu 1.00 US$ 0.12
Nu 1 million = US$ 122,100

1982 US$1.00 = Nu 9.35
Nu 1.00 = US$ 0.11

Nu 1 million US$ 106,952

Average Annual Exchange Rates

1976/77 US$1.00 = Nu 8.94
1977/'78 US$1.00 = Nu 8.56
1978/79 US$1.00 = Nu 8.21
1979/80 US$1.00 = Nu 8.08
1980/81 US$1.00 = Nu 7.89
1981/82 US$1.00 = Nu 8.93

a/ The Bhutan ngultrum is tied on a one-to-one basis to the Indian
rupee. Average annual exchange rates relate to Bhutan fiscal
years which run from April 1 to March 31.

This report was prepared by a mission comprising Messrs. John Borthwick
(Chief of Mission, World Bank), Jeremy Berkoff (Senior Economist, World
Bank), John Eddison (Senior Project Engineer, Asian Development Bank),
and Ms. Kazuko Uchimura (Economist, World Bank), which visited Bhutan
between October 2 and October 29, 1982.
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COUNTRY DATA - BHUTAN

AREA POPULATION a/ DENSITY

46,500 sq km 1.2 million (mid-1982) 25 per sq km (1982)

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (1982) HEALTH (1982)

Crude Birth Rate (per '000): 43 Population per Physician 18,100

Crude Death Rate (per '000): 21 Population per Hospital Bed: 2,000

Infant Mortality (per '000 live births): 147

INCOME DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION OF LAND OWNERSHIP

% of National Income - Highest Quintile: .. % Owned by Top 10% of Owners%1
Lowest Quintile : .. % Owned by Smallest 10% of Owners:

ACCESS TO PIPED WATERS (1982) ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY

% of Population - Urban : 49 % of Dwellings - Urban:

Rural : 6 Rural:

NUTRITION EDUCATION (1982)

Calorie Intake as % of Requirement: .. Aduilt Literacy Rate : 10%

Per Capita Protein Intake (grams Primary School Enrollment: 21%

per day):

GDP PER CAPITA IN 1981: US$116

VALUE ADDED BY SECTOR (1980/81)

Value Added
$ million %

Agriculture b/ 61.6 47.6
Forestry 20.2 15.6
Industry c/ 8.0 6.2
Services d/ 39.5 30.6

129.3 100.0

GOVERNMENT FINANCE (1981/82)

Nu million % of GDP at Market Price

Revenue and Grants 407.0 39.9

Total Expenditure 436.8 42.8

Overall Balance (deficit -) -29.8 -2.9

a/ Official estimate.
b/ Includes agriculture and animal husbandry.
c/ Includes manufacturing, mining, power, and construction.
d/ Includes communications, transport, tourism, financial services, social

services, rental income, trade, and government.

Not available.
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MONEY, CREDIT, AND PRICES
(End-March)

1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82
(Nu million)

Money and Quasi Money 57.7 80.0 105.7 145.5
Bank Credit to Public Sector -62.0 -59.1 -53.6 -78.7
Bank Credit to Private Sector 23.7 32.9 28.3 45.9

Money and Quasi Money as % of GDP .. .. 10.4
Annual % Changes in:

Consumer Price Index 12.1 13.5 9.6 10.3
Bank Credit to Public Sector .. +4.7 +9.3 -46.8
Bank Credit to Private Sector .. +38.8 -14.0 +62.2

Consumer Price Index
(1977/78 = 100) 112.1 127.2 139.4 153.7

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1981/82 a/ MERCHANDISE EXPORTS, 1981/82 a/
(US$ '000) US$'000 %

Export of Goods 714.0
Import of Goods -3,307.0 Cardamom 614 86.0
Services and Private Transfers (net) -917.0 Gum rosin 80 11.2
Total Current Account -3,510.0 Handicrafts 17 2.4
Official Capital Transfers (net) 6,400.0 Timber 3 0.4
Change in Reserves (decrease -) 2,890.0 Total 714 100.0

RATE OF EXCHANGE b/
(Annual Average for Fiscal Year)

1978/79
US$1.00 = Ngultrum 8.21
Ngultrum 1.00 = US$0.12

1979/80
US$1.00 = Ngultrum 8.08
Ngultrum 1.00 = US$0.12

1980/81
US$1.00 = Ngultrum 7.89
Ngultrum 1.00 = US$0.13

1981/82
US$1.00 = Ngultrum 8.93
Ngultrum 1.00 = US$0.11

a/ With countries other than India.
bg/ The ngultrum is freely exchangeable in Bhutan with the Indian rupee on a

one-for-one basis.

Not available.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Setting

i. Although it has been some twenty years since the Kingdom of Bhutan

began to emerge from behind its natural and self-imposed barriers of

obscurity, knowledge abroad of internal developments has remained scanty.

The extent of progress since then and the overall standard of living

consequently both come as somewhat of a surprise to most first-time visitors.

The standard of living clearly belies the per capita income of about $120--one

of the lowest in the world. With a population which is officially estimated

at 1.2 million, pressures on land, food, and housing all appear much less

than elsewhere in South Asia, although literacy and life expectancy both

remain low. There are, however, probably few countries in which development

has resulted in less disruption to the traditional way of life.

ii. Bhutan is small and landlocked. It has an area of about 46,500 sq km

and is bordered by the Tibet region of China in the north, and elsewhere, by

northeast India. The terrain is some of the most rugged in the world, rising

from altitudes close to sea level to over 7,000 m. It is characterized by

hills that rise steadily from the narrow strip of plains to the High

Himalaya, and which are cut by deep, generally north-south, river valleys.

It was this combination of relatively remote location, rugged terrain, and

formidable natural borders coupled with a strong sense of independence that

enabled Bhutan to remain largely unaffected by events in the outside world as

long and as easily as it did.

iii. Bhutan is relatively well endowed with natural resources, and for

most of these and their products, there are ready markets in resource-scarce

neighboring countries. Bhutan's location on the steep southern watershed of

the Himalaya has endowed it with enormous hydro-power potential which is just

beginning to be tapped. Construction is underway with Indian assistance on a

336 MW hydro-power project at Chukha on the Wang Chu river in western Bhutan.

As the electricity generated will be far in excess of Bhutan's domestic

needs, most of it will be sold to India. Bhutan's other major natural

resource is its forests, which cover about half the land area. At present,

extraction is only a small fraction of the annual forest increment, while

some of the forest is decaying of overage. There is thus significant

potential for forest-based exports from Bhutan; however, care will have to be

taken to ensure that the deforestation-related problems that plague other

areas of the Himalaya do not arise in Bhutan. Bhutan also has deposits of

certain minerals, including limestone, dolomite, graphite, lead, zinc,

gypsum, copper, and coal, but for the most part deposits are inaccessible and

detailed surveys have yet to be undertaken.

iv. Historical developments in Bhutan were closely linked to those in

Tibet. Starting in about the eighth century, a number of Buddhist sects

moved south from Tibet to Bhutan where they established themselves in the

main valleys. In the seventeenth century the country was unified under a

theocracy, with full powers in theory resting with the Shabdung, a lama whose
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position was filled through reincarnation. Over time, however, the control

of the Shabdungs declined and there was constant turmoil as the civilian

governors of various regions competed for power. In 1907, however, Ugyen
Wangchuck, then the governor of eastern Bhutan, emerged as sufficiently

strong to unite the country under a hereditary monarchy.

v. During the nineteenth century, Bhutan had had to accommodate itself to
British power in the south and in the process lost almost all its land below

the foothills. In 1910, Bhutan signed a treaty with Britain under which
Bhutan agreed to be guided by the advice of the.British Government in regard

to its external relations while Britain pledged non-interference in the

internal affairs of Bhutan and an annual payment to the Bhutan Government.
In 1949, Bhutan signed a treaty with the Government of India which reflected

the same major principles. Despite these treaty ties to the south, Bhutan's
principal external focus remained Tibet, with whom it shared a common

religion and its main trade ties. However,.the Tibetan uprising of 1959 and

the Sino-Indian border war of 1962 forced Bhutan to close its borders to

Tibet and align Itself with India. In 1959, Bhutan began receiving its first
economic aid from India and started constructing its first roads. Since then,

Bhutan's relations with India have been close. Bhutan has also gradually
been expanding its international ties--in 1962 it joined the Colombo Plan,

and 1971, the United Nations. In 1981, it joined the International Monetary

Fund and the World Bank, and in 1982, the Asian Development Bank. Apart from

India, Bhutan also has full diplomatic relations with Bangladesh.

vi. In the half century following the establishment of the monarchy,

successive kings concentrated on centralizing their power and integrating
the various factions and regions into a stable political entity. The third

monarch, King Jigme Dorji Wangchuck, recognized that isolation would
eventually have to end and that change was inevitable. He was determined,

however, that change should come from within Bhutan. Accordingly, he
initiated unprecedented domestic reforms and embarked on a course of

carefully expanding Bhutan's international ties. His successor, King Jigme
Singye Wangchuck, who came to the throne in 1972, broadly continues to follow

the same pragmatic course.

The Economy

vii. Patterns of economic activity are simple and still strongly rooted in

the past. These were mainly dictated by physiographic features. Settled

agriculture concentrated in small communities spread out along the main river

valleys of the inner Himalaya and in the southern foothills. Swiftly flowing
rivers, mountainous terrain, and dense forests separated these settlements,

and led to an economy of small subsistence-oriented communities. Beyond and
between these settlements, migrant herders grazed herds of sheep and yaks on

alpine grasslands. Parallel to this traditional economy, a small and tightly
controlled modern sector has emerged over the past 20 years.
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viii. Reflecting the early stage of development, agriculture and animal

husbandry account for almost half of GDP, and provide the main livelihood to

about 95% of the population. Landlessness is not serious and farmland

appears to be equitably distributed. Foodgrains production is, however,

inadequate to meet needs, and additional amounts are imported from India.

Maize, grown mainly in the east, is the predominant foodgrain, accounting for

almost half of total production. Paddy, which accounts for about one-third

of production, is the main crop in the west. Wheat and other foodgrains are

grown at higher altitudes, or as second crops. Other important crops include

chillies, pulses, and oilseeds at lower altitudes, and potatoes at higher

elevations. In recent years, apples, oranges, and cardamoms have emerged as

cash crops in the south and west. Although the forestry sector accounts for

15% of GDP, this may be low by historical standards, due to restrictions on

commercial logging introduced in 1979. Industry accounts for only about 6%

of GDP, due to the small domestic market and scarce domestic entrepreneurial

capacity. Three relatively large industries--a 100,000 MT per year cement

factory given on a grant basis by India, a distillery complex, and a fruit

processing plant--account for most of the value added. Services account for

around 30% of GDP, with public administration and social services accounting

for close to half of those. Tourism contributes only about 1% of GDP,

despite its significance as a revenue and foreign exchange earner.

ix. For an economy that nearly 20 years ago functioned largely without

trade, Bhutan's present dependence on trade is surprisingly high--imports

in 1981/82 amounted to about 40% of GDP; exports, to about 17% of G]jP.

Almost 95% of the trade is conducted with India, mainly because of Bhutan's

landlocked position, but also because a state of free trade exists between

the two countries. Imports from India comprise mostly essentials--foodgrains,

textiles, petroleum products, metal products, machinery, and transport

equipment; while the main exports are cement, agricultural produce, and

forest products. The principal overseas export is cardamoms; the primary

imports, automobiles and machinery. The large trade and current account

deficits have been more than offset by capital inflows--mainly from

India--and Bhutan has accumulated relatively comfortable foreign exchange

reserves. Trade and transit to third countries are governed by a Trade and

Commerce Treaty with India signed in 1972, and subsequent changes in

procedures made in 1978. The treaty expired in 1982 and a new one is under

negotiation. Due to the good relations between the two countries, trade and

transit matters do not present a significant development constraint.

x. Monetization of the economy is limited. As there are no controls on

trade and payments with India, and because Bhutan has received large cash

grants from India, the Indian rupee circulates freely. In 1974, the

Government began issuing ngultrums, the official currency of Bhutan, but

rupees still account for most of the currency in circulation. The two

currencies are freely exchangeable within Bhutan on a one-for-one basis.

Apart from the Royal Monetary Authority, established in 1982 to provide

central banking services, the financial sector comprises the country's only

commercial bank--the Bank of Bhutan--owned jointly by the Government and the
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State Bank of India, and three non-bank financial institutions. Over time,
the Government intends to move to a ngultrum-based monetary system; however,

it recognizes that the transition must necessarily be slow to maintain full
confidence in the ngultrum.

xi. Historically, the Government had simply tailored expenditures to

match revenues. The Ministry of Finance did not prepare its first budget
until 1971. That budget--the so-called "civil" budget--covered only the

needs of non-development ministries and was funded from domestic revenues.
The requirements of the development-oriented ministries were met under a
separate "development" budget which had been established in the early 1960s
to allocate Indian aid. This dual budgeting practice continued through

1980/81, mainly because there were only limited domestic financial
contributions to the development effort. Excluding the gross receipts of a

number of government departments and corporations, revenues amount to a
relatively low 7% of GDP; however, the Government also mobilizes considerable
domestic resources through compulsory and voluntary labor schemes, which are
not reflected in the revenue estimate. The revenue base is narrow, with two
sources, the Indian excise tax refund and liquor excise duties, accounting
for over half of total revenues. However, the Government's ability to raise

revenues is constrained by the free trade situation with India; while this
results in many benefits to Bhutan, it severely limits the Government's

ability to tax international trade, normally a major source of revenue to low
income countries. Free trade and the long common border also limit the

Government's flexibility in imposing independent sales taxes.

xii. The Government's difficulties in mobilizing domestic revenues have

been reflected in constantly growing deficits on current account in the
budget. Including capital expenditures, overall budgetary deficits have
exceeded 20% of GDP. Nevertheless, budgetary policy must be considered
conservative, as there has been little recourse to expansionary finance, or

to borrowing from domestic financial institutions despite their high
liquidity. This has been primarily due to the high level of external
assistance Bhutan receives, and the flexibility the Government has in
utilizing the Indian aid. In 1980/81, Government of India budgetary

assistance amounted to 16% of GDP. In addition, the Government of India has
been providing at least as much assistance outside the budget, either as
separate projects like the Chukha hydro-power project, or through the budgets
of Government of India departments operating directly in Bhutan. In 1980/81,

overseas assistance ($8 million), mainly from the UN, amounted to the
equivalent of about 7% of GDP. Total recorded external assistance (excluding

Chukha assistance, which is extra-budgetary) was equivalent to a high 22% of
GDP or about $25 per capita. Including Chukha assistance, these rise to 38%
of GDP and $44 per capita, respectively.

xiii. Even though the economic status of the population is relatively good,
education gains have been limited and health conditions remain poor.
Progress has been difficult to gauge, due to the almost total lack of
demographic statistics. Thus, while the population is officially estimated
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at close to 1.2 million, the actual population is in fact unknown. Although
literacy is increasing rapidly, it remains a low 10%. The Government is
committed to free and universal primary education, but enrollment amounts to
only about one-fifth of the age group. Enrollment in secondary education is
restricted and is guided by projected manpower requirements, in order tu
avoid educating more graduates than can be productively absorbed. Although
Bhutan has serious shortages of trained manpower, it is, however, at present
unable to fill those enrollment quotas. Infant mortality is high and life
expectancy is a low 43 years. The main problems would appear to be
gastro-intestinal diseases which affect the ability to utilize food, rather
than any lack of food. Diseases such as tuberculosis, skin diseases, and
goiter are also prevalent. Health services are limited, mainly due to
shortages of medical personnel.

Development Programs

xiv. Development efforts in Bhutan trace back to 1959, when Bhutan began
receiving Indian economic assistance. Although Bhutan completed four
development plans during the two decades 1961-81, modern public
administration and development planning were in the early stages of evolution
for many of those years. Consequently, the volume and the composition of
actual expenditures often differed considerably from the original plans.
Nevertheless, expenditures consistently doubled from one plan to the next,
and significant achievements were made--the country ended its physical
inaccessibility and linked the main regions of the country through a
well-conceived road network and a communications system. Basic social
infrastructure was established in many parts of the country, and significant
gains wTere made in education. Nevertheless, the King felt that increased
popular participation in the plans was possible. He was also concerned that
domestic resources had consistently failed to cover the recurrent budget
costs. These concerns led to fundamental changes in development strategy for
the Fifth Plan (1981/82-1986/87).

xv. In order to achieve a pattern of development more consistent with
popular desires, some 25% of total Plan expenditures are to be decentralized
and implemented by district administrations according to development plans
drawn up by the individual districts under central supervision. It was felt
that this would result in more effective administration of district
development programs. Accordingly, a large number of line ministerial staff
have been transferred from the central to district administrations. An
important condition for including projects in the plans was that the required
manual labor be provided on a voluntary basis. This would reduce development
costs and make possible a greater overall development effort. While it is
still too early to determine how successful this decentralization will be,
its chances of success seem good. The principal problems appear to lie in
its spreading scarce trained manpower even more thinly, and in their removal
from direct central technical supervision.
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xvi. To improve fiscal performance, the Government proposes to invest
about 37% of total Plan expenditures in a number of relatively large
export-oriented, resource-based projects which would generate financial
surpluses for the budget. These budgetary earnings are to be supplemented
by several other major fiscal reforms introduced recently to improve the
efficiency of resource use, including a 10% reduction in the civil service,
the consolidation of the dual budget system, a reorganization of budgetary
disbursement procedures, and the removal from the budget of a number of
commercially-oriented government services, such as tourism. Several new
taxes have been introduced on commercial activities. There is probably scope
for further increasing domestic resource mobilization by improving sales tax
administration, and by removing several other public services (such as
communications) from the budget to encourage them to greater efficiency.

xvii. Total outlays under the Fifth Plan (which excludes the Chukha
project) are to amount to Nu 4,338 million, almost triple those of the Fourth
Plan. At present, the Plan has a financing gap of Nu 1,335 million, of which
roughly over three-fourths is associated with the large resource-based
projects. This is primarily the result of a decision to allocate most
already-committed aid and domestic resources to non-development activities
and to the development activities of existing government departments.
However, the overall size and the financing gap of the Plan are likely to be
less than projected as the technical and economic viability of the major
resource-based projects is still under study, which suggests that
implementation could be delayed or may not proceed at all. Moreover, for
those which prove viable, it should be possible to attract additional
financing for these projects.

xviii. Apart from the large resource-based projects, most projects proposed
under the Plan are relatively small and simple; they are also appropriate
given Bhutan's needs and current level of development. As under past plans,
implementation is likely to lag, given shortages of technical and
administrative staff and the relatively ambitious physical targets in some
sectors. In agriculture (12% of outlays), the principal focus is on the
intensification of existing land use rather than expansion into new areas,
while animal husbandry programs (3%) aim at increasing the general level of
productivity through the introduction of exotic cross-breeds and at
addressing the crucial winter fodder constraint. Forestry development (7%)
centers around several wood processing industries designed to increase
exports of manufactured forest products. While this strategy is generally
sound, the Government should be careful to ensure that the blend of exports
is the one which indeed maximizes net export earnings. Proposed investment
in power (17%) includes a number of relatively large generation and
transmission projects. These include two medium-sized hydro-power projects
aimed at meeting domestic demand. While studying the viability of these
individual projects, the Government also proposes to undertake an overall
master plan study of the power sector. Industrial development accounts for
over 17% of proposed outlays, due to the large export-oriented,
resource-based projects. As discussed above, the viability of many projects
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has not yet been established, while some will also require ancillary
investmnents before they can proceed. It is likely, therefore, that

investment in this sector will be lower than projected. Outlays on land
transport infrastructure (11%) focus primarily upon establishing a fourth
north-south road, upgrading sections of the existing road network, and on

creating feeder roads. The roads program may be somewhat ambitious, while
allocations for road maintenance appear to have been underestimated. About
2% of total resources are earmarked for the establishment of a national

airline; this may prove inadequate. Communications provisions (2%) aim
mainly at upgrading the quality of services and extending them to as yet

unserved areas. Education (8%) and health (4%) outlays are relatively
modest, reflecting a strategy of consolidating and upgrading existing

programs and facilities, rather than undertaking substantial new investment.
While the education strategy appears sound, a somewhat more aggressive

approach could be justified in health. The development program in water
supply and sanitation (3%) is very ambitious, considering likely
implementation constraints.

xix. How close the Government will in fact come to implementing the Fifth

Plan will depend in part on how easily resource constraints can be overcome.
Bhutan will continue to rely heavily on expatriate technical and manual labor

in project implementation, although the Government will find it difficult to
clrcumvenr the domestic shortage of administrative manpower, positions

normally best filled by nationals. It is, therefore, this manpower shortage
more than any other which is likely to constrain the development effort. The

rugged terrain is a considerable constraint, but for the most part, transport
and communications infrastructure is good and is relatively underutilized.

The pervasive power constraint should ease by late 1984 with the
commissioning of the Chukha project.

xx. With the Fifth Plan, the Government has shown itself no longer
satisfied with simply matching development expenditures to committed

resources; as a result, financing has also become a constraint to Plan
implementation. As discussed above, there is some scope for raising revenue,
while it should also be possible to borrow from the domestic financial
institutions. These borrowings should, however, be carefully monitored to
ensure that the institutions can maintain adequate liquidity and meet private
sector credit needs, and that rupee foreign exchange reserves are not unduly

drawn down. These additional resources notwithstanding, most of the gap will
have to be met through increased external assistance. Given Bhutan's early
stage of development, its small size, and the large scale of many development
projects, the aid should be on concessional terms and finance full foreign
exchange costs as well as a significant proportion of local costs.
Substantial technical assistance and training are also required through all

stages of the project cycle. And as many projects will be beyond the scope
of individual donors, co-financing is likely to play an important role in
mobilizing aid for Bhutan.
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RESUME ET CONCLUSIONS

G6n6ralit6s

i. Il y a deja une vingtaine d'annees que le Royaume du Bhoutan a
commence a sortir de l'isolement ou le confinaient des barrieres natu-
relles autant que volontaires. Pourtant, ce qui se passe a l'interieur de
ce pays est encore mal connu a 1'6tranger. Aussi le visiteur non averti
est-il quelque peu surpris par l'ampleur des progres r6alis6s depuis lor&
et par le niveau de vie de la popu'ation; celui-ci en particulier cadre
difficilement avec le revenu par habitant qui, A 120 dollars environ, est
l'un des plus faibles du monde. Avec une population estim6e officielle-
ment a 1,2 million d'habitants, le Bhoutan ne semble pas souffrir d'une
insuffisance de terres, d'alimentatiore et de logements aussi aigu'e que les
autres pays d'Asie du Sud, malgre la persistance d'un faible taux d'alpha-
b6tisation et d'une esp6rance de vie limitee. Quoi qu'il en soit, il y a
probablement peu de pays oa le developpement a moins boulevers6 le mode de
vie traditionnel.

ii. Petit pays de 46.500 km2 environ, enclav6 entre le Tibet,
au nord, pour sa frontiere avec la Chine, et le nord-est de l'Inde, le
Bhoutan a l'un des reliefs les plus accident6s du monde avec une altitude
passant d'un niveau proche de celui de la mer dans une etroite bande de
plaines, jusqu'a plus de 7.000 m dans le Grand Himalaya. Les montagnes
sont traversees de profondes vall6es fluviales generalement orient6es du
nord au sud, C'est grace a son relatif 6loignement, A son relief tour-
mente et A d'imposantes frontieres naturelles que ce pays, de surcroit
profondement jaloux de son independance, a pu si ais6ment rester pendant
des siecles A l'6cart des 6venements mondiaux.

iii. Le Bhoutan est dote de ressources naturelles assez abondantes,
qutil pourrait aisement ecouler - ainsi que les produits qu'il en tire -
dans les pays voisins, moins bien lotis. Situ6 sur le versant meridional
abrupt de l'Himalaya, le Bhoutan dispose aussi d'un formidable potentiel
hydroelectrique qu'il commence a peine A exploiter. Une centrale hydro-
electrique de 336 MW est en construction, avec I'assistance de 1'Inde,
a Chukha sur le fleuve Wang Chu, dans l'ouest du pays. Largement supe-
rieure aux besoins du pays, la majeure partie de 1'electricite qui sera
ainsi produite sera vendue a l'Inde. L'autre grande richesse naturelle
du Bhoutan est la foret, qui couvre pres de la moitie de son territoire.
A 1'heure actuelle, les coupes ne repr6sentent qu'une petite fraction de
la croissance annuelle de la foret, dont une partie, trop vieille, est en
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train de dep6rir. L'exploitation forestiere offre donc au pays dtint6res-
santes perspectives d'exportations. Toutefois, le Bhoutan devra veiller
a ce que le d6boisement n'ait pas les memes consequences que dans les
autres r6gions de l'Himalaya. Le Bhoutan pcss6de aussi des ressources
minerales, notamment du calcaire, de la dolomite, du graphite, du plomb,
du zinc, du gypse, du cuivre et du charbon, mais la plupart de ces gise-
ments sont inaccessibles et n'ont pas encore fait l'objet d'6tudes
detaillees.

iv. L'histoire du Bhoutan est etroitement liee A celle du Tibet.

Vers le VIIIe siecle, des sectes bouddhistes tib6taines ont 6migr6 vers
le sud pour s'installer dans les grandes vallees du Bhoutan. Au XVIIe
siecle, le pays a 6te unifie et place sous un regime theocratique selon
lequel l'autorite supreme etait theoriquement confiee au Shabdung, lama
dont la succession devrait etre assuree par r6incarnation. Toutefois,
peu A peu, l'influence des Shabdung a declin6, tandis que la lutte pour
le pouvoir entre les gouverneurs civils des diff6rentes provinces plon-
geait le pays dans le chaos. Par la suite, en 1907, Ugyen Wangchuck,
alors gouverneur du Bhoutan oriental, finit par imposer son autorit6 et
par r6unifier le pays sous une monarchie h6reditaire.

v. Au XIXe siecle, le Bhoutan a dui staccommoder de l'emprise des
Britanniques sur le sud, ce qui lui a fait perdre la plupart des terres
bordant les contreforts. Aux termes d'un trait6 signe en 1910 avec la
Grande-Bretagne, le Bhoutan a accept6 de suivre les conseils du Gouverne-
ment britannique pour ses relations ext6rieures, moyennant quoi celui-ci
stest engage A ne pas s'immiscer dans les affaires interieures du pays
et A verser chaque ann6e une certaine somme d'argent au Gouvernement
bhoutanais. En 1949, le Bhoutan a conclu avec le Gouvernement indien un
traite inspire des memes grands principes. Malgre ces liens formels avec
le sud, le Bhoutan a continu6 ce regarder principalement vers le Tibet,
dont il partageait la religion et avec lequel il conservait les liens
comm-erciaux les plus etroits. Toutefois, apres le soulevement tibetain
de 1959 et le conflit frontalier sino-indien de 1962, le Bhoutan s'est
vu contraint de fermer sa frontiere avec le Tibet et de s'aligner sur
l'Inde. En 1959, il a commenc6 a beneficier de l'aide economique de
l'Inde. C'est alors qu'il a entrepris la construction de ses premieres
routes. Depuis, ces deux pays entretiennent d'6troites relations.
D'autre part, le Bhoutan a developpe progressivement ses relations inter-
nationales : en 1962, il a adhere au Plan de Colombo Elt, en 1971, il est
devenu membre des Nations Unies. En 1981, il est entre au Fonds monetaire
international et a la Banque mondiale et, en 1982, A la Banque asiatique
de d6veloppement. Outre ses liens avec l'Inde, il a 6tabli des relations
diplomatiques normales avec le Bangladesh.

vi. Pendant les 50 annees qui ont suivi l'iristauiration de la monar-
chie, les rois successifs se sont efforc6s de centraliser le pouvoir et
d'unifier les differentes factions et regions en une entite politique
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stable. Le troisieme monarque, le Roi Jigme Dorji Wangchuck, savait que
le pays devrait finalement sortir de son isolement et que le changement
etait ineluctable. Toutefois, il 6tait convaincu que ce changement devait
s 'op6rer de l'int6rieur. C'est pourquoi il lanca un programme de reformes
sans pr6c6dent et entreprit d'6largir avec prudence les relations interna-
tionales du Bhoutan. Son successeur, le Roi Jigme Singye Wangchuck, qui
est mont6 sur le tr6ne en 1972, suit dans 1tensemble la meme politique
pragmatique.

L'economie

vii. Les structures de l'activit6 economique, encore tres archaiques,
sont simples. Elles ont 6t6 imposees avant tout par les caracteristiques
g6omorphologiques du pays. L'agriculture sedentaire s'est concentr6e
dans les petits villages dissemin6s dans les principales vall6es du Grand
Himalaya et sur les contreforts m6ridionaux. Ces communaut6s, separees
par des fleuves rapides, des montagnes et des forets epaisses, ont dui
sIorienter vers une 6conomie de subsistance. Dans la montagne et sur les
versants des vallees, des bergers nomades faisaient paitre des troupeaux
de moutons et de yaks sur des paturages alpestres. Un petit secteur
moderne, 6troitement encadre, s'est developpe au cours des 20 derniAres
annees, parallelement A cette economie traditionnelle.

viii. Comme il est de regle dans un pays qui amorce a peine son pro-
cessus de developpement, l'agriculture et 1'l1evage representent pres de
la moitie du PIB et font vivre environ 95 % de la population. Les pay-
sans sans terre sont rares et les terres de culture semblent equitable-
ment r6parties. Cependant, la production de c6r6ales vivrieres est
insuffisante et doit etre compl6tee par des importations en provenance
de l'Inde. La principale cer6ale vivriere est le maYs qui est cultiv6
essentiellement dans l'est du pays et qui repr6sente presque la moitie de
la production cer6aliere totale. Le paddy, qui en repr6sente pres d'un
tiers, est la culture pr6dominante dans 1'ouect. Le ble et les autres
cer6ales vivrieres sont cultives A plus haute altitude ou comme secondes
r6coltes. Les autres grandes cultures sont le poivron, les l6gumineuses
et les graines oleagineuses a basse altitude, et la pomme de terre a plus
haute altitude. Dernierement, la pomme, l'orange et la cardamome sont
apparues dans l.e sud et dans l'ouest en tant que cultures de rapport. Le
secteur forestier repr6sente 15 % du PIB, ce qui peut paraitre faible par
rapport aux chiffres ant6rieurs. Ce recul resulte des restrictions impo-
sees A l'exploitation commerciale en 1979. L'industrie ne fournit que 6 %
environ du PIB en raison d'un march6 interieur restreint et de la capacite
limit6e des entreprises. Trois usines relativement importantes - une
cimenterie de 100.000 tonnes par an, qui a ete donn6e par l'Inde, une dis-
tillerie et une conserverie de fruits - procurent l'essentiel de la valeur
ajoutee de ce secteur. Le secteur tertiaire repr6sente 30 % environ du
PIB; pres de la moiti6 de ce pourcentage provient des administrations
publiques et des services sociaux. Bien qu'il constitue une importante
source de recettes et de devises, le tourisme ne contribue que pour 1 %
environ au PIB.
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ix. Pour un pays qui, il y a pres de 20 ans, vivait presque en

autarcie, le Bhoutan est maintenant 6tonnamment tributaire du commerce

ext6rieur. Ainsi, en 1981/82, ses importations ont represente pres de
40 % de son PIB et ses exportations pres de 17 %. Pres de 95 % de ses
6changes se font avec l'Inde, principalement paice que le Bhoutan est un

pays enclav6, mais aussi parce qu'il existe un systeme de libre-6change
entre les deux pays. Ses importations en provenance de l'Inde portent
pour la plupart sur des el6ments essentiels - cer6ales vivrieres, tex-
tiles, produits petroliers,-- produits de la m6tallurgie, machines et
mat6riel de transport - tandis que ses principales exportations sont le
ciment, les prcduits agricoles et les produits forestiers. Sur le mar-
che mondial, le Bhoutan exporte principalement de la cardamome et importe

surtout des automobiles et des,machines. Les impcrtants d6ficits de la..

balance commerciale et du compte courant ont et6 largement compens6s par

les entrees de capitaux, provenant principalement de l'Inde, qui ont
permis au Bhoutan de constituer des r6serves de devises assez substan-
tielles. Le commerce et le transit vers les pays tiers sont regis par
un trait6 sur les echanges et le commerce conclu avec l'Inde en 1972 et
obeissent &galement A des amendements apportes aux procedures en 1978.
Ce traite 6tant devenu caduc en 1982, un nouvel accord est en cours de
n6gociation. Comme les deux pays entretienneint de bonnes relations, les
questions relatives au commerce et au transit ne font pas gravement
obstacle au developpement.

x. La part du secteur monetaire est limit6e. Etant donne que
les 6changes et les paiements avec l'Inde ne sont pas reglementes et que

l'Inde a donne au Bhoutan d'important .s sommes d'argent, la roupie circule
librement. En 1974, l'Etat a commence A 6mettre des ngultrums, monnaie
officielle du Bhoutan, mais la roupie reste la principale monnaie en cir-
culation. Les deux monnaies sont librement convertibles au Bhoutan sur la
base de la parit6 de change. Outre l'Autorit6 mon6taire royale, qui fait
office de banque centrale depuis sa cr6ation, en 1982, le secteur finan-

cier comprend la Banque du Bhoutan, seule banque commerciale du pays, con-
tr6l6e conjointement par l'Etat et par la Banque d'Etat de l'Inde, et
trois institutions financieres non bancaires. Le Gouvernement envisage
d'adopter ulterieurement un systeme mon6taire base sur le ngultrum; il
reconnait toutefois que la transition doit s operer lentement pour ne pas
ebranler la confiance dans cette monnaie.

xi Dans le passe, l'Etat se contentait d'6quilibrer depenses et
recettes. Ce n'est qu'en 1971 que le Ministere des finances a pr6par6 le

premier budget, appele budget "civil", couvrant uniquement les besoins
des ministeres qui ne s Ioccupaient pas de developpement, et financ6 A

l'aide des recettes int6rieures. Les besoins des ministeres dont le r6le

etait axe sur le developpement faisaient l'objet d'un budget distinct,
dit de "developpement", institue au debut des annees 60 pour permetcre
l'affectation de l'aide indienne. Ces deux budgets ont coexiste jusqu'en
1980/81, principalement parce que le financement interieur de l'effort de
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developpement 6tait limite. Si l'on fait abstraction des recettes brutes
de plusieurs administrations et entreprises publiques, les recettes bud-
g6taires repr6sentent 7 % du PIB, ce qui est relativement peu. Cependant,
en recourant au travail obligatoire et volontaire, 1'Etat parvient A drai-
ner des ressources consid6rables qui n'apparaissent pas dans l'estima-
tion des recettes. Les recettes fiscales proviennent seulement de deux
sources : le remboursement de l'imp6t indirect indien et les taxes sur
les spiritueux, qui constituent plus de la moitie des rentrees totales.
Toutefois, l'aptitude de l'Etat A realiser des recettes est entravee par
la pratique du libre-echange avec l'Inde, qui procure certes de nombreux
avantages au Bhoutan mais limite gravement la faculte pour l'Etat d'im-
poser les 6changes internationaux qui sont gen6ralement une importante
source de recettes pour les pays a faible revenu. En outre, vu la lon-
gueur de la frontiere commune avec l'Inde, l'Etat n'est guere en mesure,
dans le contexte du libre-echange, de percevoir des taxes sur les ventes
priv6es.

xii. Les difficult6s de recouvrement des recettes int6rieures se sont
traduites par un deficit croissant des operations courantes port6es au
budget. Si lton tient compte des depenses d'equipement, le deficit bud-
getaire global depasse 20 % du PIB. Il faut bien reconnaitre cependant
que l'Etat poursuit une politique budgetaire prudente, 6vitant de trop
recourir a 1'expansion de la masse mon6taire ou de contracter des emprunts
aupres des institutions financieres nationales, malgre leur forte position
de liquidite. Cela tient principalement a ce que le Bhoutan b6n6ficie
d'une forte assistance ext6rieure et que les autorites ont toute latitude
pour utiliser les fonds octroy6s par l'Inde. En 1980/81, l'aide budge-
taire indienne representait 16 % du PIB du Bhoutan. En outre, le Gouver-
nement indien a fourni au Bhoutan une assistance extrabudg6taire au moins
aussi elev6e, soit dans le cadre de projets s6par6s, tels que la centrale
hydroelectrique de Chukha, soit par l'intermediaire du budget des services
administratifs indiens operant directement au Bhoutan. En 1980/81, l'as-
sistance internationale (8 millions de dollars), fournie principalement
par 1'ONU, equivalait A 7 % environ du PIB. Le montant total de 1'aide
exterieure comptabilisee (A l'exception de l'aide extrabudgetaire pour le
projet de Chukha) atteignait un niveau tres elev6, 6quivalant a 22 % du
PIB, soit 25 dollars environ par habitant. Si l'on compte l'assistance au
titre du projet de Chukha, ce ni-aau passe A 38 % du PIB et A 44 dollars
par habitant.

xiii. Malgre le niveau de vie relativement satisfaisant de la popu-
lation, l'6ducation n'a guere progress6 et les conditions sanitaires
laissent encore beaucoup A desirer. En fait, les progres sont difficiles
a 6valuer, en raison de l'absence quasi totale de statistiques demogra-
phiques. Ainsi, selon les estimations officielles, le pays compterait
pres de 1,2 million d'habitants, mais en realit6, on ne connait pas le
chiffre effectif de la population. Malgr6 sa progression rapide, le taux
d'alphabetisation reste faible (10 %). Les autorit6s sont certes r6solues
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A assurer l'instruction primaire gratuite pour tous, mais le taux de sco-
larisation ne represente qu'un cinquieme environ du groupe d'Age con-
cern6. Dans le secondaire, la scolarisation est subordonnee aux besoins
prevus du march6 de l'emploi. On veut ainsi 6viter de former plus de
dipl6mes que l'on ne peut efficacement en employer. Toutefois, malgre la
grave penurie de main-d'oeuvre qualifiee, les quotas de scolarisation ne
sont jamais atteints. La mortalit6 infantile est elevee et 1'esp6rance de
vie n'est que de 43 ans. La principale cause de d6ces semble etre non pas
la malnutrition, mais les affections gastro-intestinales qui empechent
l'assimilation des aliments. La tuberculose, les dermatoses et le goitre
sont aussi tres r6pandus. Les services sanitaires sont peu d6veloppes;
principalement en raison du manque de personnel m6dical.

Programmes de d6veloppement

xiv. C'est en 1959, lorsque l'Inde a commenc6 A lui fournir une
assistance economique, que le Bhoutan s'est engag6 sur la voie du deve-
loppement. Depuis lors, malgr6 l'ex6cution de quatre plans de d6velop-
pement en l'espace de deux decennies, de 1961 a 1981, pendant une bonne
partie de cette periode, la modernisation de l'administration publique et
la planification du developpement sont rest6es A l'etat embryonnaire. En
consequence, le volume et la composition des depenses effectives se sont
souvent beaucoup ecartes des previsions initiales. Quoi qu'il en soit,
les depenses ont regulierement doubl6 d'un plan A l'autre, et de grands
progres ont 6te accomplis l'amenagement d'un reseau routier et la mise
en place de moyens de communication bien concus reliant les principales
regions du pays ont permis au Bhoutan de sortir de son isolement phy-
sique. Une infrastructure sociale de base a et6 creee dans de nombreux
endroits et l1'ducation a fait des progres sensibles. N6anmoins, le Roi
a estim6 que la population pouvait participer plus activement A l'exe-
cution des plans. I1 s'est 6galement inqui6t6 de ce que ler ressources
nationales ne parvenaient jamais A couvrir les depenses budgetaires ordi-
naires. Ces pr6occupations ont amene les autorites A reviser comple-
tement leur strat6gie de developpement dans le cadre du Cinquieme Plan
(1981/82-1986/87).

xv. Pour respecter un schema de developpement conforme aux aspira-
tions de la population, les autorites ont decid6 de decentraliser et de
confier desormais aux districts 25 % des fonds du Plan pour 1'ex6cution
des programmes de developpement qu'ils auront concus sous la supervision
de l'administration centrale. On esp6rait ainsi ameliorer la gestion de
ces programmes. C'est ainsi qu'un grand nombre de cadres des ministeres
ont et6 mutes aupres des administrations de district. Pour etre inclus
dans les plans, les projets devaient pouvoir compter sur une main-d'oeuvre
manuelle volontaire. Cette condition 6tait dict6e par le souci de reduire
le cofit des programmes et d'intensifier l'effort global de developpement.
S'il est encore trop t6t pour dire si cette d6centralisation sera effi-
cace, il semble n6anmoins qu'elle a de grandes chances de reussir. Son
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principal inconv6nient semble tenir A une trop grande dispersion d'une
main-d'oeuvre qualifiee d6ja fort rare, qui 6chappe ainsi A la supervision
technique directe de l'administration centrale.

xvi. Pour am6liorer la situation budgetaire, les autorit6s se pro-
posent d'investir pres de 37 % des credits du Plan dans un certain nombre
de projets relativement importants orientes vers l'exportation et fondes
sur l'exploitation des ressources naturelles, afin de degager de nouvelles
recettes budg6taires. Pour compl6ter ces rentr6es, les autorit6s ont pris
dernierement plusieurs grandes mesures budg6taires visant A une meilleure
utilisation des ressources financieres : reduction de 10 % du budget de
la fonction publique, consolidation du systeme de budget double, r6vision
des modalites de decaissement budg6taire et retrait du budget de plusieurs
services publics A vocation commerciale, tels que le tourisme. Les auto-
rites ont institu6 plusieurs taxes commerciales supplementaires. Elles
pourraient probablement drainer davantage de ressources nationales en
ameliorant l'administration de l'impot sur les ventes et en excluant du
budget plusieurs autres services publics (tels que les communications)
pour les encourager A faire preuve d'une plus grande efficacit6.

xvii. Le montant total des d6penses pr6vues dans le cadre du Cinquieme
Plan (dans lequel n'est pas compris le projet de Chukha) devrai,. s'6lever
A 4.338 millions de ngultrums, soit presque le triple des depenses du
Quatrieme Plan. A l'heure actuelle, on prevoit un deficit financier de
1.335 millions de ngultrums, imputable aux trois quarts environ aux grands
projets fond6s sur ltexploitation des ressources naturelles. Cette situa-
tion est la consequence de la d6cision d'affecter la majeure partie de
l'aide deja engagee et des ressources interieures A des activit6s qui ne
sont pas axees sur le d6veloppement et aux programmes de developpement
actuels des administrj:tions publiques. Il se peut neanmoins que le Plan
nIait pas l'envergure prevue et que son deficit financier soit moins
important; en effet, les autorit6s sont encore en train d'6tudier la via-
bilite technique et 6conomique des grands projets fondes sur l'exploita-
tion des ressources naturelles, ce qui porte A croire que leur ex6cution
pourrait etre retard6e ou annulee. Par ailleurs, il devrait etre possible
de reunir des fonds supplementaires pour les projets qui s'averent viables.

xviii. A l'exception des grands projets fondes sur 1'exploitation des
ressources naturelles, la plupart des projets propos6s dans le cadre du
Plan sont relativement restreints et simples; il sont egalement adapt6s
aux besoins du Bhoutan et A son nivau actuel de d6veloppement. Comme les
plans precedents, le Cinquieme Plan enregistrera probablement des retards
d'ex6cution dus a la penurie de personnel technique et administratif et au
caractere relativement ambitieux des objectifs physiques fixes dans cer-
tains secteurs. Dans l'agriculture (12 % des depenses), la priorite est
donnee A l'utilisation plus intensive des terres, plut6t qu'A la mise en
valeur de nouvelles r6gions, tandis que les programmes d'elevage (3 %)
visent A accroitre la productivite globale par l'introduction de races
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croisees exotiques et A rem6dier A la grave penurie de fourrage en hiver.
L'exploitation forestiere (7 %) est centree sur plusieurs usines de trans-
formation du bois destin6es A accroitre les exportations de produits
forestiers manufactur6s. Dans 1'ensemble, cette strategie semble judi-
cieuse. Toutefois, les autorit6s devraient s'assurer que la gamme des
produits exportes est bien celle qui permettra de maximiser les recettes
nettes A l'exportation. Les investissements propos6s pour le secteur de
l'6nergie (17 %) portent sur un certain nombre d'installations relative-
ment grandes de production et de transport de l1'1ectricitL. I1 s'agit
notamment de deux centrales hydro6lectriques de taille moyenne destin6es A
satisfaire la demande nationale. Tout en examinant la viabilite de chacun
de ces projets, les pouvoirs publics se proposent d'etablir un plan direc-
teur pour l'ensemble du secteur de l'6nergie. Le developpement industriel
devrait absorber plus de 17 % des d6penses propos6es, en raison des grands
projets d'exploitation des ressources naturelles orientes vers l'exporta-
tion. Comme on l'a vu pr6cedemment, la viabilite de nombreux projets
reste encore a v6rifier; par contre, d'autres necessiteront des investis-
sements compl6mentaires avant de pouvoir etre mis en oeuvre. I1 est donc
probable que l'investissement dans ce secteur sera moins important que
pr6vu. Les cr6dits affect6s A l'infrcastructure routiere (11 %) sont prin-
cipalement destin6s A la construction d'un quatrieme axe nord-sud, A la
refection de certains troncons du reseau existant et A l'am6nagement de
routes de desserte. Le programme routier peut paraitre quelque peu ambi-
tieux; en revanche, les cr6dits alloues a l'entretien des routes semblent
avoir et6 sous-estim6s. Environ 2 % des ressources totales sont affect6s
A l'etablissement d'une compagnie a6rienne nationale, ce qui risque de
s'av6rer insuffisant. Les credits allou6s aux communications (2 %) sont
principalement destines a la revalorisation des services et a leur exten-
sion dans les r6gions qui ne sont pas encore desservies. Les enveloppes
de l'education (8 %) et de la sant6 (4 %) sont relativement limit6es, ce
qui temoigne de la volont6 de consolider et d'ameliorer les programmes et
les services existants, plut6t que de proc6der A de nouveaux investisse-
ments massifs. Si la strat6gie adopt6e pour l1'ducation semble judi-
cieuse, une demarche un peu plus 6nergique serait justifi6e dans le.sec-
teur de la sant6. Le programme d'adduction d'eau et d'assainissemenit
(3 %), tres ambitieux, se heurtera probablement A dŽs difficultes
d' execution.

xix. La realisation des objectifs du Cinquieme Plan d6pendra en par-
tie de l'aptitude des autorit6s A pallier le manque de ressources. Le
Bhoutan restera largement tributaire de la main-d'oeuvre et des techni-
ciens etrangers pour 1'execution de ses projets, mais les autorites auront
du mal A remedier au manque de personnel administratif, recrute en general
de pr6f6rence sur place. C'est donc surtout la p6nurie de personnel dans
ce secteur qui risque d'entraver l'effort de developpement. Certes, le
relief accident6 est un autre obstacle majeur mais, dans l'ensemble, l'in-
frastructure des transports et des communications est en bon 6tat et rela-
tivement sous-utilisee. La mise en service du barrage de Chukha A la
fin de 1984 devrait permettre de rem6dier A l'insuffisance g6n6ralis6e
d'6lectricite.
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xx. Le Cinqui6me Plan prouve que les autorit6s ne veulent plus se

contenter d'aligner les d6penses de d6veloppement sur les ressources enga-

gees. Le financement risque donc, lui aussi, de compromettre l'ex6cution

du Plan. Comme on l'a indique prec6demment, les autorites disposent d'une

certaine marge de manoeuvre pour accroitre leurs recettes, mais elles

devraient egalement pouvoir contracter des emprunts aupres des institu-
tions financieres nationales. Toutefois, ces emprunts devraient etre

rigoureusement controles afin de laisser A ces institutions suffisamment
de liquidite pour satisfaire la demande de cr6dit du secteur prive et afin

d'6viter toute ponction inutile dans les r6serves de roupies. Nonobstant
ces ressources suppl6mentaires, il faudra recourir A une assistance ext6-

rieure accrue pour combler la majeure partie du deficit. Comme le Bhoutan

est un petit pays qui se trouve encore au stade initial de son developpe-

ment et dont les projets sont souvent de grande envergure, il devrait
beneficier d'une aide assortie de conditions favorables, permettant de

financer integralement les d6penses en devises ainsi qu'une bonne part

des depenses en monnaie nationale. I1 devrait aussi b6neficier d'une

assistance technique et d'une formation massives A tous les stades du
cycle des projets. Et comme de nombreux projets d6passeront ce que le

pays peut attendre individuellement des differents bailleurs de fonds,
le cofinancement jouera probablement un r6le important dans la mobilisa-
tion de l'aide au Bhoutan.
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RESUMEN Y CONCLUSIONES

Antecedentes

i. Si bien hace unos 20 afios que el Reino de BhutAn comenz6 a
surgir de sus barreras naturales y autoimpuestas de aislamiento, el
conocimiento de lo que sucede internamente sigue siendo escaso. Por lo
tanto, el grado de progreso alcanzado desde entonces y el nivel general de
vida constituyen hasta cierto punto una sorpresa para la mayoria de los
que visitan el pais por primera vez. El nivel de vida evidentemente
contradice el ingreso per capita de alrededor de US$120 --uno de los mas
bajos del mundo. Con una poblaci6n que oficialmente se estima en
1,2 millones de habitantes, las presiones sobre la tierra, los alimentos y
la vivienda parecen ser mucho menores que en otras regiones del Asia
Meridional, aunque la alfabetizaci6n y 'a esperanza de vida siguen siendo
bajas. Sin embargo, probablemente existen pocos paises en el mundo donde
el sistema tradicional de vida haya sido menos afectado por el proceso de
desarrollo.

ii. Bhutan es un pais pequenio y sin litoral, con una superficie de
alrededor de 46.500 km2. Limita con la regi6n china del Tibet en el norte
y con el nordeste de la India en las demAs regiones. El terreno es uno de
los mas escarpados del mundo, y se eleva desde alturas cercanas al nivel
del mar hasta mas de 7.000 metros. Se caracteriza por montafias que
ascienden ininterrumpidamente desde la angosta faja de llanuras hasta el
Himalaya principal, cortadas por valles profundos de rios que generalmente
fluyen en direcci6n norte-sur. Fue esta mezcla de ubicaci6n relativamente
remota, terreno escabroso y enormes fronteras naturales, aunada a un
fuerte sentido de independencia, lo que permiti6 al pais permanecer en
gran medida aislado de los sucesos del mundo exterior durante tanto tiempo
y con tanta facilidad.

iii. Bhutan esta relativamente bien dotado de recursos naturales, y
para la mayoria de estos y de sus productos hay mercados en los paises
vecinos que tienen escasez de recursos. Su ubicaci6n en la escarpada
vertiente sur del Himalaya lo ha dotado de enorme potencial hidroelectrico
que recien comienza a aprovecharse. Con la asistencia de la India esta en
marcha la construcci6n de un proyecto hidroelectrico de 336 MW en Chukha,
sobre el rio Wang Chu en Bhutan occidental. Dado que la electricidad
generada sera muy superior a las necesidades interilas del pais, la mayor
parte se venderA a la India. El otro principal recurso natural de BhutAn
son los bosques, que cubren alrededor de la mitad de su superficie.
Actualmente la extracci6n constituye s6lo una pequefia fracci6n del aumento
forestal anual, aunque parte de los bosques se estAn deteriorando debido
al exceso de edad. Por consiguiente, hay un importante potencial de
exportaciones basadas en los recursos forestales del pais. Sin embargo,
sera necesario asegurar que los problemas relacionados con la
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deforestaci6n que afectan a otras zonas del Himalaya no se produzcan. El
pais tambien posee algunos minerales como piedra caliza, dolomita,
grafito, plomo, zinc, yeso, cobre y carb6n, pero en su mayoria los
yacimientos son inaccesibles y auln no se han efectuado los estudios
detallados correspondientes.

iv. Los acontecimientos hist6ricos en Bhutatn han estado
estrechamente vinculados a los del Tibet. Comenzando alrededor del
siglo VIII, varias sectas budistas se trasladaron al sur desde Tibet
a Bhutan, donde se establecieron en los valles principales. En el
siglo XVII el pais se unific6 bajo una teocracia, donde en teoria todos
los poderes estaban investidos en el Shabdung, un lama cuyo cargo se
llenaba mediante la reencarnaci6n. Con el tiempo, sin embargo, disminuy6
el control de los Shabdungs y hubo constante agitaci6n debido a que los
gobernadores civiles de varias regiones luchaban por asumir el poder. Con
todo, en 1907 el entonces Gobernador de Bhut&n oriental, Ugyen Wangchuck,
surgi6 como la figura suficientemente fuerte para unificar el pais bajo
una monarquia hereditaria.

v. Durante el siglo XIX Bhut&n tuvo que adaptarse al poderio
britanico en el sur, y al hacerlo perdi6 casi todas sus tierras mas alla
de las estribaciones cordilleranas. En 1910 firm6 un tratado con Gran
Bretafia en virtud del cual convino en ser asesorado por el Gobierno
britanico con respecto a sus relaciones exteriores en tanto que Gran
Bretafia se comprometia a no interferir en los asuntos internos del pais y
a otorgar un pago anual al Gobierno. En 1949 Bhutan firm6 un tratado con
el Gobierno de la India que reflejaba los mismos principios generales. No
obstante los vinculos con el sur mediante estos tratados, el centro
externo mas importante del pais sigui6 siendo el Tibet, con el que
compartia una misma religion y las principales relaciones comerciales.
Sin embargo, el levantamiento del Tibet en 1959 y la guerra fronteriza
sino-india en 1962 le obligaron a cerrar sus fronteras con el Tibet y a
alinearse con la India. En 1959, Bhutan comenz6 a recibir por primera vez
ayuda econ6mica de la India e inici6 la construcci6n de sus primeros
caminos. Desde entonces las relaciones con este pais han sido estrechas.
Tambien comenz6 a ampliar gradualmente sus relaciones internacionales: en
1962 se uni6 al Plan Colombo; en 1971 ingres6 a las Naciones Unidas; en
1981 se incorpor6 al Fondo Monetario Internacional y al Banco Mundial, y
en 1982 al Banco Asiatico de Desarrollo. Ademas de la India, Bhutan
mantiene plenas relaciones diplomaticas con Bangladesh.

vi. En el medio siglo transcurrido despues del establecimiento de la
monarquia, sucesivos reyes se concentraron en centralizar el poder e
integrar las diversas facciones y regiones en una entidad politica
estable. El tercer monarca, el Rey Jigme Dorji Wangchuck, reconoci6 que a
la larga el aislamiento tendria que terminar y que el cambio era
inevitable. Sin embargo, estaba decidido a que el cambio proviniera desde
dentro. Por consiguiente, inici6 reformas internas sin precedentes y
comenz6 a ampliar cuidadosamente los lazos internacionales del pais. Su
sucesor, el Rey Jigme Singye Wangchuck, que accedi6 al trono en 1972, en
general continua siguiendo el mismo curso pragmatico.
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La economia

vii. Los esquemas de actividad economica, que son simples y todavia
est&n fuertemente arraigados en el pasado, han estado determinados
principalmente por las caracteristicas fisiograficas del pais. La
agricultura sedentaria se concentro en pequenas comunidades dispersas a lo
largo de los principales valles de los rios de la regi6n central del
Himalaya y en las estribaciones meridionales. Rios correntosos, terrenos
montaniosos y densos bosques separaban a estos asentamientos y llevaron a
una economia de pequefias comunidades orientadas a la subsistencia. Mas
alla de esos asentamientos y entre ellos, los pastores migratorios
apacentaban rebafios de ovejas y yaks en pastizales alpinos. En forma
paralela a esta economia tradicional, en los uiltimos 20 afios ha surgido un
sector moderno pequefio y rigurosamente controlado.

viii Como reflejo de la primera etapa de desarrollo, la agricultura y
la ganaderia representan casi la mitad del PIB y proporcionan la fuente
principal de subsistencia a alrededor del 95% de la poblaci6n. La falta
de tierras no es grave y los terrenos agricolas parecen estar distribuidos
equitativamente. No obstante, la producci6n de cereales es insuficiente
para satisfacer las necesidades y se importan voluimenes adicionales desde
la India. El maiz, que se cultiva principalmente en el este, es el cereal
predominante y representa casi la mitad de la producci6n total. El arroz,
que equivale a cerca de una tercera parte de la producci6n, es el
principal cultivo en la regi6n occidental. El trigo y otros cereales se
producen en zonas mas altas, o como cultivos secundarios. Otros productos
importantes incluyen el aji, las leguminosas y las semillas oleaginosas en
terrenos mAs bajos, y las papas en tierras mAs elevadas. En afios
recientes han surgido como cultivos comerciales en el sur y en el oeste
las manzanas, naranjas y cardamomos. Aunque el sector forestal representa
el 15% del PIB, esta proporci6n puede ser baja seguin normas hist6ricas
debido a las restricciones a la tala comercial introducidas en 1979. A la
industria le corresponde s6lo cerca del 6% del PIB, en raz6n del pequefio
mercado interno y la escasa capacidad empresarial nacional. Tres
industrias de relativa envergadura --una planta de cemento que produce
100.000 toneladas al afio que facilit6 la India a titulo de donaci6n, un
complejo de destilacion y una planta elaboradora de frutas-- representan
la mayor parte del valor agregado. A los servicios les corresponde
alrededor del 30% del PIB representando la administraci6n pudblica y los
servicios sociales cerca de la mitad de estos. El turismo contribuye s6lo
alrededor del 1% del PIB, a pesar de su importancia como generador de
ingresos y de divisas.

ix. Para una economia que cerca de 20 afios atras funcionaba en gran
medida sin intercambio comercial, su dependencia actual del comercio es
sorprendentemente elevada: las importaciones en 1981/82 ascendieron a
cerca del 40% del PIB; las exportaciones a un 17% del PIB. Casi el 95%
del comercio de BhutAn se realiza con la India, debido principalmente a su
situaci6n de pais sin litoral, pero tambien a causa del libre comercio que
existe entre ambos paises. Las importaciones de la India comprenden en su
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mayor parte productos esenciales como cereales, textiles, productos de
petr6leo y de metal, maquinaria y equipo de transporte, en tanto que las
principales exportaciones son el cemento y lus productos agricolas y
forestales. El principal producto de exportaci6n a otros paises es el
cardamomo y las importaciones basicas son los autom6viles y maquinarias.
Los cuantiosos d6ficit comerciales y en cuenta corriente han sido
compensados con creces por las corrientes de capital provenientes
principalmente de la India, y el pais ha acumulado reservas en divisas
relativamente amplias. El comercio y el transito a terceros paises se
rige por un tratado comercial con la India firmado en 1972 y cambios
posteriores de procedimientos efectuados en 1978. El tratado expir6 en
1982 y estA negociandose otro nuevo. Debido a las buenas relaciones entre
ambos paises, los asuntos comerciales y de transito no constituyen una
limitaci6n importante para el desarrollo.

x. La monetizaci6n de la economia es limitada. Dado que no hay
controles sobre el comercio y los pagos con la India, y que Bhutan ha
recibido cuantiosas donaciones en efectivo de ese pais, la rupia india
circula libremente. En 1974 el Gobierno comenz6 a emitir ngultrums, la
moneda oficial de Bhutan, pero las rupias todavia representan la mayor
parte de la moneda en circulaci6n. Las dos monedas son intercambiables
libremente dentro del pais y estan a la par. Ademas de la Direcci6n
Monetaria Real, establecida en 1982 a fin de proporcionar servicios de
banco central, el sector financiero comprende el ulnico banco comercial del
pais, que es el Banco de Bhutan, de propiedad conjunta del Gobierno y el
State Bank de la India, y tres instituciones financieras no bancarias.
Con el tiempo, el Gobierno tiene la intenci6n de llegar a un sistema
monetario basado en el ngultrum; sin embargo, reconoce que la transici6n
debe ser necesariamente lenta con el objeto de que haya plena confianza en
su moneda.

xi. Hist6ricamente, el Gobierno se habia limitado a ajustar los
gastos a los ingresos. El Ministerio de Finanzas no preparo su primer
presupuesto hasta 1971. Ese presupuesto, llamado presupuesto "civil",
cubria s6lo las necesidades de los ministerios no relacionados corn el
desarrollo y se financiaba con ingresos internos. Las necesidades de los
ministerios orientados al desarrollo se satisfacian en virtud de un
presupuesto separado de "desarrollo" que se habia establecido a principios
del decenio de 1960 a fin de asignar la ayuda proveniente de la India.
Esta prActica presupuestaria doble continu6 hasta 1980/81, debido
principalmente a que las contribuciones financieras internas para el
esfuerzo de desarrollo eran s6lo limitadas. Con la exclusi6n de los
ingresos brutos de varias entidades y empresas gubernamentales, los
ingresos ascienden a un porcentaje relativamente bajo del 7% del PIB; sin
embargo, el Gobierno tambien moviliza considerables recursos internos a
traves de planes laborales obligatorios y voluntarios, que no se reflejan
en la estimaci6n de los ingresos. La base de ingresos es restringida y se
limita a dos fuentes: el reintegro de impuestos al consumo que paga el
Gobierno de la India y los impuestos al consumo de bebidas alcoh6licas;
ambos representan mas de la mitad de los ingresos totales. Sin embargo,
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la capacidad del Gobierno para obtener ingresos se ve dificultada por la
situaci6n de libre comercio con la India; si bien esto da por resultado
muchos beneficios para BhutAn, restringe gravemente la capacidad del
Gobierno para gravar el comercio internacional, que normalmente constituye
una fuente importante de entradas en los paises de bajos ingresos. El
libre comercio y la externa frontera comuin tambien limitan la flexibilidad
del Gobierno para establecer impuestos a las ventas independientes.

xii. Las dificultades del Gobierno para movilizar ingresos internos
se ha reflejado en los deficit en cuenta corriente que aumentan
constantemente en el presupuesto. Cuando se incluyen los gastos de
capital, los d6ficit presupuestarios generales han excedido el 20% del
PIB. Sin embargo, la politica presupuestaria debe considerarse
conservadora, puesto que se ha recurrido poco al financiamiento
expansionista o a la obtenci6n de pr6stamos de instituciones financieras
nacionales a pesar de su elevada liquidez. Esto se ha debido basicamente
al alto nivel de asistencia externa que recibe el pais y a la flexibilidad
que tiene el Gobierno para utilizar la ayuda proveniente de la India. En
1980/81 esta asistencia presupuestaria ascendi6 a 16% del PIB. Ademas, la
India ha venido proporcionando por lo menos el mismo volumen de asistencia
fuera del presupuesto, ya sea en proyectos separados, como el de energia
hidroeiectrica de Chukha, o mediante los presupuestos de las entidades del
Gobierno de la India que funcionan directamente en Bhutan. En 1980/81, la
asistencia exterior (US$8 millones), proveniente principalmente de las
Naciones Unidas, ascendi6 al equivalente de cerca del 7% del PIB. La
asistencia externa total registrada (excluida la asistencia al proyecto de
Chukha, que esta fuera del presupuesto) fue equivalente a un 22% del PIB,
o cerca de US$25 per capita. Incluida la asistencia al proyecto de
Chukha, esto se eleva al 38% del PIB y a US$44 per capita, respectivamente.

xiii. Si bien la situaci6n econ6mica de la poblaci6n es relativamente
satisfactoria, los avances en educaci6n han sido limitados y las
condiciones de salud siguen siendo deficientes. El progreso es dificil de
medir debido a la carencia casi total de estadisticas demograficas. Por
lo tanto, aunque la poblaci6n se estima oficialmente en cerca de
1,2 millones de habitantes, la poblaci6n real de hecho se desconoce. Si
bien la alfabetizaci6n aumenta rapidamente, sigue registrando un bajo
porcentaje de 10%. El Gobierno esta comprometido a proporcionar educaci6n
primaria universal y gratuita, pero la matricula asciende a s6lo cerca de
una quinta parte del grupo de edad correspondiente. La matricula en la
educaci6n secundaria esta restringida y se orienta por las necesidades
proyectadas de recursos humanos, a fin de evitar producir mas egresados de
los que el mercado pueda absorber productivamente. Bhutan tiene grave
escasez de recursos humanos capacitados, pero actualmente, sin embargo, no
puede llenar esas cuotas de matricula. La mortalidad infantil es elevada
y la esperanza de vida es de apenas 43 anos. Los principales problemas
parecen ser enfermedades gastrointestinales que afectan la capacidad para
aprovechar los alimentos mas bien que una carencia de los mismos. Las
enfermedades como la tuberculosis, las afecciones cutaneas y el bocio
tambien son corrientes. Los servicios de salud son limitados a causa
fundamentalmente de la escasez de personal medico.
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Los programas de desarrollo

xiv. Los esfuerzos de desarrollo en Bhutan se remontan a 1959, cuando
el pais comenz6 a recibir asistencia econ6mica de la India. Si bien se ha
dado t6rmino a cuatro planes de desarrollo durante los dos decenios
comprendidos entre 1961 y 1981, la administraci6n publica moderna y la
planificaci6n d4l desarrollo estaban en las primeras etapas de evolucion
durante muchos A'le esos afios. Por consiguiente, el volumen y la
composici6n de los gastos efectivos con frecuencia diferian
considerablemente de los planes originales. Sin embargo, los gastos
sistematicamente se elevaban al doble de un plan al otro, y se lograban
avances importantes: el pais puso fin a su inaccesibilidad fisica y uni6
sus principales regiones a trav6s de una red vial bien concebida y de un
sistema de comunicaciones. Se estableci6 la infraestructura social basica
en nmuchas regiones del pais y se lograron avances considerables en
educaci6n. Sin embargo, el Rey estim6 que era posible lograr una mayor
participacion popular en los planes. Tambien demostr6 preocupaci6n porque
los recursos internos con frecuencia no lograban cubrir los gastos
presupuestarios ordinarios. Estas preocupaciones llevaron a cambios
fundamentales en la estrategia de desarrollo correspondiente al Quinto
Plan (1981/82-1986/87).

xv. A fin de lograr una estructura de desarrollo mas compatible con
la voluntad popular, se descentralizara un 25% de los gastos totales del
Plan que estaran a cargo de las administraciones distritales segun planes
de desarrollo elaborados por cada distrito bajo la supervisi6n del
gobierno central. Se estim6 que esto daria por resultado la
administraci6n mas eficaz de los programas distritales de desarrollo. En
consecuencia, un gran numero de funcionarios ministeriales ha sido
trasladado desde la administraci6n central a la de los distritos. Una
condici6on importante para incluir proyectos en los planes fue que se
proporcionara la mano de obra requerida sobre una base voluntaria, lo que
reduciria los costos y haria posible un esfuerzo general de desarrollo mas
amplio. Si bien es demasiado pronto para determinar el 6xito que tendra
esta descentralizaci6n, sus posibilidades parecen buenas. Los problemas
principales parecen radicar en el hecho de que la escasa mano de obra
calificada se dedica a demasiadas actividades a la vez y en su eliminaci6n
de la supervisi6n tecnica central y directa.

xvi. A fin de mejorar la actuaci6n fiscal, el Gobierno se propone
invertir cerca del 37% de los gastos totales del Plan en varios proyectos
de envergadura relativa orientados a las exportaciones y basados en los
recursos disponibles, los que generarAn excedentes financieros para el
presupuesto. Estos ingresos presupuestarios se complementaran con varias
otras reformas fiscales importantes introducidas recientemente que tienden
a mejorar la eficiencia de la utilizaci6n de recursos, entre ellas un 10%
de reducci6n en la administraci6n publica, la consolidaci6n del sistema
presupuestario doble, la reorganizaci6n de los procedimientos
presupuestarios de desembolso y la eliminaci6n del presupuesto de varios
servicios gubernamentales que tienen orientaci6n comercial, como por
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ejenmplo el turismo. Se han establecido varios nuevos impuestos a las

actividades comerciales y probablemente hay posibilidades de aumentar mas

la movilizaci6n de recursos internos mejorando la administraci6n del

impuesto a las ventas y eliminando del presupuesto varios otros servicios

puiblicos (como las comunicaciones) a objeto de fomentar una mayor

eficiencia.

xvii. Los desembolsos totales en virtud del Quinto Plan (que excluye

el proyecto de Chukha) ascenderan a Nu 4.338 millones, lo que equivale a

casi el triple de los correspondientes al Cuarto Plan. En la actualidad,

el Plan tiene un dificit de financiamiento de Nu 1.335 millones, de los

cuales aproximadamente mAs de tres cuartas partes tienen que ver con los

proyectos de envergadura basados en los recursos disponibles. Esto es

basicamente el resultado de la decisi6n de asignar la mayor parte de la

ayuda ya comprometida y los recursos internos a actividades no

relacionadas con el desarrollo y a las actividades de desarrollo de las

entidades gubernamentales existentes. Sin embargo, el volumen total y el

deficit de financiamiento del Plan probablemente seran inferiores a lo

proyectado debido a que la viabilidad tecnica y economica de los

principales proyectos basados en los recursos disponibles esta todavia en

estudio, lo que sugiere que la ejecuci6n podria demorarse o sencillamente

no iniciarse. Ademas, para los que demuestren ser viables, deberia ser

posible atraer financiamiento adicional.

xviii. Aparte de los grandes proyectos basados en los recursos

disponibles, la mayoria de los proyectos propuestos en virtud del Plan son

relativamente pecuefios y simples, y tambien son apropiados en relaci6n con

las necesidades del pais y su actual nivel de desarrollo. Al igual que en

planes anteriores, es probable que la ejecuci6n se retrase, a causa de la

escasez de personal tecnico y administrativo y de las metas cuantitativas

relativamente ambiciosas en algunos sectores. En la agricultura (12% de

los desembolsos), se darA importancia principal a intensificar la

utilizaci6n de los terrenos ya en explotaci6n mas bien que a ampliar su

superficie, en tanto que los programas de ganaderia (3%) tienen por objeto

aumentar el nivel general de productividad a traves de la introducci6n de

razas hibridas poco comunes y solucionar la grave escasez de forraje en

invierno. El desarrollo forestal (7%) se centra en torno a varias

industrias de elaboraci6n de madera cuyo objeto es aumentar las

exportaciones de productos forestales manufacturados. Si bien esta

estrategia es en general adecuada, el Gobierno debe tener cuidado de

asegurar que la combinaci6n de exportaciones sea la que en realidad

elevara al maxinmo los ingresos netos de exportaci6n. Las inversiones

propuestas en energia electrica (17%) incluyen varios proyectos

relativamente grandes de generaci6n y transmisi6n, entre ellos dos

proyectos de energia hidroelectrica de mediana escala destinados a

satisfacer la demanda interna. Al mismo tiempo que estudia la viabilidad

de estos proyectos, el Gobierno tambi6n se propone llevar a cabo el

estudio general de un plan maestro del sector de energia electrica. El

desarrollo industrial representa mas del 170% de los desembolsos

propuestos, debido a los proyectos de envergadura orientados a las
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exportaciones y basados en los recursos disponibles. Como se analiz6
anteriormente, afin no se ha determinado la viabilidad de muchos proyectos,
y algunos tambien requeriran inversiones adicionales antes de que puedan
iniciarse. Por consiguiente, es probable que las inversiones en este
sector sean menores de las proyectadas. Los desembolsos en
infraestructura de transporte terrestre (11%) se centran principalmente en
establecer una cuarta carretera norte-sur, mejorar los tramos de la red
vial existente y construir caminos de acceso. El programa de carreteras
puede ser algo ambicioso, y en cambio las asignaciones para el
mantenimiento de carreteras parecen haberse subestimado. Cerca del 2% de
los recursos totales estAn asignados al establecimiento de una linea a6rea
nacional, lo que puede ser insuficiente. Las disposiciones relativas a
comunicaciones (2%) tienen por mira principal mejorar la calidad de los
;ervicios y ampliarlos a zonas hasta ahora no atendidas. Los desembolsos
en educaci6n (8%) y salud (4%) son relativamente modestos, y reflejan una
estrategia destinada a consolidar y mejorar los programas y servicios
existentes, en lugar de llevat a cabo nuevas y considerables inversiones.
Si bien la estrateg&.a educacional parece apropiada, en salud podria
justificarse un enfoque algo mas energico. El programa de desarrollo en
materia de abastecimiento de agua y saneamiento (3%) es muy ambicioso,
teniendo en cuenta las probables limitaciones en su ejecuci6n.

xix. Hasta qu6 punto podrx el Gobierno realmente llevar a cabo el
Quinto Plan dependera en parte de c6mo se puedan superar las restricciones
de recursos. Bhutan continuara dependiendo fuertemente de recursos
t6cnicos y mano de obra extranjeros para la ejecuci6n de los proyectos,
aunque al Gobierno le resultara dificil vencer la escasez interna de
personal administrativo, cargos que normalmente es mejor que se llenen con
cuidadanos del pais. Por consiguiente, es esta escasez de recursos
humanos mAs que cualquier otro factor lo que probablemente restringira el
esfuerzo de desarrollo. El terreno escarpado es una limitaci6n
considerable, pero en su mayor parte la infraestructura de tranporte y
comunicaciones es satisfactoria y esta relativamente subutilizada. La
restricci6n generalizada en cuanto a energia electrica debera aliviarse
hacia fines de 1984 con la puesta en funcionamiento del proyecto de Chukha.

xx. Con el Quirito Plan, el Gobierno ha demostrado que ya no puede
contentarse con simplemente igualar los gastos de desarrollo y los
recursos comprometidos. Como resultado, el financiamiento tambien ha
pasado a ser una limitaci6n para la ejecuci6n del Plan. Como se analiza
anteriorniente, hay algunas posibilidades de aumentar los ingresos y al
mismo tiampo debe ser posible obtener prestamos de las instituciones
financieras nacionales. Sin embargo, estos emprestitos deben supervisarse
cuidadosamente a fin de asegurar que las instituciones puedan mantener
suficiente liquidez y satisfacer las necesidades de cr6dito del sector
privado y que las reservas de divisas en rupias no se utilicen
excesivamente. A pesar de estos recursos adicionales, la mayor parte del
deficit tendrA que satisfacerse mediante una mayor asistencia externa.
Dada la temprana etapa de desarrollo de BhutAn, su pequefio tamafio y la
gran escala de muchos proyectos de desarrollo, la ayuda debe otorgarse en
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condiciones concesionarias y firnanciar los costos totales en divisas y
tambi6n una proporci6n importante de los costos en moneda nacional. Se
requiere ademas considerable asistencia tecnica y capacitaci6n en todas
las etapas del ciclo de los proyectos. Asimismo, debido a que muchos
proyectos rebasaran las posibilidades de los donantes individuales,
probablemente el cofinanciamiento desempefiara una funci6n importante en la

movilizaci6n de la ayuda destinada a Bhutan.



Chapter I: THE SETTING

INTRODUCTION

1.01 It has been barely twenty years since Bhutan, then the most isolated

and isolationist of the Himalayan kingdoms, entered the modern era. Although

it was undeveloped in most respects and life was hard, food was abundant,

landlessness was low, and there were few homeless. The pressures to develop

that were present in other countries did therefore not exist in Bhutan, which

gave it the relative luxury of being able to start developing on its own

terms and at its own pace. While the economy has apparently not grown very

rapidly as a result, there are probably few countries in which development

has resulted in less disruption to the traditional way of life. Side by side

co-exist a small but dynamic modern sector, and a largely unchanged way of

life formed through centuries of Himalayan tradition and the influences of

Mahayana Buddhism. Even though Bhutan is about to begin a bold new chapter

in its development, these conservative traditions will remain important

influences. Some understanding of the geographical, historical, and cultural

setting is therefore important if the issues and priorities governing the

unique development strategy of this small country are to be appreciated.

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMI.NT

1.02 Bhutan, with an estimated area of about 46,500 sq km (18,000 sq mi),

is a small country. It is relatively compact, with a maximum north-south

distance of 170 km and a maximum east-west distance of 300 km. It is also

landlocked, being bordered by the Indian states of Sikkim in the west, West

Bengal and Assam in the soutlh, and Arunachal Pradesh in the east; and by the

Tibet region of China in the north and northwest. The nearest seaport is

Calcutta, 750 km by road from Phuntsholing, the main gateway town. Thimphu,

the capital, is a further 175 km by road to the north.

1.03 Bhutan's borders are for the most part natural ones. That with the

Tibet region is traditional, following the watershed of the Chumbi Valley in

the northwest and the crest of the High Himalaya along most of the north.

The southern border with India was established under a treaty with Britain in

the nineteenth century. For the most part it follows the Himalayan

foothills. These rise abruntly from the Brahmaputra plains below, known

locally as the Duars.1/ Thus, Bhutan is almost entirely mouintainous, with

flat land being limited to a few relatively broad river valleys in the

1/ In Hindi, Duar actually means "gateway" referring to the 18 valleys

(11 into Assam, 7 into West Bengal) that traditionally provided access

to Bhutan from the plains. Since then, Duars has come to refer to the

adjoining plains area itself.
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mid-country, and small sections of the Duars in the south. These formidable
natural barriers and its relatively remote location enabled Bhutan to remain
in almost complete isolation as long and as easily as it did.

1.04 In geological terms, Bhutan is young, being formed over the last 30
million years in the collision between the northward-moving landmass of India
with Eurasia. Until that time Bhutan, like most of the Himalaya, had formed
the bottom of the shallow Tethys Sea, but the immense force of this collision
buckled and thrust the land upwards in great waves of land that culminate in
the High Himalaya. Simultaneously, glaciers and rainfall carved out deep
valleys that generally radiate southward from the main range, eventually
opening up onto the Duars below. The resulting terrain is among the most
rugged in the world. Tt rises from altitudes of 160 m above sea level to
over 7,000 m, in some areas within distances of less than 100 km, with the
intervening land comprising mostly steep hills and deep river valleys.

1.05 The country is usually classified into three geographic zones--the
southern foothills, the so-called "inner" Himalaya, and the High Himalaya.
The southern foothills rise steeply to about 1,500 m above the plains and
extend about 20 km into Bhutan. From there towards the north, the hills of
the "inner" Himalaya rise somewhat more gradually. It is this region which
contains the relatively broad river valleys--including Paro, Thimphu,
Punakha, Bumthang, and Tashigang--which comprise the economic and cultural
heartland of the country. The northern reaches of the land contain the main
Himalaya range. Although that range does not reach the heights in Bhutan
that it does further west, and generally declines from west to east, the
highest peaks in Bhutan still exceed 7,000 m. One significant geographic
feature within Bhutan is the north-south Black Mountain range which has
traditionally separated eastern from western Bhutan, not only geographically
but also ethnically and culturally.

1.06 Nearly every valley in Bhutan has a swiftly flowing river or stream,
fed either by the perennial snows, the summer monsoon, or both. These rivers
gradually merge into four main river systems as they flow south--the Torsa,
the Wang Chu, the Sankosh, and the Manas. Only the Torsa River has its
primary source outside Bhutan. The two largest systems are the Manas, which
drains most of eastern Bhutan, and the Sankosh, which drains the Himalaya
range between Bhutan's two highest mountains--Chomo Lhari (7,314 m) in the
north-west and Kula Kangri (7,554 m) in the north. Few hydrological records
are available, but records covering flows for several years on the Wang Chu
river--site of the Chukha hydro-power project (paras 3.64-3.68)--indicate
that flows are lowest during December-March, increase during the spring
snowmelt of April-May, and peak during the monsoon months of June-September.

1.07 Bhutan has perhaps the greatest diversity of climate of any country
its size in the world, ranging from hot and humid sub-tropical conditions in
the south to the perpetual ice and snow of the High Himalaya. For the most
part, the climate defies easy description, with altitude, rainfall, and
exposure to sunlight and wind all combining to give each valley a unique set
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of conditions. The most important climatic factor is the southwest monsoon
which lasts from mid-June to September, bringing with it some 60-90% of
annual precipitation, depending upon the region. Average rainfall ranges
from about 2,500 mm in the south (rising to as high as 5,000 mm in localized
areas) to perhaps 500 to 1,000 mm in the inner valleys, and to less than
500 mm above about 4,000 m. The monsoon is particularly strong in the west,
where it reaches into even the upper valleys, but its impact in the east is
diminished by the rainshadow effects of the Black Mountain range. Average
daily temperaLures in the sub-tropical south range from about 15°C to 30°C.
At about 1,500 m the climate becomes cool and misty much of the year as
clouds struggle to move into the inner-valleys. There, the climate is more
variable, but tends to be temperate and show distinct seasons. For instance,
average temperatures in Paro range from 5oC in January to 250C in July.
Above about 3,500 m, the climate becomes increasingly severe, with lLmited
precipitation, short cool summers, and long cold winters.

1.08 As the population of Bhutan is small relative to its area, much of
the land remains in its natural state.l/ No comprehensive land use survey
has been conducted, but 63% of the country was covered by aerial surveys
carried out under the 1974-79 Pre-Investment Survey of Bhutan Forest
Resources with assistance from the Government of India. The land omitted was
largely uninhabited areas in the north and northwest. As Table 1 shows, 46%
of the land is under forest cover, while only 5% is cultivated or inhabited.

Assuming that three-fourths of the land omitted from the survey is barren or
snow-covered and that one-fourth is seasonal pasture land, pasture land and
scrub would account for perhaps 12% of the land area, and barren or
snow-covered land, for about 35%. Vegetation in the south varies from
tropical deciduous forests to savannah, anid supports a wide variety of exotic
wildlife (including elephants, tigers, buffaloes, deer, and golden
langurs--monkeys found only in Bhutan). The region of the inner valleys
contains most of Bhutan's extensive forests. Oaks and other deciduous trees
predominate at lower altitudes, but with rising altitude, coniferous trees
progressively take over. Above about 3,500-4,000 m, forests give way to
scrub and seasonal alpine grasslands, the home of the snow leopard, the musk
deer, and the blue sheep, Beyond 4,500 m these, in turn, yield to true
alpine tundra and ultimately to the ice and snow of the High Himalaya.

1/ For comparative population/land ratios, see Table 21.
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Table 1: SURVEY OF LAND USE

Percent
Square Percent of of Total

Kilometers Area Surveyed Land Area a/

Natural Forest 21,593 74.0 46.4
Cultivated or Inhabited 2,492 8.5 5.4
Alpine Pasture or Shrub 1,924 6.6 4.2
Barren Land 2,702 9.3 5.8
Under Snow Cover 198 0.7 0.4
Lakes and Water Spreads 150 0.5 0.3
Area under Cloud Cover 117 0.4 0.2

Total 29,176 100.0 62.7

a/ Assuming a total land area of 46,500 sq km.

Source: See Annex 1.

THE NATURAL RESOURCE ENDOWMENT

1.09 Bhutan is, on the whole, relatively well endowed with natural
resources, and in resource-scarce neighboring countries, there are ready
markets for many of those resources and their products. Almost half the land
area of Bhixtan is covered with natural forests, constituting a major
resource. According to the 1974-79 survey, about two-thirds of the forest
cover comprises relatively quick-growing broadleaf varieties (Table 2).
Total exploitation is currently less than one-fifth of the conceivable
allowable cut, most of which is for household fuelwood needs (para 3.56). Up
to about 1,000 m elevation, broadleafed tropical hardwoods are dominant and
in the unexploited stands, they are very dense. Between about 1,500 m and
3,000 m, temperate climate forests of pine and oak predominate, along with
indigenous rhododendrons. Oaks tend to be found on the southern slopes,
which receive most of the monsoon rains; coniferous forests, on the drier
northern slopes. Above 3,000 m to the treeline of about 4,000 m, the forests
tend to be coniferous and include valuable reserves of pine, spruce, and fir.

1.10 The 1974-79 survey also indicated that forest cover is relatively
evenly distributed across the country, ranging from 63% of the land surveyed
in the northwest to 81% in the south (Annex 1). The nature of the forest
cover varied considerably, however, with the northwest alone accounting for
50% of the coniferous forests, but only 11% of the broadleafed forest. At
the other extreme, the south accounted for 54% of the broadleafed forest, but
only 8% of the coniferous cover.
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Table 2: FOREST RESOURCES OF BHUTAN
(in million cubic meters)

Gross Net
Growing Stock Allowable Cut Allowable Cut a/

Coniferous 180.9 4.3 3.0
Broadleaf 348.1 12.6 10.9

Total 529.0 16.9 13.9

a/ Gross allowable cut less unusable portions of the cut.

Source: Pre-Investment Survey of Bhutan Forest Resources.

1.11 Although Bhutan's forest resources are large and can easily sustain
a larger overall cut than at present, because of accessibility problems,
exploitation has been uneven. Thus, while the relatively easily accessible
forests, mainly in the southern foothills and near roads, have probably been
overexploited and are in need of reforestation, the less accessible forests
of northern Bhutan have barely been touched and in many cases are decaying
of overage. Care must, however, be taken in exploiting the forest resources
as they perform the vital function of protecting the steep watersheds. As
experience in neighboring countries has shown, the Himalayan environment is
fragile, and deforestation can easily lead to serious problems of landslides
and erosion. So far, mainly because of low overall exploitation, Bhutan has
largely avoided these problems.

1.12 Bhutan's mountainous terrain and its location on the steep southern

watershed of the Himalayan range give it enormous hydro-power potential, and
while that potential has never been systematically surveyed, some estimates
place it at about 20,000 MW. This potential has barely been tapped, although
Bhutan's first major hydro-power station (336 MW) is currently under

construction with Government of India assistance at Chukha on the Wang Chu
river in western Bhutan. The bulk of the power generated is expected to be
exported to India. Additional projects on the Wang Chu river amounting to a
further 2,000 MW in capacity have already been identified; however, the
potential of these projects is probably small compared to those of the Manas
and Sankosh rivers whose flows are each several times that of the Wang Chu.

1.13 Bhutan's mineral resources include limestone, dojomite, coal, gypsum,
graphite, copper, lead, zinc, marble, slate, and talc. While detailed

surveys of most mineral resources have not been undertaken, preliminary
investigations by the Geological Survey of India suggest that exploitation
will have to be selective. For the most part, the minerals are of relatively
low quality, and known reserves are small, indicating that extraction and
processing costs will be high. Furthermore, they are mostly inaccessible,
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meaning that supportive infrastructure investments will be required to
exploit them. Where the reserves are accessible and of relatively high
quality--e.g., slate and marble--the distances to major markets are often too
great to make their large-scale exploitation economically viable. The
mineral resources in greatest quantity are limestone and dolomite. These
occur throughout southern Bhutan, and relatively small quantities are
exported in various forms to India. Although the limestone quality is for
the most part not high, it is adequate for cement. One cement factory with
100,000 MT annual capacity is already in operation exploiting deposits in the
Samchi district (paras 3.47-3.49), and a second larger project at Nanglam in
eastern Bhutan is being considered. Bhutan's coal reserves are fairly
limited, and almost all the coal mined is exported to India. The coal is of
relatively low quality, being pulverized or flaky and having a relatively
high ash content and low volatile matter content. Unless blended with higher
grade coal, it is unsuitable for most industrial purposes.

THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The Emergence of a Kingdom

1.14 Although Bhutau has long been inhabited, it is not until about the
eighth century A.D. that historical detail begins to emerge. This period
coincided with the rise of Tibetan power and its spread to neighboring
regions, initiating a pattern that was to continue in varying degree until
the mid-twentieth century, with developments in Tibet having an important
bearing on events in Bhutan. Buddhism is believed to have originally been
brought to Bhutan from Tibet by Padma Sambhawa, who introduced the Nyingmapa
sect in the eighth century A.D. However, in the centuries that followed, the
Nyingmapa sect was challenged in Tibet by a number of rival sects, and in the'
religious and political turmoil that ensued, several of those sects were
driven south into Bhutan where they established themselves in the major river
valleys. Focal points of these settlements were fortress-like dzongs,
similar to those that still dominate the main river valleys today.l/
Dbminant among these sects were the Drukpas and the Lhapas of the Targe
Kagyupa sect, w1hich had extended its reach into Bhutan during the twelfth
century. Events through the early seventeenth century were shaped mainly by
the rivalry between these two groups, with the Drukpas gradually becoming
dominant, especially in western Bhutan.

1/ Dzongs are large fortified monasteries. Historically, they served as
the residences of the monastic establishment and as the seats from which
the surrounding areas were ruled. They also provided refuge to nearby
inhabitants during periods of invasion. Today, they remain major centers
of activity, as they not only continue to house the monastic establish-
ment, but they also serve as headquarters of the civil administrations
(except in southern Bhutan which has no history of dzongs).
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1.15 The emergence of modern Bhutan can probably be traced back to the
early seventeenth century when a prominent Tibetan Drukpa lama, Ngawang
Namgyal, lost in a power struggle in Tibet that finally saw the Gelugpa sect,
headed by the Dalai Lama, achieve dominance in Lhasa. In 1616, Ngawang
Namgyal was forced to flee south to Bhutan. Between then and his death in
1658, he succeeded in uniting the many powerful Drukpa families, and, in a
series of struggles with other sects, in bringing all of western and most of
eastern Bhutan under his rule.l/ At the same time, he led Bhutan in
resisting several invasion attempts by Tibet, further strengthening his image
and his rule. Eventually assuming the title of Shabdung, he established a
complete theocracy. To facilitate his rule, he created an administrative
structure that in modified form survives to this day. The country was
divided into three provinces, each headed by a governor or penlop. Within
each province dzong-pons were appointed to administer individual districts;
they, in turn, appointed subordinates to administer groups of villages.
Towards the end of his rule, the Shabdung appointed two faithful monks to
assist him in administering the country. One, called the Je Khempo, or Lord
Abbot, was placed in charge of religious affairs, while the other, the Druk
Desi, was entrusted with civil matters. While the Shabdung was the ultimate
authority, daily administration was left to these appointed officials. The
Shabdung also created a State Council comprised primarily of monastic
officials to assist in electing these officials and in governing the country.
The position of Shabdung was filled through reincarnation; during their
periods of minority, the Je Khempos acted as regents.

1.16 While Shabdung Ngawang Namgyal unified Bhutan, making it a distinct
political entity and the Drukpa-dominated society that it is today, the
theocracy he created was inherently unstable. The long regencies entailed in
filling the position of Shabdung through reincaqrnation meant that the
officials who governed on behalf of the Shabdungs built up considerable power
of their own. Furthermore, over time the State Council became increasingly
secularized, with most civil positions, including those of the Druk Desi, the
penlops, and the dzong-pons, being filled by civilians. By the nineteenth
century, these had become the principal members of the State Council, with
the penlops in particular emerging as the most powerful personalities,
effectively pre-empting the powers of the Shabdung himself. The Druk Desi,
in theory elected by the Council, in practice became the appointee of the
strongest penlop (usually from Paro or Tongsa). Rivalry between the penlops
led to continuing internal turmoil. Thus, while there were only 7 Shabdungs
during the 250 years of the theocracy, there were 56 Druk Desis. Disarray
continued until the turn of the twentieth century when the Tongsa penlop,
Ugyen Wangchuck, emerged as strong enough to change the system, in
circumstances which were in part created by British geopolitical interests in
the area.

1/ Tashigang, the eastern-most region, was incorporated by 1667.
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1.17 Despite internal turmoil, Bhutan retained its national unity. For
notwithstanding strong trade and cultural links to Bhutan, Tibet had on

several occasions attempted to invade Bhutan, attempts which it repelled.
Bhutan also presented a united front to the British in the south, but
increasingly had to accommodate itself to superior British power. The first
contact with Britain occurred in the early 1770s. Bhutan had long controlled

a narrow strip of the Duars plains, but in 1772 it extended its control to
the Indian principality of Cooch Behar. Anxious to have secure borders, the

British came to the assistance of the Cooch Beharis and drove the Bhutanese
out. The two parties signed a peace treaty in 1774. Relations remained
peaceful until Britain annexed the state of Assam following the Anglo-Burmese
war of 1826. Britain agreed to honor an existing arrangement under which

Bhutan was permitted to use part of the Assam Duars in return for annual
payments. However, these payments continually fell short, and Bhutan

cotntinued to carry out intermittent raids along the entire border. Following
20 years of clashes, the British in 1865 occupied the Bengal Duars, forcing

the Bhutanese to seek peace. Under the Sinchula Treaty of 1865, Bhutan
formally agreed to cede the entire Duars to Britain, in return for a

Rs 50,000 annual payment. In addition, both sides agreed to free trade and
the extradition of criminals on demand.

1.18 The presence of British power in the south also had a profound effect
on domestic politics. Bhutanese leaders felt they had to decide between

aligning themselves with the powerful British in the south or with the
Tibetans in the north, with whom they had strong traditional ties. As long
as Tibet and Britain were friendly, Bhutan was able to maintain good
relations with both. In the late nineteenth century, however, repeated
border violations by Tibet against Sikkim led to a deterioration in
Anglo-Tibetan relations, and in 1903, Britain mounted a military expedition

to Tibet. Ugyen Wangchuck accompanied the expedition as a mediator and
helped bring about a settlement. In gratitude for this, he was knighted by

the British, which further enhanced his already considerable stature.
Ugyen Wangchuck had thus come to dominate Bhutan in a way no other leader had

in the previous two and one half centuries.

1.19 Two other important events occurred at about the same time. In 1903,

the Shabdung died with no reincarnation appearing for some three years, and
in 1904, the Druk Desi died. The Je Khempo assumed the responsibilities of

the Druk Desi, but being more interested in spiritual matters, left civil
affairs to Ugyen Wangchuck. Conditions were thus ripe for major political

change, and in 1907 the leading monastic and civilian officials proposed and
unanimously approved the creation of a hereditary monarchy under Ugyen

Wangchuck. The British, who were anxious to see stable political conditions
and strong central leadership in important buffer areas, also supported this

development. Thus, Ugyen Wangchuck became the first King of Bhuitan, or Druk
Gyalpo. In 1910, Bhutan signed a new treaty with Britain, which amended

certain conditions of the 1865 treaty. Under the revised treaty, the British
undertook "to exercise no interference in the internal administration of



Bhutan", while the Government of Bhutan agreed "to be guided by the advice of
the British Government in regard to its external relations". The annual

payment to Bhutan was also doubled to Rs 100,000.

1.20 Over the next half century, successive kings concentrated on

centralizing the power of the monarchy and integrating the various factions
and regions into the stable political entity that characterizes Bhutan today.

The basic administrative apparatus remained more or less intact, although

officials whose loyalty was still subject to doubt were gradually replaced.

However, the kings never tried to exercise control over religious matters;
instead, they recognized the continued authority of the Je Khempo in this

sphere. In 1926, Ugyen Wangchuck was succeeded by his son, Jigme Wangchuck,
who continued the policies of his father and was responsible in great part

for keeping Bhutan almost totally unaffected by the tumultuous political and

economic developments in the outside world. Contacts with Britain were
limited largely to occasional visits by the Political Officer in Gangtok,
Sikkim. Even the departure of the British from the sub-continent scarcely

affected Bhutan. In 1949, Bhutan signed a Treaty of Friendship with India
which reaffirmed the main points of the 1910 treaty--the Government of India

agreed to non-interference in the internal affairs of Bhutan, while the

Government of Bhutan agreed to be guided by the advice of the Government of
India in regard to its external relations. The Government of India also
agreed to return about 83 sq km of territory annexed by the British in the

Dewangiri region of eastern Bhutan in 1865, and to increase the annual
payment to Rs 500,000.1/ Bhutan thus seemed destined to continue as before,

largely isolated, but with signifi-ant trade and cultural ties to the north
and guided in its limited external affairs by the power in the south.

Developments Since 1960

1.21 The first indications of change came in 1950, with the Chinese

occupation of Tibet and a declaration by Prime Minister Nehru that "from time
immemorial the Himalayas have provided us with magnificent barriers.... We

cannot allow that barrier to be penetrated because it is also the principal
barrier to India." India's attitude towards Bhutan was spelled out more

clearly in 1958, during Prime Minister Nehru's landmark visit to Bhutan.2/
He stated:

1/ India continues to make this payment, but by now it is far exceeded by

development assistance grants (para 2.28).

2/ To reach Bhutan, Prime Minister Nehru had to travel by road to Gangtok,

Sikkim and then by horseback for several days through the Chumbi Valley
of Tibet before he reached Paro in western Bhutan.
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"...It is therefore essential that I make it clear to you that our

only wish is that you remain an independent country, choosing your
own way of life and taking the path of progress according to your

will. At the same time, we two should live with mutual goodwill.
We are me7bers of the same Himalayan family and should live as
friendly neighbors helping each other. Freedom of both Bhutan and
India should be safeguarded so that none from outside can do harm
to it."

During the same visit, Prime Minister Nehru also offered Indian assistance

to help Bhutan develop its economy.

1.22 In 1959, the continued rebellion by the Tibetans against Chinese rule
erupted into full-scale revolt. The Dalai Lama fled to India and thousands
of refugees entered Bhutan. These events raised questions in the minds of

Bhutanese leaders as to Chinese motives vis-a-vis Bhutan and convinced them
that closer relations with India were desirable. Thus, in 1959, Bhutan began

accepting the Indian offers of economic assistance, including assistance in
constructing Bhutan's first road, from the Indian border to Paro and Thimphu
in the north. In 1960, Bhutan closed its borders to Tibet and instituted a
ban on trade, marking the end of over 1,000 years of ties to the north. In

1961, the training of the Royal Bhutan Army was entrusted to the Indian Army.
Although Bhutan was not involved in the 1962 Sino-Indian border war, ties

between Bhutan and India subsequently became even stronger, leading to the
close relationship that continues to this day.

1.23 Over the last 20 years, Bhutan has steadily expanded its foreign ties
and assumed its role in the community of nations. In 1962, Bhutan joined the
Colombo Plan and began receiving its first economic assistance from abroad.
In 1969, India sponsored Bhutan's admission to the Universal Postal Union,
and in 1971, its admission to the United Nations. By 1972, Bhutan had also
joined the Group of 77 and ESCAP, and in 1973, it became a member of the

Non-Aligned Movement. In December 1971, Bhutan had been the second country
after India to recognize Bangladesh. In 1979, full diplomatic representation
was exchanged, making Bhutan's mission in Bangladesh only its third overall,
after New Delhi and its mission to the United Nations in New York. In 1979,
a UNDP office was established'in Thimphu to administer the growing program of
UN assistance to Bhutan. More recently, B'hutan has sought to expand its
sources of economic assistance. In 1981, Bhutan joined the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, and in 1982, the Asian Development Bank.
In 1982, Bhutan also appointed honorary trade consuls in Hong Kong and
Singapore to help promote overseas trade.

THE PEOPLE

1.24 In the absence of a comprehensive demographic survey, the precise

ethnic composition of the population is unknown. It is, however, generally
classified into three main ethnic groups: the Sharchops, the Ngalops, and



those of Nepali origin.1/ The Sharchops are believed to be the earliest
major group of inhabita-nts of present-day Bhutan. They live for the most
part in eastern Bhutan, are of Indo-Mongoloid origin, and appear closely
related to the inhabitants of northeast India and northern Burma. The
Ngalops are of Tibetan origin, arriving in Bhutan between the eighth century
A.D. and as recently as 1959, bringing with them their Tibetan cultuire and
Buddhist religion which have characterized northern Bhutan.

1.25 The Nepalis, most of whom are Hindus, comprise the third main ethnic
group. They were the most recent arrivals, having been brought in during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to work the foothills of
southern Bhutan. Since then significant numbers also immigrated on a
spontaneous basis. Immigration has been banned since 1959, although
relatively large numbers of Nepalis and Indians are permitted to work in
Bhutan as contract labor.2/ They continue to be the predominant ethnic group
in southern Bhutan, with estimates of their share of the total population
ranging from 20% to over 30%. Integration is the firm policy of the
Government. Major Hindu religious holidays are now celebrated alongside
major Buddhist ones throughout the country, and intermarriage between
southern and northern Bhutanese is being encouraged with financial
incentives. Also, under the national education policy, children of 'secondary
school age are sent to boarding schools in different parts of the country.
At the same time, the Government is determined to c-ontrol new immigration.
There are strict controls on the use of contract labor from outside Bbutan,
and road checkpoints to monitor traffic and population movements. The
Government is also in the process of issuing national photo identification
cards to all citizens.

1.26 The official language is Dzongkha, which is closely related to
classical Tibetan and is written in the classical Ucaen Tibetan script. in
southern Bhutan, Nepali predominates, while there are as many as 11 different
vernacular languages in the east. Given this diversity of languages, English
has come to play an important role. While Dzongkha is taught in all schools,
English serves as the language of instruction in secular schools and is also
often used in official communications. Schools in so-uthern Bhutan also teach
Nepali. Monastery schools, on the other hand, still teach in Cheoke, a

classical form of Dzongkha.

1/ There are also a few communities believed to comprise descendants of
the aboriginal inhabitants of Bhutan.

2/ Non-natLionals must now have 21 years of residency in Bhutan before they
can apply for citizenship.
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SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

1.27 The era of modern government in Bhutan is young, and the institutions
are still in an early stage of evolution. The primary concern of the first
two kings had been the establishment of a strong central authority, and by
the middle of the century this had effectively been achieved. The penlop
system was abolished, and instead, district-administrators were appointed who
reported directly to the monarchy. Othpr than the Royal Secretariat, there
were no administrative or governing bodies. In short, Bhutan was an absolute
monarchy.

1.28 The third king, Jigme Dorji Wangchuck, was the product of a different
generation. When he assumed the throne in 1952, Bhutan was a highly stable
inward-looking society, but having been partly educated o'.tside Bhutan, he
realized that isolation would eventually have to end. It was better, he
felt, that the change come from within Bhutan so that the Bhutanese could
control its pace and direction themselves, rather than have these determined
from the outside. Accordingly, he initiated a series of unprecedented
reforms which mark him as the principal influence in recent Bhutanese
history. He was also the architect of Bhutan's careful approach to the
outside world, a course which his successor King Jigme Singye Wangchuck, who
came to the throne in 1972 at the age of 16, broadly continues to follow.

1.29 In 1953, King Jigme Dorji Wangchuck established by royal order the
National Assembly (Tshogdu). Though originally formed as a consultative and
advisory body whose decisions were in no way binding on the monarchy, the
constitution was changed at the King's initiative in 1968 so that all its
decisions would be treated as final. However, the king still has the right
to address the Assembly personally to request it to reconsider any resolution
with which he has serious misgivings. In practice, no such occasion has ever
arisen. At the late King's insistence, the Assembly also reluctantly
approved a revision to the constitution in 1969, whereby the king or any
public official could be forced to resign on a vote of no-confidence in the
National Assembly. This recommendation, however, proved fundamentally too
radical for the conservative and loyal assembly, and in 1973 it was rescinded
following the King's death.

1.30 The National Assembly was originally created with about 130 members,
comprising representatives of the people and the monastic establishment, and
certain government officials. During the 1960s, membership was increased to
151 with the inclusion of additional officials from the rapidly expanding
government. Today it comprises 100 representatives elected for three-year
terms on a one household-one vote basis; a Speaker, elected by secret ballot
by the Assembly; 10 representatives of the monastic establishment elected on
a regional. basis, who also serve for three-year terms; and 40 government
officials who hold their seats as long as they hold their positions in
Government. The latter include members of the Cabinet, heads of important
government departments, and the district officers. Assembly members have
complete freedom of speech. The Assembly meets twice a year, in the spring



and in the fall. While it discusses all aspects of public policy, its
principal focus in recent years has been on development programs. Until

recently, the National Assembly provided one of the few forums to discuss
local development issues with Government officials; with decentralization,
however, most such issues are now resolved at the district level. As a

result, the Assembly, which had often convened for over a month, has recently

been able to complete its business within two weeks.

1.31 The State Council, which had existed under the Shabdung system to

advise him on policy issues, was disbanded by King Ugyen W'angchuck. In 1965,
the practice of having a formal consultative body was reinstituted with the

creation of the Royal Advisory Council (Lodoi Tsokde). The Council, which is
always is session, advises the king on key issues of policy and monitors the

implementation of National Assembly resolutions., It comprises nine members

who must be approved by the Assembly--two members appointed by the king, two

representatives of the monk body selected by the Assembly from a slate
prepared by the monastic institution, and five regional representatives

selected by the Assembly. The chairman is appointed by the king from among
the Council members.

1.32 The Government has grown steadily, in response to full-time

administrative needs. Until the mid-1960s, general administration was
relatively simple and handled directly by the Royal Secretariat, while

development activities were undertaken by the Development Secretariat, which
had been created in 1961 to administer Indian economic assistance. As the
development effort accelerated and administration and international relations

became more complex, it was felt necessary to-create a system of ministries,

together with a Cabinet (Chart 1). Initially, in 1968, four ministries

were created--Home Affairs; Finance; Trade, Industry and Forests; and

Development--but in 1971, the Ministry of Communications and Tourism and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs were added. Also in 1971, the Planning

Commission was formed. The Cabinet now consists of the Ministers of Home

Affairs; Foreign Affairs; Trade, Industry and Forests; and Communications and

Tourism; His Majesty's Representatives to the Ministries of Finance and
Development; as well as the Deputy Minister of'Planning, members of the Royal

Advisory Council, and several other high-ranking government officers. While

the ministerial structure is somewhat ad hoc, reflecting the organic growth of

Government, with certain sectors having their own ministries and the remainder

run as departments under the Ministry of Development, this has not posed any
significant administrative difficulties. It is likely, however, that several

of the larger departments will eventually become separate ministries.

1.33 Bhutan's judicial system, both civil and criminal, is based on that

laid down by the Shabdung Ngawang Namgyal in the seventeenth century. While

modifications have been made over the years, its Buddhist foundations have
remained largely untouched. Until 1968, law was administered by the district

governors, with minor cases handled by village headmen, and the most serious

cases by the king. In 1968, a separate judiciary was established which
included creation of a High Court. This consists of six judges, four

appointed by the king and two elected by the National Assembly, one of whom

is normally from southern Bhutan. At the same time, district officials were
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stripped of their judicial powers and a district court system was
established. These district courts are headed by a district judge
(Thrimpons), usually drawn from the ranks of the civil service, although
village headmen still settle minor disputes. The king can only overturn a
High Court decision if he finds legal principles have not been adhered to.
There is as yet no legal system covering more modern issues such as corporate
law, and most corporations and official bodies are simply established by
Royal Charter.

1.34 The local administrative structure dates back to the seventeenth
century when the first Shabdung created a network of districts centered
around major dzongs. With the abolition of the penlop system, these
districts (dzongkhags) fell under direct central rule. In recent years, some
of the larger districts, especially in southern Bhutan, ha-e been subdivided.
There are at present 18 districts, with the larger districts tending to be
the more sparsely populated. As their origins are largely historical and
their borders major natural barriers, they are not necessarily ideally
subdivided--a number of districts are, for instance, long and narrow, which
renders them difficult to administer. Each district is administered by a
district officer (dzongdag), who is appointed by the king and who reports to
the Ministry of Home Affairs (Chart 2). Previously, district administrations
had limited themselves to matters like taxes, labor mobilization, and law and
order, but under the policy to decentralize much of the development effort,
the district administrations have been strengthened. Under the district
officers, there are now two principal subordinates: the dzongdag wogma, in
charge of all development activities in the district (excluding centrally
administered activities), and the dzciiigrab, who administers civil and
fiscal-related matters. To assist in administering the district development
programs, line ministerial staff have been transferred from central to
district administrations (para 5.14). Seven of the larger districts have
been subdivided to form an additional 18 sub-districts.1/ Each sub-district
is headed by a drumpa, who reports to the district officer, and who has his
own development and administrative staff. Effectively, therefore, these
subdivisions function as districts. Districts are further subdivided into
blocks, mostly comprising 300-500 families. There are a total of 188 blocks.
The more sparsely populated districts such as Gasa and Bumthang have as few
as four, the more densely populated like Tashigang, as many as 20. The head
of each block (gap, or mandal in southern Bhutan) is chosen by the villagers.
He provides the main link between them (or their village headmen when there
is more than one village to a block) and the district administration on
matters such as taxes and labor mobilization.

1/ The following districts have sub-districts: Chirang (2), Gaylegphug (2),
Paro (1), Samchi (4), Samdrup Jongkhar (3), Tashigang (4), and Thimphu (2).
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THE MONASTIC ESTABLISHMENT

1.35 Since Shabdung Ngawang Namgyal ga.ned power in Bhutan in the

seventeenth century, the state religion of Bhutan has---been the Drupka
sub-sect of Kagyupa, a, branch of Mahayanr' "Buddhism. While the absolute power

of the monastic establishment declined in subsequent centuries, the Shabdung
still remained the one truly legitimate power and hence highly influential

and revered. With 'the creation of .the hereditary monarchy, the monastic

establishment lost most of its remaining civil powers. Nevertheless, it

remains a major unifying factor arid a strong national influence. It has

permanent representation in the National Assembly as well as on the Royal

Advisory Council. The Je Khempo retains authority over all religious
matters, and is the only other person besides the King permitted'to wear the

saffron scarf symbolic of highest authority.l/

1.36 The structure, of the monastic establishment has remained largely

unchanged for centuries. Monks are believed to total about 5,000 including

about 1,000 members of the Central Monk Body Thimphu/Punakha.2/- The

Je Khempo is chosen from among the high lamas and holds'his position
indefinitely. He retains full control over religious affairs, including over

those Buddhist institutions not connected with the Drukpa sect. He is
assisted by four high-ranking lamas of the Central,:Monk Body who oversee

various aspects of Buddhist life. Lamas from the Central Monk 'Body are

appointed to head regional monk bodies. In each district (except those in

predominantly Hindu southetn Bhutan), there is a head lama (lama netel who

presides over the district monk body. His responsibilities include

conducting district level religious ceremonies, ensuring the upkeep of

monasteries, c.nd running the monastery schools. Links between civil and

religious officials are close, especially as the monk body and the district

administration normally share the dzong.

1/ In Bhutan, there is a tradition of wearing scarves to all official

occasions and when visiting dzongs. The color of the scarf signifies

rank, as follows: saffron - the King and Je Khempo; orange - ministers

and deputy ministers; blue - peoples' representatives; red - high

civil and religious officials, including district officers and High

Court judges; red with white stripes - deputy district officers;

white - others. White scarves are also exchanged and offered as signs

of respect. Bearers of the red scarf or higher are also permitted (and

expected) to wear a sword.

2/ The Central Monk Body resides in Thimphu for most of the years but

moves to lower altitude Punakha during the winter months.
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1.37 The economic powers of the monastic establishment have also declined.
Until 1968, its main sources of revernue had been taxes which it collected
directly in kind and rent-in-kind collected from tenants of its sizeable
landholdings. In 1968, the Government replaced the taxes with an annual
subsidy paid directly by the Government to the Central and regional monk
bodies. In 1982, the Government began purchasing monastery lands, starting
with those of the Central Monk Body, and redistributing them to the mostly
landless laborers who tilled them. The funds the monasteries are receiving
from the sales are being put into income-generating investments in public
enterprises. One important obligation on the part of the Government to the
monastic institution nevertheless remains--the provision of free public labor
under the compulsory labor schemes for the construction and maintenance of
dzongs and monasteries (para 4.08). While the influence of the monastic
establishment has declined, monks continue to be held in prestige and until
recently it was considered highly desirable that at least one son in each
family join the monastic establishment. It was also one of the few avenues
of education and advancement available to most people. Now, however, modern
education is being increasingly recognized as best fulfilling that role, and
the monasteries are beginning to find it more difficult to recruit.
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Chapter II: AN ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

2.01 As Bhutan has only recently begun to emerge from behind its natural

and self-imposed barriers of isolation, patterns of economic activity are
still strongly rooted in the past. Those patterns were primarily dictated by

physiographic features. Settled agriculture concentrated in small
communities spread out along the main river valleys of the inner Himalaya,

and in the Duars and adjacent foothills. Swiftly flowing rivers, mountainous
terrain, and dense forests separated these settlements, leading to an economy

of small, primarily subsistence-oriented communities. Beyond and between the
settlements of the inner Himalaya, migrant herders moved with the sncwline,
grazing herds of sheep and yaks on the alpine grasslands.

2.02 Traditionally, the inner Himalayan communities looked northwards to

Tibet, not only for historical reasons, but also because passage over the
high Himalayan passes tended to be somewhat easier t'nan passage through the

deep river valleys and dense forests to the south. Also, seasonal migration
of the herds led to contact with Tibetan herders, providing opportunities 'or

barter trade. Trade was, however, limited and for most purposes communities
were self-sufficient. In contrast, the settlements of the Duars and the

neighboring foothills always looked south. Indeed, these were in part
settled by spontaneous in-migration from beyond Bhutan's border, a process
that ended only in the mid-twentieth century, with the consolidation of
Government authority in that region. Here, although agriculture is still

subsistence-oriented, landless labor as well as cash cropping have been more
common.

2.03 This economic structure was inherently stable as the ratio of land to

labor was favorable; this was reinforced by government policies that
deliberately attempted to minimize exposure to outside influences.

Consequently, the rural sector has changed little over the past two decades,
and even though a small, tightly controlled modern sector has emerged, its

overall economic impact hias been limited. This is, however, slowly changing.
Discussion in the National Assembly, fueled by the King's commitment to

improving socio-economic conditions, has led to rising expectations and to
what the Planning Commission refers to as a "minimum acceptable level of
growth". This has led in the Fifth Plan to significant increases in proposed
investment and to fundamental changes in the development strategy.

2.04 The Planning Commission faced major difficulties in preparing the

Fifth Plan. Most of even the most basic socio-economic data, including the

population, are unavailable, while there is an unclear picture of how the
economic system, as limited as it is, functions. This information is

important if efficient use is to be made of scarce development resources, and
if the benefits of development are to be equitably distributed. Consequently,
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the past several years have seen an unprecedented amount of basic socio-
economic statistical work in Bhutan, including a population census, which is
still ongoing; a livestock census; a nationwide agricultural survey; nutrition
surveys; and the preparation of estimates of the national accounts and the
balance of payments. While much statistical work remains to be done, efforts
so far have resulted in a considerably clearer picture of the structure of
the economy and the overall level of development.

PRODUCTION AND NATIONAL INCOME

2.05o Table 3 below presents the Planning Commission estimates of GDP for
1980/81, the only year for which such estimates were prepared. Total
estimated GDP amounted to Nu 1,021 million, or about $129 million. Even
though the shares of agriculture and animal husbandry have undoubtedly
declined with the emergence of the modern sector, they still accounted for
almost half (48%) of GDP, with traditional subsistence agriculture comprising
up to 90% of total production. Forestry accounted for an estimated 15% of

GDP, reflecting its importance as the main source of domestic energy, and as
a source of construction materials and of exports. Industry (including
power, mining, and construction) comprised only about 6% of GDP, a strong
indicator of Bhutan's early stage of development.l/ Three relatively large
industries--the cement plant, a distillery complex, and a fruit products
processing plant--accounted for most of the manufacturing value added.
Mining accounted for less than 1% of GDP, as most of Bhutan's significant
mineral deposits are undeveloped. Construction, at 1.9% of GDP, would appear
to have been underestimated, given the large amount of construction being
undertaken on roads and the Chukha hydro-power project. Power was a
particu'1arly small contributor (0.3%), due to the very low level of
development of Bhutan's hydro-power potential, but this share will increase
dramatically with the commissioning of the Chukha project in late 1984.
Services comprised a relatively high 31% of GDP, but public administration
and direct government services, including health and education, accounted for
45% of those. Tourism contributed only about 1% of GDP, despite its
significance as a revenue and hard currency earner. Trade, commerce,
banking, communications and transport were all only small contributors,
reflecting the subsistence nature of most of the rest of the economy.

1/ Although on the basis of a full year's production at the Penden cement

factory (production began in January 1981), industry's share would have
risen slighltly to 7.1%.



Table 3: GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT MARKET PRICES, 1980/81

Nu million Percentage

Agriculture and Related Sectors 645.2 63.2
Agriculture 409.4 40.1
Animal Husbandry 76.5 7.5
Forestry 159.3 15.6

Industry 63.5 6.3
Manufacturing and Processing 33.3 3.3
Mining 8.6 0.8
Power 2.7 0.3

Construction 18.9 1.9

Services 311.8 30.5

Transportation and Communications 33.4
Tourism 11.0 1.1

Financial Institutions 15.4 1.5
Trade 28.6 2.8
Social Services 34.8 3.4
Public Administration 106.6 10.4
Rental and Other Services 82.0 8.0

Total GDP 1,020.5 100.0

Source: Planning Commission.

2.06 Based on a total GDP of $129 million and the official population

estimate, the per capita income of Bhutan in 1980/81 amounted to $116.1/
This would give Bhutan the lowest per capita income in the South Asia region,

and one of the lowest in the world. The standard of living would appear, in

fact, to be considerably higher than is suggested by this estimate given such

indicators as the relatively favorable population/land ratio, the limited
degree of landlessness, and the relatively high standards of rural housing.

A recent survey covering 12 villages in various regions of Bhutan indicated
that 98% of the families surveyed owned land and that the average holding

was a respectable 1.6 ha.2/ Income and expenditure estimates made under the

1/ Official 1980/81 population taken as mid-1982 estimate of 1.16 million

discounted for two years' growth at 2%.

2/ "Pilot Survey on Consumer Expenditure", Central Statistical Organization,

Planning Commission, 1979.
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survey also suggest that the per capita income is in fact higher than
$116--despite its limitations, it indicated an average per capita income of
around $200. The same survey also suggested that income distribution is
somewhat skewed, reflecting mainly land ownership patterns--the top 17% of
the households earned 40% of the income, the bottom 20%, 8% of the income.
The relatively favorable indicators concerning landholdings are supported by
recent nutritional surveys which indicated relatively high levels of calorie
intake.

2.07 Other national accounts data are not available. Time series data,

which would permit some assessment of economic growth rates, are unavailable
due to an absence of production trend data, especially for agriculture. The

Planning Commission has derived some overall estimates of GDP for several
years in addition to 1980/81, but these would appear to rely mainly on the
intuitions of the planners. These suggest that real GDP averaged about 6%
annual growth during 1978/79-1981/82. Similarly, uncertainties concerning

trade and non-factor service flows do not permit proper assessment of overall
investment and consumption levels, even for 1980/81. Public investment

(excluding the Chukha project) in 1980/81 was equivalent to 16% of GDP;
including the Chukha project, to a high 32% of GDP. Both budgetary and

Chukha-related investment have increased significantly since 1980/81, and
have probably risen even higher as a proportion of GDP. As discussed later

in this chapter, all public investment has been financed by external
assistance. Private investment appears to be low, being limited mainly to

traditional investments like livestock, land, and housing, while much of the
limited private sector investment in industry has occurred with public

financial assistance (para 3.39).

THE EXTERNAL SECTOR

Trade Patterns

2.08 Prior to 1959, Bhutan's principal trade ties had for traditional

reasons mainly been with Tibet, with surplus foodgrains--mainly rice--being
exchanged for salt, wool, tea, soda, and precious metals. Although Britain
(in 1865) and India (in 1949) both had clauses in their treaties with Bhutan
declaring free trade between the two regions, significant Indian trade with

Bhutan did not develop under either regime. The decision in 1960 to close
the border to Tibet ended trade with the north and, as in other spheres, led
to a complete reorientation towards India and the south.

2.09 For an economy that barely 20 years ago functioned largely without

trade, Bhutan's present dependence on trade is surprisingly high. Estimated
imports in 1981/82 (Table 4) amounted to about 40% of GDP; estimated exports,
for about 17% of GDP, resulting in a large trade deficit equivalent to about
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23% of GDP.i/ Not surprisingly, given Bhutan's landlocked position, trade is
overwhelmingly oriented towards India.

Table 4: DIRECTION OF ESTIMATED TRADE, 1981/82

With India With Other Countries Total
Nu million % Nu million % Nu million

Exports 178.0 96.5 6,4 3.5 184.4
Imports 404.5 93.1 Z,.8 6.9 434.3

Trade Balance -226.5 -23.4 -249.9

Source: Department of Trade and Commerce, Ministry of Trade,
Industry, and Forests.

2.10 There are no restrictions or duties on imports from India (excluding

a few minor imports which are banned by mutual agreement to protect domestic
industries--e.g., matches), and imports cover a wide range of consumer,
intermediate, and capital goods (Annex 2-A). The largest import categories
are machinery and equipment (22% of estimated imports from India), petroleum
products (14%), metal products (8%), foodgrains (6%), textiles and clothing
(6%), and transport equipment (mainly truck chassis, 5%). While private
individuals are permitted to import from India, a considerable amount of
trade takes place on a state-to-state basis. This applies in particular to
imports of products under quota in India, of which Bhutan is also allocated a
share.2/ These imports are handled by the Imports Division of the State

Trading Corporation of Bhutan (STC), which has its main office- it Calcutta.
The main quota imports are steel, coal, fertilizers, industrial'-pirits, and
edible oils. In addition, the Food Corporation of Bhutan (FCB) imports rice,

1/ As free trade prevails with India, official records of trade have not
been kept. The Department of Trade and Commerce, however, estimated
trade flows for 1981/82 based on State Trading Corporation records, sales
tax records, and by adjusting for other undocumented flows. Estimated
imports exclude direct imports by Indian agencies operating in Bhutan, as
well as imports in connection with the Chukha project. Starting January
1983, border checkposts have begun keeping detailed records of imports
for sales and excise tax administration purposes. This will also enable
the Government to estimate more accurately trade flows with India.

2/ Bhutan's access to these quotas is another indirect form of assistance
from India, as these items are sold at subsidized prices in India.
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wheat, sugar, and salt under quota.l/ Bhutan's requirements of most
commodities exceed the quota allocations; moreover, the full quota amounts
sometimes fail to materialize as these items are usually in short supply in
India. Consequently, quota imports are usually supplemented with more
expensive purchases on the open market in India.

2.11 Bhutan's exports to India comprise mainly agricultural, mineral, and
forestry products (Annex 2-B). Agricultural products accounted for 27% of
exports to India in 1981/82; the principal exports were cardamoms, potatoes,
and oranges. Sawn timber, rosin, and other forestry products accounted for a
further 15%. This was probably low by historical standards, reflecting the
restrictions on commercial logging (para 3.35). The largest single export
was, however, cement. Almost 71,000 MT were exported, accounting for Nu 47.4
million, or 27% of exports to India. Exports to India of cement and timber
are handled by the STC (Exports Division), while the FCB exports agricultural
produce it has procured to India directly.

2.12 Trade with overseas countries has been a recent development, and
accounted for less than 6% of total trade flows in 1981/82.2/ The trade
patterns have been simple. Imports essentially comprise machinery and
equipment financed with overseas aid, and automobiles, many of which are
purchased from Bhutan's own hard currency reserves. Imports are controlled
by the Ministry of Finance, which holds most of the foreign exchange, and
which must authorize its release. Except on official imports, which are duty
free, customs duties on imports from third countries correspond to Indian
duties, to prevent deflection of imports into India. In practice, however,
private sector imports have been negligible. Because of Indian trade
regulations (para 2.14), overseas exports were virtually non-existent prior
to 1979, and are still very small and irregular. Over 85% of overseas
exports in 1981/82 were accounted for by cardamoms; rosin accounted for most
of the remainder (Annex 3-A). Because of trade and transit regulations, all
overseas trade is handled by the STC.

2.13 Mainly because of its proximity, but also because Bhutan has free
access to its large, protected market, India is likely to remain Bhutan's
principal trading partner. Nevertheless, the expansion of overseas exports
to earn hard currencies is a major objective of the Fifth Plan. While this
is a sound objective, the Government should be careful not to attempt to
stimulate such exports artificially through subsidies or multiple exchange

1/ For a complete list of quota allocations for 1982/83, see Annex 2-C.
FCB imports have often been less than the quota because of storage
constraints.

2/ It is possible, however, that some exports to India end up being
re-exported abroad.

a . . - ;s o . . . .. ... . .iS ,. .. As. i * .a......... .R.L~ ........... .K. .* ; $w 2 > ..a.................g.t rt->NS*wk<.St>&>.@-=2X.j.kN. ............'.i.laisS.
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rate practices. Some initial assistance for promotion or marketing couldhbe
justified, but otherwise, financial measures to promote overseas exports
could end up posing a large financial burden which Bhutan can ill-afford.
There are-indications that some subsidization, through FCB losses, may
already have occurred in cardamom marketing abroad.

Trade and Transit Arrangements

2.14 As Bhutan is landlocked, trade and transit arrangements with India
will play a critical role in its economic development. Prior to 1972, there
had been no formal arrangements; Bhutan's limited overseas trade had
generally been governed by the relevant Indian regulations. In 1972, the
Governments of Bhutan and India signed an Agreement of Trade and Commerce
which provided for all official imports to be exempted from Indian import
duties while goods of Bhutanese origin could be exported on official account
free of any Indian export duties. Any Indian quantitative restrictions
continued, however, to apply. The agreement gave Bhutan little incentive to
develop overseas trade, as all foreign exchange proceeds accrued to the
Government of India, while the Government of India agreed "to provide foreign
exchange to the extent possible for import into Bhutan such items as are
essential for the diversification and growth of Bhutan's economy". The
treaty was initially valid for ten years, and would remain in force for an
additional ten years unless either party gave written notice no less than one
year in advance of expiry that it wished to renegotiate it. The Government
of Bhutan indicated its desire to renegotiate in 1981. Negotiations were
conducted during 1982, and a revised agreement with considerably more
favorable terms and reflecting Bhutan's current needs is likely to be signed
shortly.

2.15 Even prior to this renegotiation, however, in 1978, a number of
important trade and transit arrangements were revised which eased access to
overseas markets and provided Bhutan with an incentive to develop overseas
trade. The revised arrangements included the establishment of a foreign
exchange account at the State Bank of India (Overseas Branch) in Calcutta in
the name of the Government of Bhutan and simplified export procedures. Under
the revisions, the Government of Bhutan agreed to deposit initially all
foreign exchange earnings from commodity exports, as well as foreign exchange
receipts of Indian travel agents for package tours to Bhutan, into this
account. The Government of Bhutan would have complete freedom to utilize
these funds as it chose.

2.16 The simplified export procedur-tx ;-pplied to all exports on official
account, which resulted in all overseas exports being channeled through the
STC. After an exporter finalizes an ojerseas export transaction, it is sold
to the STC, which handles the necessary transit paperwork and arranges for
overseas shipment. The export receipts are deposited in the Government's
foreign exchange account at the State Bank of India, while the Ministry of
Finance credits the STC with the ngultrum equivalent. One related aspect of
the new export arrarigements was the determination of exportable surpluses for
certain commodities which it was mutually felt would be available for Bhutan
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to export abroad. To ensure exports are within these exportable surpluses,
Indian Customs keeps records of Bhutanese exports and undertakes spot checks

on individual consignments. Exportable surplus ceilings have usually been
agreed upon in advance for the subsequent year. Generally, these ceilings

never constrained overseas exports, although whenever unanticipated export
items arose during the year, it became necessary to gain mutual agreement on

them. Official import clearance procedures are also relatively simple,
although they require the Government to inform the Foreign Ministry in Delhi
which, in turn, informs the Finance Ministry, which then authorizes the
Customs Department in Calcutta to release the merchandise duty free.l/

Although the required logistics can inevitably take time, most imports clear
quickly. Only if importers in Bhutan are unaware that goods have arrived in
Calcutta can clearance'and transit to Bhutan take more than several weeks.
The 1978 revised arrangements have greatly eased Bhutan's access to overseas
markets, and due to the good overall relations between the two countries,
trade and transit issues rarely present difficulties and are not likely to be

a significant impediment to trade-and development.

2.17 As part of the 1978 arrangements, the Government of India also agreed

in principal to the use of land and river transit routes to Bangladesh, and
in anticipation of future developments, the Government of Bhutan also signed
trade and transit agreements with the Government of Bangladesh. So far, the
provisions of those agreements have not been put into effect.

The Overall Balance of Payments

2.18 Despite the importance of trade in the economy and the large capital
inflows, it is not possible to compile any reasonably reliable overall
balance of payments. The main difficulties stem, somewhat ironically, from
the close economic links with India. The problems associated with recording
trade flows between Bhutan and India are referred to in para 2.09. Also,
very little is known about the flows of invisibles, but given the large
number of expatriates working in Bhutan, these are probably substantial. At
the same time, the widespread circulation of the Indian rupee in Bhutan
prevents an accurate assessment of overall financial flows. While changes in
the rupee holdings of the Bank of Bhutan are known, changes in rupees in
circulation are not. The report's assessment of the balance of payments,

especially with respect to India, is therefore largely qualitative.

1/ Clearing imports involves obtaining a Customs Clearance Permit (CCP)
and a Customs Duty Exemption Certificate (CDEC). Indian customs release
imports on the basis of a CCP; however, if a CDEC is not obtained as
well, the released imports are subject to the applicable Indian duty.
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2.19 In general, it would appear that Bhutan's overall balance of payments
have been sound. As Table 5 below shows, Bhutan has run overall balance of
payments surpluses with India (as well as a combined overall surplus) during
three of the past four years and with other countries during all four years.
Barring any major changes in consumer liquidity preference during the period,
it is unlikely that changes in rupees in circulation in Bhutan substantially
changed these outcomes.

Table 5: NET FOREIGN EXCHANGE HOLDINGS, 1977/78-1981/82
(end-March, in US$ million)

Indian Rupees (net) a/ Hard Currencies Total

1977/78 9.54 1.19 10.73
1978/79 13.84 2.06 15.90
1979/80 12.40 3.19 15.59
1980/81 16.13 5.46 21.59
1981/82 17.95 7.75 25.70

a/ Deposits less working overdraft at State Bank of India.

Source: Statistical Appendix Table 7.

2.20 Bhutan's relatively sound balance of payments position with India,
despite the large trade and current account deficits, stems from the
Government's basically conservative economic (especially fiscal) policies,
and the large and sustained inflows of financial assistance from India. This
assistance comes through a variety of channels and amounted in 1981/82 to at
least Rs 428 million ($48 million).l/ In addition, a number of Government of
India agencies involved in Bhutan fund their activities directly out of their
own budgets. These financial assistance flows are unrecorded. Apart from
the 40% of total Chukha expenditures which are on a loan basis (para 3.68),
all Indian assistance to Bhutan has been on grant terms.

2.21 Over the past five years, Bhutan has consistently run balance of
payments surpluses with third countries and built up suLbstantial hard
currency reserves.2/ For 1981/82, the Planning Commission undertook a

1/ See Statistical Appendix Table 13.

2/ Hard currency reserves as at end-1981/82 amounted to $7.75 million,
equivalent to more than one year of total iDmports of overseas goods
and services, or to more than three years of non-aid-financed imports.
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preliminary analysis of Bhutan's balance of payments with third countries
(Annex 3-B). Even though numerous assumptions had to be made in the process,
the exercise revealed that the balance of payments is heavily influenced by
aid flows. Aid-financed imports of goods and services account for over 70%
of total current payments; if aid-financed imports were excluded, Bhutan
would be running a surplus on the current account instead of a deficit. The
principal sources of current foreign exchange earnings are tourism and
philatelic receipts (37%) and private aid transfers from abroad (29%).
Merchandise exports accounted for only 19%. The current account deficit
amounted to about $3.5 million, but this was more than fully covered by $6.4
million official non-rupee aid receipts. These permitted a $2.9 million
increment to convertible foreign exchange reserves. Bhutaai has no overseas
foreign debt apart from a $6.9 million IFAD loan signed in 1981, which is
just beginning to disburse.

PUBLIC FINANCE

2.22 The era of modern financial practices in Bhutan is very young, and
the system has been undergoing major evolutionary change. Historically, the
Government had simply tailored its expenditures to match the inflow
of revenues. It was not until the early 1960s, as government began to grow,
that the Government saw it necessary to begin institutionalizing public
finances. In 1963, the position of Finance Secretary was created in the
Royal Secretariat to monitor public revenues and expenditures, and in 1968,
the Ministry of Finance was one of the first ministries formed. But it was
not until 1971 that the first budget was prepared. This budget came to be
called the "civil" budget, as it covered only the needs of the Royal
Secretariat and the Ministries of Finance, Home Affairs, and Foreign Affairs.
The requirements of the development-oriented ministries--the Ministries of
Communications and Tourism; Trade, Industry, and Forests;. and Development
continued to be provided under a separate "development" budget administered
first by the Development Secretariat and then by its successor, the Planning
Commission (paras 5.01-5.03). Annual budgeting actually began in the early
1960s, when it had been necessary for the Development Secretariat to allocate
between development activities the annual Government of India grants.
However, even after the creation of the Ministry of Finance and the emergence
of new donors on the scene, the practice of preparing a separate development
budget continued, mainly because there were practically no financial links
between the two budgets. Domestic revenues were almost totally absorbed by
civil expenditures, leaving foreign aid to finance almost all development-
related expenditures. There was no economic rationale behind the separation
the so-called "civil" and "development" budgets--each, for instance,
contained both recurrent and capital expenditures.
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Revenues

2.23 Prior to 1970, most taxes had been paid in kind, either in the form
of agricultural produce to the monasteries or the Government, or as
compulsory labor. At that time, agricultural taxes in kind were eliminated
and cash taxes based on the type of landholding were introduced. In the
process, the effective rate of taxation was reduced very significantly. It
is reported that previously farmers had paid one-fourth of their produce or
more in taxes. In the traditional economy, this had been by far the largest
source of Government revenue. Under the new, system, however, agricultural
and livestock taxes have declined to minimal levels. At the same time, the
practice of paying separate taxes to the monasteries was discontinued. Now,
the Ministry of Finance is the sole tax collector; it, in turn, underwrites
most of the costs of the monastic establishment. Bhutanese continue to pay
major in-kind taxes in the formi of compulsory and voluntary labor
(para 4.08).

2.24 It is difficult to evaluate the domestic resource mobilization
effort. To begin with, the existence of large compulsory labor requirements
means that a major source of resource mobilization is not being captured by
revenue estimates. Furthermore, the Government's ability to mobilize
revenues is severely constrained by the free trade relations with India.
While free trade results in large benefits to Bhutan in many respects, it
severely limits the amount of revenue the Government can collect from import
and export duties. Often, these form the largest single source of revenue in
low-income countries; in Bhutan, because almost all trade is with India,
customs duties account for only about 2% of Government receipts. The
existence of free trade and a long common, largely unmonitored border also
iimits the Government's flexibility in imposing sales taxes--any measures
which significantly increased domestic prices above prices in India could
lead to a diversion of trade into unauthorized channels. Many imports from
India contain sales and excise taxes; to compensate the Government for the
excise taxes the Government of India annually pays a Rs 25 million lump sum
excise duty refund.l/ This amount has been fixed since 1972; the Government
estimates that the warranted refund has increased substantially since then.

1/ Bhutanese importers are entitled to a sales tax exemption in India if
they obtain documentation from the Government of Bhutan. As an incentive
to do so, Bhutan sales tax rates are set slightly lower than the
corresponding Indian rates. However, many importers have preferred to
pay the Indian tax (in which case, Bhutan levies no tax of its own)
rather than go to the trouble of obtaining the exemption.



2.25 As measured by Government budgetary practices, receipts in 1980/81
amounted to Nu 101.7 million, equivalent to 10.0% of GDP. As Table 6 shows,
over one-third of those receipts were accounted for by the gross receipts of
Governmenit Departments, including Tourism, Bhutan Government Transport
Service (BGTS), Government Workshops and Central Stores, Lotteries,
Telephones, Wireless, and P-t-s and Telegraphs. While in some cases, most
notably the Lotteries, there is clearly a significant net contribution to the
budget, others probably only break even (BGTS), while still others
(communications services) probably operate at an overall loss. As such, it
is difficult to consider the gross receipts of these departments/operations
as revenues. Ideally, the costs associated with providing these services
should be netted out against the gross receipts to determine their true
revenue contribution or cost. Excluding these gross receipts, public
revenues amounted to only Nu 66.9 million, or 6.6% of GDP in 1980/81. As
Statistical Appendix Table 10 shows, revenue growth has been fairly steady,
averaging 8% per annum during the Fourth Plan period.

2.26 The tax base is not broad, with two sources--the Indian excise refund
and domestic excise duties--accounting for 73% of tax revenues. Furthermore,
duties of liquor account for almost all domestic excise duties. Income ',axes
are levied primarily on civil servants' incomnes, up to a maximum rate of 5%,
while small businesses are taxed at a rate of up to 7/8 of one percent on
gross sales.l/ In lieu of income taxes, rural households are taxed on the
basis of their land and livestock holdings. Rates are low and this source
accounts for only 2% of revenues. Apart from the excise duties on liquor,
small excise duties are also levied on certain other manufactured products
such as matches and metal furniture. Sales taxes are levied on imported
consumer goods from India at three rates--3%, 5%, and 8%--slightly below the
corresponding Indian rates. Petroleum products account for about one-fifth
of sales tax revenues. Non-tax revenues consist mainly of royalties from
forests and mines; in recent years, these have fallen due to the drop in
logging following the introduction of restrictions in 1979.

1/ In 1982/83, a 30% income tax was introduced for certain major
activities (para 2.34).
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Table 6: COMPOSITION OF GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS, 1980/81

As a As-a
Ngultrum Percentage of Percentage
million Total Receipts of GDP

Tax Revenue
Income Tax 2.1 2.1 0.2
Land Tax 1.2 1.2 0.1
Excise Duty 13.4 13.2 1.3
Sales Tax 4.3 4.2 0.4
Excise Refund from
Government of India 25.0 24.6 2.4
Other 6.8 6.7 0.7

Total Tax Revenue 52.8 52.0 5.1

Non-Tax Revenue
Royalties from Forests 9.5 9.3 1.0
Royalties from Mines and
Minerals 1.0 loO 0.1

Registration and License
Fees 3.6 3.5 0.4

Total Non-Tax Revenue 14.1 13.8 1.5

Gross Receipts from Government
Departments 34.8 34.2 3.4

Total Receipts 101.7 100.0 10.0

Source: Statistical Appendix Table 10.

Budgetary Performance

2.27 The Government's difficulties in mobilizing domestLc resources have
been reflected in consistently growing deficits on current account in the
budget. During the Fourth Plan period (1976/77-1980/81),_ t,e gap between
current receipts and revenues increased from Nu -26.0 milLlon to Nu -67.8
million, and in 1980/81, amounted to almost 7% of GDP. Taken together with
capital expenditq.ires, the Government has been running overall budgetary
deficits well-it' excess of 20% of GDP. Despite these large deficits, overall
budgetary policy must be considered conservative--there has been little
revourse to expansionary finance (para 2.35) or to borrowing from domestic
financial institutions, despite their high liquidity (paras 2.39-2.43).
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2.28 The Government's ability to maintain a sound overall budget despite
the large deficit on current account can be attributed to the extraordinarily
high level of assistance it receives from the Government of India and the
complete flexibility it has in utilizing that aid.1/ That assistance is
provided as cash grants which the Government can put to whatever purpose it
chooses, covering either recurrent or capital expenditures. It is, moreover,
a highly dependaule source of finance--indicative amounts are negotiated
which cover the full Plan periods. In 1980/81, the cash grant amounted to
Nu 150 million, equivalent to 15% of GDP. The Government of India also
provided an additional Nu 5.2 million tied to specific budgeted activities,
as well as the payment of Nu 0.5 million under the 1949 treaty. By 1982/83,
the cash grant had risen to Nu 250 million; the other smaller flows, to about
Nu 8 million. In addition to budgetary support, the Government of India has
been providing at least as much extra-budgetary assistance.2/ Bhutan has
also been-receiving relatively large international assistance, mainly grant
aid from the UN system. In 1980/81, this international assistance amounted
to Nu 63 million ($8.0 million), raising the overall level of external
budgetary assistance to the equivalent of a high 22% of GDP, and about $25
per capita (or to 38% of GDP and $44 per capita if Chukha assistance is
included).

2.29 Budgetary performance in the early years of the Fifth Plan is showing
signs of improvement. Recurrent expenditures showed practically no growth in
1981/82, mainly due to a 5% effective reduction in the number of public
employees undertaken at the initiative of the King. As a result, the deficit
on current account increased only marginally, despite no growth in current
receipts. Revised estimates for 1982/83 indicate that it is likely to
decline somewhat, a large increase in recurrent expenditures stemming from a
civil service salary increase being more than matched by increased revenues
resulting mainly from the new tax on corporations. The 1982/83 budget also
anticipated a 66% increase in capital expenditures and a more than doubling
of expected overseas assistance, reflecting several large development
projects which were expected to be taken up with foreign aid. To the extent
full foreign financing for these projects did not materialize, borrowings
from the domestic financiat institutions were envisioned. In fact, as
Table 7 shows, much of this additional investment did not in fact
materialize; nevertheless, capital expenditures are estimated to have
increased by more than 30% over 1981/82.

1/ For annual aid flows, see Statistical Appendix Tables 13 and 14.

2/ Outlays on the Chukha project amounted to an additional Nu 164 million
in 1980/81 (16% of GDP), and to Nu 232 million in 1981/82. In addition,
the Government of India also financed the Penden cement factory and
Gaylegphug Area Development Project outside the budget, while the
Border Roads Organization and several other agencies financed their
activities in Bhutan directly out of their own budgets.
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Table 7: CONSOLIDATED GOVERNMENT BUDGET, 1978/79-1982/83
(Nu million)

1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1982/83
Actuals---- Revised Revised

Estimates Budget Estimates

Total Receipts 94.2 101.7 101.1 121.9 132.0

Revenue 63.6 66.9 69.4 110.0 120.1

Receipts from Government

Departments 30.6 34.8 31.7 11.9 11.9

Recurrent Expenditures 155.2 169.5 169.7 197.5 203.1

Deficit on Current
Account 61.0 67.8 68.6 75.6 71.i

Capital Expenditures 170.4 160.3 267.1 437.6 348.6

Overall Deficit 231.4 228.1 335.7 513.2 419.7

Financed by:
Government of India

Assistance 150.8 155.7 196.5 258.0 258.0

Other External Assistance 62.1 62.8 109.4 246.0 146.7

Other Domestic Finiancing
(net) 18.5 9.6 29.8 9.2 15.0

Note: For purposes of this table, government finances have been

consolidated even though actual consolidation did not occur

until 1981/82. Government of India assistance includes only

those funds which flow through the budget. Other domestic

financing includes currency issue, use of cash balapces, and

domestic borrowings.

Sources: Ministry of Finance and Planning Commission.

2.30 Although overall budgetary performance has not been unsatisfactory,

and indeed has recently 'shown signs of improvement, the Government is

understandably concerned about the wide gap between current expenditures and

receipts. Not only does this shortfall reflect an unhealthy dependence on

foreign aid, it is also a somewhat inefficient use of that aid, which should

be used to the maximum extent possible to expand the country's prodluctive

base. Reducing the gap calls for measures to both increase revenues and

reduce current expenditures. To help reduce current expenditures, the

Government effectively reduced the number of public employees by about 900

(or about 10%) during 1981/82.1/ Also, to increase public revenues (and

1/ Actually employment fell by less, as there was parallel growth in

civil service ranks due to decentralization and the consequent need

for additional district-level staff.
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encouraged by the success of the Penden cement factory which in '.ts first
year contributed Nu 12 million (about 12%7) to total government receipts), the
Government has decided to initiate a number of large resource-based projects,
the surpluses of which would accrue to the Government. This approach to

resource mobilization over the longer run seems both justifiable as well as
warranted, given the limited scope for raising revenues through normal tax
means. At the same time, it was clear that many existing fiscal procedures
were themselves outdated and constituted major constraiats to the efficient
use of public rcsources. With the 19E2/83 budget, therefore, a comprehensive
set of fiscal reforms was introduced.

Fiscal Reforms and Resource Mobilization

2.31 Although Government grew rapidly during the 1970s, most additions
were simply treated within existing procedures or on an ad hoc basis. Little
emphasis was placed on improving efficiency, with the consequence that what
were originally minor sources of inefficiency increasingly became significant
impediments. Reforms were introduced in three major areas--in the
consolidation of the dual budgetary system, in the treatment of public

,commercial undertakings, and in disbursement and revenue collection
procedures. Beginning with the 1981/82 budget, the civil and development
budgets were consolidated into a single budget under the Ministry of Finance.
At the same time, the roles of the Ministry of Finance, the Planning
Commission, and the Foreign Ministry were rationalized. The Ministry of
Finance now has overall responsibility for preparation of the budget and for
the mobilization of domestic resources. In assessing resource requirements
and feasible expenditure, the Ministry of Finance coordinates closely with
the Planning Commission which also ensures that ministerial requests are
consistent with Plan priorities. The mobilization of foreign aid, however,
is conducted through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

2.32 'As Government grew, most departments established their own accounts
into which the Government transferred budgeted expenditures on a quarterly
basis, and other accounts into which they deposited any revenue they
generated for subsequent remittance to the Ministry of Finance. However,
expenditures by the ministries often lagged behind the budget due to
implementation constraints, with the result that relatively large amounts of

idle public funds accumulated in these accounts. Similarly, there were often
lags in remitting revenues to the Ministry of Finance. Together, these
practices had resulted in the Ministry of Finance having an unrealistic
picture of the true state of public finances. To prevent such problems in
the future, starting in 1982/83, all government revenues are paid immediately
into a single revenue account, while all expenditures are channelled through
a single budget account. Revised regulations have also been introduced
regarding the powers of government officials to draw upon budgeted resources,
as well as their authority to reallocate funds between heads (Annex 4). All
officers aujthorized to draw on the budget account have been set drawing-
limits under a letter of credit system. The reg.iations ori reallocating
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funds sought to reflect the objectives of decentralization while maintaining

reasonably tight control of resources, especially at this early stage of

decentralization. The regulations are generally tight; in addition, the

district administrations and central departments are required to submit

monthly accounts. The Government felt it necessary to introduce perhaps

overly tight regulations initially and ease them subsequently, rather than to

begin with relatively weak controls which could jeopardize the success of

decentralization.

2.33 Another facet to the organic growth of government was that almost

any entity established was fully incorporated into the budget even if it

earned revenues as well as incurred expenditures. This was tending to

distort the revenue and expenditure pictures. Moreover, many of these were

providing services in which the Government had invested heavily in the hope

of earning significant revenues, but with revenues and expenditures buried in

ministerial accounts, it was difficult to obtain a clear picture of their

performance. In 1982, the Government commissioned studies of three

entities--the Department of Tourism, the Government Workshops and Central

Stores, and BGTS--to determine their profitability. So far, only the first

two studies are available. T1lKy indicate that while tourism was in fact

profitable, a financial restructuring was desirable (para 3.54), and that the

Government Workshops and Central Stores were performing poorly. Beginniing

with the 1982/83 fiscal year, the Government decided to exclude these three

and five other operations--power, logging operations, Lotteries, Government

Presses, and the industrial estates--from the budget on the grounds that they

were meant to be self-financing, if not net revenue-earning, operations.

Thus, a conscious decision must now be taken to subsidize these operations, a

major step forward in ensuring efficient use of scarce budgetary resources.

It is still too early to judge how many of these operations are in a position

to function without budgetary support--in the case of power, however, a

specific subsidy has been provided.

2.34 To complement the decision to remove these entities from the budget,

the Government also introduced with the 1982/83 budget, a 30% tax on the

profits of selected public sector commercial undertakings.l/ This will tax

the highly profitable financial institutions for the first time and is the

main reason behind the increase in revenues in 1982/83 (Table 7). In

addition, the Government, as sole owner of most undertakings, is likely to

appropriate most, if not all, the remaining surplus as a dividend. Another

revenue measure recently introduced was a Carriage Commission on all goods

1/ Bank of Bhutan, Royal Insurance Corporation, of Bhutan, Unit Trust of

Bhutan, Penden Cement Authority, Government Workshops and Central Stores,

Lotteries, Government Presses, and the Tourism Commercial Organization.

Initially, tourism activities were also subject to an additional 30% tax

on gross receipts; however, this was since dropped.
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transport vehicles, while the implementation and rates of sales tax are under
review. While there are obvious constraints to increasing domestic tax
revenues over the long run, there would appear to be some immediate scope
for generating additional tax revenues. In particular, it should be possible
to increase sales tax revenues, mainly through improving administration. In
the first instance, domestic sales taxes should be assessed on all imports,
regardless of whether they have sought exemption from Indian sales taxes or
not. Land taxes should also be reviewed (especially in the settlement
schemes), to see if the large agricultural sector could carry an increased
share of the development burden.

MIONEY, BANKING, AND PRICES

Money and Banking

2.35 Monetization of the economy of Bhutan is a recent phenomenon and
still at an early stage. Although a series of coins had been issued by the
Government during the 1950s, most transactions continued to be carried out in
barter, with taxes being paid in kind and through compulsory labor. Even
today, barter continues to play an important role in the rural economy. It
was only during the 1960s, with the expansion of trade with India and the
large inflows of development assistance, much of it as cash grants, that the
use of money became more widespread. Moreover, since there were no controls
on trade and payments with India, the Indian rupee itself became a commonly
accepted medium of exchange; indeed, the Indian rupee was the only
significant medium of exchange until 1974 when the Ministry of Finance began
issuing ngultrums, the official currency of Bhutan. All accounts and prices
in Bhutan are now expressed in ngultrums, although the two currencies are
freely exchangeable in Bhutan on a one-for-one basis. The issue of ngultrums
has been sporadic, used primarily to meet extraordinary or unexpected
Government expenditures.l/ Most such expenditures were incurred outside the
budget. Between 1974 and MIarch 1982, a total of only Nu 6.2 million (net)
had been introduced into the economy. Although ngultrums and rupees
circulate freely alongside each other, rupees remain the predominant medium
of exchange--compared to the total issue of Nu 6.2 million, the IMF estimates
that Rs 60-80 million circulate within Bhutan.2/

1/ The first major issue of ngultrums was made to coincide with the 1974
coronatinn of King Jigme Singye Wangchuck.

2/ Based on ratios in countries at a similar stage of development of money
supply (Ml) to GDP.
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2.36 The financial sector comprises the Royal Monetary Authority
(para 2.44); the country's only commercial bank, the Bank of Bhutan; as well
as three non-bank institutions--the Royal Insurance Corporation of Bhutan
(RICB), the Unit Trust of Bhutan (UTB), and the Government Employees
Provident Fund (EPF). The Bank of Bhutan was established in 1968, and since
1972 has been jointly owned by the Government (75%) and the State Bank of
India (25%).l/ The State Bank provides the Managing Director on secondment,
as well as many of the staff. The head office is located in Phuntsholing,
and there are 15 branches across the country. Interest rates and lending
practices closely follow those in India, not only because of the State Bank
influence, but also to ensure stable banking relations with India.

2.37 The Bank of Bhutan offers a wide variety of deposit and loan schemes
(Statistical Appendix Table 8). In addition to current accounts, it offers
savings accounts carrying 5% annual interest, and a selection of fixed

deposits carrying interest rates from 5-1/2% to 10% per annum. General
business loans are made at 15%, although ventures approved by the National
Commissioni for the Development of Trade and Industry (para 3.40) are entitled
to loans at 13% annual interest, and those carrying a Government guarantee,
at 12.5%. The Bank of Bhutan has also served as the banker to Government,
maintaining its accounts, providinig temporary budgetary support at 10%

interest, and serving as a channel for the issue of ngultrum currency.

2.38 The Bank of Bhutan has been expanding rapidly in recent years and is

a highly profitable institution. As Statistical Appendix Table 1 shows,
total assets more than tripled between 1977 and 1982, while reserves (mainly

profits) increased four-fold. This fine performance can be traced to steady
growth in deposits. These averaged 27% growth over the period. Table 8

below shows the ownership pattern and composition of deposits as at end-1981.
Public and private sectors each comprised about half of total deposits.

Private sector deposits accounted for most of the growth during 1978-81;
government current account deposits, which would ordinarily be considered the

most volatile component, fluctuated within a narrow range between Nu 60
million and Nu 84 million. Part of the consistently high level of Government

current deposits can be explained by the Government of India cash grants,
which are paid into the Government's account on a quarterly basis before

subsequently being drawn down.

1/ Prior to February 1982, the Government owned 60%; the State Bank of

India, 40%.
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Table 8: COMPOSITION OF DEPOSITS AT THE BANK OF BHUTAN
(Nu million, as of December 31, 1981)

Government
Government Corporations Private Total

Current Deposits 78.4 3.4 42.0 123.8
Savings Deposits 1.2 - 22.8 24.0
Fixed Deposits 0.6 16.5 41.3 58.4

Total 80.2 19.9 106.1 206.2

Source: Bank of Bhutan.

2.39 Lending also grew rapidly over the 1977-82 period. Trade and
industrial uses accounted for the bulk of the lending (Statistical Appendix
Table 2), with most industrial investment loans carrying government
guarantees. Rural and personal loans are still fairly small. The strong
growth in advances was not sufficient to solve what has proved to be a
long-standing problem facing the Bank of Bhutan--the large gap between
deposits and advances.l/ The following figures (in Nu million) illustrate
the problem:

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Deposits 90.2 126.3 147.5 154.6 214.5 298.8
Advances 29.6 41.2 54.2 85.0 79.9 103.8

Excess Deposits 60.6 85.1 93.3 69.6 134.6 195.0

Given the lack of demand at prevailing interest rates, the Bank's relatively
cautious lending policies, and the general lack of investment opportunities
in Bhutan, the Bank has kept these funds invested in India, in special 91-day
tax-free deposits earning 11.5% interest. These deposits accounted for 55%
of the Bank of Bhutan's assets as at end-1982; because of the rupee's dual
role in Bhutan; these same rupee reserves also comprise the bulk of Bhutan's
rupee foreign exchange reserves.

1/ Of course, part of the problem here is that because the rupee also
circulates widely in Bhutan, it is impossible to distinguish between a
balance of payments surplus and a surplus of financial savings over
advances in the domestic economy.
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2.40 While the Bank is thus a highly profitable commercial institution,

its lending activities have not had a strong development focus. However, to
a large extent, this has been because relatively few investment proposals
have been forthcoming. To provide what it views as basically
development-oriented financial institutions, the Government is considering

creating industrial and agricultural development banks. Other sources of
credit are at present minor. Some Phuntsholing traders provide short-term
trade credit, while informal rural credit is traditionally extended between
neighbors to tide over adversity. There is, however, no regular network of

professional money lenders.

2.41 The combined assets of the three non-bank financial institutions
amount to about one-fourth of those of the Bank of Bhutan. They are all
managed by the RICB. The RICB was established in 1975 to offer life
insurance and a range of general Insurance policies. It was originally set

up with Government holding 51% of the share capital and private individuals,

the remaining 49%, but in 1981, following an increase in the capital base,
the share of the Government increased to 61%. RICB has also proved to be a

highly profitable institution--in only one of its seven years of operation
have gross claims exceeded premiums. As of end-1982, total funds available

to RICB amounted to Nu 22.4 million (Statistical Appendix Table 3). The RICB
has also had difficulty investing its funds profitably within Bhutan; at
end-1982, cash and bank deposits accounted for 63% of total assers.1/ The
main aceas of investment were mortgages, buildings, and trucks, although the
RICB also invested in 10% of the initial share capital of the Unit Trust of
Bhutan and has taken shares in several industrial investments.

2.42 The largest of the non-bank financial institutions is the EPF. As
the civil service has been steadily growing and is still mostly young,

contributions have far exceeded withdrawals, resulting in rapid growth in the
EPF. As of end-1981/82, the resource base amounted to Nu 67.9 million

(Statistical Appendix Table 4). Government employees, including those in
Government and semi-Government corporations (such as RICB) deposit 10% of

their salaries, which the employer matches, into the Fund. Members earn 8%
interest on their own contribution (but nothing on the employer's), which is

re-invested until retirement; at that time, the accumulated contributions and
member's interest earnings are paid out as a lump sum. The RICB, which
manages the EPF on behalf of the Government, undertakes to earn about a 12%
return on contributions. The Government earns the full actual return on its
contributions, along with the balance in excess of 8% on the members'

contributions. As, of end-1981/82, the net amount owed to Government from
interest earnings was Nu 10.9 million. Although the EPF portfolio contains
investments similar to the RICB--buildings, mortgages, and trucks--it is also

1/ Like the other non-bank financial institutions, RICB must hold all bank
accounts with the Bank of Bhutan.
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perceived as a somewhat more of a development finance institution by the
Covernment. As such, it has invested about 30% of its portfolio in
government-guaranteed loans to development projects, mostly commercial
undertakings like the Gedu Veneer plant (para 3.37). The share of cash and
bank deposits in the portfolio amounts to only about 16%.

2.43 The UTB was established by the RICB, which owned 10% of the initial
capital, and the EPF which owned the remaining 90%. It was established to
encourage industrial development by purchasing shares in promising new
industries. By end-1982, its resources had grown to Nu 15.3 million
(Statistical Appendix Table 5). Two types of units are offered--fixed-term
units carrying 9% interest, slightly higher than fixed bank deposits of
equivalent maturity, and ordinary units, which are dividend-bearing shares in
the unit trust. Fixed-term units account for Nu 7.2 million of its available
resources. Due to difficulties in finding viable industrial investments,
57% of the UTB resources were invested in loans and bank deposits.

2.44 Monetary policy in Bhutan has been essentially passive and played
little economic role. This has not only been a reflection of the low level
of economic development, but also of the open border, the free trade with
India, and the widespread circulation of the rupee in Bhutan which restrict
the Government's room to maneuver. Over time, the Government intends to move
to a ngultrum-based monetary system. It fully recognizes that this
transition must necessarily be slow and that one-for-one exchangeability with
the rupee must be assured in order to maintain full confidence in the
ngultrum during the transition period. A first step towards establishing an
independent monetary system was the creation of the Royal Monetary Authority
in 1982. In April 1983, it began assuming basic central banking functions,
including management of the country's hard currency foreign exchange reserves
and maintaining the government account.

Prices

2.45 During the 1970s, the Central Stat!.,¢tical Organization (CSO) of the
Planning Commission began keeping track of certain retail prices in a number
of towns across Bhutan. Although many difficulties were encountered in
getting district administrations to report on a regular basis, the CSO has
nevertheless produced a review of prices coveriag 1977/78-1981/82 (see
Statistical Appendix Table 6). Although there are a number of methodological
difficulties with its results, the review suggests that consumer price
inflation averaged about 11% over the period. Price developments in Bhutan
could reasonably be expected to reflect movements in India; and, in fact,
they did. Over the same period, wholesale prices in India also averaged 11%
growth; consumer prices, about 9% growth.
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Chapter III: KEY SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY

AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

3.01 Agriculture is the dominant sector of the economy, contributing
directly about half of GDP, accounting for over one-fourth of export
earnings, and providing an employment base to as much as 95% of the total
population. Farming remains labor-intensive and strongly rooted in the
traditional past, being primarily devoted to the cultivation of cereal crops
to meet subsistence needs. Limited amounts of other subsistence crops
(pulses, oilseeds, vegetables) are also grown. Livestock are an integral
part of the farming system, providing draught power and supplementing the
diet with milk and meat products. In areas close to the Indian border and in
a few inner valleys made accessible by road construction, there has been some
recent development of commercial and horticultural crops, notably oranges and
cardamoms in the south and potatoes and apples in the interior.

Land Use and Land Ownership

3.02 Only about 150,000 ha or 3% of the total land area is used for
agricultural purposes (Table 9 and Annex 5). A further 10-12% is estimated
to be under permanent or seasonal pasture. Paddyland (terraced and bunded
land, usually irrigated but often rainfed in the south) is relatively more
important in the western valleys and in the south, but has been developed
wherever feasible in valley bottoms and on impressive hillside terraces.
Dryland (permanent fields for the cultivation of dry foot crops, largely
rainfed but partially irrigated in some northern areas) is predominant in the
east and in the foothills, in places rising onto steeper and more marginal
land which threatens the ecology. Also harmful is the presence of tsheri or
shifting cultivation, which entails clearing land of forest cover for
transient agriculture. Pasture land is of major importance throughout the
northern belt and in areas above and between the inner valleys, especially in
the west.
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Table 9: AGRICULTURAL AND GRAZING LAND USE, 1982
('000 ha)

Percent
West Center East South Total of Total

Agricultural Land Use
Wet Land 7.1 2.2 4.6 13,2 27.1 18.0
Dry Land 6.6 6.8 16.5 35.3 65.2 43.5
Tsheri Land 8.4 7.0 11.4 13.8 40.6 27.1
Horticulture 1.7 0.4 0.3 11.3 13.7 9.1
Other (including
kitchen gardens) a/ 0.9 0.3 1.4 0.8 3.4 2.3

Total 24.7 16.7 34.2 74.4 150.0 100.0

Grazing Land 226.0 46.5 32.1 19.7 324.3

a/ Regional distribution of "other" land estimated.

Note: West : Gasa, Ha, Paro, Punakha, Thimphu, and Wangdiphodrang.
Center: Bunthang, Dagana, Shemgang, and Tongsa.
East : Lhuntsi, Mongar, Pema Gatsel, and Tashigang.
South : Chirang, Gaylegphug, Samchi, and Samdrup Jongkhar.

This regional breakdown is based on district boundaries, many
of which encompass considerable agro-climate variations.

Sources: Departments of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry, Ministry of
Development.

3.03 Only limited information is available on land ownership patterns.
Most cultivated land is owner-operated, although monasteries traditionally
have supported themselves through land farmed by sharecroppersl/, and there
is some absentee ovmership, especially in the west. Landholdings are fairly
equitably distributed, being legally limited to 25 acres (10.1 ha) but seldom
,exceeding 4 ha. The twelve-village survey (para 2.06) indicated that of 120
households, 82 owned less than 1.6 ha, 30 ow:.ed between 1.6 ha and 4.0 ha,

1/ Land owned by the monasteries may have amounted to as much as 10% of
the total. That land is now in the process of being taken over for sale
at nominal rates to sharecroppers, with compensation being given in the
form of income-generating investments (para 1.37).
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and only 4 owned more than 4.0 ha. The average farm size was 1.6 ha, and
only 4 families were landless. Farm sizes are believ'ed to be somewhat larger
than average in the south and in the east, although the land in the east is
predominantly dry-farmed. Most grazing land is communally owned with access
governed by traditional 'rights. Legislation i3, however, under consideration
to encourage private enclosure to establish, as for agricultural land, a
system which gives independent smallholders an irncentive to invest in land
improvements.

Crop Production

3.04 Any analysis of agricultural trends in Bhutan is handicapped by lack
of historical records and by limited availability of consistent productivity
estimates. Nevertheless, recent surv.ys by the Department of Agriculture,
assisted by UNICEF consultants from the Centre for Development Studies and
Activities in Poona, have greatly improved the--Jata base. They suggest that
previvus estimates had greatly underestimated agricultural areas and
production; for instance, net output of foodgrains is now put at 125,000 MT
(Table 10 and Annex 5) compared to previous estimates of about 80,000 MT.

3.05 Bhutan was traditionally self-sufficient in foodgrains production,
even exporting Amall surpluses to Tibet. Cereals accounted for about 90% of
the area planted to annual crops. Output has, however,' failed to keep pace
with demand which has risen with population growth, the emergencee of
non-farming communities (including the expatriate labor force), and probably
some increase in per capita consumption.l/ Apart from some barter exchange,
marketing of domestic foodgrains is minimal. The deficit is met by imports,
estimated officially to be as much as 25,000 MT a year. FCB imports (mainly
of rice) amount to only about 6,000 MT a year. There are, however, no direct
records of imports by other public organizations and by the private sector.

1/ A factor which may have contributed to increased per capita consumption
in rural areas was the abolition of traditional forms of land taxation.
Forced procurement of grain was historically the main economic support
for the Government.
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Table 10: AGRICULTURAL AIbEAS AND PRODUCTION, 1982

Area Production ('000 MT)
'000 ha Gross Net

Cereal Crops
Paddy (rice) 28.0 57.4 36.0
Wheat and Barley 12.1 13.3 10.7
Maize 56.8 80.7 69.5
Buckwheat and Millets 15.5 12.3 8.9

Total- 112.4 163.7 125.1

Other Annual Crops
Pulses 4.0 2.4 2.4
Mustard 2.9 1.9 1.9
Potatoes 3.7 24.9 24.9
Chillies and Vegetables 3.1 12.2 12.2

Total 13.7 41.4 41.4

Horticultural Crops
Oranges 6.2 25.6 25.6
Apples 1.5 3.3 3.3
Cardamoms 5.9 2.8 2.8
Other - 0.8 0.8

Total 13.6 32.5 32.5

Source: Department of Agriculture, Ministry of Development.

3.06 The main cereal crops are paddy, maize, wheat, barley, and buckwheat.
Paddy is grown under irrigated conditions at altitudes up to 2,500 m in the
inner valleys, although most production takes place under rainfed conditions
on the south (Table 11). Maize is the dominant dryland and tsheri crop at
intermediate and lower elevations. Wheat, barley, and buckwheat replace
maize as the dryland crop at higher elevations and often follow paddy or
maize as a second crop at lower levels. In general, paddy is the preferred
crop arnd is grown wherever conditions permit; however, it accounts for less
than ouie-third of net cereal production. Maize is grown over a substantially
wi±Jer area and is the principal subsistence crop in more densely populated
eastern Bhutan. It accounts for over half of total net cereal production.
Wheat and barley are primarily grown at higher altitudes or as second crops.
Significant amounts are used for alcohol production, while wheat in
particular may be harvested green for fodder. Buckwheat and to a lesser
extent millets are subsistence crops in other areas unsuited to paddy or
maize cultivation.
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Pable 11: CROPPING iATTERNS BY LAND TYPE, 1982
('000 ha)

Wet Dry Tsheri
Land Land Land Total

Land Area 27.0 65.3 40.6 132.9

Cropped Areas
Paddy 27.4 0.5 0.1 28.0
Maize 1.6 49.0 6.6 57.2
Wheat and Barley 4.9 7.2 0.1 12.2
Buckwheat and Millets 1.4 11.5 2.6 15e5
Soyabean - 1.0 } 0.1 } 4.0
Mustard 0.4 2.5 } }
Potato 0.5 2.8 } 0.1 } 5.0
Other 0.2 1.4 } }

Total 36.4 75.9 a/ 9.6 a/ 121.9

a/ Excluding 3,100 ha of crops intercropped mainly with maize
(2,900 ha accounted for by soya).

Source: Department of Agriculture, Ministry of Development.

3.07 Nutrition studies indicate that cereals are the main source of both
calories and protein in the diet and that average per capita consumption of
cereals may exceed 150 kg per year. Oilseeds and pulses play a very limited
role it the agricultural economy, although mustard is gaining in importance
as a winter crop following paddy or maize. Soya, grown largely for export,
is intercropped with mrize in the east, and pulses are a cash crop in the
south where they have traditionally formed a more important part of the diet.
Chillies are the main vegetable crop, grown widely in kitchen gardens
alongside limited quantities of other vegetables.

3.08 Probably the most striking recent development has been the
introduction of commercial cropping into what was previously an almost purely
subsistence agriculture. The main annual cash crop is potato, which has been
extensively introduced into both irrigated and dryland cropping systems,
although small amounts of ginger are growr. in the south. Potatoes are
primarily an export crop, although a recent survey by the International
Potato Center suggests domestic consumption is becoming significant.
Horticultural crops are also grown primarily for ex,ort. Orchard development
in the Interior--mainly of apples in Thimphu, Paro, and Bumthang--has
normally displaced other crops, entailing therefore considerable investment
before a financial return can be obtained. Road construction and the
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development of marketing services have been the stimuli to such investment,
mainly by relatively wealthy farmers, but also by Government employees and

business interests. In contrast, land was readIly available in the south for
the cultivation of oranges and cardamoms, and ..c:se appear to have spread

primarily by a process of spontaneous encroachment by lowland farmers seeking
a cash supplement to their subsistence activities.

Cultivation Practices and Opportunities

3.09 Cultivation practices have changed little, remaining labor-intensive

and making only very limited use of modern technologies. Most labor is
provided by the family, id it is common that land is temporarily reassigned

between relatives so as to even out the ratio of labor to land.l/ Labor is

exchanged at peak periods and during harvest, 'and may come from further
afield in return for a share of the crop.2/ Apart from this, there is little
paid agricultural labor except in the south where there is a small class of

landless laborers who come mainly from across the border. In the off-season,
compulsory and voluntary labor obligations to the Government are met, and
individuals share in communal projects. The most striking example of this is

for house construction, where labor "debts" can be carried over from

generation to generation, while a notable communal purpose is for the
construction and maintenance of irrigation facilities. Given the difficult

terrain, these have major labor requirements.

3.10 Labor shortages at peal-, periods have influenced farming practices,

especially on paddyland, and have limited cropping intensities and yields.
Paddyland during the summer is almost entirely devoted to rice cultivation.
The crop is established over an extended period (February to July) in dry-bed

nurseries. This evens out demands for labor and farm power and reduces the
burden of transplanting. Harvesting is also done over an extended period,
reflecting variable planting dates, uneven crop maturity, and threshing

methods whiclh require the grain to be fully ripe. This often leads to delays
in establishing the winter crop (usually wheat), creating difficult land
preparation conditions and reducing yields. Double cropping is, in any case,

severely restricted by the need to leave land for dry-bed nurseries and,
particularly in the south and east, by inadequate irrigation facilities.
Cropping intensities in the west have risen to about 160%, but even there

they remain well below the theoretical potential. Intensities on dryland are
lower than on irrigated land, although in the east they average 135%,

reflecting greater population pressure and a much reduced labor constraint

1/ Land is normally inherited through the female line.

2/ For instance, people from Ha have traditionally provided harvest labor
in Paro.
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(Table 12). Maize is, however, a relatively short season crop and although
lack of irrigation reduces yield potential, it could bg followed over
extensive areas by a second crop. Intensities on tsheri land are very low,
as farmers typically return to the same land only once in about four to five
years.

Table 12: CROPPING INTENSITIES BY LAND TYPE, 1982
(percent)

0

Cropping Intensity Fallow Land

Wet Dry Tsheri., Wet Dry Tsheri
Land Land Land,:- Land Land Land

West 161 111 19 - 18 82
Center 131 117 23 - 11 80
East 131 135 20 - 3 82
South 122 110 °30 - 13 74

Total 134 116 4- 11 79

Source: Department of Agriculture, Ministry of Development.

3.11 There has been very limited adoption of new paddy varieties, in part

because local varieties yield reasonably well (probabl3P2.25 to 2.75 MT/ha in
the west; 1.75 to 2.25 MT/ha elsewhere) and, with appropriate techniques,
give yields almost as high as the recommended HYVs. For instance,
preliminary evidence frbm trials in three western valleys suggests that
adoption of simple improved practices (line sowing, higher plant populations,
adequate use of farmyard manure) could alone increase yields by upwards of
30%. HYVs are, however, shorter season and mature more evenly than local
varieties. Their adoption in association with improved practizC& (such as
irrigated nurseries, improved threshing, and more timely lfand cultivatiori)
could therefore enable higher cropping intensities and more productive
overall use of land and water resources.

3.12 The introduced wheat variety "salonika" is now widely grown under 9
both irrigated and rainfed conditions. Yields are, however, still very low
(1.0 to 1.5 MT/ha) even though salonika has given excellent results if
adequately irrigated and fertilized. The dry, cold winters wiill continue to
limit rainfed yields, especially above 2,500 m or so, but yields in more
favorable locations seem to be well below their potential. In part, this may
be due to delayed planting following the paddy or 'maize harvest and to water
stress. In contrast, buckwheat and millets are subsistence crops and
although their yields are inherently low (probably no more than 0.75 to 1.0

MT/ha), they are versatile and hardy. They therefore tend to be grown by
farmers who face conditions that are marginal for the other preferred
subsistence crops.



3.13 In contrast to wheat, virtually no new varieties of maize are grown
altho.i,h trials of the hybrid Pioneer X 410 have apparently yielded up to
4 MT/ha in Tashigang. Average yields are estimated to be somewhat higher
in the east (1.75 to 2.25 MT/ha) than elsewhere (1.00 to 1.75 MT/ha),
possibly reflecting its more central importance, greater labor availability,
and less competition with paddy. Intercropping with soyabean is increasing
and now accounts for perhaps 20% of the area planted in the east. Not only
does this provide a cash income (soya is largely exported to India), but
intercropping also benefits the maize crop through nitrogen fixation. Maize
yields could no doubt be significantly iilcreased through the adoption of
hybrids, better land preparation, higher plant population, and ot'hler improved
practices, but rainfall and other constraints will continue to limit the
extent to -which maize-based cropping systems can be intensified.

3.14 Yields of oilseeds (mustard) and pulses are low and these crops are
given only marginal attention. In contrast, potatoes are relatively high
yielding. Bhutan's varied elevations and climates provide major
opportunities for timing production to meet seasonal demands in the Indian
market. Also, the relative isolation of the different valleys has helped
keep disease problems to a minimum and, provided this can be maintained, the
outlook for production of both consumption and seed potatoes appears
excellent. Similar opportunities exist for other high value vegetable and
specialty Lrops. Chillies are already widely grown and ginger is cultivated
in the south. Otherwise, vegetable cultivation is fairly limited and, in
contrast to potato, other new specialty crops (asparagus, musnrooms,
vegetable seeds, etc.) are unlikely to be widely produced by smallholders and
will essentially depend, as for horticultural crops, on the expansion of
commercial farming, supported by strong technical and marketing services.

Animal Husbandry

3.15 Animal husbandry is an important component of the rural economy,
playing a vital subsistence role (Table 13). In settled areas, cattle are
kept for draught power and milking purposes, with most milk being consumed as
cheese, curd, or butter. Fewer cattle are kept in the south (about two
animals per ha of agricultural land) than elsewhere (about five), possibly
reflecting a more extensive agriculture and a lesser role of milk products in
the diet. In addition to cattle, most farmers keep a few chickens and, in
the interior, pigs for slaughter. Above about 4,000 m, a small but distinct
population of pasturalists maintain herds of yak and sheep on summer alpine
pastures (especially in the west), migrating down to about 3,000 m before the
snowline during winter. In southern Bhutan, sheep are also herded with
goats, while horses are widely owned for transportation purposes.
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Table 13: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIVESTOCK, 1982
('000)

West Center East South Total

Cattle 66.1 41.8 108.6 a/ 100.5 a/ 317.0 a/b/

Yaks 18.0 2.0 6.1 - 26.1
Horses 5.1 2.7 11.1 2.4 21.2
Sheep 12.2 8.8 7.8 11.2 40.1
Goats - 6.1 - 36.2 42.3

Pigs 24.1. 6.1 16.4 8.8 55.4
Poultry 29.8 25.7 50.0 80.9 186.2

a/ Including 15,000 crosses with mithun (an indigenous wild
animal).

b/ Including 2,300 buffaloes.

Source: 1980 Livestock Census, Department of Animal
Husbandry, Ministry of Development.

3.16 During the summer, cattle are grazed on pastures surrounding the
inner valleys or in forests and scrub land at lower elevations. Following

the harvest, they are grazed on crop residues and during winter are
stall-fed, primarily on straw and other crop by-products or taken to the

south. Little fodder as such is grown, although large portions of subsidiary
crops (such as wheat) may be utilized for fodder in the ev -nt that feed runs

short. The severity of the climate, especially at higher elevations, and the
lack of nourishment during the winter months, causes high levels of animal

mortality. This feed constraint is, if anything, likely to become more,
severe as veterinary services improve and as the Government's crossbreeding
programs begin to take effect.

3.17 Similar pasture constraints will also limit the sheep and yak

populations. Control of certain parasitic infestations was a notable sutcess
of the Fourth Plan period and is reflected in a significant reduction in

r.ortality rates, especially among yaks. This has halted a declining trend in
yak numbers, but has also helped exacerbate overgrazing both in alpine

pastures and on those pastures at lower levels subject to year-round use.
Although some improvements to pasture are possible, progress is likely to be
slow. Thus, while cross-breeding programs for sheep (and even for yaks
through interchange between different regions) may improve the stock and

increase the productivity of wool and meat, total numbers are unlikely to
increase significantly. While some increase in both the numbers and
productivity of pigs and poultry can be expected in the smallholder sector,

as a rerult of crossbreeding programs and improved veterinary services, these
also are essentially limited by the availability of crop by-products and
kitchen wastes.
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Government Institutions and Programs

3.18 Agriculture has increased steadily in importance with successive
development plans (see paras 5.05-5.08). Significauit progress has been
achieved in creating a network of support services and institutions, in
,implementing irrigation and land development programs, and in facilitating
the expansion of commercial farming. Nevertheless, the severe shortage of
trained mannower and the mountainous terrain made it difficult to serve the
small, widely scattered population. The impact of past programs on
traditional agricultural and husbandry practices has therefore been fairly
limited.

3.19 A network of agricultural and livestock farms has been established to
provide facilities for seed multiplication and livestock breeding programs
and to act as a focus for developing improved agricultural and animal
husbandry practices. Some applied agricultural research has been undertaken
at these farms and some success has been achieved in promoting agricultural
change (for instance, by the Bondey Farm in Paro, and by a number of
horticultural farms). Nevertheless, their emphasis has been on production
rather than research, and the limited attempts to evolve a true research
establishment (e.g., at the Bhur farm in Gaylegphug) have been largely
ineffective. Recently, a site for a national research center has been
selected at Wangdiphodrang, and this is to be supported by a network of
applied research stations on existing farms. IS will, however, take time to
establish an effective research program, and in' 'the early years research will
have to depend heavily on technical assistance from abroad. Without such a
program, however, it will not be possible for Bhutan to exploit its varied
agricultural potentials in any coordinated, systematic, or efficient manner.

3.20 In the absence of satisfactory research results, the extension
service has concentrated on input supply rather than on the provision of
technical advice to farmers. Extension centers have been established in most
blocks of the country. Seed from the Government's agricultural farms is
distributed on a cost-plus basis, but accounts for only a small proportion of
total seed requirements. Fertilizer use amounts to less than 1,000 MT
annually. Transport costs afe subsidized to maintain price uniformity
throug'hout the country, but general subsidies on the import price, provided
during the Fo4irth Plan period, have now been abolished. In contrast, plant
protecticn services are provided free to the farmers and plant protection
supervisors are posted in most districts. In the absence of an alternative
delivery system, it is probably inevitable that the extension service will
continue to he heavily involved in input supply. Nevertheless, as improved
cultivation practices are developed for the major crops, it will be important
t6" give adequate attention to their dissemination through appropriate farmer
training and demonstration programs. The lonrg distances and mountainous
terrain make regular farmer contact difficult, but a more systematic approach
to in-service training and extension activities could yield'significant
results, particularly in the main accessible agricultural areas.
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3.21 Irrigation and land development programs have accounted for a major
share of budgetary allocations for the agricultural sector. Most have been
relatively small-scale, with labor being contributed by the local farmers,
and Government providing technical support, construction materials, some
direct subsidies (e.g., for terracing anc'contour bunding) and, where.
necessarv,, state land. Larger-scale projects have included a lift irrigation
scheme covering 800 ha in Gaylegphug implemented with Government of India
assistance (Phase II of this project and two new gravity schemes--the Bhur
project and the UNCDF-assisted Taklai project--could *irrigate a total of
about 4,000 ha in thiEfarea, the largest contiguous area suitable for surface
irrigation in the cq,untry); an IFAD-supported program to rehabilitate
irrigation schemes 6overing about 9,200 ha in four major western valleys and
provide complementary agricultural services; and a program to settle the
landless (mainly from Shemgang) in the south. The costs of these projects,

including the operating costs of the Gaylegphug lft scheme (which are
subsidize'd), have been relatively high and implementation and operating.
problems have been encountered. In many cases, the implementation delays
stemmed from difficulties in organizing the local labor.

3.22 As in agriculture, animal husbandry and veterinary services have
tended to e-mphasize distribution of inputs and services rather than farmer'
education. A network of veterinary dispensaries has been established, and
development policy has concentrated on introducing exotic crossbred animals
into domestic livestock populations. Initially, imported animals were
distributed directly to the farmers, but increasingly, emphasis has been
placed on establishing a domestic breeding capacity, based mostly at
Government livestock farms. Breeding services are provided free but, in
contrast to the subsidies of the past, sales of crossbred animals are now to
be made on a no-profit, no-loss basis.

3.23 While past investments have established a basis for future expansion
of the livestock sector, their impact on local livestock populations has so
far been limited. Even more limited has been their impact on relieving the
crucial fodder cornstraint. Programs to distribute grass and legume seeds,
and fodder trees have been initiated, some small areas of managed pastures
have been established, and the possibility of introducing fodder crops (e.g.,
oats) i'hto paddy or maize-based rotations has been raised. Nevertheless, the
severe difficulties associated with increasing carrying capacities on wide
areas of alpine and other pastures remain, and suggest that the shortage of
winter feed will continue to limit livestock populations.

3.24 With decentralization (paras 5.13-5.14), many programs in agriculture,
irrigation, and animal husbandry are to be implemented by the district
administrations. The Departments of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry will
continue to provide policy guidance and technical advice, but the District
Agricultural Officers, the Assistant Engineers, and the Animal Husbandry
Officers will report to and receive budgetary allocations from the district
administrations. Given the small scale of many of these programs, their
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widely dispersed nature and local characteristics, decentralization has a
number of potential advantages. As discussed in para 5.16, decentralization
also has a number of drawbacks (mostly manpower-related), which could offset
these advantages. In particular, in diffusing responsibility for
implementation, it is hard to overstate the importance of building up strong
technical leadership at the center. Bhutan has very limited experience in
modern agriculture, few research results on which to base future programs,
and severe shortages of trained manpower. These must therefore be used as
effectively as possible.

Agricultural Marketing and Credit

3.25 As Bhutan is still in the early stages of transition from a barter
to a monetized economy, the role of the market remains fairly limited. In
general, prices are determined by open market forces, although the Government
operates a support price system through the FCB which aims to guarantee
minimum prices to farmers bothi for foodgrains and cash crops. In practice,
however, procurement by the FCB is limited and prices are strongly influenced
by those prevailing in the Indian market. This relatively free market system
has served Bhutan well; nevertheless, an appropriate incentive system,
supported by a strengthened FCB ability to guarantee minimum prices, will be
an important factor in determining whether or not farmers take full advantage
of the production opportunities becoming open to them to generate increased
agricultural surpluses and enter cash crop produiction.

3.26 FCB's domestic procurement of foodgrains has in recent years amounted
to no more than 300 MT a year, equivalent to only about 5% of its imports
from India. A lack of storage facilities has limited its ability to carry
over stocks or to take its full quota from India, and the balance of market
requirements is imported by other public agencies and private traders based
in the border towns. FCB's role irn the procurement of cash crops has also
been relatively limited, although prior to 1980 it in theory had a monopoly
for cardamoms, while in certain years when market prices fell below the
procurement price it also had to intervene for certain other crops on a
fairly large scale. Accumulated losses arising from these interventions
(notably for cardamoms and potatoes) have resulted in a sizeable overdraft
with the Bank of Bhutan, and a financial reorganization is probably a
necessary first step if FCB is to strengthen its role in the future.
Marketing of cash crops will remain primarily with the private sector; in
this context, FCB's role will need to be geared to strengthening the
producer's position within a system which obtains the efficiency benefits of
private marketing. A successful beginning has been made in establishing
organized markets and auctions in the border towns. Bhutan's ability to
exploit seasonal opportunities in the Indian market would be further
strengthened by the development of warehouse and cold storage facilities.
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.3.27 Increased commercialization of agricultural and animal husbandry
`-,ctivities imposes new financial demands on, and brings with it additional
risks to, the farming community. An effective price support scheme is
probably the crucial component of the Goveritment's strategy to safeguard the
farmer, particularly for new cash crops. As part of its past programs to
help modernize agriculture, the Government made extensive-use of subsidies
(e.g., on fertilizer, agricultural machinery, crossbred animals) to help
promote new practices. 'It is, however, now recognized that, if continued,
these subsidies could place an i,ntolerable burden on Government, besides
having adverse' efficiency effects., To help farmers,finance inputs, emphasis
in future is therefore to be placed on developing ~i system of institutional
agricultural credit. Past attempts have had limrit3:d impact, in part because
of the lack of a credit tradition and the thin financial infrastructure. A
scheme operated by FCB has been wound up following inadequate recovery
levrels, and a new program through the district administrations has been
launched by the Royal Monetary Authority with UNC.DF assistance.

Agricultural Possibilities and Constraints

~3.28 The rugged terrain severely limits the extent to which new areas can
be opened up to agricultural and pastureland use. Population pressure will
probably lead to some spontaneous encroachment onto new and increasingly
marginal lands but, given the vital importance of preserving the country's
forest cover, the Government is undoubtedly right to focus on the
intensification of land use rather than the extension of agricultuire and
animal1 husbandry into new areas. Indeed, the Fifth Plan aims for a reduction
in Lhe area under agriculture through the abolition of tsheri cultivation.
Over the longer term, it should prove possible to ident'ify further areas
suiitable for settlement but, given the dangers to the environment of
uncontrolled development and the high costs of Government settlement schemes,
it is probably wise to move cautiously and to make a careful assessment of
land, capability before moving into those areas.

3.29 The considerable opportunities that appear to exist for the
intensification of existing land use also support an intensive rather than an
extensive agricultural development strategy. It is true that a fairly
cautious approach is called for in introducing changes into a strongly
traditional society and that so far, only limited progress has been made in
evolving technical packages for adoption by farmers. Furthermore, the thin
transport and communications system, long distances, and serious shortages of
trained personnel will continue to constrain agricultural development and
the ability of the Govearnment to deliver services to the farmer.
Nevertheless, the available evidence suggests that fairly modest improvements
in agricultural practices could lead to significant increases in yields and
cropping intensities. Also, the varied agro-climatic conditions across the
country and free access to the large Indian market. provi-de a significant
,,basis for diversif-ying and developing agriculture. Increased production of
cereals (notably paddy and wheat) to meet domestic requirements will no doubt
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continue to be al-&high priority, but it will be through the spread of high
value-cash croppi'rg that the major agricultural surpluses will have to be
generated.

'3.30 Significant opportunities exist in rainfed areas for promoting a
second crop following maize, and for intensified cropping during the main
summer season through intercropping. The extent to which cash crops such as
-rotatoes are included in rainfed rotations will depend crucially on the
development of marketing and improved transport facilities. Nevertheless,
the main opportunities for intensified cropping lie in irrigated areas, and
it is for these paddy-based systems that the most progress has been'made in
identifying improved packages of agricultural activities. Irrigation
rehabilitation will need to receive priority since many systems are badly
deteriorated; this will need to be complemented by strengthened farmer
organizations to operate and maintain rehabilitated schemes. Technical
constraints and the difficulty of mobilizing cons-ruction labor will limit
the extent to which new schemes can be'taken up, while particular attention
needs to be given to ensuring that the major surface irrigation projects
proposed for the Gaylegphug area are implemented satisfactorily.

3.31 If the opportunities for intensified cropping in irrigated areas are
to be exploited, more timely cultivation and a more rapid turnaround of land
will be essential. To overcome current labor and farm power constraints,
some mechanization appears desirable. Mechanization can be very disruptive
to the rural economy. Nevertheless, provided suiitable machines are made
available for hire or sale at or even above full cost, farmers tnemselves are
usually the best judge of how far mechanization can contribute to more timely
cultivation and increased productivity. So far only very limited
mechanization has occurred. A significant Japanese-assisted- program is,
however, included in the Fifth Plan with emphasis appropriately placed on
power tillers, pedal threshers, and improved implements since land
preparation and threshing are clearly two major constraints in the present
system. A more cautious approach is called for regarding more radical
changes (e.g., four-wheel tractors, rice transplanters, and combine
harvesters), although some experimentation may be desirable. In the rainfed
systems of eastern Bhutan, labor is much less of a constraint and emphasis
needs to be placed on improving draft animals (thlrough crossbreeding and
improved fodder supplies) and introducing new implements (e.g., steel plows)
rather than on the promotion of mechanization as such.

FORESTRY

3.32 As discussed in Chapter 1, Bhutan is abundantly endowed with high
g.rade forest resources and, despite the low rate of utilization relative to
the annual increment, forestry plays an important role in the economy.
Forestry directly contributed about 16% of GDP in 1980/81; in addition,, about
half of the industrial units are based on wood resources. Forest royalties
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and tixes also accounted for about 9% of government receipts (Table 6).1/

Both of these contributions were low by historical standards due to the 1979

restrictions (para 3.35) on commercial logging, which led to a large
subsequent decline in overall production (Table 14).

3.33 The Government recognized at an early stage that Bhutan's forests
represented a valuable resource.'" To help properly manage them, a forest

directorate was established as early as 1959. The present Department of

.Forests was established. in 1967, making it one of the first government

departments. Reflecting the importance of the forests and the desire to
maintain strong control over their exploitation, all forest activities other

-than social forestry and forest fire control are under central
administration. The desire to have a clear picture of the forest resource

base led to the comprehensive Pre-Investment Survey of Forest Resources

(para 1.08) which was undertaken with Indiaii assistance between 1974 and

1979. The demarcation of forests began in 1974 and, by 1981, about'11,000 sq

km had been surveyed and boundaries demarcated.

Table 14: LOGGING VOLUMES AND FORESTRY REVENUE, 1976/77-1982/83

Logging by: ('000 cubic meters) Revenues from: a/ (Nu million)
Forest Forest

Contractors Department Total Contractors Department Total

1976/77 143.3 - 143.3 2.99 - 2.99

1977/78 115.0 115.0 7.11 - 7.11

1978/79 134.1 - 134.1 11.02 - 11.02

1979/80 101.1 1.4 102.5 2.81 0.08 2.89

1980/81 25.1 3.2 28.3 0.52 0.23 0.75

1981/82 - 17.2 17.2 - 2.61 2.61

1982/83 b/ - 23.3 23.3 - 4.62 4.62

a/ Excluding royalty payments paid directly to Ministry of Finance.

b/ Through January 1983.

Source: Department of Forests, Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Forests.

1/ Forest revenues accrue from forest royalties paid either on a per-tree

or per-cubic-foot basis, profLts made throueh the subsequent auction of
logs, and revenues received from other departments for log extraction.

Prior to the 1979 restrictions on commercial felling, the Government also
collected license fees from contractors.
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3.34 The utilizdtion of forest rescurces is controlled by several major
pieces of legislation. In 1969, the Bhutan Forest Act was passed which
consolidated numerous previous laws relating to forest rights, the transit of-
forest products, and forest royalties. It declared that forest lands on
which no person had a permanent, heritable, and transferable right to be
Government Reserve Forest. While this covered almqo't all the land under
forests, the Government also retained the right under the Act to absolute
ownership of the forest resources on otherwise private land. Forest
clearance for tsheri cultivation was banned (although encroachment continues
to occur), and the felling of trees and grazing rights on forest 1Tnd were
brought under the control of the Forest Department. In 1974, the National
Forest Policy Act was passed which further spelled out various aspects of
forest utilization, development, and conservatiorn. That act stated that 60%
of the land area should forever remain under forest cover. It also permitted
private individuals to take dry firewood, including dead trees, from forest
land against presentation of a permit. The permits are free and are requtired
mainly to control entry to the forests. Individuals were also permitted to
fell trees for purposes of building a house against nominal royalty payments.
Commercial felling was permitted in areas approved by the Department of
Fotests against the payment of royalties and contractor license fees.

3.35 In 1979, the Government introduced two major changes in forest
policy. First, the commercial felling of timber was severely restricted,
with practically all felling being undertaken by the Department of Forests,
which would then auction the logs off to private sawmills. This was done to
control exploitation and to ensure good forest management practices. The
Government restricted the export of logs and sawn timber in an effort to
encourage greater value added on forest product exports and to allow it to
formulate plans for future forest industry development. However, the
extraction capacity of the Department of Forests is limited, while there is
only limited scope for processing sawn timber or logs in Bhutan. These led
to the decline in timber production (Table 14). To monitor the flow of
forest products and help control the illicit felling and removal of timber,
the Government prohibits the transport of timber by night and has installed a
series of forest check posts on major roads, mainly in southern Bhutan.

3.36 A major reason behind the Government decision to nationalize the
felling of timber was to introduce sound forest management practices. So
far, felling operations have mainly been dictated by available road access,
rather than by standard management criteria. Trees have been felled on a
selective basis for the most part, a practice which over time results in
foreqts of mixed age. Sound management techniques normally require that all
trees be extracted from an exploited area, which allows reforestation with
high value species to upgrade overall foresst resources, the regeneration of
an even-aged forest, and the spreading of the costs of extraction over the
entire extractable stock so as to minimize unit costs. The need for sound
forest management techniques, iiuclutding reforestation, results from the
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current inaccessibility of most of Rhutan's forest resources.l/ Thus, while"
commercial extraction does not exceed about 2% of the annual forest
increment, it has been highly concentrated near the roads. In the southern
foothills and in parts of the east, extraction has exceeded reforestation
with the result that there are now numerous hillsides barren of trees and
susceptible to landslides and erosin. At the same time, much of the forest
of northern Bhutan is overaged but caninot be exploited because of lack of
road access.- As the Himalayas are still a :,oung and hence fragile mountain
range, forest cover plays a vital role in ensuring ecological stability. The
Government is aware of this, and primarily for this reason wants to keep 60%
of the land under forest cover. As forest cover is currently less than this,
the Government plans to begin reforesting the overexploited areas during the
Fifth Plan period. At the same time, it has stated that there are certain
forest areas it may choose never to exploit for the same ecological reasons.

3.37 The restrictions on log and sawnwood exports stem from the
Government's desire to increase the value added of forest-based exports,
thereby increasing the forestry sector's contribution to national income,
public revenues, and employment, This entails converting timber into
products such as veneer and plywood, furniture, and particleboard. In
addition to 27 small sawmills, the wood processing industry consists at
present of three veneer mills, a pencil slat factory, a tea chest batton
factory, and a match factory, all of which lie in the private sector. In
addition, the Government has recently constructed with UNDP assistance a
veneer and sawmill complex at Gedu to produce sawnwood and commercial and
high value decorative veneers for export. By early 1983, trial production
runs had begun. A second phase of this project is planned, comprising the
construction of a plywood mill, a blockboard facility, and a door frame unit.
The Kuwait Fund and UNDP are considering assisting these investments. While
the strategy of increasing the value added for wood product exports is
basically sound, the Government should be careful to ensure that the export
blend does indeed maximize export earnings. Thus, sawnwood is a relatively
high-value product, despite the limited amount of processing involved in it
compared to particleboard-type products, which are generally produced from
waste timber. The Government is therefore reviewing its policy of
restricting sawnwood exports to ensure that the blend of forest product
exports from Bhutan is the one that in fact maximizes net earnings.

1/ The Pre-Investment Survey indicated ttbat in north-central and northeast
Bhutan, for instance, only 7% of the forest resources lay wilthin 1 km
of the roads, while 32% lay beyond 15 km.
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INDUSTRY AND MINING

Industrial Structure and Policies

3.38 Manufacturing industry accounts for only an estimated 3.3% of GDP,
which is far below the 13% average of low-income developing countries.
Cottage industries are estimated to account tor about one-fourth of
this, while total employment in.the organized sector is only about 2,000.
Table 15 shows the composition of industrial production in 1980/81.

Table 15: INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION BY SECTOR, 1980/81

Nu million Percent

Food Processing 14 9.7
Distillery Operations 47 *32.4
Chemical Products 19 13.1
Cement 36 24.8
Forest Industries 3 2.1
Mining 18 12.4
Miscellaneous 8 5.5

Total 145 100.0

Source: G6vernmrent of Bhutan.

Three sectors--food processing, distillery operations, and cement--accounted
for two-thirds of industrial production, mainly reflecting the production of
three large entities: the Bhutan Fruit Products Company; the Government
Welfare Project, which runs the distillery operations; and the Penden Cement
Authority. These also account for about two-thirds of industrial employment.
All three are well-run. profitable undertakings. The latter two indlustries
are public undertakings, while the Bhutan Fruit Products Company is a joint
venture with the Tashi Commercial Corporation, the largest private sector
operation in Bhutan.l/ It primarily processes citrus fruit into jams and
canned juices, which are sold throughout India and Bhutan. Otherwise,
industry is privately owned and of small- or medium-scale (para 3.41)--output
mostly tending to be less than hal' a million ngultrums, and employment fewer
than'20 persons. There are about 60 such firms engaged for the most part in
producing basic consumer goods incliding soap, candles, matches, wooden and
steelifurniture, and simple processed foodstuffs. In addition, there are

1! The Government's share in the Bhuta-n Fruit Products Company is 10%.
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about 27 sawmills, and several hundred small agro-industries comprisi.ng rice,
wheat, maize, and oilseed mills located in various areas of the country.
Almost all manufacturing industries are located in southern Bhutan, where ;
infrastructure is present and where labor and raw materials, many of which
are imported from India, are more readily available. More than half the
manufacturing establishments are located in Phuntsholing, and about half of
those are in the industrial estate. Most of the remaining industries are
located in Samdrup Jongkhar, Gaylegphug, and Samchi, where there are also
small industrial estates.

3.39 The small size and simple structure of the industrial sector is a
reflection of Bhutan's relatively low level of development. The domestic
market is limited due to the small population and the low per capita income.
There are also shortages of physical infrastructure (especially power) and a
general lack of entrepreneurial capacity stemming from the highly rural and
subsistence nature of the economy. To keep industries and trades in
Bhutanese hands, the Government has prohibited private investment by
foreigners in the country and taken direct measures to prcmote
industrialization from within. In the early 1970s, in an attempt to promote
Bhutanese entrepreneurship, the Government began making direct loans to
selected individuals who seemed to show good entrepreneural instincts. With
these loans, the individuals were to invest in small industries--e.g., soap
making, candles, sawmills--and in trade. By 1979, about Nu 10 million had
been lent under this scheme, and while it has resulted in the establishment
of a number of basic industries and in a small domestic class of
entrepreneurs, it proved a costly way of achieving those goals. In certain
cases, the funds were used for purposes other than those envisioned, while in
other cases repayment performance has been poor.

3.40 In 1979, this somewhat ad hoc approach to ILndustrial development
stopped and the National Commission for the Development of Trade and
Industries was established. This commission meets quarterly under the
chairmanship of the King. Other members include the Minister of Trade,
Industry, and Forests; the Deputy Minister of Planning; the Secretary of
Finance; the Director of Industries and Mines, who is the member secretary;
and the Directors of the Departments of Public Works, Power, Trade and
Commerce, Forests, and the Deputy Secretary of the Royal Civil Service
Commission. It is served by a working committee under the Director,
Department of Industries, which comprises lower-level representatives of the
above institutions. The primary purpose of the Committee is to review
industrial proposals prior to presentation to the National. Commission, not
only for economic and technical feasibility but also ensure that the project
will be genminely Bhutanese owned. The Commission normally expects the owner
to finance about one-fourth of the project costs through equity in the case
of small- and medium-scale projects and about one half the costs in the case
of cottage industry-scale projects. During 1979/80-1981/82, the Commission
approved about 30 projects including eight mining projects, a brick factory,
a block and flushboard factory, two lime kilns, two automobile workshops, two
oil mills, a talcum powder factory, and an aerated water factory.
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3.41 Industries in Bhutan are classified in four categories: large,
involving fixed investment other than land in excess of Nu 10 million;
medium, from Nu 1.5-10 million; small, from Nu 0.1 to 1.5 million; and
cottage industries. Industrial policy is still in the process of being
formulated and is thus subject to change. At present, all industries and
sectors below Nu 10 million are open to the private sector, although the

Government reserves the right to participate in any project. All projects in
excess of Nu 10 million are expected to be public sector undertakings, not
only because the Government expects private investment on this scale will not
be forthcoming, but also because of its desire to maintain tight control over
resource-based projects--which these ventures are likely to be. In cases
where private investment would also be forthcoming, the Government would be
prepared to allow them to participate; however, no individual would be
permitted to own more than 20% of the equity. If the private participants
are interested and capable, the Government would also permit them to manage
the operation. Eventually, the Government proposes to sell its share to
employees, civil servants, and other interested individuals. Foreign
investment in Bhutan will continue to be prohibited, as the Government does
not feel it has the ability to properly -;onitor the activities of foreign
investors. It is also felt that most foreign investors would be interested

in exploiting Bhutan's forest and mineral resources, and Bhutan is determined
to develop these resources at its own pace and according to its own
priorities.

3.42 Prior to mid-1982, almost all projects approved by the National
Commission were eligible for government-guaranteed loans from the Bank of
Bhutan. But at that time, feeling that approved projects should be able to
obtain bank financing based on their own merits and their sanctioning by the
National Commission, the Ministry of Finance stopped its policy of general
guarantees in favor of a case-by-case approach. While it is still too early
to determine whether the removal of the guarantee will adversely affect

implementation of approved projects, the Bank of Bhutan has indicated that it
will continue to scrutinize carefully all projects requesting financing,
especially evaluating the likely competitiveness of the venture. To help
ensure that approved projects will also qualify for bank financing, the Bank
of Bhutan is now directly involved in the assessment of projects. At a
minimum of 12.5% interest, industrial credit by the Bank of Bhutan would
appear to reflect market rates, although there is some feeling that lower,
subsidized rates of interest should be charged to give further encouragement
to investors.

3.43 Further major constraints to the development of industry in Bhutan
are the shortages of physical infrastructure, most notably power. Most
industries at present are dependent on power sold to Bhutan by India from
the Assam and West Bengal electricity systems (para 3.60). These systems
are heavily overloaded and subject to frequent breakdowns, while the total
amount of power transmitted to Bhutan is limited. Domestic generation is
expensive and makes up only part of the shortfall. Thus, industries in
Bhutan face high cost power and frequent power cuts, both of which are costly
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in terms of production. The power situation in western Bhutan should improve
dramatically by the mid-1980s as power from the Chukha project becomes
available in that area.

3.44 Another major constraint to the development of indigenous industry
in Bhutan is the shortage of manpower. As a result, about three-quarters of
the labor force in industry is non-national. The severe scarcity of
technically trained manpower has inevitably meant that most skilled
personnel, including many plant managers, are from outside Bhutan, usually
India. But perhaps more surprisingly, most unskilled labor in also
non-Bhutanese. This is a reflection of several factors, including the small
population, the low productivity of labor in subsistence agriculture, and a
disinclination on the part of many Bhutan.ese to factory-type work. Also,
given that most factories are in southern Bhutan, there is easy access to
relatively cheap labor of India. Thus, while non-national factory labor
averages about Nu 7 in daily wages, the wage for Bhutanese labor for
equivalent work is about half as much again. Evca then, few choose to do
factory work (see also Table 23). This situation is unlikely to change much
in the medium term, and industrialization will be accompanied by increased
use of both skilled and unskillad non-national labor. Approval for
non-national labor mus-t be obta-ined from the Registration Department of the
Ministry of Home Affairs. This is usually easily obtained. Over time, the
Government intends to reduce unskilled labor needs through the use of
labor-saving technologies.

3.45 The domestic construction industry is still very rudimentary. Nearly
all public sector construction activities are undertaken by government
departments, principally the Public Works Department (PWD). To date,
domestic contractors have only undertaken buildings construction, the largest
single contract being about Nu 10 million. Most rural houses are built
according to traditional designs using communal labor.

3.46 Mining (excluding the limestone mining operations of the Penden
cement factory), accounted for only about 0.8% of GDP despite Bhutan's good
mineral endowment. Exploitation is constrained by thp inansogsibilitv of
many deposits, high extraction and processing costs, and a lack of power.
The main mining operations are the Government-run slate mine near
Wangdiphodrang and a marble mine at Paro which is currently inactive; three
coal mines; six dolomite mines; and two limestone mines, all in southern
Bhutan. Slate and marble are used domestically, as transport costs to India
are excessive, but dolomite chips, lime, and coal are exported to India.
Until 1982, these latter mines were leased out to operators who paid a set
royalty to the Government on each ton mined. To improve revenue collection,
the Government in 1982 replaced these set royalties with an auction system
under which operators instead bid for the per ton royalties for a fixed
period of time. As a result, average royalty collections have more than
doubled.
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The Penden Cement Factory

3.47 The Penden cement factory is the first modern large-scale industry
established in Bhutan and as such, a review of its history and its
operations may prove a useful indication of what relatively large-scale
industrialization in Bhutan involves. The Penden Cement Authority was
established in 1974, and construction on the plant began in 1976.
The Nu 143.4 million project was provided on a grant basis by the Government
of India to the Government of Bhutan. Although the plant was commissioned in
October 1980, full-scale commercial production did not begin until January
1981, due to the need to install 2.5 MW of captive power generating capacity
to augment irregular supplies from the West Bengal grid. Even though there
was no formal agreement regarding cement sales to India, it is understood
that all production in excess of Bhutan's domestic needs would be exported to
India.

3.48 The factory is situated immediately across the Indian border at Pagli
between Phuntsholing and Samchi in Samchi district in southwestern Bhutan,
and at present is accessible by road only from India. The plant itself is a
single kiln dry-process facility with a capacity of 300 MT per operating day
(about 100,000 MT per year). Limestone is transported by a 6 km ropeway from
deposits, estimated at 5 million MT. Coal to fire the process and gypsum are
imported from India. There are approximately 1,050 employees, including
about 100 higher level staff. All but about 15 of the higher level staff are
Indian, while most of the unskilled labor is also from India.

3.49 Performance of the plant since full-scale commercial operations began
in January 1981 has been excellent. In its first full year of operations,
it produced 81,000 metric tons of cement, operating at over 80% of rated
capacity. Total sales amounted to Nu 48.8 million compared to costs of about
Nu 36.6 million, including depreciation of Nu 9.0 million. The entire
Nu 12.2 million operating surplus was transferred to the Government either as
income tax or as profit, accounting for about 12% of total government
receipts. It is currently operating at over 90% of capacity. Cem-rt is sold
in three markets--the domestic market, the regulated Indian market (so-called
"levy" sales), and the free Indian market.l/ The domestic ex-factory price
is Nu 665/MT, whereas "levy" sales to Indla fetch Rs 650/MT and the free
market sales, about Rs 1,100/MT. The amount Bhutan can sell on the free
market is negotiated each year. For 1982, the two governments agreed that
Bhutan would sell 10,000 tons (about 12% of total anticipated production and
one-fourth of total sales to India) on the free market. Currently, domestic
consumption accounts for about 45% of total production, largely due to the

1/ Since 19-82, Indian cement manufacturers have been permitted to sell
between about one-third and one half of their cement in the free market,
where it fetches a substantial premium over sales in the regulated
market.
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requirements of the Chukha hydro-power project. This is likely to fall
somewhat, and exports to India rise, as the civil works on the project wind
down.

TOURISM

3.50 Bhutan's breathtaking Himalayan scenery, its rich culture, and indeed
its relative obscurity combine to surround it with a unique mystique, and
make it a strong tourist attraction. However, the Government has
deliberately chosen to develop tourism slowly and to tightly control it, in
part because Bhutan's hard curreacy needs have been relatively modest, but
mainly because it wishes to minimize the impact of tourism on traditional
society. In keeping with this objective, Bhutan has sought to maximize the

earnings per tourist by pursuing a high-price, all-inclusive package tour
strategy. Consequently, tourist volume has been low. Even though the

overseas tourists have been permitted to visit Bhutan since 1974, by 1981/82,
only about 7,800 arrivals had been recorded, including a maximum of only

1,621 in 1979/80.1/ Despite the restrictive tourism policy, tourism has
become Bhutan's principal hard currency foreign exchange earner. Receipts

amounted to about $1.4 million in 1981/82, and as almost all tourism-related
needs can be procured locally or from India, practically all of this resulted
in a net addition to hard currency reserves.

3.51 Initially, tourists were permitted to visit only the Phuntsholing,

Paro, and Thimphu areas in western Bhutan, but in 1978 the package tours were
extended eastwards to include Punakha and Wangdiphodrang; and in 1982,

Tongsa, Bumthang, and Gaylegphug in central Bhutan. Trekking tours were
introduced in 1978 in western Bhutan, and in 1982 these were also extended to
include areas of central Bhutan. Unlike the practice in neighboring
countries, trekking in Bhutan is carefully supervised so as to minimize the

environmental impact. Trekkers move in organized groups along set routes,
overnighting at specified camping areas and cafeterias. The most popular

tour continues, however, to be the one week cultural tour of Paro, Thimphu,
and Punakha. Tourists are currently being charged an all-inclusive flat rate
of $130 per day in the high season, and $90 per day in the lean season.
Treklking tours are charged at a rate of $90 per day. Individuals and smaller
groups are combined to form groups of at least six, the minimum tour group
size.

1/ Of 7,807 arrivals during 1974/75-1981/82, 31% were from the USA, 26%
from Germany, 18% from Japan, 8% from France, 7% from Switzerland, 3%
from the UK, 3% from Italy, and 4% from other countries.
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3.52 Despite the high daily rates charged, tourism has not been as
profitable a venture as the Government had hoped. A total of Nu 15.2 million
had been invested in tourism facilities, including Nu 12.2 million in hotels;
however, the overall occupancy rate had never exceeded 17%.1/ In order to
understand more clearly thie financial performance of the sector, the
Government commissioned a financial review in 1982.2/ The main findings of
that review are shown in Table 16. The survey indicated that, to date, the
tourism industry had earned an average rate of return of only about 15% on
the fixed investment in the sector. While this return may be considered
acceptable, it is well below potential, considering the relatively low
utilization of hotel capacity. Part of this problem undoubtedly reflects
seasonality--November through February tends to be quite cold in northern
Bhutan while July and August are monsoon months. Moreover, the Phuntsholing
hotel serves primarily as a transit facility. Even allowing for these
factors, it is clear that facilities are underutilized. Given the limited
tourist facilities, increasing utilization will entail strengthened efforts
to spread tourist arrivals out more evenly during the year and to coordinate
their movements between facilities.

1/ Hotel capacity currently consists of the 68-bed Mothitang Hotel in
Thimphu, the 64-bed Olathang Hotel in Paro, and the 52-bed Kharbandi
Hotel in Phuntsholing. The Paro and Thimphu hotels are, however, being
expanded. The 46-bed Bhutan Hotel in Thimphu is also owned by the
Department of Tourism, but it is used mainly by official visitors.

2/ Report on Valuation of Assets and Review of Income and Expenditure of
the Department of Tourism, Khanna and Annadhanan (Chartered Accountants),
New Delhi, August 1982.
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Table 16: TOURISM INCOME AND EXPENDITURE, 1975/76-1981/82
(Nu million)

Expenses Before Surplus Before Net
Income Depreciation Depreciation Depreciation Surplus

1975/76 2.81 2.78 0e03 0.74 -0.71
1976/77 2.18 2.11 0.07 0.89 -0.82
1977/78 4.39 2.77 1.62 0.89 0.73
1978/79 7.98 3.88 4.10 1.09 3.01
1979/80 12.07 5.29 6.78 1.09 5.69
1980/81 9.28 8.39 0.89 1.16 -0.27
1981/82 12.60 7.84 4.76 1.10 3.66

Total 51.31 33.06i 18.25 6.96 11.29

Source: Khanna and Annadhanan, op. cit.

3.53 During the Fifth Plan period, the Government hopes to more than
triple the number of tourists visiting Bhutan--from 1,406 in 1980/81 to 4,720
by 1986/87. Gross foreign exchange receipts are expected to increase from
$1.2 million to about $4 million over the same period. These targets are to
be achieved by making more efficient use of existing infrastructure through
increasing the average duration of the stay, encouraging a more even
distribution of arrivals over the year, and encouraging activities which
require less investment, such as trekking. Accordingly, the tourism
investment program is relatively modest, involving mainly the completion of
extensions to the Paro and Thimphu hotels and the construction of trekking
community halls, at a total cost of about Nu 26 million.

3.54 As part of the reforms designed to improve overall financial
management (paras 2.33-2.34), as well as to provide a clearer basis for
evaluating the financial performance of tne tourism sector, the Government
decided to remove, effective April 1, 1982, all commercial operatio;.s
associated with tourism--hotels, transport services, and tour operations--
from the Government budget and to establish a Tourism Commercial Organization.
Only Department of Tourism overheads will continue to be funded by the
Government. Investment funds in future will have to be obtained through
internal cash generation, or through loans. This issue is of immediate
importance--in addition to its existing assets of Nu 15.2 million, the
Department of Tourism has Nu 17.9 million in works in progress, as well as
further investment plans of Nu 25.8 million during the remainder of the
Fifth Plan. The review report recommends that the Government restructure
the industry on a 50/50 debt/equity basis, implying Nu 29.45 million as
equity on which the Government would be entitled to draw dividends, and
Nu 29.45 million on loan terms at 10% interest. As the Nu 33.1 million
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that has already been invested in tourism would include all the equity, the
remaining Nu 25.8 million would have to be mobilized through cash generation
and loans. It is, therefore, unlikely that tourism would pay any dividend
prior to 1986/87, although it would make annual contributions to the budget
via the new 30% corporate profits tax.

ENERGY AND POWER

Overall Consumption Patterns

3.55 Bhutan's immense fores;: resources provide an abundant and readily
available source of energy, so it is not surprising that per capita energy
consumption is relatively high, the low level of industrial development
notwithstanding. Per capita energy consumption amounts to a high 0.78 tons
of oil equivalent (toe)--see Table 17--which is about twice as high as
neighboring Nepal, with a similar per capita income and overall pattern of
energy consumption. This figure is, however, distorted by the fact that 95%
of the energy is consumed as fuelwood, where the useful energy content (or
end-use efficiency) is only 10-20% in most use situations. But even after
adjusting for typical end-use efficiencies, per capita energy consumption
amounts to a comparatively high 0.13 toe. This compares with 0.09 toe in the
moderately industrialized and relatively energy-intensive economy of Sri
Lanka and about 0.07 toe in Nepal.

Table 17: PER CAPITA ENERGY CONSUMPTION, 1981/82

Gross Consumption Useful Energy a/
TOE Percent TOE Percent

Non-Commercial Energy
Fuelwood 0.760 97.4 0.114 91.4

Commercial Energy
Coal 0.007 0.9 0.004 3.0
Petroleum Products 0.011 1.4 0.005 4.1
Electricity 0.002 0.3 0.002 1.5
Sub-total 0.020 2.6 0.011 8.6

Total 0.780 100.0 0.125 100.0

a/ Following end-use efficiencies assumed: Fuelwood - 15%,
Coal - 55%, Petroleum - 45%, Electricity - 90%.

Source: Bank staff estimates based on data provided by
Government of Bhutan.
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3.56 Fuelwood accounts for practically all of the non-commercial energy

consumption, and allowirg for its low cad-use efficien4cy i=n Bhutan, it still

comprises over 90% of total energy consumption. It is the principal house-

hold fuel, being used for cooking and heating. There are no restrictions on

its use for household energy purposes, and as wood is easily available almost

everywhere in Bhutan at no cost, consumption is essentially unconstrair.ed.

Consumption estimates unde; the 1974-79 forest survey (para 1.08) ranged from

3.9 cubic meters per capita annually in the relatively high altitude and cool

northwest, to 2.3 cubic meters per capita in the south where heating needs

are minimal. Assuming a national average of 3 cubic meters per person

annually, per capita consumption is very high--more than twice that of Nepal
and about six times that of Sri Lanka.

3.57 In contrast, per capita consumption of commercial energy is very low.

It accounts for less than 10% of the useful energy consumed (3% of total
energy consumed), amounting to 0.02 toe per capita--this is only one-third

the average for low income countries (excluding China and India). Commercial
energy comes from three sources: coal (33%), petroleum (57%), and

electricity (10%). Coal is used exclusively by the Penden cement factory,

which consumes about 18,000 MT a year of higher grade imported coal.

3.58 Petroleum products--gasnline and diesel for road transport, and

kerosene, primarily for lighting--are imported from India by two subsidiaries

of the Tashi Commercia'l Corporation. Bhutan Oil Distributors imports from
Bharat Oils in West Bengal and distributes in western Bhutan, while the

Bhutan Oil Corporation imports from Indian 01 Coznoration in Assam and
distributes in eastern Bhutan. Table 18 shows 1981 petroleum imports and

selling prices. These prices reflected the purchase prices from the Indian
distributors, adjusted for the Bhutan sales tax and distribution and

transport costs.1/ Thus, prices are lowest in the foothills and highest in

the north-central areas, the maximum price differential being about 16%.

Petroleum prices are not subsidized in Bhutan, but as they are based on
Indian prices, they reflect Indian policy of cross-subsidizing kerosene sales

with gasoline sales.

1/ Sales tax for gasoline, Nu 0.18/liter; for diesel, Nu 0.105/liter; for

kerosene, Nu 0.02/liter; and for lubricants, Nu 0.05/liter.

N sA /f4t 60 = ~~~~~~~~~-, > -§ %-3ts.'sSgibf§Wr
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Table 18: PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND RETAIL PRICES, 1981

Imports ('000 liters) Retail Prices (Nu per liter)
Thimphu Phuntsholing

Diesel 10,900 3.28 2.85
Gasoline 2,222 6.28 5.76
Kerosene 1,621 2.02 1.70

Source: Bhutan Oil Distributors.

Power

3.59 Although Bhutan has enormous hydro-power potential, electricity
consumption is among the lowest in the world, and the first hydro-power
capacity was not installed until as recently as 1967. Total installed
generating capacity is only 15.68 MW, of which only 3.45 MW is hydro
(Annex 6).1/ Domestic generating capacity comprises six small hydro-power
plants and six diesel generating stations. These small power plants form a
number of localized sub-systems--Thimphu and Paro (both of which have hydro
and diesel generating capacity); Wangdiphodrang, Mongar, and Tashigang which
have hydro-power capacity; and Tongsa and Damphu, with only small diesel
generators.

3.60 In southern Bhutan, the principal source of power is the northeast
Indian grid (Table 19). Power is purchased from three sub-stations of the
Assam State Electricity Board, which serves Gaylegphug and Samdrup Jongkhar
districts and from four sub-stations of the West Bengal State Electricity
Board, which serve Sibsoo, Phuntsholing, Pagli, and Samchi.2/ Purchases at
the latter three stations are augmented by domestic diesel generation. Under
arrangements worked out with the two Boards, Bhutan purchases power at Indian
state-to-state rates, which are currently at 50-60 Indian paise (5-6 US

1/ This includes 6.28 MW of diesel generating capacity at the Chukha
hydroelectricity project site, 2.49 MW of diesel capacity at the Penden
cement factory, and 0.50 MW at the Gedu wood industries factory. It
excludes other smaller captive power plants.

2/ In addition, Bnutan purchases power via a direct 66 kV link from
Birpara to the Chukha hydro-power project site. As of early 1983,
this power is also heing transmitted to Thimphu.
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ce'nts) per KWh.l/ The transmission facilities from the Indian sub-stations
to Bhutan were paid for and are maintained at Bhutan's expense. Except for
the 66 kV line to Chukha and Thimphu, these are all low capacity 11 kV and
33 kV lines.

3.61 There is a serious overall mismatch between electricity demand and
generation. Generating capacity is highest during the summer months when
river flows are highest; on the other hand, demand peaks during the winter
months due to heating needs. The problem centers on the Thimphu/Paro area
which accounts for over half of total consumption. There, the Department of

Power has been forced to shed up to half of the load at peak hours during
recent winters. At the same time, there is excess generating capacity at
other hydro facilities. At Wangdiphodrang (which also serves Punakha),
Mongar, and Tashigang, the average load factors do not exceed 35%. Although
there is thus excess generating capacity at these locations, this is mainly
because local distribution is limited. There is, moreover, little
possibility of transmitting to the deficit western region as the power plants
are small and the transmission distances are long. In any event, the
situation in western Bhutan will change completely by late 1984 as Chukha
power comes on stream. In southern Bhutan, especially in areas served from
West Bengal, electricity supply is constrained by the capacity of the
transmission lines and by frequent power cuts,

3.62 As power demand is in excess of available supplies in the main
consuming areas, meaningful overall demand growth estimates cannot be
derived. But in areas where consumption has not been supply-constrained,
i.e., in eastern and central Bhutan, demand averaged 10% average annual
growth during 1977-82. The patterns of electricity consumption reflect
Bhutan's low level of development. In the Thimphu/Paro, Wangdiphodrang,
Tashigang, Mongar, and Samdrup Jongkhar sub-systems, domestic consumption
averages 82% of consumption; commercial (including government) and industrial
consumption, only 14%. Only in Phuntsholing is consumption relatively evenly
distributed, reflecting its role as the country's main commercial and
industrial center--domestic consumption there accounted for 46% of total
consumption, while commercial and industrial consumption amounted to 27% and
18%, respectively.2/ Household uses of electricity are mainly for lighting

1/ Bhutan also receives 250 KW of power free from India under a 1961
agreement which provides for hydro-power from an 18 MW dam on the
Jaldhaka river to be shared. The Jaldhaka river rises in Sikkim and runs
along part of the Bhutan-India border in southwest Bhutan.

2/ It should be noted, however, that many industries have their own
captive generating capacity. To the extent this capacity is used,
consumption of electricity by industry is underestimated.
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and for operating small appliances, including electric heaters. Few
househ.olds use electricity for cooking, due to the relatively high cost of
electri- stoves, the present high price of electricity, ani the easy
accessibility to fuelwood.

Table 19: DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND PURCHASES FROM INDIA,
1977/78-1981/82

(in GWh)

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Domestic Generation a/
Hydro 5.488 7.150 7.493 7.314 7.577
Diesel - - 0.608 1.529 1.573
Sub-total 5.488 7.150 8.101 8.843 9..yiO

Purchases from India
WBSEB b/ .. .. 0.756 1.209 1.418
ASEB c/ 1.106 1.157 1.190 1.255 1.778
Sub-total .. .. 1.946 2.464 3.196

Total .. .. 10.047 11.307 12.346

a/ Excludes captive generation.
b/ West Bengal State Electricity Board.
c/ Assam State Electricity Board.

.. Not available.

Source: Department of Power, Ministry of Development.

3.63 The difficulty in matching power supply with demand is reflected in
its need for operating subsidies. While it is general policy of the
Government to charge cost-covering rates to the users of services, it also
wishes to maintain reasonable balance in the tariff between regions. The
tariffs in southern Bhutan are derived from the tariffs charged by the
respective Indian boards, adjusted for transmission and distribution losses
and other operating costs. Thus, the basic household tariff varies between
Nu 0.50 and Nu 0.70 per KWh, depending on the region, with rates for other
uses correspondingly set somewhat higher. Tariffs are generally adequate as
long as the Department of Power does not have to generate significant amounts
of power using diesel. But when it does, it loses heavily. The cost of
diesel generation amounts to Nu 2.2-2.5 per KWh, far higher than the revenue
per KWh. Losses per unit are heaviest in Damphu and Tongsa, which only have
diesel generators, but these comprise a negligible proportion of total

. . -- :-..-.'!.-!l.:1'.. t-*'-, - -
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generation. Most of the losses are accounted for by diesel generation in the
two main load centers--Phuntsholing, where thermal power accounts for about
40% of total consumption, and Thimphu/Paro, where it accounts for about 13%
of generation. Contributing to the Department's financial difficulties are
the relatively high transmission and distribution losses. These range from
about 40% in Thimphu and in the systems of southern Bhutan, to 30% in the
smaller systems. While part of these losses can be attributed to the
relatively inefficient low-voltage distribution system, there is also a
problem of power leakages. Improvement in both of these areas will play an
important role in improving the financial performance of the Depa-tment. In
1981/82, it required Nu 1.5 million in subsidy to cover its costs, while for
1982/83 the required subsidy is budgeted to amount to Nu 1.2 million.
Subsidies are likely to be needed through late 1984 when Chukha power is to
come on stream. But, at that time, the Department should be in a position to
cover its operating costs and make a significant contribution to cover its
iuivestment program, provided Chukha power is pticed realistically.

The Chukha Hydro-Power Project

3.64 The Chukha hydro-power project is by far the largest single
investment under.aking ever initiated in Bhutan; it is about 15 times as
large as the previous largest project--the Penden cement factory. The
project marks the first major step towards exploiting Bhutan's enormous
hydro-power potential. It will harness the waters of the Wang Chu river in
western Bhutan over a 465 m drop between Chimakothi and Chukha. The project
site is situated between kilometers 83 and 97 north of Phuntsholing on the
road to Thimphu. The project involves construction of a 40 m high gravity
dam to divert the river waters after desilting into a 6.5 km headrace tunnel.
The water is then carried down two intake shafts to an underground powerhouse
with four 84 MW turbines. As the storage capacity of the dam is limited to
about one day's flow, available power will vary from 336 MW peak capacity to
an estimated 100 MW firm capacity during the winter season. Annual energy
output is expected to be about 1,944 GWh, including about 900 GWh in firm
energy and 1,044 GWh in secondary energy.

3.65 Initial investigations of the Wang Chu river were undertaken in 1961,
and construction of the preliminary works began in 1973. The diversion
tunnel was completed in late 1980 and underground works are in progress. The
first 84 MW turbine is expected to be commissioned in late 1984 and the
remaining three units by mid-1985. Between 1973 and December 1982, total
estimated project costs rose from Nu 830 million to Nu 1,970 million ($205
million). Expenditure from 1973/74 through August 1982 amounted to Nu 1,030
million including Nu 399 million during the Fifth Plan period. The Chukha
project is being implemented outside the regular development plans, but if it
had been included, it would have given the Third and Fourth Plans quite
different complexions (paras 5.07-5.08). And at roughly Nu 1,370 milliont,
the projected outlays during the Fifth Plan period are very close to the
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total of all other development sector capital outlays combined. If it were

part of the Plan, it could account for at least 24% of total outlays (see

also para 5.19).

3.66 To transmit the power to western Bhutan, the project at present

-ncl.des a 66 kV single circuit transmission line from Chukha north to

Simtokha (near Thimphu), while the 66 kV single circuit line currently

bringing power to the-project site from India will be used to transmit power

from the Chukha south to Phurntsholing. But as the power generated by the

project will far exceed Bhutan's needs for some time to come, the bulk of the

power generated will be sold to India. Accordingly, the project also

includes two 220 kV transmission lines (one single and one double circuit

line) to transmit power from Chuikha to the Birpara sub-station in West

Bengal. Concerned about future growth in demand in northwest Bhutan and

limitations imposed by the terrain on installing additional transmission

lines north of Chukha at a later date, the Government hopes to add an

additional 220 kV line from Chukha to Simtokha under the Fifth Plan

(para 5.36).

3.67 Project implementation is overseen by the Chukha Hydel Project

Authority established under the 1974 project agreement between the

Governments of Bhutan and India. The Authority is an autonomous body under

the Chairmanship of His Majesty's Representative in the Ministry of

Development, and includes seven directors--four appointed by the Government

of Bhutan and three appointed by the Government of India. Water and Power

Consultancy Services (India), Ltd. are designated as consultants to the

Authority, while it is stipulated that all skilled and technical manpower

will be nationals of either Bhutan or India.

3.68 Under the 1974 project agreement, India agreed to finance the entire

project costs on a 60% grant, 40% loan basis. T 'e loan would be repayable

over an 15-year period (including three years grace) and carry an interest

rate of 5%. While Bhutan will have sole ownership of the project, it agrees

to sell surplus power to India at an agreed rate, which will be reviewed

every four years, while India agrees to purchase all the surplus power. The

initial rate will be set at the time of commissioning according to a formula

set out in the project agreement. The formula is designed to yield a rate

which covers annual operating costs (defined as the interest on the project

loan, plus operating and maintenance costsl/) and allows the Government a 10%

return on its equity (considered the grant component). Secondary energy is

priced at half of firm energy. Assuming the project will cost around

Nu 2,000 million, the tariff would work out to Nu 0.13 per unit of firm

energy sold (up to 900 GWh) and Nu 0.065 per unit above tha:. Under this

arrangement, gross revenue to the Government would work out to about Nu 185

1/ Considered Nu 2 million plus 1% of the total project costs.
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million per year; net of operating and maintenance costs, to about Nu 93
million. This would be equivalent to over 70% of total estimated government
receipts for 1982/83.

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

Roads

3.69 Bhutan's mountainous terrain with its deep valleys and numerous
rivers had always made transportation and communications difficult. The
minimal amount of internal and external trade that did take place relied on
human and animal porterage along a network of trails that criss-crossed the
country. Physical constraints to the construction of modern transport
infrastructure were reinforced by the conscious decision riot to undertake any
road construction, thereby keeping Bhutan largely inaccessible to outsiders.

Thus, Bhutan turned down several offers of roads, including those early in
the century by the British who had been anxious to develop more convenient
links to Tibet. By the late 1950s, however, Bhutan had decided to start
developing the economy, including the gradual establishment of physical links

to the outside world. Thus, in 1959, using compulsory labor, the Bhutan
Engineering Services (BES) started construction on Bhutan's first road, from
the border town of Phuntshoiing to Paro and Thimphu in the northwest. This
road was completed by 1962, and by 1963 BES had begun construction of a
second north-south link from Samdrup Jongkhar to Tashigang in the east.

3.70 Road construction proved to be a heavy drain on the economy, drawing
critical labor away from agriculture. It is likely, therefore, that road
construction would have proceeded relatively slowly in Bhutan, had it not
been for the decision in 1959 to accept Indian offers of development
assistance. Under this assistance, the Indian Border Roads Organization
(BRO) became involved in roads and communications development in Bhutan,
bringing with it a large number of contract laborers.l/ With the assistance
of the BRO, the road to Paro was widened and surfaced, and the road from
Samdrup Jongkhar to Tashigang was completed. During the Second Plan period,
the BRO continued to widen and surface these roads while it also established
a third link from the border to the interior from Gaylegphug to Tongsa in
central Bhutan. In 1965, the BRO began construction on an east-west road
linking Thimphu and Paro to Tashigang. This road was opened to through
traffic in 1975, and so far about 200 km of this 550 km road have been paved.

1/ The BRO is a construction organization under the Indian Ministry of
Transport. It is largely comprised of military personnel, and its
operations in Bhutan go under the name of DANTAK.
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3.71 With the establishment of the basic road network by 1975, emphasis
shifted to roads linking district headquarters to the main network and to
feeder roads. By late 1982, all but two district headquarters were linked
to the road network, and a total of about 2,050 km of roads had been
constructed, of which roughly half, including the three north-south roads,
were paved. Although the road density is low in relation to both surface
area and population--0.044 km per sq km of land area and about 1.77 km per
1,000 population--Bhutan, with Indian assistance, has made great progress in
a short period of time considering the high cost and difficulty of road
construction.l/ Due to the need to cross countless deep watersheds, most
roads had to be carved out of steep mountainsides often climbing and
descending over a thousand meters at a time. As a result, actual road
distances are usually several times the straight-line distances, while the
roads climb to altitudes as high as 3,780 m. Road construction costs are
estimated at Nu 500,000 to Nu 750,000 per km (about $50,000-$80,000). These
costs are comparatively low and result from the use of compulsory low-cost
labor and relatively low road standards. Until early 1983 when it introduced
its own roads standards, the PWD had generally adopted the Indian Roads
Congress standards for hill areas, introduced by the BRO.2/ Bridge designs
are also based on Indian practice. The main highways constructed and
maintained by the BRO are of a particularly high standard. Gradients seldom
exceed 5%, road surfaces are smooth, and drainage is good, while road marking
and signs are more than adequate. While the PWD generally adopts the same
standards, convstruction and maintenance are constrained by limited technical
and financial resources. In general, however, Bhutan must be considered as
having a well-conceived and well-constructed road network, given how recently
road construction began, the low income of the country, and the very
difficult physical conditions under which construction, improvement, and
maintenance must take place.

3.72 The PWD is responsible for the planning, design, construction,
administration, and maintenance of all major road and government construction
projects. It also has, through staff reassigned to the district
administrations, technical responsibility for district-level construction
works including suspension bridges, mule tracks, district-level roads, and
rural water supply projects. Prior to the Fifth Plan period, road planning,

1/ Road density is significantly higher than in nearby Nepal, which has
about 0.036 km per sq km of land area, and about 0.36 km per 1,000
population.

2/ Under the standards introduced by the BRO, national highways have
3.75 m wide carriageways with 1.25 m shoulders on each side. Passing
areas are provided by local widening of the road. District and feeder
roads are built to somewhat lower standards--the roads are 3 m wide
and have gradients of up to 8%.
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construction and maintenance activities of the BRO were conducted largely
independently of the PWD, while BRO activities were funded outside the
regular Government of India grants. Since 1981/82 the surfacing of the
east-west road by the BRO has been budgeted for by Bhutan out of the annual
development grants. The BRO, for the time being, maintains most of the
national highway system including the three north-south roads and the
east-west road from its own resources.

3.73 The construction of new roads is undertaken by the PWD on a force
account basis. Construction practices are highly labor-intensive, with
almost all rock clearing, rock crushing, spreading of granular materials as
well as asphalting done manually. Almost all labor is mobilized under the
compulsory labor scheme, but some Indian or Nepalese contract labor is paid
on a daily basis. BRO activities, on the other hand, rely exclusively on
contract labor. Due to the shortage of labor, the PWD has begun selective
mechanization with equipment provided under UN assistance.

3.74 The conditions under which roads must be maintained in Bhutan are
severe, with some roads located in sub-tropical plains and other perched on
steep mountainsides subject to heavy rains, ice and snow, and landslides.
Bhutan is fortunate, however, that road traffic is light, which reduces
normal wear and tear. Nevertheless, unusually large funds are required for
adequate road maintenance. Apart from those sections maintained by the BRO,
the PWD is responsible for maintenance of the national highway system. The
districts are responsible for the maintenance of district and feeder roads.
Maintenance by the BRO is carried out according to well-established programs
for both routine and periodic maintenance, and the standard of maintenance is
excellent. As the BRO maintains the main national highways and the district
administrations are responsible for maintaining district level roads, the
central PWD maintenance responsibilities are limited; nevertheless, its
maintenance of national roads appears less than satisfactory, both because
the average of Nu 10,000 per km is relatively low given physicaLl conditions,
and because maintenance activities do not appear clearly planned or
implemented. It is also likely that due to difficulties encountered in road
construction, some resources earmarked for maintenance are being reassigned
to construction. District and feeder roads are generally maintained by
labor-intensive means by the districts; so far, these roads have been
adequately maintained.

3.75 A major constraint facing the PWD in its construction and maintenance
programs is the acute shortage of graduate Bhutanese engineers. While the
two top positions in the PWD are filled by nationals, they occupy only 6 of
the top 14 posts overall. The remainder, as well as most field engineering
positions, are filled by engineers either hired on contract terms from India
or on deputation from the Government of India. However, with increasing
numbers of graduates from the Deothang and Kharbandi technical institutes as
well as returnees from abroad, the number of Bhutanese engineers is gradually
increasing.
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Other Transport Infrastructure

3.76 Foot and mule tracks have long provided the principal means of
transport in the Himalaya and can be expected to continue to play an
important role for many years to come, despite the growth in the road
network. The main constraint to foot travel has usually been the swiftly
flowing rivers, which can often necessitate detours of several days to the
nearest bridge, and indeed often sweep the bridges away. Recognizing the
importance of trails and bridges in transport and comunications, the

Government has embarked on a program to construct foot suipension bridges and
improve existing trails. Through the end of the Fourth Plan, 114 bridges had
been constructed.

3.77 Because of the emphasis on roads development which has integrated all
major regions of the country, resource constraints, as well-as the very
limited demand for air travel, no regular air service has operated either

into or within Bhutan.l/ There are, however, two disused'airfields which
were built by the BRO in the 1960s--one at Paro, about 90 minutes drive from
Thimphu, and one at Yangphula, 25 km south of Tashigang.2/'

3.78 To improve travel into and out of Bhutan, the Government has recently
established a national airline, Druk Air Corporation (DAC), and a Department
of Civil Aviation.3/ Bhutan has purchased an 18-seat aircraft, which is

based in Calcutta for servicing purposes. Operations began in February 1983
with two round-trip flights a week to Paro. Financial projections by DAC

indicate that on the basis of this level of service they would incur a loss.
However, DAC plans to increase the frequency of service and to lease the
aircraft to the third-level Indian airline, which it estimates should enable
it to break even. However, that airline has yet to decide on an aircraft

type, which could affect DAC's leasing possibilities.

3.79 Ropeways often offer a cost-effective alternative to roads
construction in mountainous areas, and a number have already beten installed
in Bhutan to transport specific cargos--mainly timber and minerals. The
longest is the 6 km ropeway at the Penden cement factory. A 500 a ropeway

1/ For brief period in the mid-1970s, Indian charter airlines operated
occasional flights into Paro from northern India using DC-3 aircraft.

2/ The Yangphula airfield has never been used by fixed-wing alrcraft.

3/ Until early 1983, all entry and exit entailed land travel to and from
the nearest civil airfield, located at Bagdogra in' West Bengal. While
time consuming--Bagdogra is roughly two days drive from Thimphu--special
permits are also required to travel in that particular area of India.
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carries slate from the mine site near Wangdiphodrang to the nearest road. At
Bumthang, Paro, and Gedu, the Department of Forests has mobile cranes for the

transportation of logs. These cable cranes of 800 m or 1,400 m length can be
moved relatively easily and operate by diesel-powered winches. A detailed
study is currently under way to examine the feasibility of a 60 km ropeway

from Chuzom to the Indian border east of Phuntsholing. Later phases of the
project-would create feeder ropeways. The ropeway would have a capacity of
about 500,0QO MT per annum, and be used mainly to carry resource-based
products: out of northwest Bhutan. The cost of the first phase has initially

been estimated at $40 million. Because of their swiftly flowing nature, the
use of waterways for transport is very limited. Bhutan hias no railways--the
nearest railhead-is about 40 km south of Phuntsholing; the closest broad
gauge railway is 90 km away.

Traffic and Transport Policy

3.80 The,total vehicle fleet (excluding about 200 army, police, and BRO

vehicles) is about 2,700. This is very low even considering the limited road

network, and consequently roads are not heavily trafficked.l/ Table 20 shows
the distribution of vehicles; almost half are owned by the Government.
Servicing and repair facilities are available at four government workshops

located in Thimphu, Phuntsholing, Gaylegphug, and Samdrup Jongkhar. There is
only one major private workshop, locateu in Phuntsholing.

3.81 The few restrictions on truck loads and sizes are difficult to
enforce; however, the rugged terrain precludes the operation of vehicles much
larger than 5-7 ton capacity. Motor vehicle registration taxes are
relatively low, ranging from Nu 150 annually for a scooter, to Nu 300 for a
car, and Nu 1,500 for a heavy Government truck. Total motor vehicle taxes in
1981/82 amounted to Nu 3.7 million, which was equivalent to about one-fourth

of the PWD's estimated annual maintenance requirements.

1/ PWD keeps no traffic counts, but mission estimates indicated average

daily traffic -of about 200 on the Thimphu-Phuntsholing road, with
somewhat higher figures near the terminal towns and the Chukha project.

Other national highways have estimated daily traffic counts of 10-100;
rural roads, even lower. Long distance traffic was almost exclusively
trucks and buses.
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Table 20: REGISTERED VEHICLES
(as of October 1982)

Government Private Public Taxi Total

Four-Wheel Drive 438 191 - 67 696
Cars (Indian) 239 117 - 2 358
Cars (Third Country) 181 128 - - 309
Trucks 196 176 221 - 593
Buses 113 - - - 113
Motorcycles 73 93 - - 166
Scooters 45 410 - - 455

Total 1,285 1,115 221 69 2,690

Source: Ministry of Finance.

3.82 With the completion of the first roads in 1962, the Government also
created the Bhutan Government Transport Service (BGTS). BGTS began with a
fleet of 40 vehicles provided under the Colombo Plan and a monopoly on both
passenger and freight services. BGTS lost its monopoly on freight services
in 1976, with the establishment of the Bhutan Transport Syndic^-e of
registered private truckers. It booked and consolidated freight orders,
trying in the process to give all members a fair share of the trade. It also
negotiated freight rates. While transport operations functioned smoothly
under the Syndicate, administrative expenses and freight rates grew rapidly.
There was also concern that the Syndicate was exploiting its monopoly
position. Therefore, in mid-1982 the Government dissolved the Syndicate. In
a free market situation that followed, rates dropped sharply as haulers
competed for business to be able to cover their monthly truck payments.
Within two months, the Transport Corporation of Bhutan (TCB), jointly owned
by the RICB and the UTB was formed, mainly to help the truck owners these
institutions had financed find business. About 150 mainly small haulers have
joined TCB, with each permitted to have one truck on the register. Bhutanese z
vehicles are permitted to operate freely into and out of West Bengal and
Assam, while Indian haulers may operate into and out of Bhutan. In practice,
almost all carriage within Bhutan is done by domestic haulers, due to the
lack of freight for haulage back to India for Indian operators.

3.83 BGTS, which maintains its monopoly on passenger services, operates
a fleet of 62 buses and 16 trucks.1/ Scheduled passenger services are

1/ Trucks are used for passenger and limited freight transport in areas
where road conditions prevent the use of buses.
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offered to all principal towns. In 1981, BGTS carried about one million

passengers and made a small profit after allowing for depreciation. Although

it was removed entirely from the government budget in 1982/83, it has, in
fact, been operating along commercial lines for several years. BGTS services
its own fleet through four workshops, and maintains a vehicle body-building
division at the Phuntsholing workshop.

COMMUNICATIONS

3.84 Along with roads, the development of modern communications has played
a central role in integrating the various regions of the country and in
enabling the beginning of development in other sectors. Until the early
1960s, practically all communications messages were carried by hand along the
network of trails. But over the last 20 years, as in other areas, great
progress has been made, and Bhutan now has a reasonably well-developed
internal communications system. Communications links to the outside world
remain tenuous, however.

3.85 Much of the early development of communications infrastructure was,
like that for roads, undertaken and financed by the BRO. With their
assistance, the telephone system was established, and it was not until 1971
that the Ministry of Communications and Tourism was established and
Government began making communications provisions of its own.l/ The Ministry

is currently in the process of taking over the telephone system run by the
BRO. On the communications side, the Ministry comprises the Departments of
Posts and Telegraphs, Wireless, Telephones, and Broadcasting.

3.86 Postal services in Bhutan commenced on a regular basis in 1962; prior
to that, mail was distributed through Government agencies. Given its recent
origins and the difficult topography, Bhutan has developed a remarkably

comprehensive postal system. There are a total of 83 post offices, of which
30 are designated as branch post offices operated by officials of other
departments on a part-time basis. Postal headquarters are in Thimphu,
although the General Post Office is located in Phuntsholing. Total staff
number about 400. Transport of domestic mail is done by BGTS and mail

service vehicles between major centers within Bhutan and by Indian Railways
between southern border towns. From centers linked by modern transport
infrastructure, mail is carried to outstations through a system of postal
runners, who carry mail to and from remote areas at least once a week. Due
to this innovative approach, most of the population is within reasonable
reach of mail services. All international mail is routed through India.

1/ It began as the Ministry of Communications. It has since been given

responsibility for Tourism and Civil Aviation; accordingly, two
additional departments have been established. The Ministry also
Ministry oversees the operations of BGTS.
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There are nine telegraph offices in two areas corresponding to the eastern
and western telephone zones. Over the years, Bhutan has placed significant
emphasis on the development of stamps for philatelic purposes. Sales of
these varied and unique stamps have been a significant hard currency earner.

3.87 The telephone system comprises three sub-systems which are not
interconnected: Thimphu-Phuntsholing, Tongsa-Gaylegphug, and
Tashigang-Samdrup Jongkhar. Automatic exchanges are in operation in 13
towns, while one manual exchange exists in Punakha. There is a total of'
1,900 telephone connections in the country, giving an average telephone
density of 0.16 per 100 population, one of the lowest in the world. In
Thimphu, there is a 2,000 line capacity step-by-step exchange, which
currently has 900 connections. Due to obsolete equipment and lack of
maint,>nance, telephone service is unreliable. The number of unsuccessful
call attempts is high and even local calls are not clear; furthermore, lines
are frequently cut by landslides or other natural phenomena. International
calls are extremely difficult, as they must all be routed through
Phuntsholing and connected into the Indian telephone system. With the
assistance of the Government of India, a 7 GHz Indo-Bhutan microwave
communications system is being installed. This w'ill have a capacity of 300
channels, of which only 60 will be used initially. Completion of the
microwave system is scheduled for end-1983. A further microwave link between
Thimphu and Tashigang is also under consideration. This would provide the
linkage needed for a nationwide integrated telephone system.

3.88 Perhaps the most important internal communications service is the
civil wireless network, which complements, but is more comprehensive than,
the telephone network. The Wireless Department has 28 stations located
throughout the country, which are utilized by both government departments and
the public. The Department has a staff of 108, organized into three zones,
with headquarters at Thimphu, Phuntsholing, and Tashigang. Communications
between zones are handled from zonal headquarters. Messages are transmitted
using transceivers, either by voice or, when atmospheric conditions are
unfavorable, by Morse code. Much of the equipment is of World War II vintage
for which spares are no longer available, but replacement is underway.
Charges are very low, reflecting its importance as a channel for national
integration. BhutLan, although a member of Universal Postal Union since 1969,
has not yet joined the International Telecommunications Union.

3.89 The Department of Broadcasting operates a medium-wave radio service,
Radio NYAB, which broadcasts nation-wide for two hours three times a week.
Broadcasts are in three regional languages, and in English. Items featured
include international and domestic news, information on central and local
development projects, and entertalament. The broadcasts have a relatively
wide audience and play an important role in the Government's efforts to
strengthen national awareness and mobilize support for the country's
development efforts. Radio NYA3 utilizes an old 400 watt transmitter on loan
from the Wireless Department. W1hile broadcasts are often received outside
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Bhutan, due to the low operating efficiency of the transmitter and the
mountainous terrain, reception within Bhutan is patchy. In addition, the

Depar.ent of Information publishes an official weekly bulletin, Kuensel, and

a quarterly magazine, Druk Losel, in three languages.

3.90 At present, none of the communications services has been put on an
independent financial.footing--revenues continue to accrue to, and all

expenses are funded directly from,.the budget. As a next step in its efforts
to streasline public finances, the Government should consider putting those

services on an independent footing. While certain departments, e.g., Posts
and Telegraphs, could probably function independently quite easily, certain

others--most notably the Wireless Department--would probably continue to need
subsidies. However, removing all these departments from the budget would
enable the Government to see more clearly the costs and revenues associated
with these services and take better informed judgements on whether or to what

extent to subsidize them.
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Chapter IV: DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

4.01 In sharp contrast to its relatively good economic status, the life

expectancy of the population was historically very low, and literacy was
confined to lamas and the few Government officials. Improving health and
education standards were thus relatively high priorities from the outset of
Bhutan's development efforts. While some progress has definitely been made,
the almost total lack of demographic-related statistics makes that progress
difficult to gauge. This chapter begins with a review of the limited
demographic data that are available to help put these gains and present
social conditions into perspective.

POPULATION

4.02 The population of Bhutan is unknown as there has never been a proper
population census, although in 1969, a series of surveys were carried out
which suggested a total population of about 930,000. A more scientific
census is currently underway. Pending the availability of the census, the
Planning Commission derived an official mid-1982 population estimate of 1.16
million (Annex 7-A), which was extrapolated from the 1969 survey and included
the estimated 40,000 expatriates working in Bhutan. As in most developing
countries, the age structure of the population is skewed towards the younger
ages--over 39% of the population is estimated to be below 15 years of age,
while only 7% exceed 60. The population is believed to be growing at around
2% per annum.

4.03 On the basis of the official population estimate, the population
density of Bhutan is by far the lowest in South Asia (Table 21), although it
must be noted that Bhutan has less easily cultivable land than most. And
while the overall official estimate is subject to considerable doubt,
estimates of the regional distribution of the population are probably fairly
reliable (Annex 7-B). Those estimates suggest that the population is more
heavily concentrated in the relatively low southern and eastern regions--the
southern districts of Samchi, Chirang, Gaylegphug, Pema Gatsel, and Samdrup
Jongkhar; and Tashigang in the east account for over 60% of the estimated
total population.



Table 21: COMPARATIVE POPULATION DENSITIES
(mid-1980)

Area Population Densit;
(sq km) (million) (persons/sq km)

Bhutan 46,500 1.1 24
Burma 677,000 34.8 51
Pakistan 804,000 82.2 102

Nepal 141,000 14.6 104
India 3,288,000 673.2 205
Sri Lanka 66,000 14.7 223
Bangladesh 144,000 88.5 615

Sources: Planning Commission and the World Bank, World
Development Report, 1982.

4.04 BhuEan has no tradition of major urban centers, and the population

is spread out over about 4,500 settlements. Where there is relatively

plentiful cultivable land (primarily in the south and in the main river
valleys such as Paro, Thimphu, Punakha, and Tashigang), settlements tended to
occur in clusters; nevertheless, true urban concentrations never existed, and
there are still only two towns in Bhutan with populations exceeding
10,000--Thimphu, the capital; and Phuntsholing,-the main gateway town.

Consequently, the Government has developed a somewhat different concept of

the urban population. Essentially, every district headquarters is considered
an urban center if it also contains a significant local population (this
accounts for 14 of 18 district headquarters); in addition, urban centers also

include four somewhat larger towns, mainly in the south, which are not
district headquarters (Annex 7-C). According to this definition, towna of

one thousand or fewer inhabitants can be considered urban centers. Even so,
the urban population amounts to only 5% of the total, an indication of the
overwhelmingly rural nature of the country.

4.05 In one important sense, therefore, population is not an issue in
Bhutan, for unlike most other countries in South Asia, it does not have a

problem of overpopulation, nor the related problems of urbanization. In

fact, the small size of the population and the low productivity of the labor
force, together with the increase in development tasks, have forced. the
Government into unusual means of mobilizing labor.

Labor Force and Employment

4.06 There are no statistics on the size and composition of the labor

force, although the Planning Commission prepared some rough estimates for
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1981/82 (Table 22).1/ As would be expected, by far the largest proportion
(94%) is engaged in agriculture. Trade and public service together account
for nearly 5%, and industry, for less than 1%. It is estimated that there
are some 46,000 people engaged in wage employment, of whom more than
three-fourths are expatriates of all skill levels (Table 23). The need to
employ expatriates has stemmed from a number of causes, including the small
size of the domestic labor force and its low productivity, an apparent
preference to avoid factory-type work, and the shortage of educated and
trained manpower. As of end-1980, the supply of trained manpower, for
instance, was only about 2,500. The numbeL- of university graduates stood at
only 230 (including only 35 engineers and doctors), almost all of whom lheld
positions in the Government. Moreover, only half the teachers and medical
doctors are nationals. The acute shortage of technicians is overcome by
direct hire, usually from India, or through staff on deputation from the
Government of India. To meet manual labor needs, expatriates are brought
in on a contract basis.

Table 22: ESTIMATED COMPOSITION OF LABOR FORCE, 1981/82

Number (O000) Percent of Total

Agriculture 613.0 94.3
Industry 6.0 0.9
Trade 9.0 1.4
Public Service 22.0 3.4

Total 650.0 100.0

Source: Planning Commission.

4.07 Government policy on the employment of expatriates has always been
guided by practical considerations, despite the desire to generally restrict
immigration. While the objective is to eventually eliminate the need for
expatriates, the Government recognizes that at present there is little
alternative. It restricts the flow of foreign labor into the country by
issuing contracts. Foreign workers are niot permitted to enter the country
except on short-term contracts, and non-nationals, who comprise almost 40% of

1/ According to the Planning Commission,, the labor force is defined
as the part of population falling within the 15 to 64 age group
minus the number of people enrolled in schools. The employment
figures for industry, trade, and pubLic administration include
non-nationals.
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the permanent civil service staff, are encouraged to convert to short-term

contracts in return for higher pay. Road checkpoints have been established

to monitor population movements.

Table 23: STRUCTURE OF MODERN SECTOR LABOR FORCE

(As of March 1982)

Non-nationals as

Nationals Non-Nationals Total Percent of Total

Public Sector 7,787 6,532 14,319 45.6

Private Sectcr 1,931 1,732 3,663 47.3
Casual Labor 1,066 27,263 28,329 96.2

Total 10,784 35,527 46,311 76.7

Source: Planning Commission.

4.08 Before Bhutan began making large-scale use of expatriate unskilled

labor in the mid-1960s, the Government had mobilized labor domestically

through compulsory labor schemes. Under these schemes in their original

form, most of the population contributed labor for public works at the
Government's demand for up to two months out of a year, in return for which

they were paid a nominal wage. This system was used extensively in the early

1960's when large-scale road construction projects were launched. However,

this represented a heavy burden, both on the people and on the agricultural

economy, and towards the end of the 1960's when some of the projects were

nearing completion and expatriate laborers were present in relatively large

numbers, the Government introduced major modifications. It specifically

exempted women and all males under age 17 and over age 50; while those
eligible would contribute labor to national projects at a rate of only one
month a year. The wage, however, remained minimal. Civil servants are

exempted, while individuals can elect not to serve provided they can find

someone prepared to fulfill their obligation and are willing to pay to the

Government the cost of hiring that person.l/ In addition, the population

can be called upon to contribute free labor to dzong and monastery repairs,

and is also expected to provide voluntary labor for local development
projects such as schools and feeder road construction. It is this labor

which the Government is mobilizing to help implement much of the Fifth Plan.

1/ Returning university graduates from abroad are required to do six

months of development-related national service, usually in rural areas,
before assuming regular positions in Government.
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4.09 Bhutan will continue to rely heavily on trained expatriate manpower
in most spheres of economic activity, although to help meet grawing needs for
technical and administrative manpower, education anid training have long been
and remain priorities in the development effort. But as in many other areas,
Bhutan has taken a somewhat different, relatively careful, approach to the
sector. National trained manpower needs have been projected through 1991,
and it is these projections which are governing current higher education and
training policies.

EDUCATION

4.10 Until the early 1960s, practically no formal schooling existed in
Bhutan except for the teaching of religion and classical Dzongkha in monastic
schools in monasteries and dzongs. The number of Bhutanese who had studied
outside the country was extremely limited, with most of the few who had,
hiaving been sent as children to schools in India. Over the last two decades,
the country has made considerable progress in education--a formal education
and technical training system has been established, and students have been
sient aL:oad in significant numbers for specialized training. Nevertheless,
EWhutan still lags far behind other low income countries in terms of key
education indicators such as enrollment ratios and adult literacy (Table 24).

Table 24: EDUCATION INDICATORS - SELECTED COUNTRIES a/

Enrollment as Adult
Percentage of Age Group Literacy

Countrieb Primary Secondary Rate

Bhutan 21.0 2.5 10.0
Nepal 88.0 19.0 19.0
Bangladesh 65.0 25.0 26.0
India 78.0 27.0 36.0
Burma 84.0 20.0 70.0

Average for 33 Low
Income Countries 94.0 49.0 50.0

a/ Selected years, 1977-80.

Sources: Government of Bhutan and the World Bank,
World Development Report, 1982.

Education Delivery System

4.11 The formal education cycle consists of two years of pre-school
education (lower and upper kindergarten), five years of primary education
(Class I through Class V), five years of secondary education (Class VI
through Class X), and two years of the "Plus Two Program" at the Junior

.... '.I:..-....... : .s< .. £.V; .....'RR-........tN.;W .i'. .EUS.....';1h'.UtspA.Sat-.sE'&hMtSbX£XeLPt1-
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College. At present there are 132 primary schools (offering elementary
education from lower kindergarten through Class V), 24 junior high schools

(covering lower kindergarten through Class VIII), and six central schools,
(offering integrated education from lower kindergarten through Class X).1/

While primary schools are day schools serving the local communities, botW
central schools and junior high schools have hostels and function as boarding

schools. The formal education system culminates in the Junior College; there
is no university in Bhutan. The medium of instruction is English although

the teaching of Dzongkha, the official language, is mandatory. Vocational
training institutes include two teacher training schools, the Kharbandi

Technical School, and the Royal Bhutan Polytechnic. There are no private
schools in Bhutan; formal education and vocational training are administered

entirely by the Government. This makes the education system highly
centralized--the Department of Education controls the curriculum; the

recruitment, training, and assignment of teachers; and the assignment of

transfer students among central and junior high schools. It also administers

all qualifying examinations.

4.12 The Government provides free textbooks and supplies, as well as free

food and board at every level of education and vocational training. Under

the recent decentralization, the financial administration for primary schools

has been shifted to the district administrations which pay for teachers'
salaries, teaching materials, and other supplies out of their annual budgets.

Local communities also provide voluntary labor for the construction and
maintenance of primary schools. On the other hand, the central government

pays to establish and operate all central schools, junior high schools, and
other specialized institutions, as well as for the tuition and stipends of

students and civil servants doing school education and degree programs
abroad. In 1980/81, total public expenditures on education amounted to

roughly 4% of GDP; recurrent expenditures in education accounted for 15% of
the total public recurrent expenditures. As Table 25 indicates, Bhutan

allocates a relatively large share of financial resources to education
compared to neighboring countries.2/ Primary education, which accounts for

93% of school enmollment, claims about 50% of the education rec'-irrent
expenditure. (Of total recurrent outlays on primary education, about 70% go

to teacher salaries and related allowances.) Another major category in the

1/ In addition, there are fourteen monastic schools, five schools in the

south teaching Sanskrit, two traditional arts schools, and a typing
school currently being upgraded to teach other business-related skills

as well.

2/ It should be noted, however, that it can be somewhat misleading

to compare public outlays on education across countries because in
some cases these may cover only part of the total expenditures on

education. In Bhutan, where there are no private schools, public
outlays constitute total national outlays.
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recurrent budget is the outlays for degree scholarships and associated
expenditures on students studying abroad. These amount to about 10% of
recurrent expenditures on education.

Table 25: PUBLIC EXPENDITURES ON EDUCATION IN SELECTED
SOUTH ASIAN COUNTRIES

Recurrent Expenditure on Public Outlays on
Education as Percentage Education as

Countries of Total Recurrent Budget Percentage of GDP

Bhutan a! 15,3 3.7
India a! 14.3 3.0
Burma a/ 11.2 1.7
Bangladesh b/ 12.9 1.5
Nepal b/ 7.8 1.4

a/ 1980/81.
b/ 1979/80.

Source: The World Bank.

The Role of Priiary Education

4.13 Recognizing the role of basic education (and literacy) in overcoming
poverty--through increasing productivity, improving health and nutrition, and
reducing family size--the Government is committed to free and universal (but
not compulsory) primary education. Nevertheless, enrollment in prirmary
education (lower kindergarten through Class V) anmounts to only about 37,400
(Annex 8-A), comprising 25% of the estimated age group for boys and 17% for
girls.l/ In most areas of Bhutan, settlements are scattered; the consequent
need to travel significant distances in a harsh environment and with poor
transportation makes school attendance difficult. and although primary
education is free, children are frequently needed at home to help with
household and agricultural work during the peak seasons, which may conflict
with a fixed school schedule.2/ For these same reasons, the drop-out rate
and repeater ratios are reported to be high, although relevant statistics are
not available.

1/ It should be noted that these estimates are based on the official
population estimate (Annex 7-A), which is subject to uncertainty.

2/ The school year is March to November.
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4.14 Much thought has clearly gone into developing an education system
which is consistent with the Government's'overall development objectives.

The emphasis on universal primary education is sound. People need basic
formal schooling to acquire a broad base of knowledge, attitudes, values, and
skills on which they can subsequently build, even if they do not receive
further formal instruction. There remain, however, two f'undamental

questions. First, is the five year primary education cycle adequate for
providing the basic literacy and education needed in adult life? Second,

what Government initiatives are needed to reach the vast number of children
(up to 80% of the age group) who are not receiving basic education?

4.15 Considering Bhutan's mainly agrarian economy, the current five year
primary education cycle is probably adequate for imparting basic literacy and
numeracy. The curriculum attempts to balance the training of cognitive -
skills (through subjects such as languages, mathematics, and social studies)

with instruction in practical subjects such as farming and animal husbandry.
The Government also plans to include instruction on health, hygiene, and
nutrition in the primary school curriculum, once the textbooks currently
under preparation become available. Nevertheless, children are normally no
more than eleven or twelve years of age when they leave Class V, and are
hence liable to forget what they have learned. To help utilize and reinforce
their reading habits, local communities should be encouraged- to organize
periodic refresher courses and to distribute suitable reading materials. The

Government is also considering raising the minimum age for admitting childreln
to primary education.

4.16 Perhaps the more crucial question at this stage is how to make
primary education accessible to a much wider segment of the population
without putting excessive burden on the Government budget. From a strictly
financial point of view, it would appear unwise to attempt to attain
universal primary education too quickly. If, for instance, primary school

enrollment were to increase from the current 21% to 50% of the age group over
the next five years, the financial implications of this increased enrollment
in primary education alone would mean that GDP would have to grow by as much
as 8% per annum in real terms over the next five years to keep the share of

total outlays on education from rising above the already relatively high 3.7%
of GDP of 1980/81. As discussed in para 5.22, this rate of growth appears
unlikely.

4.17 The problem of growing demands for education on budgetary resources
cannot easily be resolved. Two possible courses of action are open--finding
additional sources of financing, and reducing per-student costs by imprcJving
the efficiency of the education system. Local communities are already
effectively mobilized to contribute free labor for the construction and

maintenance of primary schools. Based on the affordability criteria, the
Government is now considering asking certain communities to contribute to the
cost of operating their primary schools by providing food and paying for the
children's textbooks and supplies--items entirely paid for by the Government
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at present. Moreover, a system of fees balanced by scholarships could be
introduced selectively at the post-primary levels. Any decrease in unit
costs of secondary and higher education can release significant additional
funds for providing primary education, while the potential economic gains to
individuals with post-primary level education are large and could justify
some fees. Possible approaches to increasing efficiency include using school
space more efficiently through greater use of afternoon sessions and
increasing the ratio of students to teaching staff. Because teacher salaries
constitute as much as 70% of the recurrent expenditure in primary education,
student-teacher ratios need to be maintained at as near to the acceptable
norms as possible. A recent World Bank study challenged the conventional
wisdom that a decrease in class size implies improvement in educational
quality.l/ In fact, studies have shown that variation in the size of class
within a range of 20 to 40 makes little or no difference in the average
achievement level of students. Considering that the average ratio in Bhutan
is a relatively favorable 31, this suggests that some savings could be
achieved here with no significant loss in education quality.

The Role of Secondary Education

4.18 Secondary education in Bhutan is offered in junior high schools and
central schools. Enrollment is restricted, and is guided by the projected
manpower requirements of the country in order to avoid creating a pool of
educated unemployed. At the end of the fifth, eighth, and tenth years of
schooling, students take examinations that determine eligibility for (though
not necessarily confer entrance into) subsequent levels of the education
system. At the end of the fifth and eighth years the Government also
transfers students between schools in different regions of the country to
promote national integration.

4.19 The ceilings for the numbers of students that can be admitted to each
level are set by the Government as shown in Annex 8-B. They are based on
manpower projections which indicate that Bhutan's incremental higher level
manpower needs will number 600 durin. the Fifth Plan period and 170 per year
through the remainder of the decade (Annex 8-C). On the basis of the Class V
examination, the first 1,500 are eligible to enter secondary schools. The
remainder may enroll in technical schools, join the army, return to their
villages, or apply to the various on-the-job training schemes conducted by
Government departments. On the basis of the examinations conducted at the
end of Class VIII, the best 600 students may be admitted to Class IX. After
the Class X examination, about 120 students are selected for admission to the
Junior College at Kanglung, near Tashigang. As of April 1982, secondary
school enrollments were only 2.5% of the age group, and the numbers of
students qualified to enter Classes VI, IX and XI had not reached the

1/ Education Sector Policy Paper. The World Bank, April 1980.
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approved ceilings. Up to about 100 of those who successfully complete the
"Plus Two Program" in the Junior College and pass the qualifying exams can be
sent abroad (primarily to colleges and universities in India) for degree
programs. As of end-1982, there were about 180 such students in Indian
institutions. In addition, there were some 110 civil servants (including
about 50 in India) receiving specialized training outside Bhutan.

4.20 Although it is unclear whether the secondary enrollment ceilings are
too restrictive for establishing an adequate base for manpower training, at
present this issue is immaterial as the number of qualified candidates at
each level is below the approved ceilings. In this light, it appears
appropriate for the Government to concentrate its limited resources on
primary education, while trying to increase secondary and higher-level
enrollments to the ceilings. Over the longer term, it will, however, be
necessary for the Government to keep the ceilings under periodic review, to
ensure that projected future higher-level manpower needs can be met, not only
for the public sector but also for the economy as a whole.

4.21 As many Bhutanese students have traditionally gone on to degree
programs in Indian colleges and universities following the "Plus Two
Program", the education system in Bhutan is closely affiliated with that of
India. The coverage of the Indian secondary school examinations has
effectively determined the curricula and the choice of textbooks for
secondary education in Bhutan. In order to acquire greater flexibility for
orienting the education system to suit Bhutanese conditions and needs, the
Government is planning to establish a National Board of Secondary Education
and Training during the Fifth Plan period. The Board will be responsible for
developing and reviewing the school curriculum, establishing its own school
certificates, and holding its own qualifying examinations at the end of
Classes X and XII. The Government of India has promised full cooperation by
directing the Equivalence Committee of the Indian Universities Association to
recognize the certificates of the Board on par with those of the Indian
system for purposes of admitting Bhutanese students to colleges,
universities, and other training institutes in India.

Technical Training

4.22 Technical training is currently carried out by the Royal Bhutan
Polytechnic at Deothang and the Kharbandi Technical School near Phuntsholing.
The Polytechnic runs a five-year program for the training of diploma-level
technicians in civil and electrical engineering. The entrance requirements
for the first two years of the program, which constitutes a pre-diploma
course, is a Class VIII pass. The entry requirement for the next three
years, a diploma course, is a Class X pass. About 60 students are admitted
each year. The Technical School runs a five-year certificate program for the
training of skilled craftsmen in the electrical, general mechanic, and auto
mechanic trades. The entry qualification for candidates is a Class V pass,
and the admission is about 80 students per year. In addition, training
courses lasting six months to two years are conducted under the National
In-Plant Training System to develop semi-skilled workers in various trades as
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required by government departments and public enterprises. Entrance
requirements vary according to the trade. The minimum entry qualification is

envisaged to be a Class V pass, although at present less qualified candidates
are admi.ted to help meet immediate manpower needs.

Teacher Training

4.23 There are presently some 1,390 teachers in the formal education
system.1/ However, this figure conceals serious inadeq,,acies in teacher
training. Only about 35% of the teaching staff are fully qualified, and as
many as 30% have had no training at all. About 50% of the teachers are
non-nationals on fixed term contracts. There are two teacher training
institutions in the country. The Teacher Training Center at Paro,
established in 1975, has a two-year course for pre-primary teachers. The
annual intake of students at this center is about 25 per year, and the
minimum qualification for admission is a Class VII pass. The Training
Institute at Samchi was established in 1968 for the training of primary
school teachers. Annual admission is 40-50 pupils. The minimum
qualification for admission to the Institute is a Class VIII pass (this is
now being raised to a Class X pass) and the duration of the course is also
two years. Currently, all secondary school teachers are trained outside the
country, but during the Fifth Plan period, the Government proposes to expand
the institute at Samchi into a primary and secondary school teacher training
college--the National Institute of Education. In addition to training new
primary and secondary school teachers, the Institute will also conduct a
regular program of in-service training for existing teachers.

HEALTH AND NUTRITION

4.24 In terms of health indicators, Bhutan ranks low compared with other
countries in South Asia or with the averages for the 33 lowest income
countries (Table 26). Life spans are estimated to be short, crude death and
infant umortality rates are high, and communicable diseases are conspicuous
features of daily life. Gastro-intestinal infectious diseases are apparently
the most common causes of death, particularly among young children, followed
by respiratory ailments, especially influenza and pneumonia. Morbidity
statistics are unavailable, but the incidence of parasite infestation, skin
diseases, tuberculosis, malaria, and goiter appears to be high.

1/ Excluding about 30 teachers in monastic schools.
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Delivery of Health Services

4.25 Modern health services have been introduced gradually into Bhutan
over the last two decades, but their coverage has been limited by shortages
of financial resources and medical personnel, and difficult access to
facilities due to the rugged terrain and lack of roads. Total public
expenditure on health amounted to 1.5% of GDP in 1980/81; this translates
to about $1.70 per person a year.1/ The Government bears the full cost of
providing public health care. Nevertheless, civil servants contribute 1% of
their basic salary toward medical coverage, and the rural population provides
free labor for construction and maintenance of local health facilities.

4.26 The network of health facilities comprises a referral system of 19
hospitals, 37 dispensaries, and 50 basic health units (BHU).2/ There are
about 600 hospital beds; one per 2,000 population. Out of the 19 hospitals,
only three are referral hospitals (located in Thimphu, Gaylegphug, and
Tashigang); Thimphu has the only general hospital in the country. Staffed by
15 doctors and 21 nurses, the Thimphu Hospital is equipped to provide general
surgery, microbiology, midwifery and gynecology, orthopedics, pathology,
optometry, dentistry, x-ray service, and limited tuberculosis treatment.
Most of the in-patients occupying the hospital's 170 beds are fairly serious
cases referred by district hospitals and the BHUs. It has three ambulances
to transport referral patients. District hospitals are much smaller, having
only 10 to 20 beds. The BHUs constitute the core of Bhutan's public health
system. Headed by health assistants, they provide simple curative services,
control of communicable diseases, maternal and child care services, family
planning services, health education, referral services, as well as keep vital
records. Dispensaries, each staffed by a compounder, provide the only
rudimentary curative services. In addition to the normal health facilities,
a number of special programs have been developed. Notable among these are
malaria control in southern Bhutan, tuberculosis control through BCG
vaccination, goiter prevention by the distribution of iodized salt, and the
treatment and control of leprosy. With assistance from international
agencies, a number of other programs have also been started, including
nutritional support to school children, mothers and infants, and general
immunization.3/

1/ The World Development Report, 1980, estimates government health budgets
in low-income Africa and Asia were usually less than $5 per person per
year.

2/ In addition, there is one indigenous medicine hospital and four
indigenous medicine dispensaries.

3/ The World Food Programme was introduced in Bhutan in 1977. Its food
distribution programs include school lunch programs; supplementary
feeding programs for pregnant women, infants, and nursing mothers; and
food support for rural works programs.
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4.27 Although there is no population problem in Bhutan and population
growth is only about 2%, the current high crude birth and death rates suggest
this could accelerate once expanded health and water supply programs begin to
take effect. This would pose additional demands on resources for education
and other public services. With a view to the possible future need to
contain population growth as well as the immediate need to help improve
overall mother and child health care, a small so-called family welfare
program has been introduced to provide family planning services. So far,
only three districts are covered by this program.

Shortage of Medical Personnel

4.28 The shortage of manpower in the health field is acute. Bhutan has
only 64 physicians, including 30 nationals. The ratio of physicians to the
population is presently estimated at a high 1:18,100. The public health
system, therefore, depends heavily upon paramedical personnel. There are 129
nurses and 17 auxiliary nurse midwives (one per 7,900 population), 63 health
assistants, 55 basic health workers, and 70 compounders. The Department of
-Health Services established a Health School within the Thimphu General
Hospital in 1976 for the training of these paramedical personnel. The Health
School has the capacity to train 13 students per year for each category of
paramedical personnel, however, some spaces go vacant due to a shortage of
qualified candidates. The course for health assistants lasts two years and
requires at least a Class VIII qualification. The course for auxiliary nurse
midwives lasts two years and requires a Class V qualification; that for basic
health workers lasts one year and also requires a Class V qualification.

Primary Health Program

4.29 To extend health service coverage to more remote areas, the
Government has been concentrating its resoturces on increasing the number of
BHUs. At present, the 50 BHUs each cover an average of 4,000 to 6,000
people; however, these people tend to be spread over relatively large areas.
The Government's ability to increase the number of BHUs is constrained by
the shortage of paramedical staff. In areas not served by BHUs, attempts are
being made to involve the local communities in an outreach program by
training community health workers from among the villagers. They are
equipped with simple headache and diarrhea pills and trained to carry out
simple curative activities and basic health and hygiene education under the
supervision of the BHUs. This program began four years ago and so far covers
five districts.
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Table 26: HEALTH INDICATORS - SELECTED COUNTRIES a/

Average for
Low Income

Bhutan Bangladesh India Nepal Countries

Health Indicators

Crude Birth Rate per
1,000 Population 43 45 36 42 31

Crude Death Rate per
1,000 Population 21 18 14 20 12

Life Expectancy at Birth 43 46 52 44 57
Infant Mortality Rate
per 1,000 147 136 123 15 0 94

Factors Influencing Health

Population per Physician 18,100 12,690 3,630 35,900 5,810
Population per Nursing

Personnel 7,900 40,490 5,700 13,510 4,840
Percentage of Population
with Access to Safe Water 8 53 33 9 31

Adult Literacy Rate (%) 10 26 36 19 50

a/ Selected years, 1977-80.

Sources: Government of Bhutan and the World Bank, World Development
Report, 1982.

4.30 The Government's strong emphasis on paramedics and community health
workers is sound from the standpoint of attempting wider coverage at
relatively low cost. In Bhutan's context, it may also be desirable to make
systematic use of, and provide some training for, traditional health
practitioners. Many in Bhutan still approach traditional healers and herbal
medicare practices first, in the belief that illnesses arise out of
supernatural rather than physical pathological causes. Moreover, in rural
areas people typically live in scattered, often small, settlements and are
therefore unwilling to seek out district hospitals or BHUs except in
extraordinary emergencies or until it is too late. The traditional
practitioners provide near universal coverage of the large segment of
population that cannot realistically be reached by effective public health
programs for some time to come.
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Sanitation and Hygiene

4.31 The incidence of common diseases in Bhutan, including most causes of
diarrhea and many respiratory infections, can be reduced only through
improved sanitation and nutrition, and changes in individual health habits.
Environmental health conditions in Bhutan are poor. Only 8% of the
population has regular access to safe water, which makes hygiene difficult
and facilitates the transmission of water-borne diseases.

4.32 Urban water supply schemes in Bhutan were started in the early 1960s
and are generally of the gravitational type with mountain streams as sources.
At present, some piped water supply is available in all but four urban
centers, covering about half of the urban population.l/ In some towns, only
a part of the population is served, and in a number of others, the supply is
inadequate. Full treatment and chlorination are provided only in Thimphu.
Other towns have only partial treatment without chlorination or have no
treatment at all. Most towns provide house connections as well as public
standposts, while under rural water supply schemes, delivery is via public
standposts. Towns and villages without piped water supply obtain their
drinking water from nearby springs and streams. In western Bhutan, pollution
of sources is reported as a major problem, while in the east, distances from
the sources can also pose difficulties. Rural water supply schemes began in
the mid-1970s with UNICEF assistance, and by the end of the Fourth Plan 246
schemes had been completed. The Government presently does not impose water
charges in rural or urban areas, although villagers provide voluntary labor
to help maintain the systems.

4.33 In towns, most houses and buildings built by the Government have
individual septic tanks, the effluents from which often find their way
through open drains into streams. Private homes are provided with either
septic tanks or pit latrines. Public latrines also exist. Other household
waste waters flow through open drains to natural water courses. There is no
public sewerage disposal system in any town in Bhutan. Very few sanitary
latrines exist in rural areas. A solid waste collection and disposal service
managed by the municipal councils has been initiated in Thimphu and other
main towns, but rubbish is collected from the streets only and is disposed of
by open-dumping in low-lying areas. No composting or sanitary land-fire is
practiced.

4.34 Improved water supplies and waste disposal are important in the long
run in re(lucing disease. But once built, water supply systems must be
maintained, and operations and maintenance of water supply schemes is poor
in Bhutan due mainly to the shortage of skilled manpower. Considerable

1/ The urban centers without piped water supply are Chimakothi,
Wangdiphodrang, Bumthang, and Shemgang.
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leakage is said to occur in the distribution system. Moreover, improvements
in water supply and sanitation must be accompanied by better hygiene
practices if they are to be fully effective. In other words, whether clean
water can make an important contribution to better health depends on the
degree of education and understaniding of its users. In this respect,
education, especially of mothers, is important. Studies in developing
countr-es have shown that infant and child mortality are consistently lower,
the better educated the mothers.

Nutrition

4.35 Except possibly in the south where population densities are highest
and there is some landlessness, the limited malnutrition in Bhutan does not
seem to result from inadequate food intake or poor nutritional practices.
Rather, it appears to stem from the high incidence of gastro-intestinal and
parasitic diseases which reduce the efficiency with which the body utilizes
available food supplies. A sample dietary survey of households carried out
in Punakha district (which is generally believed to be among the more
prosperous) indicated that average per capita cereal consumption was about
200 kg per annum. Average daily calorie intake was about 2,500, and rice was
the major source of both calories and protein in the diet. Calorie
inadequacy was observed in only 9% of the households and protein inadequacy
in only 13%. Those lhouseholds were mostly located in higher altitude areas
unsuited to rice production. However, country-wide there are special
nutritional problems related to specific micro-nutrient deficiencies. Goiter
is relatively common, and its high incidence in females of child-bearing age
is probably one of the key factors behind the high infant mortality rate.l/
The Government is attempting to remedy iodine deficiency by providing iodine
oil injections and distributing iodized salt. Iron deficiency (anemia) is
another common disorder, which results in listlessness and susceptibility to
disease. Anemia among pregnant women can lead to premature birth and a much
lower chance of survival for the newborn child. UNICEF has a program under

which iron tablets are distributed to people suffering from anemia.

1/ Goiter is a disorder caused by the deficiency of iodine resulting in
retardation of physical and mental growth, with extreme cases resulting
in cretinism and deaf-mutism.
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Chapter V: DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

BEGINNINGS OF DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

5.01 Development planning efforts in Bhutan trace back to 1959 when Bhutan
began receiving Indian development assistance. By 1961, the first five year
plan had been drawn up. To implement the plan and administer the Indian aid
that fully financed it, a self-contained Development Secretariat was
established which included its own financial staff. Directorates of
agriculture, animal husbandry, health, education, hydro-power, and publicity
were created, while the existing directorate of forestry and the BES (the
predecessor to the PWD) were strengthened. It was this separation of
development from other activities that led to the two-budget system that
existed through 1980/81 and the creation of the large Ministry of
Development.

5.02 It was inevitable during the early days of development planning that
Bhutan would find it necessary to rely heavily on Indian technical
assistance. Thus, initially most of the staff in the Development Secretariat
and in the individual directorates were either on deputation from the
Government of India or were under direct contract to the Government of
Bhutan. Certain Government of India organizations were also directly
involved in Bhutan. These included the BRO (para 3.70), which undertook much
of Bhutan's early transport and communications infrastructure development;
the Geological Survey of India, which undertook initial mineral exploration;
and the Survey of India which undertook land mapping. The operations of
these organizations were usually financed from their own budgets, and these
resource flows, especially in roads and communications development,
represented major additions to the regular development assistance flows.

5.03 The Planning Commission was established in 1971. Although it is
headed by the King, chief operational responsibilities rest with the Deputy
Miniister for Planning, who has ministerial rank in the Cabinet. Until
1981/82, the responsibility for allocating the annual Government of India
grants and for negotiating foreign aid lay with the Planning Commission.
Although these financial responsibilities were officially transferred to the
Ministry of Finance beginning in 1981/82, the Planning Commission still has
the strongest say in deciding how resources will be allocated. The Planning
Commission at present has three divisions: a planning division, a resources
division, and the CSO. The planning division is responsible for establishing
development priorities, translating them into development plans, and then
overseeing plan implementation. The resources division coordinates with the
Ministries of Finance and Foreign Affairs on resource mobilization, while the
CSO is responsible for developing the data base and undertaking special
surveys. However, because of shortages of qualified staff, there is a
considerable overlap between these divisions.

..........'..
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THE FIRST FOUR PLANS, 1961/62-1980/81

5.04 Although Bhutan completed four development plans during the two

decades 1961-81, it should be recalled that in the 1960s, modern public

administration and development thinking in Bhutan were both at early 
stages.

As a result, implementation of the plans was uneven and o.ften constrained by

shortages of skilled and unskilled manpower and of materials, while 
the

development priorities themselves were subject to continual review and

change. Consequently, the overall volume as well as the composition of

actual expenditures tended to differ considerably from the original plans.

The usefulness of reviewing proposed and actual expenditures under 
those

plans is thus limited. The plans are perhaps most useful as an ex post means

of reviewing changes in development strategy over time (Annex 9).

5.05 Under the First Plan (1961/62-1965/66), development expenditures

(both capital and recurrent) amounted to Nu 107.2 million. The highest

priority was ending Bhutan's isolation, and accordingly, 66% of the outlays

went towards transport infrastructure, the main project being the 
road from

Phuntsholing to Paro and Thimphu. Although a second major road was started

in the east from Samdrup Jongkhar to Tashigang, this was completed by the

BRO. Towards the end of the First Plan, work also began on the lateral road

from Thimphu to Tashigang. Tmportance was also accorded to education (9% of

outlays), forestry (3%), and health (3%).

5.06 The Second Plan (1966/67-1970/71) showed both a considerable increase

in total expenditures (89%), as well as a significant diversification in the

composition of expenditures. In part, t'his diversification resulted from the

significant decline in the share of transport infrastructure to 41% of

outlays. But this decline reflected mainly the fact that the main road

projects, including the third north-south link from Gaylegphug to Tongsa in

central Bhutan, were being undertaken by the BRO outside the Plan, 
rather

than any decline in overall priority attached to roads development. 
Social

services--education (18%) and health (8%)--remained a high priority, 
but the

increase in allocations to agriculture from 3% in the First Plan to 14% was a

significant change in strategy. Power, including the first hydro-power

plant, accounted for 5% of outlays.

5.07 The Third Plan (1971/72-1975/76) was the first implemented under 
the

Planning Commission, although much of the preparation preceeded it. 
Overall

expenditures increased by 135% while the share of transport infrastructure

development declined further to 20%, as again most investment in roads tol-ok

plare outside the purview of the Plan. Social services again increased in

priority, accounting for 27% of total outlays (education - 19%, health - 8%),

while agriculture rose to 17% of outlays. The Plan also included provisions

for the development of tourism infrastructure. The Plan did not include

outlays for the Chukha project, which was being undertaken and 
financed

separately. Had it been included in the Plan, it would have accounted for

10% of total development expenditure. For the first time, sources other than
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Government of India grants made a significant contribution to plan financing.
Assistance from the UN system, which Bhutan had joined in 1971, financed
about 3% of Plan expenditures; internally generated resources, about 7%.

5.08 The Fourth Plan (1976/77-1980/81) is notable both for the continued
rapid growth in expenditures--total outlays increased by 133% over the Third
Plan--as well as the relatively even distribution of expenditures. These
included several large-scale investment schemes such as the Penden cement
plant and a relatively large surface irrigation development scheme in the
Gaylegphug area. Agriculture and related activities were, for the first
time, the highest priority, accounting for 29% of total outlays. Industries
and mines accounted for almost 16% of expenditures, but about four-fifths of
those were accounted for by the Penden cement plant. Forestry also increased
significantly over the Third Plan, from 6% to 10%. The increases in these
sectcrs were primarily permitted by the sharp decline in the shares of
transportation-related investment (from 20% to 12% of outlays) and in
education and health (from 27% to 16% of outlays), but in all three sectors,
actual outlays rose by about one half. Although Government of India grants
were still the principal source of' finance, accounting for 77% of the total,
the share of overseas f`inance, again mainly from the UN system, increased to
a significant 18% of total financing. The internal contribution failed,
however, to keep pace with the growth in overall expenditures and declined
from 7% to 5% of the total financing. Fourth Plan expenditures again
excluded those on the Chukha project, which amounted to Nu 573 million. Had
these been included, they would have changed the entire complexion of the
Plan. Total expenditures would have been 52% higher, amounting to Nu 1,679
million, while the share of power development would have risen from 5% to 37%
of the total. Likewise, the share of Government of India finance would have
amounted to 85%, much closer to prior plans.

5.09 Bhutan's accomplishments under the first four plans must be
considered impressive, despite the somewhat ad hoc nature of the plans
themselves. The country ended its physical inaccessibility and linked the
main regions of the country through a well-conceived basic road network
constructed under difficult physical conditions. Basic social infrastructure
was established in many parts of the country, and due to the heavy emphasis
on education, literacy rose from virtually zero to about 10%. But perhaps
the most impressive gains were those made in the area of development
administration. Barely 20 years ago, Bhutan did not even have sufficient
trained manpower to head the government departments. In the intervening
period, as a result of the strong emphasis on education and on higher-level
training abroad, Bhutan built up a relatively small but well-motivated and
trained cadre of administrators. And gradually, Bhutanese nationals replaced
the officers on deputation from the Government of India so that today, almost
every policy-related position in the Government is staffed by a national.
While shiortages of skilled personnel remain, the Government, through
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concerted efforts to keep the administration lean and by recruiting

selectively from outside Bhutan, has been able to develop a fairly efficient
administration more or less in line with needs.

5.10 As development administration and planning capacity increased, so did

the sophistication of the Plans. From beginnings that focused more or less
exclusively on the development of major infrastructure, the Plans
increasingly began focusing on development activities designed to affect more
directly areas of livelihood of the population. But as the focus of

development efforts became more production-oriented, the King became
increasingly concerned that development priorities were being set at the top

and hence were not necessarily consistent with popular desires. And if
development programs were in tune with those desires, it was felt that it
would be possible to involve the people more directly in implementation,
thereby achieving a higher level of investment and a greater overall
development impact. These concerns were reflected in the Fifth Plan, which

was longer in preparation than any of its predecessors and which represents
fundamental changes in development strategy.

THE FIFTH PLAN, 1981/82-1986/87

The Development Strategy

5.11 The declared underlying objective of the Fifth Plan is to increase
Bhutan's "economic self-reliance". Historically, Bhutan had been able to

meet almost all of its needs from within, but over time this complete
independence was perceived as being compromised by development. The concern

was succinctly expressed by King Jigme Singye Wangchuck in his coronation
address of June 2, 1974. At that time he stated that:

"From year to year, Bhutan is receiving increasing financial
and technical assistance from our good friend India. Although
the process of socio-economic development was initiated in
our country only a few years ago, we have achieved tremendous

progress within a short span of time. In spite of this progress,
our present internal revenue cannot even meet a fraction of our
Government expenditure. Therefore, the most important task
before us at present is to achieve economic self-reliance to
ensure the continued progress of our country in the future.
Bhutan has a small population, abundant land, and rich natural

resources, and sound planning on our part will enable us to
realize our aim of economic self-reliance in the near future."

He also expressed the concern that the people themselves were not directly

enough involved in the development process, but were instead relying too
heavily upon Government initiative.
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5.12 An attempt was made under the Fourth Plan to involve more directly
the populace in development by establishing District Planning Committees

(Dzongkhag Yargay Tschogchungs or DYTs) in each district to enable the
representatives of the people to meet with public officials and express their

own development priorities.l/ At the same time, the people indicated their
intention to provide voluntary labor to help implement the proposals. In

practice, however, these attempts at greater local involvement proved only
partially successful. On the one hanid, there were insufficient staff in the

district administrations to supervise the projects, while on the other, there
were conflicting lines of authority for technical staff. Their primary

responsibility was towards the central departments in Thimphu, rather than
towards the district administrationse At the same time, the internal

financial contribution declined during the Fourth Plan period. The need to
address these two issues became a central focus of Fifth Plan preparations.

In the end, it resulted in two major changes in the development strategy--a
major decentralization of the development effort, and the decision to

undertake a number of large resource-based, export-oriented industrial
projects.

5.13 The preparations of the Fifth Plan far exceeded those of its

predecessors, and have much to do with its covering six years, instead of
the usual five. In the course of its preparation, the King toured all 18

districts to discuss Plan strategy with the people, and to obtain their
commitment to it. He especially stressed the importance of local

participation, first in the formulation and then in the implementation of the
Plan. To help stretch scarce financial resources further, agreement was

reached that projects would only be included in the Plan if the people agreed
to provide voluntary labor to implement the projects and later maintain them.

On his part, the King committed the Government to providing the necessary
technical assistance and materials. Based on this understanding, expressed

district priorities, and projected available financial resources, individual
district development plans were drawn up by the Planning Commission. These

plans were discussed in depth with the DYTs of the individual districts. In
many cases, significant changes were made to the draft plans, but in each
case, districts had to stay within their allotted financial ceilings and
agree to provide all the necessary manual labor on a voluntary basis. Each

plan was discussed individually and approved by the National Assembly, a
process which was not completed until early 1982. The plans were then
integrated to form the district-level component of the Fifth Plan. To this
district-level component were added those projects which will come under

central implementation. These include major projects such as large-scale
public industries, national road and power projects, and projects in sectors

in which strong central control is believed essential, for example, forest

1/ The DYTs consist of the district administration officials, National

Assembly representatives and village headmen, as well as other concerned
individuals from the districts.
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extraction and secondary and higher level education. Together, the central
and district level plans comprise the Fifth Plan which will be presented as a

whole to the National Assembly for approval in 1983.

5.14 To help implement the district plans, almost 2,000 staff were

transferred from the central government to the district administrations to
bring the total number of district administration staff to about 2,300.

However, most technical staff were already in the districts, so for them it
merely represented a change in the line of authority; only about 300 staff,

mainly administrative staff, were physically required to transfer. At the
same time, the district administrations themselves were reorganized. In
particular, the development and civil administration functions were
separated, with all development activities coming under the deputy district
officer, and civil administration, under the assistant district officer
(Chart 2). In keeping with the overall goal of decentralization, major

changes were made in the system of releasing revenues to give the district
administrations increased flexibility in the use of funds, while still
maintaining strong central financial management (para 2.32). ;No moves have
as yet been made to give the district administrations any revenue-raising

powers of their own.

5.15 There are clear cldvantages as well as drawbacks to this

decentralization. To begin with, the objective of wishing to reflect to the
extent possible popular desires in the Plan is understandable. Moreover, the

mobilization of voluntary labor can greatly reduce the costs of development
projects (for instance, a primary school building constructed using voluntary
labor costs only about half as much as one in which labor is paid), thereby
permitting a greatly increased overall development effort for given financial
resources. Popular participation in the choice of projects probably also
results in a relatively efficient use of development resources. For

instance, the willingness of a community to provide labor for a feeder road
is probably a strong indication that the area served has marketable surpluses
in agricultural production and that the economic returns to road construction
are high.

5.16 However, these gains could be offset by the significant drawbacks

inherent to decentralization. There is, to begin with, a need to balance
the increased discretion given to the districts over the use of funds with
close administrative control to ensure that funds are being used efficiently.
The Government is well aware of this and has introduced measures to this end.
More difficult to address, however, are the additional staffing demands
imposed by decentralization. Bhutan is already desperately short of trained

technical and administrative manpower; having to establish stronger technical
and administrative capacity in all 18 districts only adds to that burden.

Most districts do not, for instance, have resident engineers, and must make
do with engineering assistants at best. Furthermore, most districts do not
have sufficient or adequately trained financial staff to prepare the detailed
monthly accounts required by the Ministry of Finance to ensure
decentralization is resulting in the proper use of funds. Equally important
is the need to mairntain close technical control over projects to ensure that
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quality remains at a high level. If the high quality of development projects
cannot be assured, public confidence in decentralization could be undermined.
Furthermore, the dangers of isolating technical staff from their technical
supervision must be recognized, and strong technical leadership and guidance
from the center must be established. The Government proposes to overcome
this problem partly through more frequent refresher courses and seminars.
One such course was held for district agricultural officers and extension
officers in July 1982. Care must also be taken to ensure that in areas where
benefits tend to be more important in a national rather than a regional
context (e.g., agricultural research and its role in helping ensure national
food self-sufficiency), activities are not over-decentralized. There is also
always the danger that where there are two administrations with potentially
overlapping responsibilities activities end up being undertaken by neither.
Finally, given the large amount of voluntary labor promised, it is also
possible that some may not materialize, or be available when needed. While
it is still too early to arrive at a judgement on how the advantages and
drawbacks of decentralization balance ont, it would appear that the
transition so far has been accomplished relatively smoothly and with no loss
in development momentum.

5.17 The other major change in development strategy under the Fifth Plan
was the decision to undertake several large export-oriented industrial
projects based mainly on Bhlutan's large forest and mineral resources. These
projects would exploit, in the first instance, the large protected Indian
market for these resources and their products. The profits from these
industries, which would accrue to the Government would, it was felt, enable
Bhutan to meet its objective of covering recurrent expenditures from revenues
by the end of the Fifth Plan period.

Plan Targets and Financing

5.18 The targets of the Fifth Plan are ambitious in almost every respect.
Total outlays under the Fifth Plan (which exclude those for the Chukha
project) are to almost triple in current prices over the Fourth Plan; 25% of
total expenditures are to be implemented through the district development
plans.l/ Reflecting the Government's efforts to contain non-essential and
recurrent expenditures, outlays for the non-development sectors are projected
to increase by only 31%, while development expenditures are to more than
triple (Table 27). Public investment is projected to rise from about 16% of

1/ Although it must be recalled that unlike previous plans which covered
five years, the Fifth Plan covers six.
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GDP in 1980/81 to an average of about 30% during the Fifth Plan period,
peaking at over 45% of GDP during 1984/85.1/

5.19 The Planning Commission has created two categories of development-
related expenditure--the so-called "development" sectors which comprise
mainly the programs of existing government departments and the district
administrations, and the so-called "commercial and industrial projects".2/
Although the classification would appeai somewhat ad hoc (there are, for
instance, several power projects included among the "commercial and
industrial" projects), the main rationale behind it seems to be based on
financing.3/ Non-development expenditures as well as the so-called
"development" expenditures are to be financed mainly from internal revenues,
annual Government of India grants, and already-committed international
assistance, while the industrial and commercial component is largely
unfinanced (Table 28). These projects account for Nu 1,025 million, or about
77% of the overall projected financing gap of Nu 1,335 million.

1/ This comprises budgetary investment only. Including Chukha, investment
would average over 40% of GDP during the Fifth Plan period, and be con-
siderably higher through 1984/85.

2/ The terminology and classifications used in this discussion are based
upon those in the document Bhutan: Country Economic Memorandum,
prepared by the Planning Commission for the May 1983 Asia and Pacific
Round Table Meeting sponsored by the UN.

3/ The Nu 1,596 million associated with the "industrial and commercial"
projects include the 500,000 MT capacity Nanglam cement factory (Nu 516
million), two power projects (Nu 380 million), power transmission (Nu 225
million), two forestry projects (Nu 164 million), investment in the new
national airline (Nu 100 million), and a calcium carbide project (Nu 95
million). It also includes investment in those activities which have
been commercialized, such as tourism (Nu 26 million).
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Table 27: FOURTH AND`FIFTH PLAN EXPENDITURES
(Nu million, current prices)

Fourth Plan Fifth Plan
Recurrent Capital Total Recurrent Capital Total

Non-Development a/ 326 81 407 400 132 532

Development b/ 336 770 1,106 762 3,044 3,806

Total 662 851 1,513 1,162 3,176 4,338

a/ Comprises expenditures of the Royal Secretariat and the Ministries
of Finance, Home Affairs, and Foreign Affairs.

b/ Development expenditures under the Fifth Plan include the industrial
and commercial projects.

Source: Planning Commission.

5.20 The decision to allocate mainly already-committed resQurces to
programs carried out by existing government departments is sound. The
technical and economic viability of many of the commercial and industrial
projects has yet to be established, so it would not make sense to commit

scarce budgetary resources already available to these projects at this stage.
Moreover, if these projects prove viable, it should be possible to attract
additional financing for them at that time. Given the complete flexibility
associated with the Government of India grants, it would also be possible for
the Government to shift these resources to help finance the industrial and
commercial projects if other financing were to become available for the
"development" projects. In most cases, the Plan includes total estimated
costs of these projects, even though most of these projects could not be
completed within the Plan period. For most projects, detailed appraisal and
preparation have also not yet been undertaken, while in others, ancillary
investments are required before the projects can begin. Project expenditures
in many cases are thus several years away, and would probably spill over
beyond the Fifth Plan period. This component of the Plan is therefore
subject to considerable uncertainty, and in reality, expenditure is likely to
be considerably less than the Nu 1,596 million currently estimated.
Moreover, because they are relatively large, many of these projects could
only proceed if additional financing could be arranged for them. Thus, the
financing gaps associated with many of these projects will in any case never
materialize, and the financing gap for the Plan as a whole is in reality
considerably less.
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Table 28: OVERALL FINANCING OF FIFTH PLAN EXPENDITURES
(Nu million, current prices)

----------financed by--------
Internal

Resources and Committed as % of
Government of Internationala Financing Total

Sector Outlays India Grants Assistance Gap Gap

Non-Development 532 526 6 - -
"Development" 2,210 1,436 464 310 23

Sub-total 2,742 1,962 470 310 23

"Commercial and
Industrial" 1,596 520 51 1,025 77

Total 4,338 2,482 521 1,335 100

Source: Planning Commission.

5.21 One of Bhutan's highest development priorities is to improve fiscal

performance so that at least recurrent expenditures can be met from intertnal
resources. During the Fifth Plan period as a whole this is not expected to

be possible, as the following broad financial analysis of the Plan shows (in
Nu million).

Recurrent Expenditures 1,162
Internal Revenues 942

Current Deficits 220
Capital Expenditures 3,176

Total Financing Requirements 3,396
Available financing:
Government of India Grants 1,340
Internal Borrowings 200
Committed International Assistance 521

Total Financing Available 2,061

Unfinanced Gap 1,335

Despite the fiscal reforms introduced in 1982/83, it is not until 1986/87
that the Government expects to be in a position to at least cover recurrent
expenditures with revenues (Annex 10-A). This is not because of any lack of
effort on the part of the Government; on the contrary, several new revenue
measures are proposed for the Fifth Plan period; rather, it is mainly a
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reflection of the narrow revenue base. Direct taxes, for instance, are

projected to increase almost four-fold, due mainly to new measures, while

non-tax revenues are projected to almost triple as new resource-based
industries come on stream. It is, however, possible that it may take

somewhat longer to achieve this latter goal if, as is likely, implementation

of some of the resource-based industries slips (Annex 10-B). No new indirect

taxes have been proposed, but as discussed in para 2.34, it should be

possible to increase sales tax revenues through improved tax administration.

5.22 The macro-economic objectives of the Fifth Plan envision Bhutan

achieving an overall growth rate of 8.6% during the 1980/81-1986/87 period

(Annex 10-C). Not surprisingly, the areas of most rapid growth are expected

to be power (as a result of the commissioning of the Chukha project during

1984-85), industry (reflecting the new resource-based industries to be

established during the Plan period), and tourism (from the expected more than

doubling of tourism arrivals). Agriculture, however, is expected to grow at

almost 12% per annum, which is probably unrealistic given the limited

expected use of high-yield technology; on the other hand, forestry is
expected to decline at about 5% per annum. This would appear unlikely as

logging had already fallen sharply by 1980/81 as a result of the restrictions

on commercial logging and could be expected to begin rising again with the

commissioning of the forest-based industries. Also, it would not appear

realistic to expect a real decline in government services, despite the recent

moves to improve efficiency in that area. Increased administrative needs

associated with decentralization and the inexorable rise in recurrent costs

in education and health services suggest that on balance there will be growth

in this area. Bank staff estimates suggest that overall growth is more

likely to be a nonetheless respectable 6%, with forestry and public services

growing somewhat faster than projected by the Planning Commission, and

agriculture and industry, somewhat more slowly.

FIFTH PLAN SECTORAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

5.23 Table 29 below shows the sectoral allocation of expenditures under

the Fifth Plan.l/ The most notable changes over the Fourth Plan are the
increases in the shares of industry and power, and the relative decline in

agriculture, which arises mainly because no new large irrigation schemes are

proposed. However, as the overall size of the Plan has increased

significantly, actual expenditures on agriculture are to rise by about half.

About 25% of the Plan is to be implemented through the districts. As a
result of the decision to decentralize much of public administration and

services, some 36% of total Plan recurrent expenditures take place through

the districts. On the other hand, the districts account for only 21% of Plan

capital expenditures, reflecting the relatively simple nature of most of the

1/ For individual sector programs, see Annex 11.
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schemes being undertaken under the district plans--including minor irrigation
structures, livestock breeding services, primary school buildings, Basic
Health Centers, feeder roads, and suspension bridges--as well as the fact
that costs exclude the manual labor inputs to the schemes. It also reflects
the decision to retain all projects important in the national context under
central supervision. Thus, the involvement of the districts is low in areas
like industries and main roads, but relatively high in areas like euUcation
and health. In general, apart from the large-scale industrial projects, the
types of projects proposed in the Plan are relatively simple and appropriate
to Bhutan's needs and current level of development. It is, however, likely
that, as in past plans, overall implementation will lag somewhat, given
shortages of technical and administrative staff and the relatively ambitious
quantitative targets in most sectors.

Agriculture, Irrigation, and Animal Husbandry

5.24 Development emphasis (Annexes 11-A and 11-B) is to be placed on the
intensification of existing land use rather than on the extension of
agriculture and animal husbandry into new areas. Combined outlays In these
sectors amount to a relatively low Nu 617 million, or to about 14.3% of the
total. Within this framework, the main objectives of the Plan are to:
(i) achieve self-sufficiency in foodgrains; (ii) increase rural incomes
through improved productivity and crop diversification (notably into cash
crops); and (iii) as a result, improve the overall nutritional status of the
population. To achieve these primary objectives, the Plan proposes a range
of programs designed to strengthen agricultural and livestock support
services, promote marketing and price support schemes, and undertake
investment activities to upgrade the land and livestock base.
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Table 29: FIFTH PLAN SECTORAL ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURES

Recurrent Capital Total
Nu Nu Nu

million % million % million %

Agriculture 73.2 6.3 421.6 13.3 494.8 11.5
Animal Husbandry 66.7 5.7 55.4 1.7 122.1 2.8

Forests 44.9 3.9 237.8 7.5 282.7 6.5
Power a/ 16.0 1.4 699.0 22.0 715.0 16.5

Industry and Mines b/ 35.8 3.1 721.0 22.7 756.8 17.4
Public Works Department c/ 87.0 7.5 449.9 14.2 536.9 12.4

Civil Aviation 5.6 0.5 94.4 3.0 100.0 2.3
Posts and Telegraphs 19.2 1.7 5.8 0.2 25.0 0.6

Communications 30.8 2.7 35.8 1.1 66.6 1.5
Tourism 4.2 0.4 31.1 1.0 35.3 0.8

Education 209.2 18.0 130.8 4.1 340.0 7.8
Health 110.7 9.5 74.6 2.3 185.3 4.3

Information and
Publicity 5.5 0.5 9.5 0.3 15.0 0.3

Headquarters d/ 442.3 38.0 181.8 5.7 624.1 14.4
Miscellaneous 10.9 0.8 27.6 0.9 38.5 0.9

Total 1,162.0 100.0 3,176.1 100.0 49338.1 100.0

Memorandum Items
Implemented by Districts 421.2 36.2 667.5 21.0 1,088.7 25.1
Implemented by Center 740.8 63.8 2,508.6 79.0 3,249.4 74.9

a/ Excluding Chukha.
b/ Including Trade and Commerce.
c/ Including Urban Development.
d/ Including Non-Development sectors.

Note: It is somewhat misleading to directly compare these sectoral
shares with those under previous plans (Annex 9) not only
because this table includes non-development expenditures, but
also because of the inclusion of the as yet tentative and largely

unfinanced "industrial and commercial" projects in the Fifth Plan.
A more appropriate comparison at this stage would be on the basis
of the shares of the so-called "development" sector provisions,
which total Nu 2,210 million. These projects can be identified in
Annex 11.

Source: Planning Commission.
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5.25 Table 30 summarizes the main production targets in agriculture.
Total foodgrains production is expected to increase from about 165,000 MT

(gross) to 204,750 MT, with the main increases expected for paddy (up 47%)
and wheat (69%). The relatively low projected increases in maize (5%) and
buckwheat (3%) reflect the more limited opportunities in dryland farming,
the projected conversion of 8,500 ha to irrigated land,'and the assumed
abolition of tsheri cultivation by the end of the Plan period. The main
increases in cash crops will be for those already extensively
developed--potatoes, apples, oranges, and cardamoms.

Table 30: FIFTH PLAN CROP PRODUCTION TARGETS

Cropped Area ('000 Ha) Production ('000 MT)
1982 1987 1982 1987

Paddy 28.0 37.0 57.4 84.5
Wheat and Barley 12.3 16.6 13.3 22.5
Maize, 56.8 52.5 80.7 85.1

Buckwheat and Millets 15.5 15.0 12.3 12.7

Total Foodgrains 112.6 121.1 163.7 204.8

Pulses 4.0 5.3 2.4 3.8
Mustard 2.9 5.5 1.9 3.9
Potatoes 3.7 5.1 24.9 50.0
Chillies and Vegetables 3.1 3.6 12.2 15.1
Oranges a/ 6.2 8.0 25.6 53.1
Apples a/ 1.5 1.9 3.3 8.8
Cardamoms a/ 5.9 6.6 2.8 4.1

a/ Percent Bearing 1982 1987
Oranges 53 71
Apples 45 83
Cardamoms 74 87

Source: Planning Commission.

5.26 Uncertainties concerning current import levels make it difficult to

assess whether attaining self-sufficiency in cereals production is a

realistic objective during the Fifth Plan period. The projected yield
increases do not appear overly ambitious although obtaining them in the less
accessible areas will be extremely difficult. Perhaps the greatest doubts

concern the extent to which new paddyland can be developed--the envisioned
increase of more than 30% appears very ambitious. Although the irrigation

sector is expected to receive allocations almost equal to the combined total
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of all other agricultural programs, based on past performance, Implementation
will proceed much more slowly than planned. Failure to achieve paddyland
development targets would reduce paddy output, but because paddy accounts for
less than 30% of net cereal production, the overall effect on foodgrains
production would be moderated. As a result,'dryland cultivation (especially
tsheri cultivation) is unlikely to decline as rapidly as projected.

5.27 The production increases in potatoes and horticultural crops appear
attainable, given that many existing horticulture plantations have yet to
reach maturity. While a strengthened role for the FCB is important, most
production is likely to continue to be marketed through the private sector.
For this reason, a systematic potato development program is to be implemented
with assistance from the International Potato Center in Peru and should
contribute to the intensification of cropping systems in other irrigated and
dryland areas to exploit the excellent potential for this important crop.
Vegetable seed production, limited food processing and storage development
(by both FCB and the Department of Agriculture), and a number of specialized
agro-industrial ventures will build on past programs and help diversify the
agricultural base. However, the traditional horticultural crops will remain
dominant.

5.28 In animal 'husbandry, the main emphasis will continue to be on the
introduction of exotic crossbred animals to upgrade genetic potential and
improve general level of productivity. Cattle development will continue to
receive priority, but greater attention is to be given to pigs and poultry,
given their relatively quick-yielding potential; and also to fodder
development given that the availability of winter fodder will continue to be
the major constraint on increasing animal populations. Small milk collection
schemes have been initiated in Phuntsholing and Thimphu and it is hoped to
expand this program. Apart from this, and improving the marketing of output
from its own farms, the Government is probably correct in not proposing any
significant interventions in the marketing of livestock products.

5.29 In contrast to most other programs in agriculture and animal
husbandry, some land development and irrigation activities are relatively
large-scale, geographically concentrated, and yet to be fully financed.
Small-scale irrigation, land development, feeder road, and river bank
protection works are to be implemented by the district administrations
utilizing local labor. These programs are already being supported in four
western valleys by a major IFAD project, and a second project has been
proposed for the east. Provided central technical support can be assured
under decentralization, the level of intervention proposed appears
appropriate, even though logistical problems in the east could be severe.
However, a number of major projects are also proposed for the
Gaylegphug/Sarbhang area in the south. While this area represents the major
potential for extensive irrigation development in the country, costs are high
and the hydrological, soils, and agricultural data base is relatively weak



for proceeding with full-scale development.l/ While construction constraints
can be overcome through employment of foreign contractors, it would seem
advisable to proceed cautiously in the absence of an overall regional
development plan and settlement policy and in view of the fact that
operational and agricultural issues faced in,the current lift irrigation
project have yet to be resolved.

5.30 In general, the Fifth Plan puts forward a clear and consistent
strategy for the agricultural and animal husbandry sector-s and, with the
possible exception of the Gaylegphug irrigation and area development
projects, the level o'f Government intervention proposed appears well adapted
to Bhutan's needs. The main concern therefore is not so much the balance
and objectives of the programs so much as whether they can be effectively
managed and implemented. Shortages of technical staff, the inadequacy of the
data base, and the risks posed by decentralization to the maintenance of
strong technical direction, together suggest that implementation will remain
a problem. While this is to be expected in a country at Bhutan's stage of
development and facing Bhutan's logistical, problems, it nevertheless suggests
that the some Government programs (e.g., in agricultural research, extension,
livestock breeding, credit and marketing) will take time to have a
significant effect. The Government's comiitment to a competitive and free
marketing system, together with further improvements in general
infrastructural facilities, should ensure the continued development of cash
cropping in accessible areas, while technical assistance, provided it is
adapted to the small scale and particular characteristics of Bhutan's
administration, can help strengthen specific programs.

7-

Forestry

5.31 The investment program in the forestry sector (Annex 11-C) is
governed by the desire to conserve, augment, and upgrade Bhutan's forest
resources; the desire to preserve the ecological system; and the need to
manage and exploit the forests scientifically to meet internal forest product
needs as well as the needs of forest-based industries which will increase
public revenues and exports. Also, like agricultural and animal husbandry
development, it can serve as a source of growth and employment in rural
areas. The Plan envisions total forestry outlays of Nu 283 million or about
6.5% of the total, comprising Nu 97 million for rtgaular development programs
and Nu 186 million in forest-based industrial projects. The regular programs
include allocations for the ongoing forest survey and demarcation exercises,

1/ Not only for construction but, in the case of the lift irrigation scheme
in particular, for subsequent operation. Not only are soils in this
area extremely porous, requiring high rates of water application
especially for paddy, but the second phase of this project involves
pumping through about 110 m. Construction is complicated by the rugged
terrain and the seasonal rivers and streams which empty onto the the
Duars plains.
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as well as for reforestation programs and infrastructure to facilitate forest
extraction. Reforestation aimed at restoring forest cover in areas
over-forested in the past has two components--a social forestry component
under which each household is encouraged to plant 10 trees, provided free of
charge by the Government, on its own land, as well as large-scale programs
mnanaged by the Department of Forests designed to reforest up to 9,400 ha with
woods suitable for industrial purposes. The Plan also includes provisions to
improve overall forest management, including the construction of forest roads
to open up new forest areas, thereby relieving the burden on presently
accessible forests; the mechanization of logging operations; and the
construction of cerfain ropeways, most notably, the 5 km Tashila ropeway near
Wangdiphodrang.

5.32 The commercial component of the Plan comprises the two-phase Gedu
Integrated Wood Industries Complex (para 3.37), which accounts for 40% of
total outlays in the sector, and the Graded Particle Board Project, also in
Gedu, which accounts for a further 20%. This project is designed to use the
waste wood from the other operations at Gedu, thereby ensuring full
utilization of the wood resources. As discussed in para 3.37, in deciding on
further forestry projects the Gove:rnment should be careful to ensure that the
bilend of exports will maximize niet export earnings, notwithstanding the
degree of processing involved.

Industry and Mining

5.33 Industrial development accounts for Nu 757 million or 17.4% of
proposed total Plan outlays (Annex 11-D). The industrial development
strategy has a twin thrust--on the one hand, to promote the development of
private induistries through the establishment of industrial estates to provide
access to water and power, and the provision of training; on the other, to
undertake a number of relatively large export-oriented, resource-based
projects designed to exploit nearby markets. The former activities, together
with the ongoing geological survey of Bhutan, and th.e preparation of
feasibility studies and reports are to be financed under the regular
development programs, while the major projects, which account for 94% of tP"
proposed outlays in the sector, arle as yet largely unfinanced. To help
promote industry and supplement existing sources of finance, the Government
is also considering establishing an industrial development bank.

5.34 The largest single investment in the Fifth Plan is the Nu 516 million
Nanglam cement plant. It accounts for 12% of total Plan outlays, and for 73%
of those proposed in industry. This project envisions construction of a
1,500 MT per day plant in southeast Bhutan to exploit limestone, coal, and
gypsum deposits. Taken on its own, the project appears to have a hIgh rate
of return and an assur d market in northeast India. However, in addition to
the potential difficulty of mobilizing what is a very large amount of
external financing, this project also requires large supportive investments
in power generation and transmission and transport infrastructure. These
additional investments should be considered in evaluating its overall
er-onomic viability. Other major industries under consideration include a
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Nu 95 million calcium carbide project and a high-density polythene pipe

project aimed at supplying rural water supply projects. However,

implementation of these projects would have to wait until at least 1984, when

the necessary power from Chukha becomes available. It is also proposed to

invest in several new mining prrJects, including graphite mining and
benefication and gypsum, and tri expand existing slate mining operations.

Gypsum would be used by the cement industries as well as be exported, while

slate would be used to meet domestic roofing needs, thereby replacing the

need for imported corrugated iron. The Government has also identified a
number of smaller industrial projects valued at about Nu 20 million, which it

is hoped will be carried out by private entrepreneurs in the districts.

Power

5.35 Even though the Chukha project is being undertaken outside the Plan,

power development (Annex ll-E) accounts for Nu 715 million, or for 16.5% of

proposed Plan outlays, the second highest after industries. The power
development strategy is two-fold: to begin developing a grid in western

Bhutan based on the power from Chukha, and to undertake a number of

generating projects in other parts of Bhutan which would not be integrated
into the grid for many years to come. The Plan also proposes preparation of

a power sector Master Plan, which is a high priority. Few sectors are as

capital-intensive or as system-interconnected as power; hence, it is crucial

to determine the system which develops the power potential and meets domestic

power needs at the least overall cost. While undertaking thb;: master plan,

the Government also intends to undertake preparation studies for a number of
specific hydro-projects, including two medium-sized hydro-projects aimed at

meeting domestic power needs. Although some provision has been made in the

Plan for financing these two projects, final investment decisions would

depend on the individual projects being economically viable and be made only

after a careful review of alternative means of meeting power needs.

5.36 Power transmission accounts for about Nu 219 million, or about 30%

of the proposed investment in the sector. This proposed investment in

transmission is designed to augment the transmission investments being
carried out under the Chukha project itself (para 3.66). It comprises adding

a 220 kVl line from Chukha north to Simtokha (outside Thimphu), which would be

extended eastwards to Wangdiphodrang and Punakha, 66 kV lines to Ha and Paro,

and extension of the existing 66 kV line from Chukha to Phuntsholing
westwards to Pagli and Samchi. It is also prcposed to install a 220 kV line

to Gaylegphug which would also be tapped at Dagana, Chirang, andCSarbhang.
This would effectively link all of west and west-central Bhutan into a grid
fed by Chukha. While it is understandable that Bhutan wishes to proceed at

an early stage and install the power infrastructure to enable the

acceleration in growth, especially in industry, there are several options

available for meeting these needs which should all be considered.

,;4
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Transport

5.37 Under the Fifth Plan, a total of Nu 459 million is to be allocated
to land transport infrastructure, or about 11% of total outlays (Annex 11-F).
Roads development continues to absorb most of the expenditures in the sector,
accounting for over 80%"o of the total. The Plan includes for the first time
outlays for the BRO, comprising Nu 105 million for improvement and
all-weather surfacing of the east-west highway. The PWD will undertake
construction of 467 km of new roads, continue work on another 273 km, and
surface about 520 km of roads. Apart from the road from Damphu to Daga and
the road from Damphu to Wangdiphodrang, which will create a fourth
north-south link, most of these roads are feeder roads linking district
headquarters to areas of agricultural, forest, or industrial importance. In
the process of constructing these roads, the PWD hopes to be able to increase
the degree of mechanization in its operations to reduce the need for manual
labor and improve the quality of road construction. Despite increased
mechanization, the roads development program appears somewhat ambitious,
especially if maintenance programs are expanded as warranted (para 3.74).
The main constraint facing the PWD is an acute shortage of experienced
engineers and techniciars, and although the Government could recruit
increased numbers of such staff from outside Bhutan, it would still not
appear possible to do this in time to complete the entire program.

5.38 Under decentralization, maintenance of district and feeder roads has
become the responsibility of the district administrations, while the PWD will
continue to maintain those sections of the national highway system not
maintained by the BRO. Accordingly, Nu 23 million and Nu 7 million, or less
than 2% of total transport infrastructure outlays, are earmarked for central
and district road maintenance, respectively. Given the frequent need to
divert funds to new construction from maintenance, the Government should also
carefully monitor maintenance requirements to ensure they are being met.
Currently, the PWD maintains about 400 km of roads, which will rise to about
900 km by the end of the P'lan.l/ On this basis, the allocation per kilometer
would average about Nu 7,000 per year, which is less than at present and is
considered only about half what it cost to satisfactorily maintain the main
roads given the difficult topography. Deterioration has already set in on
some PWD-maintained roads. Road maintenance provisions should, therefore, be
increased. The provisions would, however, appear adequate for district
roads, as labor, the main input, is to be provided by the districts on a
voluntary basis.

5.39 Given the rugged terrain and the swiftly flowing rivers of most of
Bhutan, suspension bridges together with mule tracks perform a vital role in
providing access over rivers and between valleys. The construction of
suspension bridges is justifiably a high priority under the Fifth Plan, with
Nu 26 million to be provided for the construction of 186 new suspension

1/ The BRO maintains about 1,400 km of roads with its own resources.
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bridges by the district administrations, including 80 bridges being
constructed with UN assistance. Central contributions will be limited to
materials and technical assistance. Although only Nu 1 million has been
provided for mule tracks development, the success of this program, which
envisages construction and improvement of about 1,000 km of track*, primarily
depends upon the district administrations mobilizing the voluntary labor.

5.40 BGTS and the Government Workshops and Central Stores are now both
operating on a commercial basis and are expected to require no Government
subsidy. Development plans for both are modest. BGTS plans a small
expansion of its fleet and to open up new bus routes, mainly in central
Bhutan. The main need in the case of the Government Workshops and Central
Stores is to improve their financial performance to enable them to run
without the need for any Government subsidy. To improve financial
performance, the Government has recently put them under private sector
management on a contract basis.

5.41 Fifth Plan allocations for civil aviation amount to Nu 100 million,
earmarked for the establishment of the national airline, Druk Air. They
comprise Nu 94 million in capital outlays, mainly for the puirchase of the
aircraft, and Nu 6 million for recurrent expenditures. As operations began
only recently, it is still too early to judge whether these provisions will
be adequate. So far, little provision has been made for related ground
investments as the plane will be initially based in Calcutta (para 3.78).
The newly established Department of Civil Aviation will have to be financed
from this allocation. The Government should carefully monitor the financial
performance of DAC before deciding to introduce additional international or
domestic routes or purchase additional aircraft.

Communications

5.42 The development of communications facilities has progressed to the
point where the main areas of the country are now reasonably well served with
basic infrastructure. However, large areas--generally sparsely
populated--remain outside the basic network, while existing facilities need
upgrading to meet the increased demand for rapid and reliable communications
arising from the accelerated development effort. Communications development
under the Fifth Plan is aimed at meeting these needs. Outlays amount to
Nu 107 million, comprising provisions of Nu 85 million for the Posts and
Telegraphs, Telephones, and Civil Wireless; and Nu 22 million for Information
and Publicity, and Broadcasting (Annex 11-G). These amount to a relatively
small 2% of total outlays.

5.43 The program to expand postal services is modest. It includes the
construction of a new General Post Office in Thimphu, 10 new Branch Post
Offices, the procurement of 24 mobile post offices (which will also serve as
mail vans), the upgrading of five Branch Post Offices to regular post
offices, the expansion of post box services, and the opening of new runner
routes to six towns. Philatelic operations, which are still a significant
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foreign exchange earner, will continue to be promoted. There are no plans to
expand the telegraph services, although old equipment will gradually be
replaced.

5.44 The Wireless DepartmenL has been allocated Nu 3 million for the
procurement of 100 new standardized radio transceivers to replace obsolete
equipment and the establishment of two new wireless stations. The Wireless
Department will continue to operate the hydro-meteorological stations, the
full costs of which will continue to be borne by the Government of India.

5.45 Telephone service development accounts for about Nu 25 million of the
development outlays in the communications sector. The development program
provides for expansion of both domestic and international service. The
exchanges in Phuntsholing, Samchi, Samdrup Jongkhar, Tashigang, Sarbhang, and
Wangdiphodrang are to be expanded. Also, a trunk line will be opened up
between Thimphu and Samchi, and 20-line telex exchanges will be opened in
Thimphu and Phuntsholing. Telephone access to Bhutan should improve with the
commissioning of the Indo-Bhutan microwave link currently scheduled for
end-1983, but being implemented outside the Plan. Also during the Fifth Plan
period, the Telephone Department plans to completely take over operations
from the BRO in Phuntsholing, Tashigang, and Samdrup Jongkhar.

5.46 Under the Fifth Plan, Nu 22 million has been earmarked for
publications and broadcasting. This is to increase public awareness to and
participation in development, undertake public education, while at the same
time preserve traditional values. Most of the Nu 15 million allocation to
the Department of Information will go towards a Development Support
Communication System to spread development-related informatLon through a
network of district subcenters. Radio NYAB has been allocated Nu 7 million
to expand its service. It is evident that broadcasts are popular and serve
useful social and development functions. Under the Plan, broadcasting is to
be increased from three hours thrice weekly to nine hours daily. At present,
Radio NYAB shares facilities with the Wireless Department, but under the Plan
a separate 5 KW broadcasting facility is to be established.

Education

5.47 Education outlays under the Fifth Plan amount to Nu 340 million, or
7.8% of total outlays. Reflecting the heavy share of salaries in education,
recurrent expenditures account for 62% of proposed expenditures. While
education objectives have not changed--raising the literacy rate, meeting
educated and trained manpower needs, and bringing about modernization while
still maintaining Bhutan's cultural identity--the strategy of achieving them
has changed. Rather than expanding education infrastructure at the rapid
rate of previous plans, the Government hopes under the Fifth Plan to achieve
its objectives by consolidating and improving existing programs and
facilities, and by improving the quality of education through curriculum
reform, by upgrading teacher training programs, and by reorganizing technical
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education. This strategy of improving the efficiency of education services
is sensible, given the considerable amount of physical investment under past
plans and the relatively high present share of education expenditures
(para 4.12). The distribution of education outlays (Annex 11-H) reflects
this change in approach.

5.48 With an estimated annual growth rate of 10% in enrollment, the total
student population in primary schools is projerted to increase from 33,610 in
1980/81 to 58,300 by the end of the Plan period. However, most of the new
students will be absorbed into existing schools through improved utilifation
of school space through the use of afternoon sessions and increased ratios
of students to teachers. The Government proposes to open 21 new primary
schools, mostly in remote rural areas which are presently not covered, and to
add 200 classrooms to existing schools.

5.49 Secondary school enrollment in junior high schools is expected to
increase from 1,856 in 1980/81 to 4,370 in 1986/87, and from 368 to 813 in
central schools. No new junior high schools or central schools will be
established during the Fifth Plan; again, the increase will be absorbed into
existing schools primarily through addition of new classrooms and dormitory
facilities. However, the Government proposes to upgrade one primary school
to a junior high school and two junior high schools to central schools.

5.50 To meet the rising demand for technicians and craftsmen in both the
public and private sectors, the Government proposes to upgrade facilities at
the Royal Bhutan Polytechnic and the Kharbandi Technical School and to revise
the curriculum to give technical education a more practical orientation. The
National In-Plant Training System, started in 1978, will also be recast and
made more effective. In response to the growing demand for higher level
manpower, the Government proposes to increase the annual intake of the
existing Junior College at Kanglung to around 200 by 1986/87. In 1983, the
Government started upgrading the programs at the Junior College to begin
offering full three-year degree programs in the humanities and sciences.

5.51 The education system will remain heavily dependent on expatriate
teaching staff during the Fifth Plan period, due to a severe shortage of
qualified Bhutanese teachers. Under the Plan, however, the Government will
make a concerted effort to increase training of nationals. The two existing
teacher training institutions will be expanded and strengthened, not only to
increase the proportion of nationals in the total teaching staff, but also to
meet the requirements for additional teachers over the next five years--320
in primary schools and 88 in secondary schools. The Teacher Training Center
at Paro will be provided with additional facilities to increase its intake,
and the Teachet Training Institute at Samchi will be upgraded to become the
National Institute of Education, adding secondary teacher and in-service
training programs to its existing primary teacher training program.
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Health

5.52 Fifth Plan outlays for health are to amount to Nu 185 million, or
4.3% of the total Plan outlays (Annex 11-I). Given the poor state of public
health, these would appear relatively low. Of these, Nu 75 million or 40%
will be allocated to capital expenditure and the rest to operations and
maintenance. The main focus in the health sector is to consolidate and
upgrade existing health facilities and to widen the coverage of the public
health services in a relatively cost-effective manner by strengthening the
primary health care system. The strongest constraint to expanding health
services is the shortage of medical personnel, which reflects the overall
shortage of trained manpower. Nevertheless, given the urgent need to ^
strengthen health services, every effort should be made to increase health
manpower, initially by filling all available training spaces (para 4.28).

5.53 Under the Plan, the Government intends to establish two new district
hospitals and to upgrade all existing district hospitals to a minimum of 20
beds and to provide them with basic radiological and laboratory equipment
and additional trained staff. Likewise, facilities at the country's three
referral hospitals will be upgraded. The Government also plans to establish
13 new BHUs under the Plan and to upgrade 19 dispensaries to BHUs. Ten new
dispensaries are to be added. Additional voluntary health workers are to be
trained to bring their total number to 1,000 by 1986/87. These mainly
curative programs account for about 70% of total health outlays.

5.54 Preventive health programs account for only about 15% of total health
outlays. These include measures to strengthen the pediatric services,
primary health care, and family welfare services, and to extend the coverage
of the immunization programs. Also, during the Fifth Plan period, the
existing special disease control programs covering malaria, tuberculosis,
leprosy, and goiter, which have been administered independently, will be
integrated within the overall health care delivery system and strengthened.
These programs are to account for about 5% of health outlays. The remaining
10% of health outlays will go towards expanded training of medical personnel,
strengthening of the health supervisory system, improving storage facilities
and procurement and transportation systems for drugs, and streamlining the
data collection and monitoring systems.

Water Supply and Urban Development

5.55 Although Bhutan is still an overwhelmingly rural society, the small
urban population has been growing steadily, and with it, the need for urban
development. Perhaps most important are water supply and sanitation
services, which play a critical role in ensuring public health. However, the
problem of safe water supply is not limited to urban areas, and as a result
of the awareness created by the "International Drinking Water Supply and
Sanitation Decade", Bhutan plans major efforts in both urban and rural water
supply, and in urban sewerage schemes. Total proposed outlays in urban
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development, water supply, and sanitation amount to Nu 145 million or 3.3% of
Plan expenditures, of which water supply and sanitation account for over 85%
(Annex 11-J).

5.56 Thirteen urban centers have piped water supply systems, which are
estimated to reach about half the urban population. The Government has
formulated a two-phase plan to provide safe drinking water to the remainder.
The first phase, which would be taken up in the Fifth Plan period would cover
the six largest and most rapidly growing urban centers--Thimphu,
Phuntsholing, Paro, Tashigang, Sa&rup Jongkhar, and Gaylegphug. The
projects would include gravity tapping of mountain streams, water treatment,
and piped distribution. This program is estimated to cost about Nu 6
million. To complement the investments in urban water supply, the Government
proposes to undertake solid waste disposal programs, initially in the same
six towns at a cost of about Nu 2 million. It is also proposing to create
modern sewage disposal systems in Thimphu and Phuntsholing, the two largest
towns. In both towns, the further expansion of existing septic tank systems
is likely to result in health hazards. These two projects are also to be
undertaken in two phases, with Nu 41 million to be spent under the Fifth
Plan. At present, none of these urban water supply, solid waste, and sewage
disposal projects are funded.

5.57 The largest program in this sector, however, is the rural water
supply program, accounting for Nu 51 million, or about 35% of total outlays.
By 1986/87, the Government hopes to provide piped water supply to 918
additional villages, and cover an estimated 60% of the rural population. The
schemes are mostly simple gravity-flow systems tapping mountain streams and
distributing the water to public standposts through polythene pipes. Part of
the materials required for the schemes will be provided by UNICEF. This is a
very ambitious program which the Government will be twhrd-pressed to
implement, even assuming all the necessary materials ean be procured on time,
as there are likely to be implementation constraints due to shortages of
adequately trained supervisory staff. A small rural sanitation project
focusing on schools and basic health centers is also included in the program.

5.58 Other urban development programs are relatively minor, and account
for less than 15% of the outlays in this sector. They include expansion and
maintenance of the urban road network, provisions for increasing street
lighting, and sites and services development in seven urban centers. A small
Nu 3 million low-cost housing program aimed primarily at civil servants is
also included in the Plan. In the past, all civil servants were provided
with a house, but over time, the Government intends to cease this practice
and eacourage civil servants to purchase their own homes.
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Chapter VI: CONSTRAINTS TO DEVELOPMENT AND THE ROLE
OF EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE

6.01 Although events in Bhutan have gone largely unnoticed since the
country launched its development effort some twenty years ago, as discussed
in earlier chapters, great progress has been made during this period. Bhutan
has developed an impressive stock of basic economic infrastructure, and
enjoys a standard of living that clearly belies its very low per capita
income. It has also built almost from scratch a still fairly small, but
nevertheless dynamic, development administration. That administration, under
the direct personal leadership of the King, has shown itself prepared to take
sometimes difficult economic decisions and then promptly implement them. In
short, a sound stage has been set for a new and strong development momentum
during the Fifth Plan period.

6.02 Much thought has gone into the development strategy behind the Fifth
Plan. While the Government is determined to accelerate the pace of
development, it is equally intent on minimizing its impact on Bhutan's richly
traditional society; thus, for instance, the continued strictly controlled
approach to tourism. The Government is also clearly determined to learn from
the development mistakes of others; consequently, the conservative approaches
to education and to forest exploitation. And for all its ambitiousness in
financial terms and its innovativeness in the institutional approach, the
Fifth Plan for the most part is also relatively conservative, building upon
and expanding successful existing approaches, rather than'introducing radical
new changes. This can explain the cautious approach to modern agricultural
technology and to farm mechanization. Even the decision to embark on
resource-based, export-oriented development, it could be argued, is not
new--the decisions to implement the Chukha hydro-power and Penden cement
projects were heavily influenced by the same factors about a decade ago.
What is new, however, is the desire to accelerate the pace of development and
implement the large development program, even if this means dramatically
breaking out of traditional financing constraints. How close the Government
will in fact come to implementing the Fifth Plan will depend in part on how
easily the various constraints to development can be overcome. The remainder
of this chapter examines the extent to which these constraints could affect
Plan implementation and the role external assistance can play in helping to
overcome them.

CONSTRAINTS TO DEVELOPMENT

Manpower Constraints

6.03 Like most low-income countries, Bhutan has experienced continued
shortages of technical and managerial manpower; unlike most of them, however,
there have also always been shortages of manual labor due to the small
population and the low productivity of labor in agriculture. The cash nature
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of the development grants from India has permitted Bhutan to overcome this
constraint through the use of expatriate labor, which has placed Bhutan in
the position of being perhaps the only low-income country which has a
significant expatriate manual labor force. Similarly, through a combination
of technical manpower hired directly from India, and by making use of
technical assistance offers by the Government of India and others, Bhutan has
been able to reduce the technical constraints on development planning and
project implementation.

6.04 While Bhutan intends to limit the flows of students into higher
education and technical training, these limits are not as yet binding.
Moreover, due to the long gestation periods entailed in manpower training,
there is in any event little that can be done at present to increase the
supply during the Fifth Plan period. The Government is, therefore, resigned
to continuing to use expatriate technical manpower, as needed, to help
implement the Plan. While most such technical staff can be found in India,
their salaries are still relatively high and constitute a significant cost to
Bhutan. In this respect, trained manpower, therefore, remains a significant
development constraint. Bhutan will also continue to need expatriate manual
labor in relatively large numbers for many years to come. But over time, the
Government intends to reduce the need for such labor by increasing
mechanization in labor-intensive areas like road construction, by gradually
increasing productivity in agriculture, and by taking Bhutan's labor
constraints into consideration in deciding on the technologies to be used in
industrial projects.

6.05 Bhutan will find it more difficult to circumvent the domestic
shortage of administrative manpower, as these respoaisibilities are best met
by nationals. While there have always been shortages in these areas,
especially of experienced staff, which Bhutan has not been able to overcome,
this problem was recently exacerbated by decentralization and the need to
strengthen the district administrations. The result is that experienced
staff are stretched more thinly than ever. As the scope for using
expatriates in these areas is relatively limited, it is this shortage more
than any other which is likely to constrain the development effort,
especially since development is to be accelerated significantly at the same
time. Considering these technical and administrative manpower constraints,
it is likely that overall Plan implementation will be somewhat slower than
projected.

Physical and Material Const -iZts

6.06 Bhutan's rugged terrain will undoubtedly remain a constraint to
development, but apart from small specific road links, to certain mineral
deposits for instance, the basic road network covers all major regions of the
country and is relatively underutilized. As such, transportation cannot be
considered a major development constraint. What is needed, however, is
continued emphasis on feeder and district level roads to gradually open up
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new areas to forestry and to give agricultural communities easier access to
markets to encourage the production of agricultural surpluses. The internal
communications network is also adequate under the circumstances, although
international links remain weak. Trade and transit arrangements with India
function smoothly and cannot be considered an impediment to development.
Power will, however, remain a significant constraint in western Bhutan,
especially to industry, until the Chukha project is commissioned in late
1984, and in eastern Bhutan, until long after that. By and large, materials
supplies are unlikely to impose significant constraints on project
implementation. Most building materials, with the exceptions of metal and
plastic products, are produced domestically; Bhutan appears to have been
obtaining adequate supplies of other development products from India.

Financing Constraints.

6.07 It is probably safe to assume that until now development financing
constraints have not been as important in Bhutan as elsewhere, partly because
of the very high levels of assistance from India and the complete flexibility
the Government has enjoyed in using much of it. Perhaps more significantly,
however, financing was a weak constraint because the pressures to develop in
Bhutan have not been as strong as in most other countries. Thus, the
Government appeared relatively content with the pace of development that
available financing permitted.

6.08 With the Fifth Plan, however, the Government has not been satisfied
to continue the practice of simply matching expenditures to resources.
Instead, the Government began by assessing development needs and priorities.
As a result, the Fifth Plan, as it currently stands, has a financing gap of
Nu 1,335 million or about $134 million (para 5.19 and Table 28). In reality,
this gap is uncertain due to the number of large "commercial and industrial"
projects which have been included in the expectation that thorough
investigation will indeed establish their economic and technical viability.
These projects account for over three-fourths of the gap. If viability of
certain projects cannot be proven, then those projects should be dropped from
the Plan, and the financing gap would be correspondingly reduced. If they
prove viable, the Government hopes that they will attract additional external
zinance. In either case, therefore, the financing gap on these projects is
likely to be much less than the Nu 1,025 million ($103 million) projected.

6.09 This is not to imply that there will be no financing constraints on
the Plan. On the contrary, two important financing needs must be
recognized--the Nu 310 million ($31 million) financing gap on the regular
development program (see Table 28), and the inevitable need for a significant
domestic contribution to the financing of the industrial and commercial
projects. While additional external assistance may be forthcoming to help
finance part of the Nu 310 million gap on the regular development programs,
the remainder, as well as the domestic contribution to the industrial and
commercial projects, will have to be mobilized from domestic sources. It
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will not be easy to raise public savings further, as the Plan financlng
projections already assume a significant improvement in the public savings
performance; indeed, revenue projections depend in part on bringing some of
the resource-based projects on stream by 1986/87, which could only be done if
they were implemented now. There would, however, appear to be more scope for
increasing revenues from domestic sales taxes (para 2.34), mainly through
improved administration, than the Plan financing estimates indicate.

6.10 The two remaining financing alternatives available to the Government
under these circumstances are to engage in expansionary finance through the
use of ngultrum currency borrowed from the Royal Monetary Authority, or to
borrow from the other domestic financial institutions. There is undoubtedly
some scope for additional ngultrum currency financing as the level of
ngultrums in circulation is low and monetization of the economy is
increasing. However, caution needs to be exercised in this process to ensure
that the free one-for-one convertibility of ngultrums into rupees can be
maintained, thereby ensuring continued confidence in the ngultrum. 1/
Failure to maintain that confidence would harm the Government's ability to
shift over time to a ngultrum-based financial system.

6.11 On the other hand, there is undoubtedly significant scope for
utilizing the large resources of the financial institutions to help cover
part of the domestic financing gap. As discussed in paras 2.41-2.43, the
idle cash and bank balances of the RICB, the EPF, and the UTB at end-1982
amounted to about Nu 35 million, or to one-third of their combined
portfolios. The Bank of Bhutan held an additional Nu 250 million in liquid
assets, mostly in rupees. While part of these must be considered foreign
exchange reserves which Bhutan would not wish to draw down excessively, these
have been rising steadily in recent years and a portion could easily be used
to help finance an investment push. The industrial projects under the Plan
could be considered strong candidates for using some of these resources,
either as loans to Goverinment or in the form of equity participation. The
Government proposes to borrow up to Nu 200 million during the Fifth Plan
period from these sources (para 5.21). It is difficult at this stage to
judge whether this overall amount is excessive or not. The amounts available
for project financing will have to be gauged and budgeted on a year-by-year
basis, taking into consideration the liquidity requirements of the
institutions, private sector credit needs, and the amounts required to
maintain adequate rupee foreign exchange reserves.

1/ If too many ngultrums were issued and the excess demand created by them
spilled over into imports from India, the Government's foreign exchange
reserves could quickly decline, necessitating a departure from free
one-to-one ngultrum to rupee convertibility.
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6.12 The Government has already begun using the financial institutions as
an additional source of investment finance, but decisions to do so have
usually been done on an ad hoc basis in response to budgetary financing
difficulties. In at least one case, these resources were put towards an
unsuccessful investment for which the Government is now-reimbursing the EPF.
More recently, however, the Government has shown signs of',,being more
consistent in its approach to using such finance--the recent decision to name
the EPF as the domestic partner in the Gedu Wood Industries Project, for
instance, is a sound one.

THE RO'LE OF EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE

6.13 It is apparent that Bhutan faces some formidable development
constraints, only some of which can be directly addressed thCough external
assistance. Nevertheless, the economy of Bhutan, especially the modern
sector, is so small that even small amounts of well-conceived and implemented
external assistance can have a significant development impact extending
beyond the immediate sector. On the other hand, ill-conceived assistance can
stand out equally glaringly and have serious overall economic consequences.
Under these circumstances, the quality of assistance to Bhutan is at least as
important as the quantity. At this early stage in Bhutan's development, the
principal objective of donors should be to support the Government's
development efforts through well-conceived, well-financed projects. This
will entail significant amounts of technical as well as financial assistance.

6.14 Technical assistance needs extend through most areas of the economy
and all stages of the project cycle, reflecting the general shortage of
trained technical and managerial manpower in Bhutan. Although the Government
has a clear idea of the types of projects it would like to undertake, and
initiates project identification activities, those reports for the most part
fail to address project alternatives and ancillary investment needs, or to
thoroughly appraise project viability. Given the limited amount of
investment resources available to Bhutan, all these issues must be carefully
considered, and donors are encouraged to assist the Government in thoroughly
appraising and preparing promising project proposals. Technical assistance
needs are also likely to extend to the preparation of detailed engineering
work, and to project implementation. It would also be appropriate in certain
cases, especially the larger industrial projects, to provide technical
assistance in the early stages after commissioning to ensure efficient
operations. Not only would technical assistance help promote efficient
resource utilization by Bhutan and the success of individual projects, but
also, if concerted efforts are made to involve Bhutanese at all stages,
perform a valuable training function. To help meet these needs, IDA is
considering a $3.0 million techuical assistance credit. At the same time,
donors should consider training an integral part of their assistance to
Bhutan, not only through traditional fellowship programs, but also by
specifically including training components in projects.
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6.15 While the Government is handling macro-economic management and

development planning well, it is also likely that there would be high returns

to well-focused technical assistance in these areas. One priority area in

which technical assistance could have a high payoff is in helping strengthen

the institutional infrastructure to develop and maintain basic statistical

systems. Significant -progress has been made in establishing a basic'-data

base, especially in 'agriculture; what is needed n'w is to begin keeping time

series in important areas like production, prices, international trade, and

the national accounts. While the Government has a strong commitment to

development planning and has done a commendable job in preparing the Fifth

Plan, there is some scope for assistance in specific planning areas such as

expenditure phasing and strengthening the links between the annual budgets

and the Plan.

6.16 External finance is needed, in the first instance, to help raise the

rate of investment in Bhutan by supplementing the domestic savings effort.

Given the limited scope that exists for increasing domestic savings,

increased levels of investment in Bhutan will have to depend heavily upon

increased flows of external assistance, and unless additional aid

materializes, many of the investments proposed under the Fifth Plan cannot be

carried out. As discussed elsewhere in this report, the development strategy

is basically sound and worthy of donor support. There are, however, several

issues which should be taken into account in providing assistance. First,

assistance to Bhutan must be on highly concessional terms. Not only can this

be justified because Bhutan is one of the least developed countries, but

Bhutan's ability to service convertible currency debt is always likely to

remain limited (at least as long as the Indian rupee is non-convertible), due

to its location which makes India a natural export market. While earnings

from overseas expG2ts and tourism will grow, this growth is likely to be

fairly slow and earnings are likely to remain relatively small overall, which

will limit Bhutan's ability to service anything but the most concessional

debt. Second, donors should finance a high proportion of total project

costs, including full foreign exchange costs (including likely Indian rupee

costs) and a significant proportion of local costs. Full foreign exchange

cost financing is critical as even small financing gaps would pose a serious

burden on Bhutan's convertible currency reserves, given their limited size

and the relatively high cost of some of the development projects. Local cost

financing is warranted to support the Government's own determined effcrts to

mobilize resources under difficult conditions, and to help ensure that

indirect foreign exchange costs are also covered.

6.17 Even though there is likely to be substantial goodwill on the part

of the aid community to assist Bhutan's development efforts, because of

Bhutan's small population, the amounts of concessional finance available to

Bhutan are likely to be relatively limited. Compared to these, Bhutan's

financing needs are large, in the main due to the comparatively

capital-intensive nature of parts of the development program and the need to

exploit certain minimum economies of scale. Adequately financing the costs
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of some of the 'Larger projects is likely to be beyond the means of any
individual donor. Consequently, co-financing, despite its tendency to
complicate project preparation and implementation, is likely to play a
significant role in helping Bhutan finance larger development projects.

6.18 Bhutan is a small country developing under difficult physical
circumstances. It is, however, well managed and has good natural resources.
The development strategy is fundamentally-sound and well adapted to the
country's unique circumstances, although Plan targets are probably soaewhat
ambitious considering the significant development constrcints the country
faces. But as much as anything else, this would appear to reflect the
Government s intention to break out of its somewhat passive role of the past
and actively pursue particular development goals. More important, however,
than the relatively ambitious nature of the Plan is the fact that the
Government would appear to be making efficient use of the resources at its'-
disposal. External assistance can therefore have a stro.g development impact
provided individual projects are economically viable, technically well
prepared and implemented, and have a high degree of financing provided on
concessional terms. The commitment to development, in the context of the
country's traditions, is strong, and inder the circumstances, the ftuture for
Bhutan would appear bright.

- - - ~~. , . . --...-.... ..



LAND USE PATTERNS BASED ON 1974-79 PRE-INVESTMENT SURVEY OF FORFST RESOURCES

Northwest Bhutan a/ North-(entral Bhutan b/ Northeast Bhutan c/ Southern Bhtitan d/ All Bhutan
Sq km %SqV Sq km % Sq km Sq km

Forest

Conifer 2,963.8 37.2 1,654.4 24.5 751.1 18.1 496.5 4.8 5,865.8 20.1
Broadleafed and Conifer 487.9 6.2 625.9 9.3 381.1 9.2 370.4 3.6 1,865.3 6.4
Broadleafed 1,581.1 19.8 2,902.4 42.9 1,926..' 46.6 7,451.9 72.2 L3,861.8 47.5
Alpine Pasture and Shrubs 497.2 6.3 409.7 6.0 322.3 7.8 350.3 3.4 1,579.5 5.4
Empty Spaces in Forests 79.3 1.0 9°.6 1.5 12.8 0.3 152.9 1.5 344.6 1.2
Stbh-total 5,609.3 70.5 5,69,.0 84.2 3,393.7 82.0 8,822.0 85.5 23,517.0 80.6

lon-Forest

Cultivated, Inhabited, or
under Orchards 438.8 5.5 377.2 5.6 631.5 15.3 1,045.0 10.1 2,492.5 8.5

Snow Covered 187.8 2.4 0,5 neg. - - 9.8 0.1 198.1 0.7
Lakes and Water Spreads 33.5 0.4 15.0 0.2 3.5 0.1 98.2 1.0 150.2 -0.5
Exposed Rocks and Barren

Areas 1,674.8 21.0 67(.0 10.0 19.9 0.5 331.0 3.2 2,701.7 9.3
Sub-total 2,334.9 29.3 1,068f.7 15.8 654.9 15.9 1,484.0 14.4 5,542.5 19.0

Area under Clo'd Cover 16.0 0.2 - - 88.6 2.1 12.3 0.1 116.9 0.4

Total Area Surveyed 7,94'.2 100.0 6,760.7 100.0 4,137.2 100.0 10,318.3 100.0 29,176.4 100.0

a/ Corresponds rnughly to Ha, Paro, Thimphui, Gasa, and Wangdiphodrang districts. xx
b/ Corresponds roughly to Tongsa, Bumthang, Mongar, and SheatanE districts. -

c/ Corresponds roughly to Lhuntsi, Tashigang, and Pema Gatsel districts.
d/ Corresponds rouighly to Samdrup Jongkhar, Gaylegphug, Chirang, Dagana, and Phtintsholing districts.

Note: Area excluded from survey comnrised far north and nontlhwestern areas of Bhutan, mainly tinder permanient snow cover.

Source: Department of Forests, Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Forests.
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Annex 2-A

ESTIMATED IMPORTS FROM INDIA, 1981/82

Consumer Goods Nii '000 Percent of Total

Food
Rice 15,636 3.9
Wheat/Wheat Flour 6,313 1.6
Sugar 6,032 1.5
Dairy Products 4,147 1.0
Mleat Products 3,237 {
Salt 3,000 { 2.1
Edible Oils 2,392 {
Other 9,082 2.2
Sub-total 49,839 12.3

Non-Food
Fabrics 12,000 3.0
Stationery and Books 8,840 2.2
Yarn 6,750 1.6
Garments/Footwear 5,112 1.3
Other 23,165 5.7
Sub-total . 55,867 13.8

Total Consumer Goods 105,706 26.1

Intermediate Goods
Petroleum Prodiucts 57,555 14.2
Iron and Steel Pipes, Siheets, etc. 32,682 8.1
Bottles 5,655 1.4
Cement 4,000 1.0
Coal 3,354 0.8
Other 4,776 1.2

Total Intermediate Goods 108,022 26.7

Capital Goods
Machinery and Equipment 89,321 22.1
Trucks 19,900 4.9
Automobiles 1,950 {
Motor Vehicle Spares 7,540 { 3.5
Other 4,662 {

Total Capital Goods 123,373 30.5

Unclassified Imports 67,420 16.7

Total 404,521 100.0

Source: Department of Trade and Commerce, Ministry of Trade,
Industry, and Forests.
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Annex 2-B

ESTIlATED EXPORTS TO INDIA, 1981/82

Percent
Quantity (MT) Value (Nu '000) of Total

Agricultural Products

Oranges 9,427 17,157 9.6

Potatoes 12,988 15,586 8.7

Cardamoms 804 10,768 6.1

Soyabeans 281 694 {

Chillies (dry) 94 609 { 2.3
Other 2,782 {

Sub-total 47,596 26.7

Forestry Products
Sawn Timber 2,662 15,984 9.0

Rosin 1,281 7,210 4.0

Tea Chest Components 240 1,060 {

Core Veneers 14 334 { 1.5

Other - 1,312 {

Sub-total 25,900 14.5

Mtineral Products
Cement 70,704 47,372 26.6

Talcum Powder 424 10,820 6.1

Lime Powder 5,264 1,340 {
Other - 188 { 0.9
Sub-total 59,720 33.6

Manufactured Products

Processed Foods 675 4,761 2.7

Menthol Products 37 4,726 2.7

Liquor 129 950 {
Turpentine 286 585 { 1.0

Other 303 {
Sub-total T1T325 T7Z

Unallocated 33,440 18.8

Total 177,981 100.0

Source: Department of Trade and Commerce, Ministry of Trade, Industry,

and Forests.
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Annex 2-C

IMPORT QUOTAS FROMI INDIA, 1982/83

Steel - 3,769.26 MT

Explosives
a) Gelatin - 326.5 MT
b) Detonators - 180,000 Nos.
c) Fuse Coils - 300,500 Nos.

Bitumen - 1,200 MT

Coal - 39,280 MT

Fertilizers
a) Superphosphate - 301.03 MT
b) C.A.N. - 101.58 MT
c) Muriate of Potash - 21.01 MT
d) Suphala - 243.62 MT
e) Urea - 95.13 MT

Spirit - 101,000 Lts.

Molasses - 10,000 MT

Edible Oils
a) Rapeseed Oil 180 MT
b) Palm Oil 185 MT

Mutton Tallow 5MT

M.H. Sheet (rubber) 5,000 pieces

Special Sheet (rubber) 5,000 pieces

Paraffin Wax 303.5 MT

Potassium Chlorate 8.5 MT

Red Phosphorous 0.6 MT

Sulplhur 1.2 MT

Corrugated Galvanized Iron - 17.25 MT

Rice 500 MT/month

Wheat 300 MT/month

Sugar 150 MT/month

Salt 4,000 MT

Source: Department of Trade and Commerce, Ministry of
Trade, Industry, and Forests.
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Annex 3-A

EXPORTS TO COUNTRIES OTHER THANI INDIA, 1981/82,

Commodity Quantity Value (Nu '000)

Rosin 99,942 kg 711

Cardamoms 377,500 kg 5,546

Spruce and Hemlock Timber 15 CMB 28

Handicrafts 147

Total 6,432

Source: Department of Trade and Commerce, Ministry of Trade,
Industry, and Forests.
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Annex 3-B

ESTIMATED BALANCE OF PAYMENTS WITH COUNTRIES OTHER THAN INDIA, 1981/82
(US$ '000)

Receipts Payments

Current Account
1. Merchandise Exports 714 1. Merchandise Imports 3,3J07

2. Services and Private Transfers 3,005 a) From Free Exchange 1,195
b) Aid-financed a/ 2,112

a) Tourism and Stamps 1,388
b) Private Transfers 1,070 2. Services and Private
c) Diplomatic Expenses of Transfers 3,922

UNDP and Foreign
Embassies b/ 547 a) UN And Other Agencies c/ 3,002

b) On Government Account 373
c) Diplomatic'Expenses 547

3. Total Current Receipts 3,719 3. Total Current Payments 7,229,

Current Account Balance -3,510

Capital Account
4. Capital Transfers 6,400 4. Capital Transfers

Overall Balance 2,890

Monetary Movements (- = increase) -2,890

a/ 33% of aid receipts are assumed to come in the form of equipment and other imports.
b/ Receipts from the expenditure of foreign missions is assumed to be equal to the

Government's expenditure on its missions abroad.
c/ 67% of aid receipts are assumed to be payments for foreign services, but 30% of this

is assumed to be spent within the country.

Source: Planning Commission.



DELEGATION OF POWERS ON RE-APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS

Head of
Re-appropriation District Officer Department Ministry Finance Ministry

1. One head to another in the Nu 5,000 Nu 10,000 Up to Nu 3),000 Full powers
same scheme

2. One scheme to another in the
same sector Up to Nu 10,000 Up to Nu 20,000 Up to Nu 50,000 Full powers

3. From one sector to another
sector No powers No powers District administration shall Full powers

forward the proposal to Home
Mlinistry which in turn shall
forward with comments to the
Ministry controlling the sector
from which re-appropriation is
to be made. That Ministry,
after consulting the head of
the department, can approve up
to Nu 50,000.

4. DiTtrict Officers/Departments/Ministries shall not re-appropriate funds from maintenance to development and vice versa
without the prior approval of the Itinistry of Finance.

5. District Officers/Departments/Ministries shall not re-appropriate funds from budgeted heads/schemes to unbudgeted
heads/schemes without the prior approval of the Ministry of Finance.

6. The Ministry of Finance shall obtain views/comments of the Planning Commission before giving the final
approval when re-appropriation involves the following:

a) Surrender of full annual provision of a scheme,
b) Inter-sectoral diversion of funds, or
c) Introduction of a new scheme which was not included in the annual budget.

7. A copy of the sanction order on re-appropriation of funds shall invariably be endorsed to the Budget Bureau,
Ministry of Finance, and to the Royal Audit Department.

Source: Planning Commission.



FOODGRAINS PRODUCTION AND CROP AREAS BY DISTRICT, 1982

Crop Areas Gross Production

Wheat/ Buckwheat/ Wheat/ Buckwheat/

Paddy Maize Barley Millets Total Paddy Maize Barley Millets Total

-----------------------ha---------------------- ---------------------- MT-----------------------

Western
Gasa 91 - 101 150 342 145 - 120 135 400

Ha 71 356 573 526 1,526 125 350 575 400 1,450

Paro 2,024 1,095 1,700 1,296 6,115 4,700 1,100 1,900 975 8,675

Thimphu 1,680 233 1,134 587 3,634 4,000 300 1,525 450 6,275

Punakha 1,437 101 698 73 2,309 4,050 125 725 60 4,960

Wangdiphodrang 1,791 91 1,043 364 3,289 4,800 135 1,400 275 6,610

Sub-total 7,094 1,876 5,249 2,996 17,215 17,820 2,010 6,245 2,295 28,370

Central
Tongsa 676 1,247 162 213 2,298 1,150 2,300 165 160 3,775

Bumthang - - 980 1,518 2,498 - .2 900 1,350 2,252

Dagana 587 1,923 142 215 2,867 1,100 2,850 195 180 4,325

Shemgang 972 1 834 263 445 3,514 1,800 2L5 300 400 4,850

Sub-total 2,235 5,004 1,547 2,391 11,177 4,050 7,502 1,560 2,090 15,202

Eastern
Lhuntsi 976 1,563 304 338 3,181 1,725 2,670 305 290 4,990

Mongar 486 3,273 466 830 5,055 850 6,850 450 800 8,950

Tashigang 3,209 8,931 2,601 2,298 17,039 7,150 19,500 2,750 2,300 31,700

Pema Gatsel 45 2,148 204 607 3,004 55 3,550 210 460 4,275

Sub-total 4,716 15,915 3,575 4,073 28,279 9,780 32,570 3,715 3,850 49,915

Southern
Samchi 5,951 10,328 1,113 1,721 19,113 10,550 7,500 875 900 19,825

Chirang 2,591 7,372 162 850 10,975 4,775 9,500 350 750 15,375

Gaylegphug 3,684 10,328 223 2,632 16,867 7,225 11,400 220 2,000 20,845

Samdrup Jongkhar 1,711 5,976 243 860- 8,790 3,150 10,250 325 425 14,150 b

Sub-total 13,937 34,004 1,741 6,063 55,745 25,700 38,650 1,770 4,075 70,195

Total 27,982 56,799 12,112 15,523 112,416 57,350 80,732 13,290. 12,310 163,682

Source: Department of Agriculture, M:inistry of Development.
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POWER GENERATING CAPACITY

Generating Station Installed Capacity

Hydroelectric Generating

Thimphu 4 x 90 KW

Gidakom 5 x 250 KW

Wangdiphodrang 3 x 100 KW

Tashigang 3 x 250 KW

Mongar 3 x 130 KW

Paro 4 x 100 KW
Sub-total 3.450 MW

Diesel Generating Stations 2 x 128 KW

Phuntsholing 2 x 248 KW

Samchi 1 x 135 KW

Paro 1x 90 KW
1x 60 KW

Thimphu 2 x 248 KW
1 x 500 KW
2 x 250 KW
2 x 150 KW

Damphu 1x 70 KW

Tongsa Ix 60 KW

Chukha Hydro-power Project 12 x 248 KW
7 x 400 KW
4 x 126 KW

Penden Cement 3 x 830 KW
Gedu Wood Products Factory 2 x250 KW
Sub-total 12.233 MW

Total 15.683 MW

Note: Excludes some other small captive generating sets
used mainly for stand-by purposes.

Source: Department of Power, Ministry of Development.
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Annex 7-A

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY AGE AND SEX, 1982 (OFFICIAL ESTIMATES)

Male Female Total
Age Group Number Percent Number Percent Nulmber Percent

0-4 79,567 13.4 78,465 13.8 158,032 13.6

5-9 80,754 13.6 78,440 13.8 159,194 13.7
10-14 71,254 12.0 67,024 11.8 138,278 11.9
15-19 58,191 9.8 58,009 10.2 116,200 10.0
20-24 51,659 8.7 50,597 8.9 102,256 8.8
25-29 45,127 7.6 44,347 7.8 89,474 7.7
30-34 36,221 6.1 33,499 5.9 69,720 6.0

35-39 32,658 5.5 30,090 5.3 62,748 5.4
40-44 29,689 5.0 27,249 4.8 56,938 4.9
45-49 27,314 4.6 23,814 4.2 51,128 4.4
50-54 22,564 3.8 20,430 3.6 42,994 3.7
55-59 17,813 3.0 14,723 2.6 32,536 2.8
60-64 14,845 2.5 14,205 2.5 29,050 2.5
65-69 10,094 1.7 9,660 1.7 19,754 1.7
70+ 16,032 2.7 17,666 3.1 33,698 2.9

Total 593,782 100.0 568,218 100.0 1,162,000 100.0

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 7-B

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICTS, 1982 (OFFICIAL ESTIMATES)

Population
District Number Percentage

Bumthang 23,240 2

Chirang 116,200 10
Dagana 34,860 3
Gasa 11, 620 1

Gaylegphug 116,200 10
Ha 11,620 1

Lhuntsi 46,480 4
Mongar 81,340 7
Paro 46,480 4
Pema Gatsel 34,860 3
Samchi 185,920 16
Samdrup Jongkhar 69,720 6
Shemgang 46,480 4
Tashigang 185,920 16
Thimphu a/ 81,340 7
Tongsa 23,240 2
Wangdiphodrang 46,480 4

Total 1,162,000 100

a/ Including Punakha.

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 7-C

POPULATION OF URBAN CENTERS, 1982 (OFFICIAL ESTIMATES)

.Name Population

I'imphu 12,000
Phuntssholing 10,000
Chimakothi 5,000
Samdrup Jongkhar 5,000
Gaylegphug 4,000
Sarbhang 3,500
Tashigang 3,100
Paro 3,000
Samchi 3,000
Wangdiphodrang 2,400
Mongar 2,100
Tongsa 1,270
Punakha 1,100
Bumthang 1,000
Chirang 1,000
Ha 1,000
Sibsoo 1,000
Shemgang 500

Total 59,970

Source: Central Town Planning Committee,
Ministry of Development.
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Annex 8-A

/ NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM
(as of April 1982)

Junior
Primary High Central

Class Schools Schools Schools Total

Lower Kindergarten 7,300 2,242 149 9,691

Upper Kindergarten 5,438 2,029 208 7,675

I 4,486 1,771 189 6,446

II 3,111 1,623 261 4,995

III 2,177 1,349 279 3,805

IV 1,275 1,141 329 2,745

V 773 960 314 2,047

VI - 517 333 950

VII - 403 297 700

VIII - 374 235 609

IX - 239 239

x - 162 162

XI - 123 123

xii - - 103 103

Total 24,560 12,509 3,221 40,290

Source: Department of Education, Ministry of Development.



Annex 8-B

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND GOVERNtENT CEILINGS
(as of April 1982)

Level of Education Actual Enrollmeiit Covernment Ceilings

Pre-School. Education

Lower Kindergarten 9,691 Unlimited
Upper Kindergarten 7,675

Primary Education

Class I 6,446
Class II 4,995
Class III 3,805 "
Class IV 2,.745
Class V 2,047
Sub-total 37,404

Secondary Education

Class VI' 950 1,500
Class VII 700 1,500
Class VIII 609 1,500
Class IX 239 600
Cla^3s X 162 600
Sub-total 2,660 5,700

Junior College

Class XI 123 300
Class XII 103 300
Sub-total 226 600

Total 40,290 6,300 a/

a/ Secondary and Junior College enrollments only.

Source: Department of Education, Ministry of Development.
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- Annex 8-C

PLANNED FL3OJ OF TRAINED MIANPOWER THROUGH THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

1981-86 1986 Onwards
(Total) (per annum)

Intake of Central Schools 2,566 600
less those who leave to

join Class V-Class VIII
school leavers a/ 1,130 115

Matriculates 1,436 485
less those Matriculates

who get technical training b/

Intake of Junior College 847 225
less who join Matriculates

for technical training

Qualify from Junior College 596 170
less those who go for higher

technical training abroad 80 20

Increment to higher level
trained mianpower c/ 516 150

a/ These mairnly obtain on-the job training and becone skilled
and ',emi-slilled workers and craftsmen.

b/ At l.he Kharbandi Technical School, Royal Bhutan Polytechnic
and Teachers' Training Center. They become teachers,
engineers, health assistants, customs officials, etc.

c/ Excludes returnees from training outside Bhutan. The 150
inlcrement in 1986 onwards indicatively comprises 35
engilieers, 15 doctors and nurses, 20 agriculturalists and
veterinarians, 25 general science graduates, 20 commerce
graduates, and 35 humanities graduates.

Source: Planning Commission.



OUTLAYS AND FINANCING OF THE FIRST FOUR PLANS, 1961/62-1980/81

First Plan Second Plan Third Plan Fourth Plan
(1961/62-1965/66) (1966/67-1970/71) (1971/72-1975/76) (1976/77-1980/8i)

Nu million Percent Nu million Percent Nu milllon Percent Nu million Percent

Agriculture 1.9 1.8 21.6 10.7 58.3 i 3 259.0 23.5
Animal Husbandry 1.5 1.4 5.8 2.9 24.2 ).1 61.5 5.6
Forestry 3.2 3.0 6.9 3.4 28.4 6.0 110.3 10.0
Power 1.5 1.4 9.1 4.5 30.1 6.4 50.5 4.6
Industry and Mines 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.5 25.2 5.3 175.0 15.8
Public Works Department 62.9 58.7 70O5 34.9 84.6 17.8 128.3 11.6
Road Transport 7.5 7.0 12.0 5.9 9.5 2.0 - -
Posts and Telegraphs 0.5 0.5 5.9 2.9 11.4 2.4 16.9 1.5
Telecommunicatioris - - - - 14.8 3.1 37.3 3.3
Tourism - - - 14.1 3.0 12.5 1.1
Education 9.4 8.8 35.7 17.7 90.0 19.0 134.6 12.1
Health 3.2 2.9 16.7 8.3 38.1 8.0 54.6 4.9
Information and Publicity 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.7 4.0 0.8 11.0 1.0
Development Headquarters 3.5 3.3 8.8 4.4 16.3 3.4 34.3 3.1
Ancient Monuments Preservation - - 0.6 0.3 2.1 0.4 - -
Other 10.9 10.1 6.2 2.9 24.1 5.0 20.4 1.9

Total Outlays 107.2 100.0 202.2 100.0 475.2 100.0 1,106.2 100.0

financed by:
Government of India Grants 107.2 100.0 200.0 98.9 426.6 89.8 853.0 77.1
Assistance from UN and other

International Agencies - - - - 15.8 3.3 193.7- 17.5
Internal Resource Mobilization - - 2.2 1.1 32.8 6.9 59.5 5.4

Total Financing 107.2 100.0 202.2 100.0 475.2 100.0 1,106.2 100.0

Note: Development outlays include only those activities financed from domestic resources, overseas aid, and Government of India
development grants. They therefore exclude development-related expenditure financed directly by Government of India
departments and agencies. This comprises mainly expenditure by the Border Roads Organization on transport and
communications infrastructure. Outlays also exclude expenditure on the Chukha hydro-power project, which is being undertaken
and financed outside the Plans. Chukha-related expenditures amounted to Nu 56.8 million during the Third Plan period and

i Mu 572.8 million during the Fourth Plan period. Development outlays under the Fourth Plan do, however, include expenditure
on the Penden cement plant and the Gaylegphug Area Development Project which was also financed separately by the Government
of India and undertaken outside the Plan. Expenditures on those two projects amounted to Nu 185.0 million.

Source: I :nivg Ccommission.
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Annex 10-A

ANNUAL PHASING OF PROJECTED FIFTH PLAN EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES, 1981/82-1986/87

(Nu million)

1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 Total

Revenue 101 121 141 151 196 232 942

Recurrent Expendituire 157 180 1932 201 211 221 1,162

Public ^,avings -56 -59 -51 -50 -15 11 -220

Capital Expenditure 208 399 760 760 559 490 3,176

Total Financing Needs 264 458 811 810 574 479 3,396

Committed External Finance:
Government of .India Grants 190 250 240 240 220 200 1,340

Committed Tnternation-1. Aid 47 119 157 111 62 25 521

Sub-total 237 369 397 351 282 225 1,861

Internal Borrowings 27 20 73 60 20 - 200

Total Financing Available 264 389 470 411 302 225 2,061

Financing Gap - 69 341 399 272 254 1,335

Note: As these projections were prepared in early 1982, they dliffer from figures used elsewhere in

this report wlhichi reflect more recent projections and the estimated actual budgetary outturns.

Source: Planning Comnission.
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Annex 10-B

REVENUE PROJECTIONS FOR THE FIFTH PLAN, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 Total

Tax Revenue
Direct Taxes 23.2 40.7 52.0 57.3 71.0 86.1 330.3

Existing 23.2 23.3 31.1 34.5 42.2 49.7 204.0
New - 17.4 20.9 22.8 28.8 36.4 126.3

Indirect Taxes 46.3 52.0 54.3 56.7 58.2 59.6 327.1
Existing 46.3 52.0 54.3 56.7 58.2 59.6 327.1
New - _ _ _ ___

Sub-total 69.5 92.7 106.3 114.0 129.2 145.7 657.4

Non-Tax Revenue
Earaings of Existing
Service Departments 12.8 8.4 8.7 9.0 9.3 9.7 57.9

Dividents/Frofits from
Commercial and Industrial
1Undertakings

Fxisting 18.8 20.2 25.0 25.9 29.9 34.2 154.0
New - 0.1 0.8 2.0 28.1 42.1 73.1

Sub-total 31.6 28.7 34.5 36.9 67.3 86.0 285.0

Total Revenue 101.1 121.4 140.8 150.9 196.5 231.7 942.4

Note: As these projections were prepared in early 1982, they differ from figures used elsewhere
in this report which reflect more recent projectioks and the estimated actual budgetary
outturns.

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 10-C

COMPOSITION AND GROWTH OF GDP, 1980/81-1986/87
(in Nu million, constant 1980/81 market prices)

1980/81 1986/87 Average Annual
Amount X Amount X -Growth Rate

Agriculture and Related Activities 645.2 63.2 1,007.0 60.2 7.7
Agriculture 409.4 40.1 796.0 47.6 11.7
Animal Husbandry 76.5 7.5 106.0 6.3 5.6
Forests 159.3 15.6 105.0 6.3 -5.0

Industy 63.5 6.3 292.4 17.5 29.0
Manufacturing and Mining 41.9 4.1 146.0 8.8 23.1
Construction 18.9 1.9 25.4 1.5 5.0
Power 2.7 0.3 121.0 7.2 88.5

Services 311.8 30.5 373.8 22.3 3.1
Tourism 11.0 1.1 22.0 1.3 12.3
Communications 5.8 0.6 9.0 0.5 7.6
Transport 27.6 2.27 37.0 2.2 5.0
Financial Institutions 15.4 1.5 27.3 1.6 10-
Trade 28.6 2.8 59.0 3.6 12.8
Social Services and Public
Administration 141.4 13.8 127.0 7.6 -1.6

Rental and Other Services 82.0 8.0 92.5 5.5 2.0

Total GDP 1,020.5 100.0 1,673.2 100.0 8.6

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 1l-AMI)

O)UTLAY AND SOlURCES OF FINANCF: AGRICUILTIURF. SECTOR, 1981/R2-1986/87
(Nii million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International. Internal/External
Program Capital Recuirrent Total Assistance Support

1. Land D)evelopmntml 5.457 - 5.457 5.457

2. Multi p1 icat ion and Stipply
of LmprovtiL Seeds/Soodlings 6.412 - 6.412 - 6.412

3. Plant Prot ect ion Services 28. 001' - 28.000 27.000 1.00()

4. Farm Mlcihllinzati un11 39.000 - 39.000 37.000 2.000

5. Soil Fertility Development 6.50(1 - 6.500 - 6.500

6. Rural Credit Scheme 10.000 - 10.000 8.208 1.792

7. SLren:tlwniLng of Extension
Network 1.300 - 1.300 - 1.300

8. Food Processing 2.61r 2.610 - 2.610

9. Agricuil tore Research
Information and Traiining 6.627 - 6.627 1.800 4.827

10. Potato Dlevelopment 19.400 - 19.400 18.900 0. 50(0

11. Intensive Area Development
Program 51.752 - 51.752 22.50(10 29.252

12. Estaiblishiment (1.900 33.112 34.012 6.025 27.987

Total 177.958 33.112 211.07() 121.433 89.637

Source: Planning Conmiss ion.
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Annex 11-A(II)

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: IRRIGATION SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International Internal/External
Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

1. Construction of New
Irrigation Channels 99.118 - 99.118 27.361 71.757

2. Renovation of Existing
Channels 38.535 - 38.535 28.917 9.618

3. Maintenance of Existing
Channels 2.302 0.472 2.774 2.302 0.472

4. Bank Protection Works 14.793 - 14.793 4.500 10.293

5. Feeder Roads 15.779 - 15.779 6.357 9.422

6. Training 1.812 - 1.812 1.812 -

7. Gaylegphug-Sarbhang Area
Development Project 15.000 - 15.000 - 15.000

8. Establishment 11.980 8.494 20.474 5.612 14.862

Total 199.319 8.966 208.285 76.861 131.424

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-A(III)

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: FOOD CORPORATION OF BHUTAN, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International Internal/External
Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

A. Regular Programs

1. Godowns and Depots 7.000 - 7.000 - 7.000

2. Horticulture Project 26.752 - 26.752 23.172 3.580

3. Cold Storage and Power House 4.767 - 4.767 4.500 0.267

4. Establishment 5.790 31.176 36.966 - 36.966
Sub-total 44.309 31.176 75.485 27.672 47.813

B. Additional Projects

1. Regulated Market 2.72f1 - 2.728 - 2.728

2. Buffer Stock and Price
Stabilization 32.327 - 32.327 - 32.327

Sub-total 35.055 - 35.055 - 35.055

Total 79.364 31i.176 110.540 27.672 82.868

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-B.

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: ANIMAL HUSBANDRY SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required
International Internal/External

Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

1. Cattle Development 9.600 14.060 23.660 0.945 22.715

2. Dairy Development 1.440 2.460 3.900- 3.900

3. Poultry Development 4.400 820 12.630 0.900 11.730

4. Piggery Development 2.050 3.080 5.130 0.900. 4.230

5. Sheep and Yak Development 1.620 2.110 3.730 - 3.730

6. Equine Development 0.680 0.640 1.320 0.450 0.870

7. Fishery Development 3.000 2.500 5.500 2.107 3.393

8. Pasture Development 8.460 2.090 10.550 5.625 4.925

9. Animal Health Coverage 16.500 18.190 34.690 9.062 25.628

.10. Extensiorn Services 6.330 7.880 14.210 0.765 13.445

11. Directton 1.280 5.530 6.810 - 6.810

Total 55.360 66.770 122.130 20.754 101.376

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-C

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: FORESTRY SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required
International Internal/External

Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

A. Regular Programs

1. Survey, Demarcation, and
Mianagement Plans 9.330 0.108 9.438 0.675 8.763

2. Afforestation 5.624 2.019 7.643 4.564 3.079

3. Wild Life Management 0.100 2.487 2.587 - 2.587

4. Fire Protection - 0.631 0.631 - 0.631

5. Logging Roads and Paths 16.000 1.076 17.076 - 17.076

6. Tashila Ropeway 4.258 - 4.258 0.900 3.358

7. Training/Study Tours 5.933 - 5.933 3.285 2.648

8. Establishment Expenses 10.943 38.531 49.474 13.606 .35.868
Sub-total 52.188 44.F,52 97.040 23.030 74.010

B. Investment

1. Gedu Veneer Project
(Integrated Wood Industry) 108.093 - 108.093 23.823 843270

2. Graded Particleboard 56.301 - 56.301 - 56.301

3. Logging 21.134 - 21.134 1.800 19.334

4. Feasibility Studies 0.132 - 0.132 0.132 -
Sub-total 185.660 - 185.660 25.755 159.905

Total 237.848 44.852 282.700 48.785 233.915

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-D

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: INDUSTRIES AND MINES SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required
International Internal/External

Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

A. Regular Programs -

1. Industrial Estates 1.225 0.195 1.420 - 1.420

2. Training 6.638 - 6.638 4.893 1.745

3. Feasibility Studies and
Reports 6.035 - 6.035 - 6.035

4. Geological Survey of Bhutan 10.000 8.482 18.482 - 18.482

5. Establishment Expenses 5.577 7.763 13.340 - 13.340
Sub-total 29.475 16.440 45.915 4.893 41.022

B. Investment

1. Graphite Mining and
Benefication 10.000 - 10.000 - 1o.000

2. 'Slate Miniing and Processing 3.600 - 3.600 1.637 1.963

3. Calcium Carbide 95.000 - 95.000 - 95.000

4. Polythene (HDPE) Industry 7.160 - 7.160 2.610 4.550

5. Nanglam Cement Plant. 516.000 - 516.000 - 516.000

6. Gypsum Mining 5.000 - 5.000 0.618 4.j82

7. Cottage and Small Industries 22.181 - 22.181 1.692 20.489

8. Others 3.555 - 3.555 0.405 3.150
Sub-total 662.496 - 662.496 6.962 655.534

Total 691.971 16.440 708.411 11.855 696.556

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-E

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: POWET, SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required
International Internal/Exturnal

Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

A. Regular Programs

1. Surveys and Feasibility
Studies 36.375 - 36.375 2.700 3'.675

2. Diesel Generating Sets and

Energy bleters 4.200 - 4.200 1.939 2.261

3. Urban Electrification 7.500 - 7.500 - 7.500

4. Rural Electrification 5.000 - 5.000 - 5.000

5. Establishment 18.314 16.036 34.350 2.830 31.520

Sub-total 71.389 16.036 87.425 7.469 79.95'S

B. Investment

1. Generation 409.000 - 409.000 - 409.060

2. Transmission and Distribution 218.600 - 218.600 - 218.600

Sub-total 627.600 - 627.600 - 627.600

Total 698.989 16.036 715.025 7.469 707.556

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-F

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: ROADS AND BRIDGES SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International Internal/External

Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance _ Support_.

1. Roads 209.260 29.686 238.946 27.542 211.404

2. Machinery 26.000 - 26.000 - 26.000

3. Black-topping of East-West
Highway through BRO 105.000 - 105,r,0 -0. 105.000

4. Suspension Bridges 26.214 1.178 27.392 8.559 18.833

5. Mule Tracks 0.400 1.405 1.805 - 1.805

6. Training 4.800 - 4.800 - 4.800

7. Establishment 3.100 52.126 55.226 - 55.226

Total 374.774 84.395 459.169 36.101 423.068

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex ll-G

'UTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Mlu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finarcic
Committed Required

International Internal/External
-Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

1. Postal Services and
Expansion 0.801 13.320 14.121 0.926 13.195

2. Contruction of New G.P.O.
Building in Thimphu 3.600 - 3.600 - 3.600

3. Philatelic Services 1.000 1.416 2.416 - 2.416

4. Telegraph Services 0.120 1.995 2.115 - 2.115

5. New Wireless Stations and
Equipment Standardization 3.352 3.352 3.352

6. Taking Over of telephone
Exchanges 11.613 - 11.613 - 11.513

7. Expansion of Existing
Telephone Exchanges 6.757 - 6.757 - 6.757

8. -Installation of Telex
Exchanges 6.1.14 - 6.114 - 6.114

9. Training 1.484 - 1n484 0.317 1.167

10. Estallishment 3.332 30.096 33.428 - 33.428

11. Information and Publicity 9.500 5.500 15.000 5.644 9.356

12. Broadcasting 3.412 3.198 6.610 1.610 5.000

Total 51.085 55.525 106.610 8.497 98.113

Source: Planning Commission. -
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Annex 11-H

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: EDUCATION SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(N4u million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International Internal/External
Programi Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

1. Primary Education 39.720 54.470 94.190 1.080 93.110

2. Secondary Education 28.400 72.770 101.170 - 101.170

3. Higher Education 15.680 11.460 27.140 2.700 24.440

4. Teacher Education 20.950 7.290 28.240 16.970 11.270

5. Technical and Commercial
Education 13.250 17.000 30.250 2.030 28.220

6. School of Fine Arts and
Sculpture - 1.580 1.580 - 1.580

7. Buddhist and Monastic
Studies and Rigney School 1.290 3.31C 4.600 - 4.600

8. Directorate of Education 9.340 41.310 50.650 0.270 50.380

9. National Education Policy 2.180 - 2.180 - 2.180

Total 130.810 209.190 340.000 23.(),0 316.950

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-I

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: HEALTH SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International Internal/External

Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Support

1. Hospitals 36.898 62.677 99.575 3.441 96.134

2. Dispensaries and Basic
Health Units 7.580 22.045 29.625 1.035 28.590

3. Health School 3.616 2.830 6.446 1.826 4.620

4. Immunization Program 0.375 1.730 2.105 067; 1.430

5e Pediatric Services 3.625 - 3.625 - 3.625

6. Primary Health Care 5.175 - 5.175 5.175

7. Family Welfare Program 14.537 1.765 16.302 14.537 1.765

8. Malaria Eradication
Program - 7.913 7.913 - 7.913

9. Leprosy Control Program 0.973 0.675 1.648 - 1.648

10. T.B. Control Program - 0.735 0.735 - 0.735

11. General Establishment 1.806 10.360 12.166 0.135 12.031

Total 74.585 110.730 185.315 26e824 158.491

Source: Planning Commission.
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Annex 11-J

OUTLAY AND SOURCES OF FINANCE: URBAN DEVELOPMENT, SANITATION, AND WATER

SUPPLY SECTOR, 1981/82-1986/87
(Nu million)

Fifth Plan Outlay Sources of Finance
Committed Required

International Internal/External

.Program Capital Recurrent Total Assistance Suoport

A. Regular Programs

1. Urban Water Supply Schemes 5.832 - 5.832 - 5.832

2. Rural Water Supply Schemes 51.000 - 51.000 23.895 27.105

3. Urban Development 14.168 - 14.168 - 14.168

4. Low-cost Housing 2.996 - 2.9,6 2.996 -

5. Establishment 1.165 2.500 3.665 1.165 2.500

Sub-total 75.161 2.500 77.661 28.056 49.605

-B. Additional Programs
under International Water
and Sanitation Decade

1. Augmentation of Water
Supply 11.550 - 11.550 - 11.550

2. Solid Waste Disposal 2.300 - 2.300 - 2.300

3. Sewerage Schemes 41.000 - 41.000 - 41.000

4. Village and School
Sanitation 12.500 - 12.500 - 12.500

Sub-total 67.350 - 67.350 - 67.350

Total 142.511 2.500 145.011 28.056 116.955

Source: Planning Commission.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table 1: Assets and Liabilities of the Bantk of Bhutan, 1977-82
Table 2: Distribution of Bank of Bhutan Advances, 1977-82
Table 3: Royal Insurance Corporation of Bhutan - Sources and Uses

of Funds, 1975-82
Table 4: Government Employees Provident Fund -- Sources and Uses

of Funds, 1976/77-1981/82
Table 5: Unit Trust of Bhutan - Sources and Uses of Funds, 1980-82

Table 6: Consumer Price Index, 1977/78-1981/82
Table 7: Foreign Exclhange Reserves, 1977/78-1981/82

Table 8: Bank of Bhutan Interest Rates
Table 9: Mlonetary Survey, 1977/78-1981/82
Table 10: Government Receipts, 1976/77-1981/82
Table 11: Government Current Expenditures, 1976/77-1981/82
Table 12: Government Capital Expenditures, 1976/77-1981/82
Table 13: External Assistance Receipts from the Governuent of India,

197 6/77-1981/82
Table 14: External Assistance Receipts from Other Soutrces,

1976/77-1981/82
Table 15: Gross Electricity Generation, 1977/78-1981/82
Table 16: Tourism Arrivals and Gross Receipts, 1974/75-1981/82
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Table 1: ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE BANK OF BHUTAN, 1977-82

(Nu million, end-December)

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Cash in Hand a/ 1.2 1.3 0.6 1.9 0.9 1.1

Foreign Assets 92.1 117.3 150.1 169.1 243.9 307.8
Indian Currency 0.5 1.2 1.1 1.8 1.5 T7
Rupee Deposits { 76.5 138.0 130.7 193.9 239.5
Other Foreie, Exchange { 87.3

Deposits { 26.4 4.1 19.0 38.2 44.2
Loans and Bills Discounted

Outside Bhutan 4.3 13.2 6.9 17.6 10.3 22.8

Advances 29.6 41.2 54.2 85.0 79.9 103.8
Loans b/ 23.2 32.7 47.6 75.5 65.8 85.7
Bills Discounted in Bhutan 6.4 8.5 6.6 9.5 14.1 18.1

Other 3.3 4.7 4.2 5.6 7.0 21.5

Assets = Liabilities 126.2 164.5 209.1 -261.6 331.7 434.2

Capital and Reserves 18.5 27.1 37.0 55.2 82.2 75.9

Foreign Liabilities c/ 0.3 0.4 18.3 43.4 26.9 44.5

Deposits and Other Accounts 90.2 126.3 147.5 154.6 214.5 298.8
Current d/ 58.7 76.4 92.0 94.8 130.3 T6M.
Savings 10.2 14.6 19.1 23.5 24.0 30.8
Fixed 21.3 34.2 35.0 34.6 58.4 97.0
Special e/ - 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.8

Other 17.2 10.7 6.3 8.4 8.1 15.0

a/ Excluding holdings of Indian rupees.
b/ Excluding bad and doubtful debts.
c/ Includes transactions with the State Bank of India pending

adjustment and bills payable outside Bhutan.
d/ Includes contingency and other accounts.
e/ Special deposits are Government foreign exchange deposits intended

to provide backing for the issue of Ngultrum currency.

Source: Bank of Bhutan.
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Table 2: DISTRIBUTION OF BANK OF BHUTAN ADVANCES, 1977-82
(Nu million, end-December)

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Industry 3.1 4.2 7.5 14.7 13.6 29.7

Trade and Commerce 13.0 20.4 29.9 49.0 37.8 35.9

Transport 4.1 3.4 3.9 4.3 5.1 4.9

Agriculture 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.8

Building and Construction 1.1 1.4 1.8 3.0 4.6 4.5

Personal and Other a/ 3.3 4.7 5.5 10.6 11.0 15.4

Total 26.0 35.5 50.4 83.4 73.7 92.2

a/ Including public welfare loans.

Source: Bank of Bhutan.
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Table 3: ROYAL INSURANCE CORPORATION OF BHIJTAN - SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS, 1975-82
(Nu million, end-December)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Sources of Funds

Paid-up Capital 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 12.00 12.00
Reserves 0.31 0.88 1.52 2.39 3.29 4.62 1.77 3.72
Life Insurance Fund 0.0n/ 0.16 0.49 0.79 1.27 2.06 2.66 3.36
Other Insurance Funds 0.12 0.16 0.10 0.28 0.33 0.64 1.21 2.77
Reserves Held on Account

of Reinsurauice 0.35 0.34 0.42 0.42 0.39 0.43 0.57 0.54

Total Sources 1.82 2.54 3.53 4.88 6.28 8.75 18.21 22.39

Uses of Funds

Real Estate 0.40 0.40 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.59
Mortgage Loans 0.79 1.94 1.81 1.85 1.86 4.21 5.42 6.03
Truck Loans - - - - 0.37 0.60 0.70 0.52 a/
Tnvestment in Shares - - - - - - 0.35 0.94
Cash and Bank Deposits 0.86 0.56 1.11 2.53 3.8T 2.65 11.48 13.85

Total Investments 2.05 2.90 3.59 5.03 6.74 i8.08 18.56 21.93

a/ Including Nu 0.07 million in other loans.

Note: Sources and uses of funds differ marginally for most years due to short-term inflows
and outflows in transit.

Source: Royal Insurance Corporation of Bhutan..
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Table 4: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT FUND - SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS, 1976/77-1981/82
(Nu million, end-March)

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Sources of Funds
(cumulative)

Gross Contributions a/ 7.40 15.42 25.21 35.54 46.40 58.47
Gross Earnings 0.29 1.50 4.27 8.01 13.08 20.84
Gross Funds Available 7.69 16.92 29.48 43.55 59.48 79.31

less:
Payments to Members 0.06 0.41 1.38 3.14 5.16 7.83
Management Expenses 0.15 0.40 0.89 1.53 2.27 3.56

Net Funds Available for
Investment 7.48 16.11 27.21 38.88 52.05 67.92

Uses of Funds

Real Estate 0.19 4.57 5.90 6.64 9.62 9.75
Mortgage Loans 0.73 3.26 4.52 4.52 8.71 14.20
Government-guaranteed Loans 1.43 2.20 5.51 24.11 22.74 20.37
Truck Loans 0.98 2.19 2.40 1.83 7.00 8.60
Investment in Shares - 0.10 0.10 2.50 4.27
Cash and Bank Deposits 3.51 3.57 8.13 2.36 3.21 10.f67

Total Uses 6.84 15.79 26.56 39.56 53.78 67.86

a/ 50% by employees and 50% by employers.

Note: Sources and uses of funds differ marginally for most years due to short-term
inflows and outflows in transit.

Source. Royal Insurance Corporation of Bhutan.
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Table 5: UNIT TRUST OF BHUTAN - SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS, 1980-82
(Nu million, end-year)

1980 a/ 1981 1982

Sources of Funds

Initial Capital 2.50 2.50 2.50
Unit Shares 0.06 2.64 4.96
Reinvestment Plan - neg. 0.14
Fixed-term Units 1.54 4.76 7.20
Recurring Deposit Scheme neg. 0.23 0.49
Total Sources 4.TO 15.29

Uses of Funds

Investment in Shares - 0.57

Mortgage Loans 0.61 3.10 4.81
Truck Loans 0.38 1.05 0.50
Government-guaranteed Loans - 1.91 -
Hypothecation Loans - - 0.39
Cash Loans - 0.20
Personal Loans - - 0.34

Loans against Units - 0.42 0.13
Cash and Bank Deposits 3.00 4.04 9.32

Total Uses 3.99 10.52 16.26

a/ UTB began operations on July 27, 1980.

Note: Sources of funds exclude net profits which were reinvested
in 1981 and 1982. Sources and uses of funds are also not
equal because of short-term funds in transit.

Source: Royal Insurance Corporation of Bhutan.
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Table 6: CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, 1977/78-1981/82

Average
Annual Rate

Items 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 of Increase

C'ereals 100 109.25 115.99 128.66 144.93 9.7

Pulses 100 106.48 114.98 123.04 139.41 8.7

Vegetables 100 118.77 135.44 133.27 168.68 1',.0

Fruits 100 105.30 112.60 122.65 131.59 7.1

Spices 100 107.28 114.55 125.34 132.53 7.3

Edible Oils and Fats 100 110.15 126 ,2 137.76 149.36 10.6

Milk and Milk Products 100 119.53 128.11 144.96 155.31 11.6

Other Food and Intoxicants 100 108.89 127.64 148.79 156.90 11.9

Fuel and Light 100 123.32 179.66 196.11 196.26 18.4

Clothing and Footwear 100 107.07 114.43 122.44 129.56 6.7

Stationery 100 111.97 125.72 133.71 147.20 10.2

Furniture and Utensils 100 120.50 125.46 140.63 174.73 15.0

Miscellaneous Coods and Services 100 108.58 132.07 154.23 170.20 14.2

Average 100 112.09 127.19 139.35 153.74 11.3

Source: Central Statistical Organization, Planning Commission.
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Table 7: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES, 1977/78-1981/82 a/

(end-March)

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82
(Rupees million-X)

Indian Rupee Reserves b/

Deposits with State Bank of India 86.7 131.2 129.2 169.7 199.5
Working Overdraft from State Bank

of India -8.0 -18.4 -27.6 -37.6 -31.7

Net Rupee Holdings 78.7 112.8 101.6 132.1 167.8

(US$ million equivalent)

Net Rupee Holdings 9.54 13.84 12.40 165.13 17.95

Other Reserves c/

Government 1.02 1.82 2.53 3.15 3.34 d/

Bank of Bhutan 0.17 0.24 0.66 2.31 4.12
Other e/ - - - - 0.29

Total 1.19 2,06 3.19 5.46 7.75

Total Foreign Exchange Reserves 10.73 15.90 15.59 21.59 25.70

a/ Excluding holdings of gol&, Throughout the period, gold lholdings
amounted to 3,104 ounces.

b/ Held by Bank of Bhu-.an.
c/ Comprises hard currencies. Excludes holdlings of Indian currency and

bills payable outside Bhutan.
d/ Includes reserve position in the IMF of SDR 0.37 million.
e/ Comprises foreign exchange held by the Royal Insurance Corporation of

Bhutan and the IJnit Trust of Bhutan.

Source: Government of Bhutan.
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Table 8: BANK OF BHUTAN INTEREST RATES
(as of October 1982)

Deposit Rates Percent per Annum

Savings Accounts 5.0
Fixed Deposits

91 days to less than 6 months 5.5
6 months to less than 9 months 6.0
9 months to less than 1 year 7.0
1 year 8.0
For more than 1 year up to 2 years 8.5
For more than 2 years up to 3 years 9.0
For more than 3 years up to 5 years 9.5
For more than 5 years 10.0

Lending Rates

General loans for trade, business,
transportation, construction, purchase
of gold and for fixed-term loans 15.0

Purchase of trucks for commercial purposes 14.5

Projects approved by National Commission
for the Development of Trade and Industry 13.0

Loans against Government guarantee 12.5

Public welfare loans, Government employee
loans (Classes I and II), loans to Dairy
and Agricultural Development Corporation 10.0

Loans for purchase of motor vehicles by 7.0 up to Nu 25,000;
Government employees 10.0% above

Loans to Government employees (Classes III
and IV) 4.0

Loatns to Bank of Bhutan employees for
house construction 2.5

Loans to Bank of Bhutan employees to Free of interest up to
purchase motor vehicle Nu 25,000; 10% above

Loans against fixed-term deposits 2 percentage points
above applicable fixed-
term deposit rate,

Source: Bank of Bhutan.
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Table 9: MONETARY SURVEY, 1977/78-1981/82 a/
(Nu miilion, end-March)

1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Net Foreign Assets 88.5 129.2 126.5 179.5 240.2

Rupee b/ 78.7 112.8 101.6 132.1 167.8

Other 9.8 16.4 24.9 47.4 72.4

Domestic Credit. -44.0 -38.3 -26.2 -25.3 -32.8

Claims on Private Sector c/ 15.4 23.7 32.9 28.3 45.9

Claims on Public Enterprises c/ 12.0 18.4 25.5 46.0 39.1

Claims on Government (net) d/ -71.4 -80.4 -84.6 -99.6 -117.8

Other Items (net) e/ -1.3 -33.2 -20.3 -48.5 -61.9

Total Liquidity 43.2 57.7 80.0 105.7 145.5
Money Supply f/ 22.2 18.5 39.7 46.8 50.2

Quasi-money 21.0 39.2 40.3 58.9 95.3

a/ The monetary survey consolidates the Government's monetary operations of
currency issue and foreign exchange holdings with the Bank of Bhutan's

balance sheet.
b/ Excluding rupees in circulation.
c/ Data before 1982 are IMF staff estimates.
d/ Including contra-entry to Government's lholdings of foreig,;n assets.
e/ Movements largely reflect accumulation of net bank earnings.
f/ Excluding rupees in circulation, but including Nu 6.2 million currency

issue.

Source: IMF.
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Table 10: GOVF.RN-rf.NT RECEIPTS, 1976/77-1981/82
(Nu million)

Revised
Estimates

Source of Revenue 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

A. Tax Revenue 39.5 45.3 48.8 51.5 52.8 59.7

1. Direct Taxes 5.8 7.6 9.7 9.5 10.1 13.9

Income Tax 1.1 1.2 1.8 1.7 2.1 3.9
Land Tax 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.4 1.2 1.3
Others 3.6 5.2 6.9 6.4 6.8 8.7

2. Indirect Taxes 33.7 37.7 39.1 42.0 42.7 45.8
Excise Duty 6.0 9.0 9.7 11.5 13.4 14.0
Sales Tax 2.7 3.7 4.4 5.5 4.3 6.8
Excise Refund from the
Government of India 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0

B. Non-Tax Revenue 5.8 10.0 11.5 12.1 14.1. 9.7

1. Royalty from Forests 3.6 7.8 8.0 9.0 9.5 2.6
2. Royalty from Mines and Minerals 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.3
3. Registration and License Fees 1.8 1.6 3.0 2.4 3.6 4.8

"'otal Revenue 45.3 55.3 60.3 63.6 66.9 69.4

C. Receipts from Government Departments 30.8 31.5 32.8 30.6 34.8 31.7

Total Receipts 76.1 86.8 93.1 94.2 101.7 101.1

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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Table 11: GOVERNMENT CURRENT EXPENDITl1RES, 1976/77-1981/82
(Nu million)

Revised
Estimates

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Ceneral Public Services 57.2 50.4 71.2 83.3 89.4 61.2

Development Headquarters a/ 3.6 3.3 4.3 4.9 4.5 5.1

Information b/ 1.4 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.9

Other Non-development Sectors c/ 52.2 46.1 66.1 77.5 83.8 55.2

Economic Services 24.7 28.2 33.6 39n7 41.3 64.7

Agriculture 4.4 5.4 7.4 9.1 9.2 6.4

Irrigation 0.7 0.7 1.5 1.5 1.8 2.1

Food Corporation of Bhutan 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.6

Animal Husbandry 3.7 3.7 4.2 5.0 5.6 7.2

Forests 3.9 4.2 4.3 4.9 4.8 5.5

Industries, Mines, Trade and Commerce 1.5 1.6 2.6 3.7 3.7 4.7

Tourism - - - - 7.4

Public Works Department 4.4 5.4 6.1 6.9 6.6 8.4
Civil Wireless Telephones, Posts and

Telegraphs 4.4 4.9 5.1 5.4 5.8 20.0

Power 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.7 2.3 1.4

Social Services 20.2 23.3 28.6 32.2 38.8 43.8

Education 13.1 14.6 19.2 21.6 26.0 28.6

Health 6.7 8.3 9.0 10.2 12.4 14.9

Urban Development 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3

Total Current Expenditures 102.1 101.9 133.4 155.2 169.5 169.7

a/ Under Ministry of Development.
b/ Includes Information and Publicity, and Government Presses.

c/ Includes Royal Secretariat, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and

Ministry of Home Affairs.

Source: lfini3try of Finance.
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Table 12: GOVEPRENT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES, 1976/77-1981/82
(Nu million)

Revise
Estimat

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/8

eneral Public Services 16.9 14.8 19.5 24.2 25.6 42.3

Development Headquarters a/ 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.9 3.4 2.3

Information b/ 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.3 3.5
Other Non-development Sectors c/ 13.3 12.0 16.5 19.4 20.9 36.5

Economic Services 64.8 63.7 62.4 64.1 58.3 191.6

Agriculture 17.7 12.3 10.7 10.5 9.9 17.6

Irrigation 3.8 5.4 6.5 6.5 3.8 31.3

Food Corporation of Bhutan 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.0 1.5 5.0

Animal H4sbandry 2.8 4.3 2.8 2.7 3.4 10.6

Forests 7.4 7.1 5.3 4.9 4.6 29.4

Thdustries, Mines, Trade and Commerce 4.5 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.4 8.6

Tourism 2.0 - - - - 8.9

Public Works Department 16.9 24.9 22.6 25.9 24.2 56.1
Civil Wireless Telephones, Posts and
Telegraphs 3.4 2.3 4.5 2.5 2.1 11.0

Power 5.3 2.6 4.9 6.5 5.4 13.1

Social Services 7.2 3.7 13.1 20.0 13.6 _3.2

Education .5.3 3.3 10.2 15.5 10.4 22.0

Health 1.9 0.4 2.9 4.5 3.2 8.3

Urban Development - - - - - 2.9

Unallocable 18.0 26.3 24.5 62.1 62.8 -
UN/Other International Agencies
Assistance 18.0 26.3 24.5 62.1 62.8 -

Total Capital Expenditures 106.9 108.5 119.5 170.4 160.3 267.1

a/ Under Ministry of Development.
b/ Includes Information and Publicity, and Government Presses.
c/ Includes Royal Secretariat, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and

Ministry of Home Affairs.

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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'fTable 13: EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE RECEIPTS FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA,
1976/77-1981/82 a/

(Rs million)

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Budgetary Assistance

Annual Development Grant 115.00 120.00 140.00 145.00 150.00 190.00
Police Subsidy 3.93 5.00 5.20 5.00 5.00 5.50
Hydro-meteorological

Stations Funding 0.41 0.35 0.35 0.32 0.18 0 .52

1949 Treaty Payment 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

Sub-total 119.84 125.85 146.05 150.82 155.68 196.52

Extra-Budgetary Assistance b/

Chukha Project c/ 43.03 72.46 174.49 118.56 164.31 231.84

Total 162.87 198.31 320.54 269.38 319.99 428.36

a/ Excluding Rs 25.0 million annual Indian excise tax refunds.
b/ Excludes assistance by Government of India departments operatinig directly in

Bhutan. Also excludes assistance on the Penden cement plant and the Gaylegphug

Area Development Project. Assistance on these two projects amounted to an

estimated Rs 185.0 million during 1976/77-1980/81.
c/ Assistance during 1973/74-1975/76 amounted to Rs 2.33 m, Rs 24.31 m,

and Rs 30.17 m by respective year.

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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Table 14: EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE RECEIPTS FROM OTjER SOURCES, 1976/77-1981/82 a/

(US$ '000)

1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

UN System

UNDP 1,177.4 1,232.0 1,325.7 4,154.1 1,849.4 3,028.9

UN CDF b/ - - - 500.0 282.0 203.5

UN LDC c/ 273.2 383.5 226.5 94.3 - 52.5

UN LLC d/ - - - 9.1 - -

UN ICP e/ - - - 500.0 285.0

UNFPA - - - 577.9 728.7 566.3

UNICEF 592.4 1,150.4 656.0 1,405.0 1,108.3 388.0

WFP 155.0 400.0 600.0 700.0 2,124.9 1,207.0

Sub-total 2,198.0 3,165.9 2,808.2 7,440.4 6,593.3 5,731.2

Other

DANIDA - - 138.0 166.2 109.8 -

Colombo Plan 50.0 127.1 117.3 31.0 290.0 120.0<

Sub-total 50.0 127.1 255.3 197.2 399.8 120.0

Total 2,248.0 3,293.0 3,063.5 7,637.6 6,993.1 5,851.2

a/ Official assistance only.
b/ UN Capital Development Fund.

c/ UN Least Development Country Fund.
d/ UN Landlocked Country Fund.
e/ UN Inter-country Program.

Note: Flows are based on donor fiscal years. For this reason, they may not

correspond to estimated aid flows in the budget.

Source: Planning Commission.
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Table 15: GROSS ELECTRICITY GENERATION, 1977/78-1981/82
(in GWh)

Power Station 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

Hydro

Thimphu 0.882 1.004 1.142 1.047 0.773
Gidakom 3.628 4.070 3.992 4.057 5.083
Wangdiphodrang 0.434 0.501 0.441 0.510 0.518
Paro - 1.070 1.320 0.972 0.466
Tashigang 0.424 0.411 0.457 0.525 0.532
Mongar 0.120 0.094 0.141 0.203 0.205
Sub-total 5.488 7.150 7.493 7.314 7.577

Diesel a/

Thimphu .. .. 0.106 0.900 0.960
Phuntsholing .. .. 0.502 0.629 0.613
Sub-total .. .. 0.608 1.529 '1.573

Total .. .. 8.101 8.843 9.150

a/ Excludes a small amount (about 0.1 GWh) of diesel generation at Damphu
and Tongsa and captive generation.

Not available.

Source: Department of Power, Htinistry of Development.
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Table 16: TOURISM ARRIVALS AND GROSS RECEIPTS, 1974/75-1981/82

Arrivals (No.) Gross Receipts ($ '000)

1974/75 287

1975/76 390 325.0

1976/77 544 244.3

1977/78 934 513.2

1978/79 1,300 971.5

1979/80 1,621 1,494.2

1980/81 1,406 1,176.7

1981/82 1,325 1,411.4

Not available.

Source: Department of Tourism, Ministry of Communications
and Tourism.
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BHUTAN
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL DISTRICT (DZONGKHAG) a/

a Ministry of 1
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Note: 1) District officer reports to rtAnisrry of Home Affairs: Head Lama to Central Monk Body Thimphu/Punalkha. and District Judge lo the
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2) Dotted lines indicate coordination.

a/ Basecd on strucrure of Tongsa District.

Source: Royal Government of Bhutan

World Bank-24691
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Bangladesh: Current Trends agricultural growth. Offers recom- Brazil: Integrated
and Development Issues mendations for policy changes. Development of the
Carl A. B. Jayarajah, 1982. 259 pages (including annex, Northwest Frontier
chief of mission, and others statistical appendix). Dennis J. Mahar, chief of
Provides an update on current ISSN 0253-2123. ISBN 0-8213-0095-4. mission, and others
development with emphasis on rural $10 paperback. Points out that the Brazilian northwestand industrial development and has the potential to become an
domestic resource mobilization and important agricultural and timber-
suggests that more funds should be Brazil: Human Resources producing region, as well as a place
channeled into agriculture, education, Special Report where migrants from other parts of
health, and population control. Peter T. Knight, mission chief, the country may be productively and
March 1979. x + 116 pages (including Ricardo J. Moran, deputy chief, permanently settled on small-scaleand ohersfarms. Thus, economic developmentmap, annexes, appendLx). and others of the re-gion is currently one of the
Stock No. RC-7904. $5.00 paperback. Discusses the dominant patterns of high priorities of the Brazilian govern-

Brazil's demogr-;phic history and the ment. Outlines development plans for
outlook through the year 2000. Con- the area; examines population. migra-

NEW cludes that, although the Brazilian tion, and social indicators; andeconomy has grown twice as fast as considers issues and recommenda-
Brazil: A Review of the population, tile growth process tions related to the identification andhas left large differences in indices of protection of Indian lands, landAgricultural Policies economic welfare and basic needs settlement, and environmental
Reviews agricultural performance and satisfaction among various popula- concerns.
policies in Brazil in recent decades. tion groups; that policies to increase
Particular attention is given to rural productivity outside the modern June 1981. vi + 101 pages (including
credit, which has been the major tool sector of the economy will be crucial annex).
used by the government to Dromo)te to achieving more equitable socio- Stock No. RC-8101. $5.00 paperback.

economic development, and that
accelerating progress in the provision
of basic services will require not only
Increased financial backing but
considerable efforts to overcome
Institutional problems.

October1979. xii + 548 pages (includ-
ing map, 4 annexes).
Stock No. RC-7909. $20.00 paperback.



The Commonwealth Carib- The Comoros: Problems and which can be alleviated if aided by a
bean: The Integration Prospects of a Small, Island vigorous effort in petroleum explora-
Experience Economy tion and a revision of the domestic
Sidney E. Chernick and others Pierre Landell-Mills, chief of price policy for petroleum derivatives.

Broad issues of regional inteGration mission, and others July 1979. xvii + 645 pages (includ-
with special attention paid to Describes the principal features of the Ing 4 technical anrdexes, statistical
unemployment and mechanisms economy and summarizes the main append). English and Spanish.
crucial to the success of such instru- sectoral and structural constraints to Stock Nos. RC-7908-E, RC-7908-S.
ments as the Caribbean Free Trade development. Notes that, in view of its $20.00 paperback.
Association and the Caribbean extreme poverty, the Comoros will
Common Market. require a substantial inflow of

The Johns Hopkins University Press, resources and technical assistance in Egypt: Economic
1978. 536 pages (including appen- the future. A statistical annex provides Management in a Period
dixes, statistical appendix, index). a comprehensive compilation of of Transitiondie,saitclapni,idx,social and economic data not Khalid lkram and others
LC 77-17246. 4$BN 0-8018-2089-8, otherwise available. a i krailed others
$50.00 (.12.0D) hlardcover; The most detailed examination of the
ISBI 0-8018-2090-1, $995 (c7.00) July 1979. vii + 177 pages (including Egyptian economy to appear sinceb k 5 maps, 5 annexes). English, French, the 1960s and the first to lay heavy
paperback. and Spanish. emphasis on economic management

Stork Nos. RC-7907-E, RC-7907-F, and policies.
Chile: An Economy in RC-7907-S. $5.00 paperback. The Johns Hopkins University Press,
Transition 1980. 464 pages (including statistical
Fred D. Levy, chief of mission, Dominican Republic: Its appendix, index).
and others Main Economic Develop- LC 80-552. ISBN 0-8018-2418-4, $32.50

Traces the development of the ment Problems (f19.50) hardcover;
Chilean economy since the Great Luis Landau, chief of mission, ISBN 0-8018-2419-2, $11.50 (S8.00)
Depression of the 1930s and empha- paperback.
sizes economic policies and events of and others
the 1970s and their effects on Chile's Notes that, despite its accomplish-
economic prospects. Finds that the ments in the way of savings, foreign El Salvador: Demographic
ultimate success of the government's investment, tourism, exports, and Issues and Prospects
policies depends on its ability to growth of gross domestic product Farid Dhanji
demonstrate that efficient resource (GDP), the Dominican Republic still
allocation and accelerated growth can faces severe poverty and unemploy- Discusses the country's urgent need
be made consistent with an equitable ment. Suggests economic reforms to to formulate an urban strategy to deal
distribution of income and the relief strengthen the economy, stimulate with growing population stresses by
of absolute poverty. job creation, and diversify exports. setting priorities for public invest-

merits and activities between and in
January 1980. u, iii, viii + 584 pages December 1978. xv + 468 pages the cities, and turning the flow of
(including map, 2 appendixes, (including maps, statistical appendix). migrants to productive use.
96 tables, glossary). English and Spanish. October 1979. II + 69 pages (including
Stock No. RC-8001. $20.00 paperback. Stock Nos. RC-7805-E, RC-7805-S. map, statistical appendix). English

$20.00 paperback. and Spanish.

Economic Growth of Stock Nos. RC-7910-E, RC-7910-S.
Colombia: Problems and Ecuador: Development $5.00 paperback.
P' ospects Problems and Prospects
Dragoslav Avramovic Alexander G. Nowicki, chief of
and others mission, and others NEW

Assesses the country's needs and Reviews the country's main The Gambia: Basic Needs in
makes recommendations for future socioeconomic sectors and focuses The Gambia
growth. on the traditional quality of Ecuador's THie Gambia

economy which makes it difficult to Heinz 1n. Bachmann, mission
The Johns Hopkins University Press, bring the benefits of modem develop- chief and coordinating author,
1972. 530 pages (including statistical ment to a majority of the poor. Rene Vandendries, and
annex, maps). Discusses the expected shortfall in Ann MacNamara
LC 78-186501. ISBN 0-8018-1389-1, foreign exchange and fiscal revenues
$30.00 (418.00) hardcover; compared to the country's needs, This report outignes a basic needs
ISBN 0-8018-1397-2, $9.95 (£6.00) bian government and the World Bank
paperback. in making policy decisions that will

Increase the chances of base survival



for that country's people. The Gambia urban labo r markets; and formulates for increased public expenditure for
is extremely poor; the rural popula- employment and income policy basic needs services, such as educa-
tion is worse off than those living in issues that are important in address- tion, health, water, and hou,'ing.
urban areas; and women and ing Indonesia's longer-term Argues that a rapic, decline M fertility
children, who make up 30 to 40 development strategy. will facilitate the implementation of
percent of the population, are the the government's commitment to the
most disadvantaged group and suffer July 1980. xiii + 187 pages (including provision of basic needs, but that the
most from poor health and appendix, 2 annexes). satisfaction of basic needs, such as
malnutrition. A strategy is proposed Stock No. RC-8008. $5.00 paperback. education, is an important instrument
that is aimed at improving the health for 3ecuring lower fertility. Explor.±s
and nutritional status of pregnant the socioeconomic determinantS of
womer. and lactating mothers by Ivory Coast: The Challenge fertility, the current status of the coun-
combating endemic disease, of Success try's family planning program, the
improving the supply and distribution of ,Suce s social status of women and fertility
of food, improving eating habits, and Bastiaan A. den Tuinder and makes recommendations for a
supplying clean water in rural areas. and others comprehensive population policy.

December 1981. xi + 142 pages Investigates the so-called "lvorian July 1980. xiii + 213 pages (including
(including 2 annexes). Miracle" and ways to maintain growth bibliography).

while reducing or eliminating gaps an
Stock No. RC-8104. $5.00 paperback. income levels and opportunities for Stock No. RC-8010. $10.00 paperback.

advancement.

Guatemala: Economic and The Johns Hopkins University Press, Korea: Policy Issues for
Social Position and 19. 464 pages (including appen- Long-Term Development
Prospects dixes, statistical appendix, index). Farvez Hasan and D. C. Rao
John R. Hansen, chief of LC 76-47395. ISBN 0-8018-1939-3, Can Korea's growth rate continue with
mission, and others $28.50 (20.00) hardcover, greaterconsiderations of equity,

Concludes that, despite current - 099-5, 1.95 ( 6.structural changes to maintain the
problems due to the fall in coffee paperback. comparative advantages of Korean
prices, the economy is financially exports, and new roles for govern-
sound and has good future growthlI ment in response to changingprospets. gKenya: Into the Second domestic and external conditions?
prospects. Decade
August 1978. 181 pages (including John Burrows and others The Johns tiopkins University Press,
statistical annex, map annex). 1979. 558 pages (including map,

Analyzes Kenya's fast pace of develop- appendixes, index).
Stock No. RC-78C1. $5.00 paperback. ment and its potential and scope for LC 78-21399. ISBN 0-8018-2228-9,

utilizing domestic and foreign $50 S27)hrcvr
resources for future development. $35.00 (222.75) hardcover;

India: Economic Issues in . . . ISBN 0-8018-2229-7, $15.00 (£7.75)
the Power Sector The Johns Hopkins University Press, paperback.

C. ver -,ecor1975. 546 pages (including maps,
.ylor appendixes, statistical tables, chart,

Reviewing the country's demand for index). Korea: Problems and Issues
electricity, points out that economic LC 75-10895. ISBN 0-8018-1754-4, in a Rapidly Growing
growth in lndia depends critically on 3
the development of the power sector $35.00 (f18.00) hardcover; Economy
and suggests that public funds be ISBN k 0-8018-1755-2, $15.00 tf5.50) Parvez Hasan
supplemented by increased tariffs to paperback. Analyzes the phenomenal economic
augment the internal cash generation progress made by Korea since the
of the State Electricity Boards, as well early 1960s
as provide for a more efficient use of Kenya: Population and
power resources. Development The Johns Hopkins University Press,

November 1979. iii + 175 pages Rashid Faruqee, chief of 1976an292 pagesttincluding mapid5
(including map, 3 annexes, 3 graphs, mission, and others ' s
organization chart). States that fertility in Kenya is high, LC 76-17238. ISB o 0-8018-1864-8,

Stock No. RC-7911. $5.00 paperback. appears to be increasing, and shows
considerable variation by region,
tribal group, and socioeconomic

Indonesia: Employment and status. Recognizes that rapid popula- Madagascar: Recent
Income Distribution in tion growth is resulting in the need Economic Development and
Indonesia Future Prospects
Mark Leiserson, mission chief eC. Joshi, mission chief, and
and coordinating author others
Examnines demographic, employ- Examines, in the light of recentExamnesdemgrapic,empoy-economic developments and the
ment, wage, and income trends; governiment's obJectives, the strategy
analyzes the functioning of rural and



underlying both the 1978-80 priorities for the country in the 1980s Inrtustry, tourism, energy, and
Development Plan and those plans to and the role of external assistance. transportation, as well as human
be implemented subsequently. Points resource development.
out that the overall performance of December 1980. vi + 172 pages
the economy has been disappointing (including 5 annexes, statistical December 1979, ii, ii, vil + 123 pages
in recent years, but that the govern- appendix). (including map, 2 annexes, statistical
rment has been able to focus on Stock No. RC-8014. $5.00 paperback. appendix).
certain important social objectives: Stock No. RC- 7912. $5.00 paperback.
the satisfaction of basic needs, reduc-
tion of urban-rural income disparities, Mexico Manufacturg Sec-
and the protection of living standards Mxc:Pauatrn e. Ngra pin o
of low-income urban groups. Pro- tor Prospects and Policies ngeri Optionsefo
poses a policy framework Alexander G. Nowicki, chief of LonguTerm Deanelopment
characterized by increased reliance mission, and others Wouter Tims and others
on external assistance, vigorous Emphasizes three basic objectives for Examines prospects through the early
export promotion, and a generaland developing the manufacturing indus- 1980s, with detailed description of

cosdr h eaiiiyadtry-rapid and efficient growth of the petroleum industry and brief
appropriatenessbofith atg production, management of aspects discussion of education, agriculture,
aporeaiontothenresoucs of thistaeg ecn- of the manufacturing sector related to manufacturing, and infrastructure.
omy and long-term development ebalance of payments, and the The Johns Hopkins University Press,gomyandlsong-ther developmen creation of productive jobs for the 1974; 2nd printing, 1975. xi + 256
goals of the country country's rapidly growing labor force. pages (including statistical annex

November1980. iii + 04 pages March 1979 174 pages (includng maps).
(including 6 annexes, 4 appendixes). Manes LC 75195.
English and French. 5 annexes). LC 73-19354. ISBN 0-8018-1602-5,

Stock No. RC-.7905. $5.00 paperback. $19.00 (.12.25) hardcover;
Stock Nos. RC-8013-E, RC-8013-F. $15.00 ISBN 0-8018-1603 -3, $6.00 (i4.25)
paperback. paperback.

NEW

Malaysia: Growth and Equity Papua New Guinea: Its
in a Multiracial Society Morocco: Economic and Economic Situation and
Kevin Young, Willem Bussink, Social Development Report Prospects for Development
and Parvez lHasan Christian Merat, coordinating George B. Baldwin and others
Rapid growth is essential to achieving author, and others Assesses prospects for increasing
Malaysia's economic and social objec- This study examines the growth and economic self-reliance and financial
tives; favorable resource prospects structural changes the Moroccan creditworthiness by developing con-
are conducive to such growth. economy has experienced during the siderable natural resources.

ten-year period, 1968-77. It seeks to
The Johns Hopkins University Press, determine the results that can be The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1980. 364 pagies (including appen- expected from the annual plans of 1978. xvi + 22 pages (including
dixes, index). financial adjustment that dominate appendixes, statistical appendix,

LC 79-3677. ISBN 0-8018-2384-6, the period 1978-80 and looks ahead bibliography).
$25.00 (117.50) hardcouer; to the overall prospects for the econ- LC 77-17242. ISBN 0-8018-2091-X,
ISBN 0-8018-2385 -4, $12.95 (f5.50) oiny during the period 1981-90. $6.50 (14.50) paperback.
paperback. Considers growth problems at the $.0(45)pprak

sector level and outlines the general
employment situation and the social
development strategy the country is NEW

The Maldives: An Introduc- pursuing.

tory Economic Report October1981. xxxi + 422 pages Papua New Guinea: Selected
K. Sarwar Lateef, chief of (including statistical appendix). English Developmeni Issues
mission, and others and French. Alice Galenson, chief of
Provides a brief introduction to the Alick Galenson, chers
Maldives, a nation that is among the Stock Nos. RC-8103-E, RC-8103-F. mission, and others
twenty poorest countries in the world, $20.00 paperback. This report constitutes part of a con-
and points out that the fisheries sec- tinuing dialogue between the World
tor accounts for 44 percent of Bank and the Government of Papua
employment and nearly all visible Nepal: Development Per- New Guinea on a wide range of
export earnings and discusses other formance and Prospects economic and sector issues. it
important sectors-agriculture, tour- Yukon Huang, chief of focuses on a few specific areas that
ism, cottage industries, health, and mission, and others were agreed to be among the most
education. Outlines the development important for the country's develop-

Reviews Nepal's achievements during ment during the 1980s. Points out
the Fifth Development Plan and its that the major goal facing the country
strategy options for the Sixth Plan for in the 1980s will be to provide rising
key sectors such as agriculture, incomes for its people and productive

livelihood for its growing labor force.



Discusses, in particular, the employ- economic and financial crisis in The Philippines: Priorities
ment, agriculture, forestry, fisheries, 1977-78. Examines the stabilization- and Prospects for
and industry sectors. economic recovery program the Propect

government started in 1978 and Development
1982.280 pages (including 4 annexes). notes that, in spite of the program's Russell J. Cheetham, Edward
Stock No. RC-8201. $10.00. success, the present economiic situa- K. Hawkins, anid others

tion remains highly volatile with high Assesses the country's long-term

Paraguay: Economic inflation, high public-sector deficit, prospects for growth and projectse unemployment, stagnating possible effects of the government's
Memorandun agricultural production, rapid popula- development strategy on employment
Manmohan Agarwal and others tion growth, and widespread poverty. and income distribution.
Reviews Paraguay's high economic Considers key policy measures that
growth rate generated by expanded are necessary to provide a solid basis The Johns Hopkins University Press,
agricultural production and the con- for medium-term and long-term 19 76. 594 pages (including maps,
struction of two huge hydroelectric development efforts. 3 appendixes, statistical
plants. Highlights the need to June 1981. vii + 220 pages (including appendix, index).
improve support services in the 3 annexes, statistical appendix). LC 76-17243. ISBN 0-8018-1893-1,
countryside, promote industrial English and Spanish. $8.50 (f6.00) paperback.
development, increase expenditures
on education, health, and rural Stock Nos. RC-8102-E, RC-8102-S.
development, and improve the $10.00 paperback. Portugal: Agricultural
tax base. Sector Survey

June 1979. v + 178 pages (including The Philippines: Aspects of Jacques Kozub, chief of
map, annex, statistical appendix). the Financial Sector mission, and others
Stock No. RC- 7906. $5.00 paperback. Edward K. Hawkins, chief of Analyzes the main issues of

mission, and others agricultural development and iden-
tifies investor needs for future WorldParaguay: Regional Focuses on the implications of pro- Bank cnston.

Development in Eastern posals to move the country's banking
Paraguay system towards more universal bank- November 1978. v + 323 pages
Aifredo Gutierrez, chief of ing and suggests ways to mobilize (including 2 appendixes, 10 annexes,
mission, and others savings to strengthen the fnancial maps).

Stock No. RC-7803. $15.00 paperback.
Reviews recent economic develop- A Joint World Bank/IMF Study. May
ments and provides a framework for 1980. ix + 99 pages (including map,
policy actions and investment 3 appendixes). Portugal: Current and
projects designed to make maximum 3rappendixes).
use of development possibilities, and Stock No. RC-8006. $5.00 paperback. Prospective Economic
suggests the need to coordinate Trends
public-sector activities in a Basil Kavalsky, chief of
geographic and sectoral dimension to Philippines: Industrial mission, and
exploit the eastern region's natural Development Strategy and Surendra Agarwal
resources. Policies Discusses Portugal's difficuit transi-
August 1978. viii + 50 pages (includ- Barend A. de Vries, chief of tion after the revolution of 1974/75
ing maps, statistical appendix). English mission, and others and notes that the country has a
and Spanish. Outlines the country's industrial sound economic base, but will have
Stock Nos. RC-7802-E, RC-7802-S. development strategy, its major to come to terms with the serious
$3.00 paperback. objectives, and industrial investment unemployment problemn, increase

priorities and determines that the investment and output in export-
nontraditional manufactured export oriented manufacturing and improve

Peru: Major Development drive should continue with increased agricultural productivity.
Policy Issues and participation by industries, firms, and November 1978. vi + 52 pages
Recommendations regions and that policies for the home (including statistical appendix, map).Recom endaionsindustries should be reoriented
Ulrich Thumm, chief of toward better use of capital and Stock No. RC-7804. $3.00 paperback.
mission, and others domestic resources and more

Notes that expansionary monetary employment creation. Romania: The Industrializa
and fiscal policies pursued during May 1980. ix + 301 pages (including tion of an Agrarian Economy
most of the 1970s led to high public- statistical appendix, 9 annexes). under Socialist Planning

deficits and to increased recourse to Stock No. RC-8007. $15.00 paperback. Andreas C. Tsantis and
foreign financing. The situation, Roy Pepper
exacerbated by a sharp deterioration The First comprehensive study of the
of the country's terms of trade during Romanian economy, the study con-
1975-78, culminated in a severe



tains a data base of the economy and discusses some of the determinants change that began in the middle of
describes the planning and manage- of poverty, the impact of socio- the 19th century, with development
ment system. economic and political factors on the based primarily on indigenous capital

poor, and the relationship between and skills and the gradual assimila-TheJohns Hopkins UJniversity Fress, basic needs and poverty. Formulates tion of foreign technology.
1979. 742 pages (including maps, guidelines for policies aimed at
appendixes, bibliography). alleviating poverty and promoting March 1980. xi + 232 pages (includ-
LC 79-84315. ISBN 0-8018-2269-6, equitable growth. Companion paper ng statistical appendi.
$35.00 (f22.75) hardcouer; to Thailand: Toward a Development Stock No. RC-8002. $10.00 paperback.
ISBN 0-8018-2262-9, $15.00 (£7.00) Strategy of Full Participation,

paperack.Narch 1980.paperback. June 1980. viii + 56 pages (including Turkey: Policies and

2 anexe, mas).Prospects for Growth
Seychelles: Economic 2 aNn maps). Vinod Dubey, mission chief,
Memorandum Stock to. RC-8077. $3.00 paperback. Shakil Faruqi, deputy mission
Robert Maubouche and chief, and others
Naimeh Hadjitarkhani Thailand: Industrial States that overall economic growth
Traces the development of Seychelles' Development Strategy in during the 1960s and most of the
economy from its primary depen- Thailand 1970s was gocd compared with other
dence on the export of copra and Bela Balassa, chief of mission, developing countries. Concludes,
cinnamon to a service economy with and others however, that the recent sharp
tourism as its major industry. Con- increase in oil prices had an unfavor-
cludes that the country's management nrotes that the country had an out- able impact on the country and that
capability is impressive and its standing economic record during the resumption of sustainable growth
development strategy well designed, postwar period, especially between depends on the adoption of an
but that it is likely to be confronted 1960 and 1973, but points out that export-oriented strategy; on policies
with financial constraints in (he near there is a slowdown in the growth of aimed at increasing domestic savings
future, and its investment program Thai exports that will have a negative and at keeping aggregate demand for
will require increase:d domestic effect on the economy. Examines the resources in line with aggregate sup-
efforts, as well as substantial levels of prospects for future exports of pro- piy; and on the support for these
external capital aid. cessed food and manufactured goods po!icies by various donors and the

and analyzes the country's compara- financial community.
July 1980. ii + 71 pages (including tive advantage in these products. March 1980. xxxi + 316 pages (includ-
statistical appendix). Considers the need for the economic in. ped.e,sttsia ne)
Stock No. RC-8009. $3.00 paperback. evaluation of large government-spon- ing 6 appendixes. statistical annex).sored projects; examines measures of Stock No. RC-8003. $15.00 paperback.

import protection and export promo-
The Solomon Islands: An tion schemes and questions relating
Introductory Economic to regional development. Provides NEW
Report recommendations for a coherentindustrial development strategy for
Edward K. Hawkins, chief of the country that is aimed at increas- Uganda: Country Economic
mission, NizarJetha, deputy ing industrial employment, Memorandum
chief, and others expanding small and medium-sized Mark Baird, mission leader,

firrns, ard improving the living stan- and othersStates that the country faces four dards of the poor.
main development Issues: (I) creating This is the first economic report pre-
sufficientjobs for a fast-growing work June 1980. x + 59 pages, pared by the World Bank on Uganda
force; (2) increasing the opportunities Stock No. RC-8012. $3.00 paperback. since 1969. It reviews events prior to
for earning cash incomes in rural the 1978-79 war and developments
areas; (3) balancing regional since the war, including the govern-
disparities; and (4) improving educa- Thailand: Toward a Develop- ment's new financial program,
tional and training facilities at all ment Strategy of Full Outlines the priority areas for further
levels to raise the Smpply of Participation action and the implicatioris of theadministrators, mariagers, and balance-of-payments outlook for aid
professionals. E.R. Lim, chief of mission, requirements, A more detailed review
April 1980. uiii + 134 pages (including John Shilling, deputy chief, of the problems and issues in fivestatistical append'x). and others major sectors-agriculture, industry,Shows that rapid andtransport, energy, and education - is
Stock No. RC-8004. $5.00 paperback. Shows that rapid and sustained also discussed.growth has helped a substantial pro-

portion of the population, but that, to 1982. v + 161 pages (including statisti-
Thailand: Income Growth a large extent, the rural population cal appendix).
and Poverty Alleviation has not benefited. Stresses that the ISBN 0-8213-0027-X. $5.00 paperback.country should not follow a type of
John Shilling, chief of mission, "trickle down" development strategy,
and others but should focus on raising the pro-
Synthesizes the results of four special ductivity and incomes of the poorest
studies on poverty-related issues and farmers. This strategy would be a

logical continuation of the economic



Uruguay: Economic Yugoslavia: Development Zaire: Current Economic
Memorandum with Decentralization Situation and Constraints
Alfredo Gutierrez, chief of Vinod Dubey and others Bension Varon, chief of
mission, and others Evaluates the country's pragmatic and mission, and others
Examines the government's liberaliza- dynamic approaches to economic Presents an integrated analysis of the
tion policies designed to improve problems and its general commit- difficulties experienced by the Zairian
resource allocation and emphasizes ment to an open market-oriented economy between 1975 and the first
that these will need to be molded into economy, improved efficiency of half of 1979 and suggests that the
a policy framework conducive to rapid domestic Industry, and higher country needs to revamp its institu-
development. living standards. tions and its svstem of incentives and

January 1979. viii + 201 pages The Johns Hopkins University Press, adopt policies that will lay the founda-
(incudig mp, tatiticl apenix) 197. 54 pges(incudig 5appti- tion for a development pattern that

(includingxe mapsay,biligrph, statistical apni) 95 0 ae icuig5apn will render it less vulnerable to
Stock No. RC- 7902. $5.00 paperback. dx, gsa, bidlography,changes In the world economy

LC 74-24404. ISBN 0-8018-1702-1, May 1980. v + 191 pages (including
Yemen Arab Republic: $27.50 (16.50) hardcover; map, annex, statistical appendix).
Development of a Tradi- ISBN 0-8018-1 715-3, $9.95 (f6.00) English and French.

tional Economy paperback. Stock Nos. RC-8005-E, RC-8005-F.

Otto Maiss, chief of mission, $5.00 paperback.

Outlines ther c Yugoslavia: Self-Manage- eNote: The countries that are the
the socioeconomic and political struc- ment Socialism and the subject of the World Bank Country
ture of the Yemen Arab Republic since Challenges of Development Studies under this heading, and
the 1962 revolutionl an(! discusses Martin Schrenk, Cyrus Ardalan, countries and regions that are
major development issues of the late and Nawal A. El Tatawy mentioned in titles or summary
1970s and the 1980s. descriptions under other subject

Describes major development issues headings, are listed in the Index at
January 1979. 2, xxviii + 303 pages and the overall performance of the the end of the Catalog.
(including 3 maps, 7 annexes, statisti- economy, showing that the new
cal appendix, selected bibliography). economic framework of the 1970s

strengthens decisionmaking at the
Stock No. RC-7901. $10.00 paperback. lowest microeconomic level and at

the same time allows greater coor-
dination of economic activity by

People's Democratic extending self-management princi-
Republic of Yemen: A Review ples to the macroeconomic level.
of Economic and Social The Johns Htopkins University Press,
Development 1979. 410 pages (including map,
Shahid A. Chaudhry, chief of appendix, glossary, index),

mission, and others LC 79-84316. ISBN 0-8018-2263-7,

Reviews the government's economic $,27.50 (£17.50) hardcover;
policies and the socialization of the ISBN 0-8018-22 78-5, $12.95 (f6.75)
economy between 1971 and 1978 paperback.
and concludes that the absence of
significant natural resources will
inevitably influence the country's
development, which must concentrate
on solving urban/rural disparity,
increasing productivity, and using
manpower efficiently.

March 1979. ui + 169 pages (including
map, annex, statistical appendix).

Stock No. RC-7903. $5.00 paperback.
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